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Abstract

The central focus of the present work is an examínation of the many

commonalities which appear to characterize both ecological and Native

American philosophies, thei¡ common critiques of the dominant culture, and

their common aspirations towards establishing a sustainable and equitable future

in the face of ou¡ commorç and increasingly global, ecologícal problems. Thus,

the present work may be considered as an exercise in cross-ct¡lfural philosophy,

which uses an abductive or comparative methodology to compare and contrast

different relational symbolisms in the ideological sphere, with various patterîs of

social and ecological relationship as they are enacted in practice, both historicalty

and in the present day.

The work is divided into four sections, each of which examines a different

theme, and expands upon those which have come before, and while the first two

having a more historical focus, the second two have a more contemporary focus.

The firct section provides an abductive comparison between the relational

symbolism of Native American philosophies and the dominant modern

philosophies of Western culture. This is followed in the second section by a

discussion of the ma¡ner in whidr each of these relational symbolisms was

embodied in the social and ecological patterns of relationship of each cultural

type in the context of the early colonial encûunter/ and the manner in which

Native American philosophies appear to have begun to influence Western

philosophy in that context. Section th¡ee then examines the many similarities

between ecologicål and Native philosophy more directly, and their coÍÌmon

critiques of dominant Westem philosophies in the present day. Finally, section

four examines ecologicâl philosophy's critique of the dominant trends and

patterns of organization of Western culture in the contemporary context, and

examines the manner in which these critiques support contemporary indigenous
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aspirations towards greater culfural, economic and political autonomy.

The thesis condudes by arguing for the development of a type of radical

pluralism, through which local actors support one another in resisting coÍunon

global enemies, which is inspired by ecological values and insights very similar to

those long expressed by Native American philosophies. In fact, as shall be

argued below, such a path may be the only means of solving the ecological crisis

which we collectively face as a species.
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INTRODUCTION-

It is well understood that the only decent future for us who live in
America now is through a rediscovery of our environment. We need to
establish a right relationship with the land and its resources; otherwise,
the destruction of the Indian will be followed by the destruction of nature;
and in the destruction of nafure will follow thä destruction of ourselves.
The Indians, in a sense, knew this all along...Perhaps now, after hundreds
of yea-rs of ignoring their wisdom, we may learn from the Indians
Mcluhan 1971:1-2).

Because of their uniquely keen perception of the natural ordeç
Amerindians have felt from their fi¡st meeting with Europeans that these
people were coming here out of a pressing need to relearn their own
relationship with other humans and the rest of creation, Even if the first
Americans foresaw that the coming of the Europeans would produce a
shock both overwhelming and catashophic for them ând for the land
they could also imagine what would come after: l\¡hites, horrified by the
socio-ecological mess they had made of the continent, would one day tum
to Native people and ask their heþ i., re-establishing order... (Sioui
1992:111).

The present work is inspired by two streams of thought, the first being

ecological philosophy, which shall be referred to as eco-holism in what followsl.

Eco'holism is a comparatively new philosophy in the Western world, which

represents a radical deparhrre from the modern philosophy from whidr our

current technologies and ways of life arose. It has arisen in recent decades in

respoftìe to empirical evidenc€ that there is a fu¡damental and growing

conkadiction between the aims and activities which Western cultu¡e has

traditionally pursued and the possibility of its own pelpetuation. This

conhadiction is suggested by the multitude of interlocking ecological problems

maaifesting themselves around the world; sudt as deforestation, social erosion

and species extinctions, nudear and dremical pollution" over-population and

over-consumption, ozone depletion, acid rain and dimate dunge, to name a few

1 For a fairly complete discussion of the varieties of eco-holism and many of the key issues
which it raises see Merchant (1992), For a succinct discussion of th¡ee of the better known
varieties of eco'holist thought-including deep ecology, eco-fenrinism and social ecology--as
well as thei¡ shared premises, see Dudgeon (7996:1L49).
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of the most obvious2. In light of these facts, eco-holism suggests that we can no

longer continue to act upon the world as a mere coÍunodity, without regard for

the fact that we are totally dependent upon nature in order to survive. For if we

dq our powerful modern technology is fully capable of subverting the very

conditions which sustain our lives.

The second stream of thought which inspires the present work is Native

American philosophy, as it is expressed in their oratory literature and ways of

life. Not surprisingly, as eco-holism has continued to develop and extend its

influence, growing numbers of people have commented upon the simila¡ities in

outlook which eco-holism and Native American philosophies seem to sha¡e

(Bird-David 1993; Booth and Jacobs 1990; Callicott L982,7994;Hughes 1983, 1991,

Krrudtson and Suzukí 1992; Reed 1991). Many contemporary Native Americans,

induding scholars, a¡e also beginning to recognÞe the affinity, as shall become

evident in the drapters to follow, and as is illustrated by the introductory

quotation from Siou! a contemporary schola¡ of Hu¡on.descent. Sioufs

sentiments also closely mirror those of Mcluhan, an Euro-American, who clearly

intended to tie her early compilation of excerptrs from Native literature to

ecological themes.

Anyone who has studied both areas in any detail cannot help but notice

the many simílarities between the two streams of thought, whidr should not be

ignored. As Mir¡cea Eliade suggesþ for example, regarding indigenous

philosophies in general, "Westem philosophy is dangerously close to

'provincializing' itself,..by jealously isolating itself in ib own hadition" (1954:x).

In the present case, such a view is not only unjust-in that it ignores the fact that

Native America seems to have already arrived at many of the views which eco-

holism is only now rediscovering-but also unwise. For in the present context it

2 Fo¡ an excellent discussion of the interlocking nature of ecological problems and the possible
synergistic effects belween them-which he ¡efers lo as "the nemesis effect " see Bright (2001).
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is the Western way of conceiving of and acting upon the world which is itself

proving to be problematic. Isolating ourselves exdusively within that tradition,

therç will not help us to see our way out of these difficulties. Rather, it is more

likely to perpetuate them. Through comparison with the views of others,

however, we may perhaps learn where our own pattems of thought and action

have gone awry, for as Gregory Bateson once suggested with regards to our

cuffent ecological problems, "[i]t is possible that some of the most disparate

epistemologies which human cultu¡e has generated may give us clues as to how

we should proceed" (Bateson and Bateson 1988:136).

There are, of course, those who would disagree, particularly when it

comes to using Native American thought as an inspiration for developing more

ecological philosophies, attitudes and styles of life in the Westem world. Calvin

Martin, for example, once concluded that "There can--be no salvation in the

tndian's baditional conception of Nature for the tuoubled environmentalist,

Some day, perhaps, he will realize that he must look to someone else other than

the American Indian for realistic spiritual inspiration" (1978:188). Martin is not

alone, of course, in questioning the appropriateness of turning to Aboriginal

peoples and their philosophies as an inspiration for the development of more

ecological ways of thìnking and living in the West, and other dissenting opinions

shall be considered where appropriate in what follows3.

One of the central purposes of the present work, however, shall be to

offer a model for describing the similarities in outlook which eco-holism and

Native American philosophies seem to sha¡e whidù I hope, may help not only to

expand the gowing dialogue between the two streams of thought, but begin to

illustrate what Westem culture may learn from Aboriginal philosophies.

Exanrining the differences between the ideologies of the colonizing cultures and
3 Ca[icott (1982) offers a detailed reply to such objections from an eco-holist point of view,
while Cordova (1997;3744) provides a critique of Callicotfs methodology and assumptions
from the perspective of an Apache scholar,
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those which were colonized-in order to construct this comparative model-will

fu¡ther illushate eco-holisnfs simila¡ities with Aboriginal philosophies as well.

I witl be approaching this task from an holistic perspectivg and this in two

senses. Firstly, these two broad cultural types-the Ocridental and the Native

American-shall be viewed within the larger context of cultu¡al evolution which

is provided by an anthropological perspective. The second and primary sense in

whidr the present work may be termed "holistic," however, is derived from eco-

holism, and especially from the works of Bateson--this being a central emphasis

upon the study of. patterns of relationship, rather than upon "wholes4."

Human beliefs change, and with them change also our patterns of relating

to one another, and to the larger world. Neither a¡e these three a¡eas--the

ideological, the social, and the ecological relationships-in any way separable

from on another. Rather, they are simply different ways of describing aspects of

the same contextS. Just as meaningful or ideological relations areapart of the

larger context of social relations, so too, social relationships are subsumed by the

larger context of the ecological relationships in whidt society participates. Yet

each is simply a more inclusive description of the same context, and should not

be considered in isolation from one another-picfure them as a series of three

spheres, nested one within the other, with each larger sphere being a

precondition for the exjstence of those withi¡ it,

For just as all ecological relationships are not social, but do provide the

enabling conditions for there being social relationships, so too,' all social

relationships among living beings are not meaningful in the sense in whictr

4 For a more detailed discussion of the difference between relationalism and "whole-ism" see

Dudgeon (1996:1-12).

5 Thor" familiar with recent anthmpological theory will note a similarity here to Marvin
Harris' distinction between superstrucfure, structu.re and infrastructr¡¡e. I have chosen not to use
this tenninology due to certain theo¡etical djfferences with his position--especially its
materialism, determinism and positivism-which need not be discussed in detail here. For the
best account of his position see Harris (1979),
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human social relationships often a¡e. Yet it is within such patterns of social

relations that meaningful patterns of relationship arise-through the emergence

of symbolic patterns within them. Still, these pattems of meaning remain

inseparable from the larger ecological context in which sudr social relations take

place. It is these pattems of relationship-both as enacted in daily life, and as

illustrated and sanctioned by philosophy and religion-which shall provide the

focus in the following.

Sudr a pattem of relationship-of smaller patterns nested within larger

ones, and of the relationships between the various morc indusive scales-shall be

termed a "holarchy'' in what follows. My use of this metaphor is derived from

two sources, The fi¡st is Batesorfs discussion of "orders of recursiveness"

(1979:278), while the second is John Lame Deels description of Lakota

cosmology as a pattem of "cirdes within cirdes within circles, with no beginning

and no end" (1972:100). Thus, the holarchy metaphor may be derived from

either of the two schools of thought which inspire the present work6.

The methodology of comparing relational symbols with one another, and

with social and ecological patterns of relationship, is also derived from Batesorç

and especially from his discussion of the methodology of abduction (7979:I5T

55), which he described as a method of comparing pattems of relationship and

their symmetry or asymmehy. Abduction þ for example, the methodology

used in comparative anatomy to sort individual creafures into species, genera,

families and the like, based upon similarities and differences in their physicäl

cha¡acteristics. As shall be discussed below, Bateson himself often used this

methodology to compare and contrast the patterns of relationship in the social

6 The term "holarchy'' was originally suggested by Koestler (1978:34), though I am not a
followe¡ of Koestlels, nor of his interpretâtion of the meaning of the term.
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and ecological spheresT.

What the present work adds to this approach is an empahsis upon the

importance of rebtional symbolism, which is also derived from both ecological

philosophy and Native American haditions. After all, ecology defines itself as

the study of patterns of interrelationship tn the natural world. Since humanity is a

part of nature, therefore, and since symbol systems are a part of human life,

symbol systems are also a part of nafure. As shall be discussed below,

relationalism is also one of the most important premises shared by the eco-holist

and Native American schools of thought. Thus, the way in which ideal paltems

of relationship are represented philosophically--that is, relational symbols--

becomes my cenhal focus in the various philosophies considered below, since

zuch relational symbols appear to be important vehides through which the

lifestyles consistent with any particular philosophy are propagated and

maintained. Philosophy, therU will not be conceived of as an activity whidr is

peculiar to certain professional academics in the Westem world. Instead, as

Hester and McPherson suggest, "Philosophy is a thoughtful interaction with the

world" (7997 :9). Furtherrrore:

Indigenous philosophy must be keated with the same respect as
European philosophy, Indigenous people must be recognized as the
cenhal stakeholders, inheritory and developers of their philosophy; the
philosophy must be recognized as a complete way of life, containing
ethical, social politicaf epistemological, as well as metaphysical elements
(1997:9).

Consequently, the present work shall not reþ too heavily upon the

second-hand interpretations of Native American religions and phfosophies

provided by Western ethnographers, except as an aid in placing them within a

broader historical and ecological perspective. lnstead, I shall attempt as muclr as

7 His discussion of abduction is also closely connected to his definition of explanation as "the
mapping of description onto tautology" (7979:8193, Bateson and Bateson 1988:90) and \Á¡ith his
discussion of "syllogisms in grâss" (1988:2G30). Fu¡ther discussions of the methodology of
abduction may be fóund in: Dudgeon (196:130-32) and Harries-Jones (1995:177-80).
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possible to base my interpretations upon Natíve American literature, or upon

sources which have been dictated or written by Native Americans themselves--

that þ upon the primary |iterature. While the earliest written accounts of their

words date back at least fou¡ centuries, the past century witnessed an explosion

of first-hand Native literature. There thus appears to be little excuse in the

present day for not turning to Native American literatures themselves for

confirmation of one's interpretations of Native American philosophies.

Indeed, this literature forms a very self-consistent whole, despite its

intemal variety-not u¡Iike a school of thought in Western philosophy, or a

research paradigm in the social sciences, Tuming to their own explanations and

justifications in this way cân only lead to a deeper and richer understanding of

the world yiew and ethos to whidr their works give expression than that which

would be attainable by reþing upon second-hand sources alone. Their views

may then be directly compared to the philosophical traditions of the Western

world on an equal footing, since access to the two points of view shall be gained

in the same manner--through an inspection of their words and works. Both may

then be compared to the philosophy of eco-holism. Yet as Cordova, a

contemporary Apache scholar, has recentþ suggested:

The person of the West exisþ for the West, as the standard by which all
other persons are measured..,Western thinkers have organized the world
on a hierarthical scale wherein they reserve for themselves the highest
rung. At each level below them they place all other peoples according to
how dosely they resemble the lifestyles and value systems of the West
(1997:35).

Such an ethnocentric attitude is obvíously the antíttresis of what ís being

attempted here. Thus, in the following discussiorç the ideology of Western

cultu¡e shall not be assumed to be superior to that of others, but will be placed

upon the same "level" as those of other cultures, ages and peoples, whictr is

certainly a prerequisite if an honest comparison is to be made. Indeed, since part
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of the central task is to understand the common ways in whidr eco-holist and

Native American philosophies djffer from the dominant Western philosophies,

as well as thei¡ common critiques of the same, traditional Westem philosophies

shall often be compared to the former two and found to be wanting. For as

Clifford Geertz once described the central aim of his interpretive anthropology,

the task is "to make available to us aîswers that others, guarding sheep in other

valleys, have givery and thus to include them in the consultable record of what

man has said" (1973:30). Sudr an attitude certainly seems more conducive to the

task at hand.

O¡re of ttre most well known primary sources on Native American

philosophies remains the teachings of Black Elk, the renowned Oglala Lakota

holy man. His teadrings are preserved in two books: The Søcred Pipe æd Blnck

Elk Speaks. The latter in particular has become a dassic in the field, being widely

quoted by both ecologists and Native America¡s alike. tndee{ my own reading

oÍ. Black Elk Speaks was one of the central inspirations which lead me to research

this topic, and to approach it in the manner in whidr I have-through the

extensive use of Native American autobiographies/ oratory and writings. It also,

however, provides us with an important example of issues concerning the

"authenticity" of such sources.

Because many of the earliest sources of Native American views are

translations from Native languages into Englisl¡ questions of authenticity often

arise. The skill and biases of the translator are likely to have had an impact upon

the shape of the final English naffative, Because of the great differences in the

grammatical structures of Native American languages and Englislç furthennore,

only an expert in both languages could capture all of the subtle nuances of

meaning, and transform them accu¡ately into English. Indeed, only sudr an

expert could fully understand the extent to whídr some concepts and expressions
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âre simply uatranslatable, or lose certain associations or connotations when

taken out of their original linguistic and cultural context.

But these are questions which apply to a greater or lesser extent to all

translations from one language to another, and do not invalidate these sources.

Many of the classics of academia were not written in English either, but we do

not throw out the . works of Plato and Aristotle merely because they were

originally written in ancient Greek. Neither do we esdìew the study of Socrates'

philosophy because we have only Plato's account of it, nor those of the Pre-

Socratics because we know them only from scattered quotations in the works of

others. Neither, thery should we disregard early sources of Native American

philosophy simply because they were originally narrated in Lakota, Cree or

Qibway, nor because we may have only a few excerpts from any particular

thinker. All sudr þanslations consist of one person giving an account of what

another person has written or sai{ and should properþ be considered to be

collaborations.

The over-all consistency of Native American literatures, however, and the

persistence of certain key themes from the eadiest accounts of their views to the

present day, can serve as a corrective for the failings which may be inherent in

particular sources. Further, I shall also be drawing upon m¿my sources whidr

were originally written or naffated in Englisþ and whose authors thus did their

own kanslation, whidr shall provide a balance for any short-comings which may

be inherent in sources which required hanslation.

The authenticily oÍ Black. Elk Speaks has been questioned in recent years

for reasons doseþ related to these, Due to the publication of the original

interview notes from whidr the book was prepared john G. Neihardt, who

collected Black EllCs narrative and edited it into a book, is now known to have

taken some liberties when presenting Btack EllCs words to the public. Though
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the original transcripts were certainly polished and somewhat transformed in the

process/ a comparison reveals that they generally retained the spirit of what was

sai{ if not the exact wording. As Raymond DelW¡llie has observed n The Sixth

Granáþther, tn wlich these hanscripts were first published:

Neihardt was an extraordinarily faithful spokesman for Black Elk; what he
wrote was an interpretation of Bladc Elk's life, but not one that was
embellished in any way. Instead, he tried to write what he thought the
old man himself would have expressed (1985:51).

Of course one must remember that what was being polished and edited

was al-ready a banslation in any case--that is, an accou¡t of what someone else

had said8. As DeMallie observes, therefore, even during the translation process,

there is a sense in which "Neihardt was already 'owitind Black Elks story by

rephrasing his words in Englisþ" (1985:51), whidr again reminds us of the

collaborative nature of all works in hanslation. Yet while Black Elk Speaks does

not represent the actual words of Black Elk, one must also remember that the

original interview hanscripts are not Black EIICs own wordg either, but rather a

r,econstruction of his original Lakota narrative in English. Where he felt it was

necessary/ Neihardt also added historical details from other sources in order to

fill in background infonnation which was not induded in the transcript.

There seem to be two ways of dealing with this situation One is to throw

out Black Elk Speaks and to make use of only the original interview transcripts.

This will be the position of many Western academics, who are most concemed

E Black Elk's own sory Berç acted as the principal translator of his Lakota narative, with
Neihardt assisting in rendering the account into Entlish. The account was then wdtten out by
Neihardt's daughter, Enid, and eventually typed into a final draft which Neiha¡dt used
during the preparation of the manuscript copy oÍ Blnck Elk Speak.
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with the fact that the book does not preserve Black Etks actual words9. It is not,

however, the position whidr shall be taken in what follows. For as has already

been pointed out, Black Elk's own words no longer exist, since his original

l¿kota conversation was, unfortunately, never recorded in that language. So

while the transcripts are certainly doser to a verbatim account/ and preserve

some details which were omitted tn Black Elk Speaks, both arc kanslations. And

though the precise wording may have been alte¡ed in the latter, the philosophy

presented in the two seems to be largely consistent. It also seems consistent with

the teaclrings whictr were later preserved in The Saued Pípe, which were reco¡ded

by Joseph Epes Brown, who seems to have made less use of poetic license in

hanslating Black EllCs words. Yet to what extent Neihardfs later additions and

changes to the banscripts were based upon memories of unrecorded

conversations between himself and Black Elk is impossible to know.

I shall, therefore, make use of the secrnd option, and will continue to

quote from Black Elk Speaks. Therc are many reasons for doing so. The first is

that many passages are a-lready well known, being wideþ quoted by ecologists

and Native Americans alike. As Vine Deloria, Jr. points out in his Inhoduction to

a recent edition of Btac* Etk Speaks, lor example, "the book has become a North

American bible of all kibes" (Black Elk 1988:xüi). Thus, if there are doubts as to

whether it perfectþ preserves the historical beliefs of the l-akota in general or of

Black Elk in particular, there can be no doubt whatsoever that it is representative

of the beliefs of many Native Americans in the present day, for it has been

wideþ embraced as a religious dassic, This fact alone should be all the

9 See, for example, the work of Julian Rice (191), Rice suggests that the transcripts published
in The Sixth Grøndfather contain "a mo¡e authentic voice," whereas Bl¿ck Elk Spuks, "may
perhaps be relegated to the ranÌs of nineteenth [sic] century curios, reflecting white
misconceptions o{ Indians" (1991:13-74). While Rice spends much of his time analyzing
Neihardfs other writings in order, it seems, to invalidate the interpretation he presents in
Black Ek Speøks tfuough association with opinions expressed elsewhere, his worþ like Tle
Sixth Grøndþther, is wo¡th consulting by all serious students of Black ElKs philosophy.
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justification necessary for continuing to quote from it, Sioui (1992:8), for

example-who is a Hu¡on (or Wendat) scholar writing in French, quotes from a

French translation of the English translation of Black Elk's philosophy (of whidr I

have read an English banslation), yet he does not seem troubled by issues of

"authenticity."

Its continued acceptance even in the face of the original transcripts also

seems to reveal a different emphasis upon its importance. This is a concern not

so much with its accuracy or authenticity as an historical document, as with the

continuing kuth of the teachings which it preserves.

Nor was Black EllCs reputation as a holy man and teacher based solely

upon these books. As Frank Fools Crow points out, among his own Lakota

people/ "My unde, the renowned Blacl< Elk, has earned a place above all of the

other Teton holy men. We all hold him the highesf (1979:58). Though Fools

Crow had never read his books, he had learned many things from Bladc Elk first

han{ and went on to become a holy man and ceremonial leader of the Lakota

kibes. He also continued the kadition which his unde had started by sharing his

own teachings and visions in two books which were given to Thomas E, Ndails

(Fools Crow 1979, 1991). Agair¡ therç it is the religious significance of Black ElKs

teadrings which are cenüal to his reputatiory rather than questions of historical

acsuracy, And fron this perspective the "authenticity" argument could even be

seen as an attempt to dismiss as inelevânt what is to many a sacred document.

For Black Hk seems to have wanted not only to preserve something of

the history and ways of his people, but to pass on the great vision with which he

was gifted in his youth as well. As a dril{ Black Elk was sick for twelve days,

during which time he lay unconscious and near death in his parents teepee.

During this time he experienced a prophetic visio¡r, in whidr he was taken to a

meeting with the six grandfathers, representing the powers associated with the
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six sacred directions of the world, who revealed to him many sacred teachings,

and showed him a vision of the future of his people. In the symbolism of the

vision Black Elk saw his people climbing a path which made four ascents. These

he interpreted as representing four generations of his people. The first two

ascents we¡e to be quite good, with his people walking the path in a sacred

manner, and retaining their sacred teachings, rifuals a¡d ways of li[e. This sacred

path was represented by the hoop of the natiory which was also representative

of the unity of all things. At the center of the hoop grew a sacred flowering tree,

representing the prosperity of the people, and of the entire Earth, But in the

third ascent the hoop was to be brokerç the tree was to whither, and the people

were to fall upon djfficult times. As the transcript records his words:

His dream has been coming true. The first and the second ascents were
both good and the third is to be a fea¡fuI thing and perhaps we're in that
time now--something is going to happen...Lr Black EllCs dãys he has seen
the second generation and in the third he thinks something fearfr:l is
going to happen...from there on every man has his own vision and his
own rules. The fourth ascent will be terrible...There were lots of sick
úildren-all pale and it looked like a dying nation. They showed me a
circle village and all the people were very poor and there you cþuld hear
the wail of women and also men. Some of them were dying and some
were dead (DeMallie t985 :12G28)10.

Yet the six grandfathers gifted Black Elk with the powers of a healer as

well. When he grew to adulthood he was to use the power given by his vision in

order to become a shaman or medicine man, and to cure the ills of his people.

He was given power not only to eure the sicknesses of individuals, however, but

to ¡estore the hoop as well, and to make the flowering tree bloom once more at

its center. By doing so he would set the people back upon the sacred path which

their ancestors had walked, and restore harmony to the creation. As he states,

10 This pas"ug" also illust¡ates one of the deficiencies of the transcript âs a translatíon,
particularly in the earlier portion--the constant shifting of tense, fiom second person
descriptions of what Black Elk said, to presumed first person utterances, which Neihardt
polished into a first person account tluoughout Blnck EIk Speaks, For the complete accormt of
the vision see Black Elk (7988:2047), and DeMallie (1985:771-42), DeMallids comparison of
the two is also useful (1985:93-99),
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"I¡r the vision I was representing the earth and everything was giving me power.

I was given power so that all creatures on earth would be h^ppy" (DeMallie

1985:133). This would happen at the end of the fourth ascent, which thus

represented both the closing of a cyde, and the dawning of a new age. As he

states, 'Depending upon the sacred stick we shall walk and it will be with us

always. From this we will raise our child¡en and under the flowering stick we

will communicate with our relatives--beast and bird-as one people. This is the

center of the life of the nation." It is easy to see why his vision is often read as a

metaphor for the ecological crisis which we are now facing, and perhaps of its

resolutior¡ particularly when he adds that "This tree never had a chance to

bloom because the white man came" (DeMatlie 1985:130).

Thus, Black Ëlk felt that he had failed in the mission whidr the six

grandfathers had bestowed upon him. Because of the influence of the Western

world, the sacred hoop was brokerç and the tree representing the Indian spirit,

and the sacred traditions of his people, never bloomed as it should have. Black

Elk even gave up his practice as a medicine man, thus tuming away from the

mission and power of his vision, and joined the Catholic Church. The desire to

preserve his vision, however, and to somehow restore tlre sacred hoop and

cause the tree to flower as it was meant to never left him.

He found a new vehicle in Neihardt, whom he immediately recognized as

a kindred spirit. By giving the vision to Nefüardt, he was not only preserving it

for the future, but seems to have felt that he was passing on his spiritual burden

as well, along with the power whidr he had been given to make the bee bloom.

As he states at one point:

The more I talk about these things the more I think of old times, and it
makes me feel sad, but I hope that we can make the tree bloom for your
child¡en and for mine...it waÀ hopeless it seems before I saw yoç buthere

. you came, Somehow the spirits have made you come to revive the hee
that never bloomed (DeMallie L985:44).
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So it seems that Neiha¡dt had Black EllCs blessing when it came to

interpreting his vision to the worl{ for in a sense he was the inheritor of its

power. It would now be Neihardf s place to bring its message and teachings to

the world, and in this sense the power to make the tree bloom, and to restore

harmony in the creation, was now his. Indeed, such a passing on of medicine

teachings, or of the right to tell particular stories, has always been quite corunon

in cultu¡es with an oral traditior¡ and seems perfectly legitimate from sudr a

perspective.

Black Elk had also adopted Neiha¡dt into the Lakota tribe, naming him

"Flaming Rainbow." Ir his geat vision, the flaning rainbow had stood above

the doorway to the todge in which Black Elk had received. the teachings of the six

grandfathers. The flaming rainbow thus represented the portal through which

truth and wisdom were gained, and through which the power of the vision was

brought to the world.

The significance of the name whidr Black Elk drose thus tells us quite a lot

about his perceptions of both Neiha¡dt, his adopted nepheq and of the act of

passing on his vision to another man. Indeed, it would seem that in
transforming his nar:rative into a more accessible and persuasive fonn, Neihardt

was only fulfilling the obligation whidr BtackElk himselJ had placed upon him-

to bring his vision to as many people as possible so that the tree might bloom

agaln.

Thus, I shall continue to quote fuom BIac*. Ek Speaks in what follows, for I
am concerned not only with its authenticity as an hjstorical document, but also

with the truth of its teadrings, and I shall attempt to walk the fine line between

these two perspectivesll.

11 For those most concerned with questions of authenticity, corresponding passages from the
interview t¡aîscripts shall also be provided-where such exist-in the footnotes fo¡ these
quotations. In this way interested teadeß may judge for themselves as to whether thei¡
meaning is preserved (from one English translation to another).
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The purpose of the present worþ thery is not only to understand Native

American philosophies as they were historically, but to understand what eco-

holism might learn from them-both past and present. Let us tum, in the first

section, to a more detailed account of the relational symbolism which we find

represented in Native American philosophies and naffatives, followed by an

abductive comparison with those of the Western world. Section two shall then

discuss the manner in whidr the relational symbolism of each cultffal type was

reflected in their patterns of social and ecological relationship, in other words, it

shall compare the relational symbolism of the ideological sphere to the pattems

of relationship exhibited in the social and ecological spheres.

Section th¡ee shall then return to more theoretical concems, or more

specifically, to a direct comparison of Native American and eco-holist

philosophies; induding a discussion of their coÍtmon differences from, and

critiques ol the dominant ideological, social and ecological patterns of

relationship of the contemporary Western world, Finally, section four shall

again return to a discussion of practice, though in the contemporary context.

More specifically, it shall discuss ecological and indigenous issues in the context of

contemporary trends towards the globalization of economic organization, which

shall be critiqued from an eco'holist perspective. This section shall also attempt

to illustrate the manner in whidr eco-holism is both consistent with-'and

supportive of-contemporary Native American aspirations towards greater

political autonomy/ economic self-sufficiency and control over the management

of resources on their traditional lands-as well as thei¡ potential to be supportive

of one another in practice.
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SECTION I:

THE CIRCLE WHICH UNITES AND THE LINE WHICH

DIVIDES:

AN INITIAL COMPARISON OF NATIVE AMERICAN AND

OCCIDENTAL RELATIONAL SYMBOLISM.

1. THEMOTHER GODDESS: BALANCE AS AN IDEAI-

You have noticed that everything an lndian does is in a ci¡de, and that is
because the Power of the World always works in cirdes, and everything
tries to be round...Everything the Power of the World does is done in a
ci¡de. The sky is round, and I have heard that the ea¡th is round, like a
ball, and so are all the stars. The wind, in its greatest power, whirls. The
birds make their nests in cirdes, for thei¡s is the same religion as ours.
The sun comes forth and goes down again in a cirde. The moon does the
same, and both are round. Even the seasons form a great cirde in their

"Lung*A 
and always come back to where they were. The life of a man is

a cirde from ctrildhood to childhood and so it is in everything where
power moves. Our teepees were round like the nests of birds, and ttrese
were always set in a circle, the nation's hoop, a nest of many nests where
the Great Spirit meant for us to hatch our drildren (Black Elk 7988:19Ç
96)12'

konicalty, perhaps, the earliest evidence which suggests that elements of

philosophies similar to those of Native America had developed comes not from

the Americas, but rather from the Paleolithic hunting cultures of Europe. This

evidence consists of two types of art-Paleolithic cave paintings; whidr indude

-Mus 

passates in Black Elk spuks,and is widely quoted in
contemporary Native Anerican literature (Cajete 20001259; Sioui 1Ð2:9). A closely
corresponding section of the inten¡iew notes r€ads:
You will notice that everything the Indian does is in a circle. Everything that they do is the
power from the sacred hoop, but you see today that this house is not in a ci¡de. It is a squ e, It
is not the way we should live,..The power worft work in anything but ci¡cles, Everyrhing is
rìow too square. The sacred hoop is vanishing among the people, We get even tents that are
square and live in them. Even the bi¡ds and thei¡ nests a¡e ¡ound. You take the bird's eggs and
put them in a square nest and the mother bi¡d just wont stay there. We India¡s a¡e relative-
like with the bi¡ds. Everything tries to be round--the world is ¡ound, We India¡s have been
put here to be like the wilds and we cooperate with them, Their eggs of generations a¡e in the
sacred hoop to hatch out. Now the white man has taken away our nest and putus in a box and
here they ask rs to hatch our childrerç h¡t ü/e ca¡not do it. We are vanishing in this box
(DeMallie 1985:290-91).
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many depictions of animals, the hunt, and some figures which are thought to be

shamans, as well as in a contemporaneous form of sculpture; the "Venus"

figurines. These little footless and often faceless female figurines, with

exaggerated breasts and hips, were found tlroughout much of southem Europe,

and a¡e often taken as evidence that Goddess worship was one of the earliest

expressions of religious belief in human cultu¡e. As Joseph Campbell states it:

"The female figurines are the earliest example of the 'graven imagd that we

possess/ and were, apparentþ, the first objects of worship of the species Høro

sapiens" (1969:325). \4Ihere the cave art is often thought to have beenrelated to

male hunting magic and rites, the Venus figurines were often found in the actual

shelterc, where families lived, and were thus usually associated with the domestic

scene. V\¡hether these figures were direct objects of worship þ of course,

something of which one can never be certain. But the fact that they were highly

stylized pieces, while contemporaneous forms of sculpttue deprcting animals

were highly realistic, suggests a religious significance of some kind for these

figwes. Several also appeared to have been set up in shrines when found which

further suggests a status as religious objects of some type (Campbell 1969:313).

According to Campbell:

These suggest that the obvious analogy of women's life-giving and
nourishing powers with those of the earth must already have led ma¡ to
associate fertile womanhood with an idea of the motherhood of nature
(1969:739).

This interpretatiprç while speorlative, would give the association of nature

and the Earth with the feminine an ancient history. It is also a common view in

traditional Native American reügions, if not one of their defining features,

According to Black Elk, for exarr¡ple, "the growing power is rooting in mystery

like the night, and reaches lightward. Seeds sprout in the darkness of the gtound

before they know the suûrmer and the day. Ûr the night of the womb the spirit
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quickens into flesh" (1988:209)ts. Or again, when speaking of a woman's first

menstruatiorç he states that "the change in her is a sacred thing, for now she will

be as Mother Ëarth and will be able to bea¡ children" (I971:L1.6). Thus, the

creative power inherent in the female form is considered analogous to the

creative and nurturing power immanent in nature, and indee{ within this type

of animístíc cosmology, the entire universe is thought to be alive -animated by

this same ímmanent power.

The figure of the Mother Goddess has often been presented as a giver of

life in other ways as wel! as the source from which food springs, or as a

patroness of the hunt. The l4lhite BuJfalo Woman of the Sioux or Lakota people,

for example, who was the bringer of their Sacred Pipe, and with it their religion

and way of life, was both a Goddess and a buffalo in human fonn. She thus

provided a fu¡ther reason for them to respect and honour the buffalo, their

principle source of food and provisior¡ as well as the Earth whidr nourished

ttrem, for it was from the buffalo people that their paboness had come14,

Where for hunting peoples the Goddess is often the sowce and

protechess of game, for many horticultural peoples She is embodied in the food

planb themselves. A Penobscot legend, for example, tells of how First Mother

was approached during a time of hunger, when game had become scarce due to

a growing population and" consequently, over-hunting. She inforrrs the people

that they must ki-ll her, drag her body over the ground until the flesh is torn

from the body, and then bury the bones. Seven months later corn sprouts from

this spot, and the hunger of the people is relieved, while tobacco springs from

her bones. The plant's fruit--com-was First Mothers fleslç given so that the

people might live and flou¡ish. The people are thus subsisting upon the body of

@omThe saneilPrpe which follows.
14 For va¡ious versions of the legend of the White BuJfalo Woman and the coming of the
Sacred Pipe, see Black Elk (1971: 3-9,1988;3-5), DeMallie (1985:28385), Fools C¡ow (1990:142-
rt4) Lame Deer (1972:240-M) andErdoes and Ortiz (1984:47-52).
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a sacrificed Goddess, whose nowishing power is immanent within the food they

eat, and the Earth from which it grows, while the tobacco, her second gift, was

central to worship and ritual (Erdoes and Ortiz 7984:12-13),

Besides being representative of a sacred power immanent in nafure, the

Mother Goddess also represents the ultimate unity behind all duality, for just as

she is the govemess of life, so also is she the govemess of its necessary corollary-

-death. Describing a sirnilar myth to the one above, for example, Campbell

states that:

at the moment of the sacrifice, when death came into the wodd and with
it the flow of time, there occurred also a separation of the sexes; so that
with death there canne the possibility of procreation and birth, The pairs-
of-opposites, thus, of male and female, death and birth...came into the
world, together with food, at the end of the Mythological Age (1984:78).

She is thus "both the facilitator of tuansformations and the endosing,

protecting, and embracing governess of the process" (1984:80), Both death and

llfe flow from her; she is the unity whidr lies behind the dualities of life. For just

as planb and animals spring from the womb of the Earth, later to die and retum

their substance to her, only to be rebom once more; so also in creating life, death

also comes into being, and from deatlu ultimately, life arises again. Or as Chief

Dan George onc€ expressed 1t; "Ltfe and death-a song without an ending"

(1982:51)ts.

The celestial symbol for this type of cydicity is the phases of the moon in

its waxing and waning. As Black Hk notes, "the moon represents a person and

also, all things, for everything created waxes and wanes, lives and dies"

(797L:77). ]ust as the moon passes from light to darkness to light, a cydicity

which unites the opposites within a larger unity, so also the fertility of women

follows the same cyde with the waxing and waning of their "moon time," and

15 For a detailed discussion of Native American attitudes towards death from the perspective
of a Lakota scholar, which also conkasts such ideas with the Christian or secular attitudes
towards death of the Westem world see Deloria (19942765-83),
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the fertility of the Earth waxes with the coming of spring and wanes with the

coming of fall, ever retuming to where it has been.

lndee4 this symbolism of the unity or complementarity of opposites

render Campbell's designation of it as the mythology of the Goddess something

of a misnomer. For the symbol of the Goddess is seldom emphasized in suctr a

way as to totally exclude the importance of the male principle. Rather, as

Campbell himself admits, within this type of mythology "divinity could be

represented as well under the feminine as the masculine form, the qualifying

form itself being merely the mask of an ultimately unqualìfied principle, beyond,

yet inhabiting all names and forms" (1964:13). This is more in keeping with

Native American religions, where both Sky and Eartlr, the Father above and the

Mother below, are honou¡ed together, as complementary aspects of the Great

Mystery. For as Charles Alexander Eastmanl6 relates:

the Indian no more worshipped the Sun than the Ch¡istian adores the
Cross. The Sun and the Earth, by an obvious parable, holding scarcely
more of poetic metaphor than of scientific truth, were in his view the
parents of all organic life. From the Sun, as the universal father, proceeds
the quickening principle in nature, and in the patient and fruitful womb of
our mother, the Earth, a¡e hidden embryos of plants and men. Therefore
our reverence and love for them was really añ ímaginative extension of
our love for our ímmediate parents (1980:13-14).

Thw it is the power of the Sky-the life giving warmth of the sun and the

nourishing rains-which fertilize the Earth, whose hidden powers then give

shape and substance to the living things bom from it17. Bothare equally

necessary to lifg and as Cajete suggests, "Nativä communities embody and

harrronize the duality of maleness and femaleness, for these complementary

relationships ensured the survival of the group" (2000:94). After all, the life of a
16 Eastman was a mixed blood Sioux who grew up on the plains but was educated at one of the
early American boarding schools. He went on to study medicine, and was working as a doctor at
the Pine Ridge Agency during the Wounded Knee massacre.
17 Indeed, ftom an ecological perspective, alì of the energy in lhebiosphere does come from the
sky-in the form of solar energy converted by green plants, which is passed up the food chain to
higher trophic levels-while all of the material in the biosphere is derived from the Earth.
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human infant is only made possible through the analogous coming together of

its mother and father. Thus, as Black Elk asks, "Is not the sky a father and the

earth a mother, and a¡e not all living things with feet or wings or roots their

ddldren" (1988:3¡taz Yet as Cajete suggests, while both powers are acknow-

ledged, Native philosophies do conhast with the Occidental in the sense that:

Life and divinity in the Native view are experienced through the feminine,
life-giving principle of the Earth. Native perceptions of the land and its
qualities are primarily Earth centered rather than sky centered as
perceived in many Indo-European cultures (2000:185).

lJltimately, however, the creative power has both male and female aspects, and

this symbolism also includes both that which is beyond, or transcendent, as well

as that which inhabits, or the immanent. Indeed, Black Elk also emphasizes the

importance of these other complementary aspects of the Great Mystery-the

immanent and the hanscendent-in the following way:

We should understand well that all things are the works of the Great
Spirit. We should know that He is within all things: the tuees, the gfasses/
the rivers, the mountains, and all the four legged animals, and the winged
peoples; and even more important, we should understand that He is also
above all these things and peoples (1977:xx).

This symbolism of the unity or complementarity of opposites is often the

theme of Native American legends as welt where it is represented as the coming

into balance of opposíte tendencies or extremes. As Jordan Wheeler writes,

"[t]he victory in the Aboriginal story is when harrnony can be achieved between

the clraracter and his/her environmenf (7992:3Ç)ts. While there are many

16 A similar reference to the Sþ as a Father and the Ea¡th as a Mother is for¡nd in Neihardfs
stenographic notes. The passage describes the vision which Black Elk saw when he was taken
to the cente¡ of the world (Flamey Peak in the Black Hills) þ the Six Gra¡dfathers:
"And while I stood there I saw more than I can tell and I r¡nderstood mo¡e than I saw; for I was

seeing in a sacred manner the shapes of all things in the spirit, and the shape of all shapes as
they must live together like one being. And I saw that the sacred hoop of my people was one of
many hoops that made one circle, wide as daylight and starlight, and in the center grcw one
mighty flowering tree to shelter all the children of one mother and one father. A¡d I saw that
it was hof' (DeMallie 1985: 97).
19 Wheeler is a former editor o Í Weetanah, Manitoba's Aboriginal newspaper,
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different ways in which this ideal is represented, the symbolism is sometimes

particutarly s triking.

One sudr example is the Blood-Piegan legend which describes "how men

and women got together." The story begins shortly after Old Man has finished

creating the world. Yet while Old Man felt that "he had done everything else

well," he had made one mistake in creating the world, in that he had originally

put men and women in separate villages, and had created them so that "men

ærd women did everything exactly the same way." Both knew how to drive

bulfalo off of diffs, and how to butcher the animals for meat, but this was the

only food they knew. After a time, however, each group began to develop

unique skills of its own. The men invented the bow and arow, and leamed how

to hunt for other types of food. The women learned how to tan hides, as well as

to make and decorate dothing and tipis.

Therç one day, Old Man realized the mistake he had made in putting men

and women in separate camps, saying to himself, "Men and women are different

from each other, and these different things must be made to unite so that there

will be more people. I must make men mate with women. I will put some

pleasure, some good feeling into if otherwise the men won't be keen to do what

is necessary." He then decided that he must first set an example himself, which

the other men could follow, so he set off to take a look at the womenls camp,

and then retumed to tell the other men of all the good things he had seen there.

Unlike the men, they lived in fine homes of tanned hides. And where the men

wore only" a few pelts around their loi¡s," the women wore finely made leather

dothing. When the rest of the men hea¡d of all "the usefr¡l and beautiful things"

the women made, they immediately decided that they should "go over there

and get together with these different human beings."

Meanwhile, the drief of the womenís village had seen the tracks which Old
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Man left, and trailed them to the village of the men. She was astonished, and

hurried back to her camp with the news, exdaiming to everyong "Oþ sisterg

these beings live very well, better than ræ. They have a thing shooting sharp

sticks, and with these they kill many kinds of game-food that we donlt have.

They are never hungry."

As the story continues, the two câmps try several times to get together.

When the men approach the first time, the women a¡e appalled at what they see,

The men are dirty and smelly, with matted hair and only a dirty pelt for clothing.

Forgetting of the good things their leader has told them, the women th¡ow

rocks at the men and drive them off, At this the men become angry, and even

Old Man states that, "It was no mistake putting these creatures far away from us.

Women are dangerous. I shouldnt have created them."

Later, however, both changed their minds, having had time to thìnk again

about the many useful skílls the others have. So Old Man bathed himself and

d¡essed in a fine outfit of dothing which he had taken from the women's village.

When the men approach this time he tells them to hang back, while he goes into

the village to speak to the women. Yet a scout from the womerfs camp has

already seen them coming, and has run to tell the others where they are

butdrering buffalo, The woma¡ drief decides that they should rcmain just as

they are-dressed in their worst dothing, covered in blood from their worþ and

with thei¡ flint skinning knives still in thek hands. l¡Vhen Old Man sees the

woman chief like this he exdaims, "Shes dressed in rags covered with blood. She

stinks. I want nothing to do with a creature like this. And those other women

are just like her," He than walked away, with all of the other men following

him.

But then the women realized their mistake, and the next time they take

the initiative. They dress in their best dothing, decorated in fine porcupine quill
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designs, and don bone and shell necklaces and bracelets. They wash and comb

their hair and paint their faces, Then they set off for the village of the men.

Here the men have again changed their minds, and can thi¡k of nothing

but the women. Then a sentry comes running into camp telling of the women's

approach. Immediately the men rush to the river to bathe. They clean and

arrange their hair, decorate it with feathers, paint their faces, scent themselves

with ceda¡ incense, and put on their best fur dothing. Finally, men and women

meet on terms whidr are pleasing to bottr, since each is attempting to please the

other.

The woman chief and Old Man were immediately athacted to one

another. Remembering his original reason for wanting to bring men and

women together, Otd Man invites the woman chief on a walk alone. \dhen they

have some privacy, he says to her, "Lets try one thing that has never been bied

beforc." The women drief replies, "I always like to try out new, useful things."

They then decided that it mightbe best to Iie down while trying this.

Afterwards, they both agreed that this was the most pleaswable thing

they had ever experience{ and rushed to tell all the others about their

wonderful discovery. But when they reached the village they found that all of

the other men and women were nowhere to be see, since "they didn't need to be

told about this new thing; they had already found out." 'Then the women

quilled and tanned for the men. Then the men hunted for the women. Then

there was love. Then there was happiness. Then there was marriage. Then

there were children,"

And thus it was only by realizing that their differences were

complementary, rather than separate or opposed, that men and women

achieved a harmonious relationship with one another, and the human race was

allowed to perpetuate itself (Erdoes and Ortiz 1984:41-5). The fact that, firstly,
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the Creator made a mistake and, secondly, that he taught the people how to

have sex through leading by example, both provide interesting contrasts with

the Old Testament version of the creation, which shall be discussed below.

Another excellent example of the themes of balance and harmony in

Native American oral literature is the Swampy Cree legend of 'The Battle of the

Four Winds." This story begins when a Cree man, whose wife has just given

birth to twins, has a prophetic vision, "in which the Indian saw the spirit of fire

who told him that he would be visited by the four winds of the world on the day

his twin chfdren became two years old." Thus the theme of dualities is made

explicit from the beginning. When two years had passed, the man had made the

elaborate preparations which the spirit of fíre had described to him, and with his

wife and drildren sheltered in an underground cellar beneath his specially

constructed lodge, he awaited the ar:rival of the fou¡ winds.

The north wind-the wind of cr¡ld and of winter--was the fi:st to arrive.

Appearing in the guise of a woman, she entered the lodge and blew her cold

breath upon the Indian until he was nea¡ freezing. She was followed shortly by

the wind of darkness-the wind which comes from the place of the setting sun in

the west-and even the light of his fire was extinguished when it entered. They

were shortly joined, however, by the warm wind of the south and the summer--

who entered in the fonn of a man--and the wind of light from the east-the place

of the dawn.

The I¡rdian then witnessed a gteat battle between these opposing forces,

with the winds of warmth and of cold sending uP a gteat $ay mist as they came

together, and with the lodge flashing in daylight and darkness as the east and

west winds dashed. But after "fighting back valiantly," the north wind realized

that "her resistance was futile; she continued to thaw and diminish in size." The

south wind does not seek to destroy her, however. Instea{ he states that "you
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will never again dominate the world. From now on I will replace you part of the

year." Similarly, the winds of light and da¡kness eventually fight themselves to a

stalemate, and "Realizing that one cþuld not defeat the other, they made an

agreement to share the world. They decided to take equal turns visiting the

earth" (Ray and Stevens 1971.:62-3).

In this way, harmony was achieved between the female wind of the north

and the male wind of the south, between suûuner and winter, and between the

forces of light and darkness, As Luther Standing Bear says of the beliefs of his

own people, "the philosophical ideal of the Lakota was harmony, and the most

powerfuI symbol of that was peace" (1978:40). This is certainly the case with the

Cree legend given above as well, in whidr peace and harmony are achieved

simultaneously. Indeed, it is this type of symbolism which Wheeler seems to be

referring to when he states that in Native American stories, "Good and evil are

traded in for the Aboriginal cloncern with balance and har:nony" (1992:38). For

neither exheme is kiumphant. Instead, winter is balanced with summer, light

with darkness, and male with female, with each pair becoming complementary

to one another, rather than separate and opposed. And where the north and the

night had dominate{ this imbalance is corrected, Both the state of imbalance

and the animosity whidr had eústed between each pair of opposites are

overcome/ and a state of peace and harmony is adrieved within the creation.

So in saying that good and evl are not Aboriginal concepts, Wheeler is

not suggesting that they have no conc€ption of right and wrong, but that their

ethics represents their ideals differently. It is believed that exdusively pu¡suing

either of the extremes is imbalanced or dishamonious, and that the ideal lies not

at either of the extremes, but at the point of balance between them. As Black Elk

observes, for example, "the truth comes into the world with two faces. One is

sad with suffering, and the other laughs; but it is the same face, laughing or
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weeping" (1988:188)20. Thus, the opposites are complementary aspects of a

larger whole, for as he adds-when describing the symbolism of the two thongs

used to tie a Sun Dancer to the center pole, which are actually a single piece of

hide-"although there seem to be two thongs, the two are really only one; it is

only the ignorant person who sees many where there is really only one"

(1971:95).

This sentiment is echoed by Lame Deer when he states that "You a¡e

isolated, but you know that you are part of the Great Spirit, united with all living

tltngs" (1972:772). Thus, both individuality and the relationship to the larger

unity which lies behind this apparent diversity are recognized and considered,

with neither being focused upon to the exdusion of the other. It is this type of

balanced understanding which the Native shaman or holy man always seeks, as

Lame Deer relates:

A medicine man shouldnt be a saint...He should be able to sink as low as a
bug, or soar as high as an eagle. Unless he can experience both, he is no
good as a medicine man...You can't be so stuck up, so bhuman that you
want to be pure...You have to be God and the devil, both of them. Being
a good medicine man...means experiencing life in all its phases (1972:68).

To achieve sudt a balanced understanding one must look at things from

many different perspectives, or points of view, and learn from whatever wisdom

lies in each. As Lame Deer states it, "[w]e are forever looking at things from

different angles," and since both the positive and the negative are aspects of the

world, one should consider what each can teach one, for "[i]t is alt part of the

same thing-nature, which is neither sad nor glad; it just ß" (7972:190). The

medicine marì-as healer, religious leader, and philosopher-simply looks to the

world alound him and observes that-as an lroquois legend concerning

Hiawatha the Unifier expresses it-"it is the law of the universe that happiness

alternates with sonow, life with deatlç prosperity with hardship, harurony with
20 Compare this to the passag e hom The Sacred Pþe, which follows.
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disharmony" (Erdoes and Ortiz 1984:196). So while harmony remains the ideal,

even disharmony offers its own lessons, and its own type of wisdom21. For as

Lame Deer observes, "Nature, the Great Spirit-they are not perfect. The world

couldnt stand that perfection. The spirit has a good side and a bad side.

Sometimes the bad side gives me more knowledge than the good side" (Lame

Deer L972:68).

2. NATURALARCHETYPES: THE CIRCLE AND THE MEDICINEWHEEL-

the Indian's symbol is the circle, the hoop, Nature wants things to be
round. The bodies of human beings and animals have no comers. With
us the cirde stands for the togetherness of people...The camp in whidr
every tipi had its place was also a ring. The tiþi wãs a ring in which people
sat in a cirde and all the families in the village were in tum cirdes within a
larger cirde, part of the larger hoop whidr was the seven campfires of the
Sioux, representing one nation. The nation was only part of the
universe...circles within cirdes within cirdes, with no begiruring and no
end. To us this is beautiful and fitting, symbol and reality at the same
time, expressing the hannony of life and natu¡e (Lane Deet 1972:.100).

As seems quite evident from the above, the symbol of the cirde is

indusive, rather than exdusive. It brings things together within progressiveþ

larger contexb rather than separating them from one another. The family is a

circle within the ci¡cle of the tribe's camp, whidr is a cirde within the hoop of the

people, which is in hrm contained within the larger sphere of nature. Readers

should also note the similarity to my own description of the relations between

the ideological the social and the ecological spheres given above, which shall

become a central theme in Section trI, when ecological and Native American

philosophies will be abductiveþ compared to one another, and contrasted with

modem Occidental philosophy. For in sudr a view, people conceive of

themselves as participants within nature. Indeed, as Cajete points out, "nature

21 er C"jut" (2000:217) suggests, the cosnric principle of chaos is often represented in Native
American nrythology by humorous stories of the Trickster figure who, while he is a sacred
down who is constantly doing things incorrectly and making mistakes, is also a creator.
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was the primary model for Native community. Plants, animals, nafural

phenomena, earth/ srm/ moon, and cosmos were used as symbols and models

for emulating" (2000:104). Rather than emphasizing a division between the

cultural or social sphere and the larger context of nature, they see themselves as

merely another part of the natural world, no better or worse tha¡ any other part

of the Great Spirifs creation.

In the social sphere this leads to a very egalitarian philosoph¡ consistent

with the ideal of reciprocity among the members of the band or tribe which

many Native American groups traditionally practiced. Interestingly, the symbol

of the circle also represents egality in the mythology and symbolism of the

Westem *ori{ arrd one need look no farther than the popular legends of King

A¡thu¡ for an example of this. For the knights met, of course, at a round table; a

symbol of the fact that they were champions all and met with their king as

equals. This was not, however, the usual practice of kings historically. Yet

because of the indusive tendency of Native American thought, their egalitarian

views did not end even witlì humanity, but were extended to indude all living

things within an even gteater cirde of reciprocâl relations. Indeed" Cajete

describes this type of "mutual reciprocity" not only as a relationship with other

humans, but as "a give-and-take ralationship with the natural wotld," whidr he

suggests is "one of the oldest ecological principles practiced by Indigenous

peoples all over the world" (2000:79). Or as ]ermy Leading Cloud observes:

we Indians think of the earth and the whole universe as a never ending
cirrle, and in this cirde man is just another ânimal, The buffalo and the
coyote are our brothers; the birds, ou¡ cousins. Even the tiniest ant, even
a louse, even the smallest flower you can find-they are all relatives. We
end our prayers with the words mitakuye oyasin-all my relations-and that
indudes everything that grows, crawls, runs, creeps, hops, and flies on
this continent (Erdoes and Orttz 1984:5).

This participatory philosophy, when combined with the idea that the

Great Spirit is immanent within the seation, leads to a¡ ideal of respect for all
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the things of the natural world, for all are considered to be kin. And as Chief

Dan George encapsulates the views of his people, "The earth and everything it

contained was a gift of See-see-am...and the way to thank this great spirit was to

use his gifts with respect" (1974:37). The world, and everything within it--

induding other people-must be heated with respect, since all things are seen as

manifestations of the Great Spirit itself. To abuse them, exploit them, or belittle

them, therç is to scoff at the sacred power ibelf, whiclr is immanent within them.

For as Lame Deer relates, "To us a man is what nafute, or his dreams, make him,

We accept him for what he wants to be. Thafs up to him" (1972:139). Such an

attitude is also extended to other animals, for as Pete Catches observes "all

animals have power, because the Great Spirit dwells in alt of them, even a tiny

ant, a butterfly, a tree, a rock" (as cited in Lame Deer t972:71'6). All living things

are afforded ethical regard, and indee{ "Everything is alive" (as cited in Lame

Deer L972:212)22. As Luther Standing Bear articulates these views:

Wøkan Tanka [the Great Spirit] breathed life and motion into all things,
both visible and invisible. He was over all, through all, and in all and
great as was the sun, and good as was the earth, the greatness and
goodness of the Big Holy were not surpassed. The Lakota muld look at
ñothing without at the same time looking atWakan Tnnka, and he could
not, iJ he wished evade His presence, for it pervaded all things and filled
all space (7978:797).

Thus, all things within the Great Spirifs creation are considered to be

equaf and all are related to one another by the sacred power which moves

within and through all. This sacred power is the Great Spirit itself. Creation,

therefore, did not take place long ago in a period of six days, rather from an

animistic perspective, creation ß continuous. Consequently, since all things are

manifestations of the Great Spirifs power, which flows through them, all must

be respected if the Great Spirit is to be respected. As Standing Bea¡ conti¡ues,

this attitude of respect for other living things imposed certain duties upon

2 The speaker is Leona¡d Crow Dog another Lakota holy man.
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PeoPle:

The animal had rights-the right to man's protectiory the right to live, the
right to multiply, the right to freedom, and the right to man's
indebtedness...This concept of life and its relations was humanizing and
gave the Lakota an abiding love. It filld his being with the joy and
mystery of living; it gave him reverence for all life; it made a place for all
thíngs in the scheme of existence with equal importance for all. The
Lakota could despise ho creature, for all were of one blood, made by the
same hand, and filled with the essence of the Great Mystery $978t193).

It is from this type of viewpoint, which Cajete describes as "[t]he

philosophical ideal of etlical participation witJ:. nature" (2000:83, original

emphasis), that the coÍunon practice of apologizing to game taken in the hu¡t

arose, which is common to many tribes. Though killing and eating other beings

is necessary for survivaf since death is inseparably a part of life, the hu¡ter must

assure the animals who give up their lives for his benefit that he and his family

will one day die and return their bodies to the EartlL to provide the substance

from which other lives may grow, including the kin of the animal slain. Indeed,

as Wooden Leg of the Cheyenne points out, this type of view extended even to

fuees and gtasses. As he states iÇ "Whatever one of suclt growths may be

deshoyed by some good Indiarç his act is done in sadness and with a prayer for

forgiveness because of his necessity, the same as we were taught to do in killing

animals for food or skins" (1931:374). For all life is sacre4 and is thus worthy of

being keated with respect, and used sparingly. One should not take more than

one needs, and greed for possessions is seen as destructive, wasteful, and

imbalance" ,

The common symbol of the medicine wheel--a cross inscribed within a

cirde-unites the ideal of balance and the teachings of the cirde within a single

unified figure. Ihe Fout Directions are represented as points on the cirde, and

are united by two lines from north to soutþ and from east to west. These two
ffi of the manner in which this philosophy was inco{porated into
Native American rituals among various First Nations, and of the way in which it served to
regulate Native ecological relationships, see Hughes (1983),
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lines are often described as two patþ as they were by Black Eþ who described

them as "the good red road" and the black "road of difficulties." These

represented a balanced or harmonious path running east to west--following the

pattem of celestial motion--and an imbalanced path from north to soutl¡

respectively. ln this symbol, "we see that everything leads into, or retums to,

the center; and this center which is here, but whidr we know is really

everywhere, is Wakan Tanka" (1977:89-90), Thus the ideal-the sacred--is

represented by the center; by the point midway between east and west, north

and south; the point of balance where the harmonious path and the

inharmonious path cross. And this center represents the Great Spirif the Great

Mystery the unity which lies behind and within the apParent diversity of all

things, and the ideal of parts a¡d wholes moving together in harmony.

The symbolism of the medicine wheel and the sacred center was often

integral to various ritual performances as well. An altar constructed of Earttu

and in the shape of a medicine wheel, was often central to larger ceremonies and

rites. This is true of the Sun Dance, for example, which is a ritual common to

several of the First Nations whidr inhabited the Great Plains, indudìng the

Lakota and the Cheyenne. The Sun Dance is considered by the Lakota to be

their most sacred ceremony. It is an offering of themselves to Waløn Tanka tn

self-sacrifice, and as a prayer for the well-being of all things, as well as being an

important means of seeking sacred visions,

The Medicine Wheel symbolism is also embodied in the dance itselJ. Here

the sacred center is represented by t}:te wn-wakan, or sacred cottonwood tree,

whidr forms the center of the circle in whidr the people dance. During the

perfonnance of the dance, pledgers are pierced on each breast and tied to the

center pole with rawhide thongs, symbolizing their connection to Waløn Tanka,

and thus to all things of the Earth as well. The pledgers then dance, pulling back
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upon the thongs, until they can tear themselves free'n . This act is thus analogous

to a rebirth or a renewal, with the dancers breaking free of the direct connection

to Mother Ea¡th-as from thei¡ human mother at birth-and regaining the limited

separateness which we all enjoy as individuals. This symbol of the circle with the

sacred tree at its center was also central to Black EllCs vision, of course, just as it

was to the rituals of his people, and as he points out:

In the old days when we were a strong and happy people, all our power
came to us from the sacred hoop of the nation, and so long as the hoop
was unbrokery the people flourished. The flowering bee was the living
center of the hoop, and the cirde of the fou¡ quarters nourished it. The
east gave peace and light, the south gave warmth, the west gave rairç and
the north with its cold and mighty wind gave strength and endurance
(1988:194)"

This passage also reminds us of an important sense in whidt the symbol

of the medicine wheel ca¡not be reduced to simple dualities. For each of the four

quarters is represented as a Power in its own right, with its own distinctive gifts,

teachings and wisdom. Indeed, when the two vertical di¡ections or powers are

induded-the Sky above and the Earth below--there a¡e a total of six sudr

directions or powers. These are sometimes conceived of as forming a sphere,

rather than a cirde, as Frank Fools Crow points out when discussing the

symbolism of the Sweat Lodgø whidr is a purification ritual common to many

different First Nations. As he says of the dome shaped lodge, whidr is itself a

" Because the Sun Dance involved flesh offerings and the piercing of the dancers, it was
widely misunderstood and condemned þ Christian missionaries and many others.widely misunderstood and condemned þ Christian missionaries and many others.
Consequently the Sr¡n Dance was explicitþ banned þ the American government for many years,
in spite of their constitution gua.ranteeing religious fteedom. It continued to be practiced in
secret throughout this period, however, and has been openly revived in the last few decades.
Fo¡ Lakota accounts of the Su¡ Dance see Black Elk (1977:67-700);Fools Crow (1990:11438);

Lame Deer (1972:187-202) McGaa (1990:8S9)6; StandingBear (7975:17T22)i for an account of
the C¡ee Sun Dance (or Thi¡st Dance) see Dion (1979:3642); for a less detailed account of lhe
Crow Sun Dance in which a woman acted as the sporìsor see Pretty Shield (7974:20*72); and, Íor
an ethnographels description of the Cheyenne Sun Dance see Hoebel (1978:1*23).

"' A corresponding passage forrr Neihaldts original interview kanscript rcads; "It is the duty
of the four quarters to nourish and strengthen the flowering tree at the center which represents
the growth of the people in all its generations, The eâst gives the sunlight and peace, the
south brings warmtl¡ the west brings the rain to nourislç the north gives it a shong wind so thal
it may have strengh and endurance, and all these so that the tree may gtow and flowef
(DeMallie L985:240).
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representation of the structure of the world, "Its true shape is that of a ball, and

the bottom half of the ball is underground" (199L:L04)'?6 .

Thus, the relational symbolism of the ci¡cle, and the ideal of balance which

it comrnunicates, are far more complex than a simple duality is capable of

evoking. Nor can an understanding of the teachings discussed above be reduced

to oppositiors alone, for this is to miss the particular draracters and powers

attached to each of the pa¡ticular directions, and thus much of the meaning of the

symbol. This point should be kept in mind throughout the following,

particularly when the relational symbolism discussed in the present drapter is

compared to the dominant philosophy of the Western world.

The last point to be made, before going on to compare this relational

symbolism to that of the West, is that the ci¡de is conceived of as a natural

archetype. In other words, the model for human patterns of relationship is

arrived at by looking to the natu¡al world, and the way in whidt things in nature

are related to one another. As Lame Deer observes, for example, "We see in the

world around us many symbols that teach us the meaning of life...To you

symbols are just words, spoken or written in a book. To us they are part of

nature, part of ourselves" (7972t9G97). Or as Bobby Woods once pointed out,

while acting as spiritual counselor to a group of Native inmates in a Canadian

prison:

Were sitting in a cirde today. Were replicating something that is natural,
just like this universe. Just like the sun, the moon and the earth motitg in

'harmont never interfering with one another. A cirde. And the people
looked at that and said; 'We cant go wrong, if we used that natural way!
And so they did.' (National Film Boa¡d of Canada 1990).

In attempting to understand life, and the proper way of living it,

thereforg they do not abstract themselves from nafure, but see themselves as an

integral part of the world a¡ound them. For the medicine man, or practitioner of

@iorpurificationceremonyseeBlackElk(1971:31-43}Fools
Crow (1991:10&14)i Lame Deer (1972:16Ç77); McGaa (190:6L-72).
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sudl a philosophy, "must be of the earth, somebody who reads nature as white

men read a book" (Lame Deer 1972:1,60). To learn how to live correctly one

must look to the world of nature, in which one is a participanÇ and leam from

the patterns of relationship which can be observed among other living beings'

In this way, as Ed McGaa suggests, "ry'Íe are learning directly from God's

creation. There is no middle person to alter, or confuse, the direct perception of

real, God-designed knowledge" (L990:L7). The worldis there for all to see, and

one requires no special equipment to begin leaming f¡om the ways of all things;

only nature itself, and time for contemplatio& which uaditional Native American

life styles had provided in abundance.

From such a point of view, therefore, ethical problems conceming how

one should live are not separated from more practical concerns sudr as findit g

food and shelter. As George points out conceming the views of his own Coast

Salish people, for example, "the woods always provided us with food, homes,

comfort, and religion..,Our chu¡ch was nature" (L982:49 and 59). Or as Eashnan

expresses this point in his own poetic style:

There were no temples or shrines among us save those of nature'.,the
frdian...would deem it sacrilege to build a house for Him who may be
met face to face in the mysterious shadowy aisles of the primeval forest,
or on the sunlit bosom of virgin prairies, upon drzzy spires and pirmades
of naked rock, and yonder in lhe jeweled vault of the night sþ.'.He needs
no lesser cathedral (1980:!6)t

Thus, Native American philosophies seem to have made no sharp

separation between the sacred and the secular, for as Cajete suggests, "[i]n the

Native mind, spirit and matter were not seParatei they were one and ttre

same..,They experienced natu¡e as a part of themselves and themselves as Part

of natu¡e" (2000:186)?. Their religion-like the food and water which sustained

them, and the dothing whidr they wore-was seen as arising from nature itself.

Religious precepts were not, therefore, handed down from on high and

" See also: Cajete (2000:218),
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preserved in sacred books, but a¡ose from their daily experience of life in the

natural world. For since nature itself was considered to be sacred, there was no

need to look beyond it or hanscend it in order to acquire knowledge of sacred or

spiritual matters. As Fools Crow reiterates this point, for example, "in the old

days my people did not separate daily life in the world from spiritual life.

Everything was spiritual. We were soaked with it. Itis only now that we see a

difference" (199i:50).

Due to the fact that the sacred is seen as immanent within the natural

world, one can do no better than to look to nature itself when seeking successful

patterns of life. For as Eashran describes the teachings he received as a dtild

from his grandmother and uncle, while still living the nomadic, hunting life of his

ancestors:

After arriving at a reverent sense of the pervading presence of the Spirit
and Giver of Lifg and a deep consciousness of the brotherhood of man,
the first thing for me to accomplish was to adapt nryself perfectly to
natural things-in other words, to harmonize myself with nature (7977:!-
2).

Thus, one's own behavior, and the patterns of relationship in the social

sphere more generally, are to be adapted to those which can be observed in

nature among other forms of life, which Cajete describes as "[m]imicking the

processes observed in nahte" (2000:101). Since society is conceived ofas a part

of nature, it must move according to the same pattems as those in nature if it is

to be successfr¡l. After all, as Black Elk relates, "nothing can live well except in a

manner suited to the wày the Power of the World lives and moves to do its

work" (1988:212)8 . Or as Deloria elaborated upon this theme more recently,

ffis Neih".dfs wotding, but in light of Eastman's ea¡lier writings he does not seem to be
misrepresenting Lakota philosophy by giving Black Elk's vision a mo¡e explicitly ecologícal
slant. Consider also the following, which is Black Ellls recollection of the words of Red Dog; a
older holy man who helped him to enact part of his great vision on Earth in about 1884: 'ßoy,
you had a great vision, and I know that it is your place to see that the people might walk the
rcad in a ma¡urer satisfactory to all its powers. It is the duty for you to see that the people will
lead and walk the right road, because if it is not done, in the future ou¡ relatives-like will
disappeal' (DeMallie 7985:240).
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"The task of the tribal religion...is to determine the proper relationship that the

people of the tribe must have with other living things and to develop the self-

discipline within the tribal community so that man acts harmoniously with other

creatu¡es" (1994:88). The similarity of this type of thinking with the ecological

concept of adaptation to the natural world could hardly be more striking.

I¡rdee{ beginning several decades after the publication of Eastman's and Black

Elks words, adaptation has come to be seen as the fundamental behavio¡al norm

among eco'holists as well, as shall be discussed in more detail in Sections Itr and

ry.

3. THE SKYKING: DUALITYAS SEPARATION-

ln the older mother myths and rites the light and darker aspects of the
mixed thing that is life liad been honoured equalt), and together, whereas,
in the later, male-oriented, patriarchal myths, all that is good and noble
was attributed to new, heroìc master gods, leaving to the native nature
powers the character only of darkness-to whiçb aJso, a negative moral
iudgment now was addeâ. For, as a great body of evidence qþys, the
sociãl as well as mythic orders of the two contrasting ways of life were
opposed (Campbell 7964:21).

As noted, Joseph Campbell argues that the mythology of the Goddess

was dominant throughout the Paleolithic Period, even in Europe. And as the

previous section has suggested, similar types of philosophies crcntinue to be

espoused by Native Americans and other indigenous peoples up to the Present

day. Campbell sees a new and contrary mythology beginning to emerge in the

Neolithic, however, and flowering in the context of the early civilizations of the

Middle East, to which he traces the origiru of Occidental mythology and religion.

Where before myths had emphasized divinity as immanent within nature, the

symbolism of the circle, and of the cycles of life and death, light and dark, whidt

unite the opposites, this begins to be replaced by mythic themes emphasizing a

transcendent male God, the separation of the opposites into opposing principles,
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and the denigration of that side which had been most dosely associated with the

Goddess.

While in the villages of the earþ Neolithic, Goddess myths and symbols

continued to thrive, as cenbalized states developed these forrrs of religiorls

expression were "radically hansformed, reinterpreted, and in large measure

suppressed, by those intrusive patriarchal tribesmen whose traditions have come

down to us driefly in the Old and New Testaments and in the myths of Greece"

(Campbell L964:7)8. In other words, the earlier mythology originally began to

be suppressed and replaced in various contexts in the Middle East, with Judaism,

Christianity and Islam being surviving variants and, along with ancient Greek

mythology and philosophy, the sources from which their secularÞed heirs of the

present day eventually arose. While aspects of a new relational symbolism are

baceable to the early Occidental religions, however, variants of a more Goddess

oriented and animistic view continued to exist in Europe up until the advent and

eventual domination of modern scientific philosophy, whidr developed this

symbolism into its present form. Carolyn Merchant, for example, discusses a

variety of premodem European beliefs, sudr as alchemy, which continued to

view the Earth as both feminine and alive, even though suclr views were not

necessarily condoned by the dominant Catholic dogma of the time (1980:1-41).

Eliade traces an associated change in Occidental relational symbolism-that

from cydical to linea¡ conceptions of time-to the same context from whidr

Campbell derives the origins of Octidental mythology. Eadier myths had

always represented time as cydical, which is coûìmon in Native American

thought as well, Modeling their symbolism after such natural temporal cycles as

that from light to dark to light in the passing of the days, that of the waxing and

waning of the moon to mark öut months, and that of the great cycle of the

seasons in the passing of years, longer periods of time were also often

@ of occidental mythology at circa 1250 B. c.
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represented as çydical. Often, the past was thought of as a series of cycles or

ages leading up to the present age, which would itself come to an end, and in its

passing give birth to the next. This cydical symbolism-which Eliade designates

"the myth of the eternal rehrrn"-begins to be replaced in the Levant among the

ancient Hebrews by a more linear, non-repetitive, historical conception of time

(Eliade 1954)æ . Indee{ as the Bible tells us, by creating the Earth in six days, and

resting on the seventþ God himself also provided the archetype for the seven

day weeþ the basis of our present calenda¡. And this history of the people-

which now describes specific historical events and persons, and places them

within a linear temporal framework-is no longer maintained and passed down

by an oral tradition. Instead, it is written down in the Sacred Scriptures, where it
is directly accessible only to a hierardrically organized, literate priesthood, the

only ones who can read the Word of God and interpret it for the illiterate

majority. As Campbell relates:

The high fu¡ction of Occidental myth and ritual...is to establish a means of
relationship of God to Man and Man to God. Such means is furnished...by
institutions, the rules of which cannot be leamed from any scrutiny of
nafu¡e...these have to come from God himsell, as the myth of each
institution tells; and they are administered by his cletgy (1964:4).

Thus, the coûrmon people no longer have direct access to knowledge of

God or His laws, and they can no longer look to natu¡e and the ways of all

things in order to understand the sacred on their own, for to do so would be to

practice idolatry. God, then, begins to be seeî as beyond nature, as an exdusively

transcendent deity who intervenes in evenþ when He does,'from lhe outside---

fuom aboue--whs\e the theme of immanence is played down. As Eliade notes,

this new view is "the exclusive creation of a religious elite" (1954:107). This elite

ffiear and more cyclical conceptions of time does not impþ an
absolute dichotomy between the two, but rather is a mâtter of relative emphasis, People with
a more cyclical conception of time car! after alt distinguish between before and after, while
those with a more linear conception of time still recognize the cyclicity of the seasons.
Interestingly, Lame Deer (1972) oÍlers the metaphor of time as a spiral, a metapho¡ which
balances both the linea¡ a¡d cyclical aspects of time.
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group now stand in a position of power, where only the members of the priestly

hierarchy have direct access to the Word of God, and act as ínterpreters of the

Divine Will for their congregations. Lr a largely illiterate world, even their ability

to read His word must have been rather awe inspiring in the eyes of the

coÍrmon people, and the priests have now become the indispensable

intermediaries in the relationship between God and His flock.

This pattern is eventually reproduced in Europe, where it was the norm

throughout most of the Middle Ages after the diffusion of Christianity into

Rome, with the eventual collapse of that empire leaving the Holy Rornan Church

in its place. After remaining dominant for centuries, the Pope's authority as the

exdusive Earthly interpreter of the Divine Will was finally challenged by three

related and roughly contemporaneous developments: the emergence of

Protestantism, the advent of printing and a consequent growth of literary, and

the early stirrings of the Renaissance. Yet the dominant Westem world view at

present-that of modern science-which is the eventual result of this shift of

values, and the new ways of life consistent with them, retains a shikingly similar

relational symbolism, as shall be illushated below.

AIso dosely tied to the idea that di"inity is transcendent, located beyond

the observable world of nature, is the picturing of natu¡e-now rendered

profane-in a negative and inferior light. For it is no longer natu¡e to which one

turns for a model of the sacred, but to the structure of social institutions-the

emerging hierarchy.

A mythic model of this entire transfornation is found in the legend of

Tiamat and Marduk. This story is a legend of early Mesopotamia, which is also

the first place in which writing developed, whicl¡ dates to the reign of the

emperor Hammurabi (olrca 7728-1686 B. C.). Úr this early example of Occidental

mythology, the celestial symbol is no longer the moor¡ with its cyde from dark
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to light embodying the unity of opposites, "but the golden sun, the blaze of

whidr is eternal and before which shadows, demons, enemies, and ambiguities

take flight." Attention shifts "to the foreground figures of duality and combat,

power, profit and loss, where the mind of the man of action normally dwells."

Marduk is appointed king of the gods of heaven after being chosen as their

champion in a forthcoming war against the Earth Goddess-Tiamat-and her

allies. For undertaking this task, in fact, he demands the position; and thus "the

art of politics, the art of gaining power over mery received for all time its celestial

model." The connection between the origins of the transcendent Sky God and

the attempt to justify social hierarchies is also made more explicit.

When Marduk faces Tiamat in battle she is quickly vanquished by his

superior might, and he split her, like a shellfisl¡ in ha1f, setting one half above to

form the Sky, and one below to fonn the Earth. Yet while the Goddess thus

remains immanent within the creatiory both She, and it, are soon to be

denigrated. Indeed, the Earth Mother has already been slain as an enemy of the

banscendent sky gods. After his victory Marduk then proceeds to divide the

gods into the Good ¡nd the Evil, with the latter being-not surprisingly-Tiamat's

allies. It is also from these latter that he fashions humankind, who "will be

required to serve the gods." For the gods a¡e now conceived of after the model

of Kings, who rule the world from a transcendent heaven. The emperor

Hammurabi himself is then appointed to his position by the triumphant sky

gods, thus to rule by divine right from the highest Earthly position in a hiera¡chy

whidr has its apex in heaven (Campbell 7964:73-85).

Anyone familiar with European history should immediately recognize the

similarity to the Medieval doctrine of the divine right of kings, which long

enjoyed the official sanction of the Chr¡rch of Rome. Clearly, it is no coincidence

that Christians have long referred to both their heavenly ruler and their Earthly
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ones as "Iord," lot their understandings of the former have generally been

modeled after the latter. As Campbell concludes:

In the older view the goddess Universal was alive, herself organically the
earth...Now she is dead, and the universe is not an organism, but a
building, with the gods at rest in hxury: not as personifications of the
energies in their m.uìners of operation, but as luxury tenants requiring
service. And Man, accordingly...as a robot fashioned to serve (1964:82).

Thus, nature is not only seen arì profane, or even evil, but as deød. lt
becomes a dangerous wilderness whidr must be fought and conquered rather

than the fertile, lifegiving realm of the Goddess, and "all these wild, uncultivated

regions and the like a¡e assimilated to chaos" (Eliade 1954:9). It is only that

which has been ordered by humanity which is considered ordered, while those

orderly patterîs whictr spontaneously arise from nature, or from the Goddess,

are denigrated and dismissed.

This denigration of nature, which Cajete describes as "bio-phobi4 our

basic fear of nature" (2000:153), and the accompanying elevation of the social, is

also reflected in a sort of repositioning of the center of the world. In previous

mythology, tlne ais mundi--the sased center which provided the bridge between

Heaven and Earth-was often represented by such nah¡ral phenomena as a

sacred mountain, or by the World Tree which stood at the center of the Ea¡th,

As we have already seert the symbolism of the World Tree growing at the

c€nter of the universe was also conìmon in Native American religions and

rituals, particularly in the Surr Dance, and in Black EllCs great vision. Indeed,

even in the Biblical story of Eden the World Tree stands at the center of the

garden. Here its mearrirìg is transformed, however, since God himself forbids

Adam and Eve to eat of ib fflrit, and to partake of the knowledge whidr it

provides. When they do eat of it despite His injunctions He then casts them out

of the Garderç where they had originally lived a happy and carefree life, and

they and their descendants immediately set about founding intensive agriculture
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and the first centralized states.

In this myth, therefore, the symbol of the World Tree came to be seen as

the sou¡ce of the knowledge of Good and Evil, and eating of its fruit as the

O.ig*ul Sin of huma¡kind. The sacred center--the link between Heaven and

Ea¡th--now came to be assimilated to the temple complex and its resident priests.

And surrounding the temple, of course, was that model of humarily constructed

order-the city-the political and economic center of the state. So the center câme

to be equated with the seat of power, and it is from this center of religious and

political authority that order flows, an order whicl, must be imposed by society

upon an unruly world rather than arising spontaneously from nature. Indeed,

because pristine nature has come to be equated with chaos, "[s]ettlement in a

new, unknowrL uncultivated counlry is equivalent to an act of Creation" (Eliade

1954:.10); bringing about, as it does, a country ordered by the hand of Man in

place of a natural but fearfi¡l wilderness. This is the precise opposite of the

previous views, as it is of those of various Native American peoples. As

Standing Bear observes, for example:

We did not think of the great open plains, the beautiful rolling hills, and
winding streams with tangled growth as'wild.' Only to the white man
was nature a 'wildemess' and only to him was the land 'i¡fested' with
'wild animals and 'savage' people. To us it was tame. Earth was
bountiful and we were srurounded with the blessings of the Great
Mystery. Not until the hairy man from the east came and with brutal
frenzy heaped injustices upon us and the families we loved was it'wild
for us. When the very animals of the forest began to flee from his
approact¡ then it was that for us the 'Wild Wesf began (1978:38).

From the various contrasts considered above--such as the opposition

between culture and natute, or Heaven and Earth-it would seem that the rise of

Ocridental mythology was accompanied by a new way of conceiving of

dualisms, and a new way of representing them symbolically. As Campbell

suggests, for example:

The patriardral point of view is distinguished from the earlier archaic view



by its setting apart of all pairs
death, true and false, sood and though they were absolutes in

and female, life and

themselves and not meiely aspects of the larger entity of life (7964:26-7).

Where previously they had been considered as complementary aspects of a

larger unity, it is as though a line has now divided the cyde which once united

them into two separate pieces, which now eúst as self-suJficient entities. They

are now conceived of not only as basically separate, but as fundamentally

opposed to one another. In this way male has been separated from female, "the

subject and the object are indeed two, separate and not the same--as A is not B,

as death is not life, virtue is not vice, and the slayer is not the thing slain"

(Campbell 196478).

So where previously the ethical ideal had been represented as the point of

balance between the two extremes, one of the extremes is now singled out to

serve as the ideal-to be maximized and given social approval-while the other is

to be minimize{ and is socially scomed. The Judeo-Christian concept of Good

and Evil as two absolutes in perpetual conflict with one another remains one of

the best examples of this symbolism. Any actions not sanctioned by the churdt

and the scriptures are considered, always and everywherg to be Sin. Here the

profane is separate and opposed to the sacred; and where in the earlier

mythology-as well as in the views of many Native Americans uP to the present

day-the Sky and the Earth had been honoured as complementary aspects of the

Great Mystery, now God and the absolute good are associated only with the

hanscendent Fleavens, while below lies Hell and the realm of Evil. So the

di¡ection which had previously been associated with the immanent Goddess has

come to be associated with evil, and has even come to be represented by a male

demon-Satan, Lucifer, the Devil-the fallen angel who is seen as opposed to the

male God of heaven. In this way the divine principle is removed from the

creatiorç and the Earth itself is rendered profane, whle Woman is largely
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removed from religious symbolismtt .

Similarly, the min{ whidr is generally equated with the concept of the

transcendent soul, is separated and opposed to the body, and the bodily

appetites and desires a¡e scorned. Sex, for example-the joyous coming together

of the opposites in an act of creativity--was coruidered little better than a

necessary evil by the Chwch of Rome throughout the Middle Ages, or as an act

which only the holy sanction of the church could render acceptable, and was

considered a sin out of holy matrimony. The body must also remain covered

and hidden from sight, as seeing it might incite the Passions. For when they ate

of the forbidden fruit from the tree of knowledge, one must remember, Adam

and Eve also became ashamed of their nudity-or perhaps their hu:nanity.

This denigration of the bodily is still embodied in the swearing of the

English language, or in those words whidr are not to be uttered in "polite"

company/ most of which refer to sex and other bodily pfocesses. Unlike the

West, however, few First Natioru peoples seem to have had such a category of

profane concepts, which were to be carefully separated from "acceptable"

language. For as Joseph Dion states concerning the Cree language, "[a]bout the

only thing we haven't got and whidr we have to borrow from other tongues, is

real honest-to-goodness swea¡ words" (1979:2). Similarly, as Lame Deer relates,

in the l¿kota language:

We cant curse. We have no fourletter words, Sure/ we have a word for
intercourse; it means just that--a man and a woman making love. Thaf s
hard to undeßtand for us--using a word that really mearu bodies coming
together in joy--using that for a cu¡se (1972:204).

Yet throughout Westem history this union of the opposites in an act of

creation has generally been rendered in a negative light. Even now, priests in

the Catholic Chudr continue to be required to maintain their celibacy, for

example, so that thev may remain untainted by sudr profane activities, and3' She does, however, make a covert retu-rn in the Christian faith in lhe forrr of Mary, the
Mother of God.
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devote their lives to the "higher" spiritual and intellectual pursuits, And since

Woman has generally been conceived of as most closely associated with sex and

the body, since it is She who excites the passions of man, who gives birth, and

who suckles the young, so also her way of being was also considered to be

inferior to that of men. Indeed, among the upper dasses of Europe it was long

the practice to employ wet nurses to release noble women from so profane a

task as breast feeding their own young, though this has now been wideþ

replaced by bottle feeding. Similarly, a woman's first menskuation is no longer

represented as a saced event which shows that she has acquired a creative

power analogous to that of Mother Eartlç for it is now often called "the curse,"

*å i, ,"un u, a lasting reminder of God's punishment of Eve.

A secularized example of this relational symbolism, which is more

consistent with the dominant attitudes of the present day, is to be found in the

utilitarian ethics of Jeremy Bentham and John Stuart Mll. Here it is pleasure

which is always and everywhere good, while pain has taken the place of absolute

evil. úr this hedonistic view it is pleasure which is to be maximized, while pain is

to be minimize{ and by quantifying the total amounts of pleasure and pain

whidr will result from an actioru the one can be subtracted from the other, with

the result of this equation being the correct course of action-that which results in

the greatest amount of general pleasure.

This is agaín to be contrasted with various First Nations traditions, where

pain as well as pleasure a¡e often acknowledged as complementary aspects of

life. Pain is even seen as useful for some purposes, and sometimes plays an

integral role in religious ritual. As we have already seen, in the self-sacrifice of

the Sun Dance the participanb offer their own flesh and pain so that the people

and the entire creation might continue to live and flouristç and so that they

might gain in understanding through the gift of sacred visions. Abstaining from
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food and drink for several days, and sometimes flesh offerings by relatives on

one's behalf, are often important parts of the quest for vision as well. As

Igjugarjuk an Inuit shaman points out, in the view of the shaman:

True wisdom is only to be found Íar away from people, out in the great
solitude, and it is not found in play but only through suffering. Solitude

. and suffering open the human mind, and therefore a shamat must seek
his wisdom there (as cited in Halifax 7979:69).

The theme of separation in Westem philosophy is not only represented

by the separation and opposition of dualities, however, but finds expression in

the related doctrine of atomism as well. The earliest formal articulation of this

atomistic view-that the parts are somehow prior to, or more basic than, the

relationships which exist between them--can be traced to the works of

Democritus, a pre-Socratic philosopher of ancient Greece. A modem version

occurs in the works of Rene Descartes, who is widely considered to be the

founder of contemporary modern philosophy, and who was one of the first to

a¡ticulate the scientific world view and its distinctive methodology. In his

Discourse On Method tltts atomistic assumption appears as one of the four steps in

his proposed method of "rightþ conducting one's reason and seeking truth in

the sciencrs," where he resolved "to divide each of the difficulties I was

examining into as many parts as possible and as is required to solve them besl
(1980:10).

From sudr a point of view, reality is no longer considered to be a basic

unity where, while differentiation of parts is acknowledged, the larger pattems

of relationship whidr unite them into a larger whole are also considered.

Instead, it is only the parts whictr are considered as having any fundamental

reality, while larger wholes are considered to be mere epiphenomena-as

nothing more than the sum of thei¡ parts. As David Hume once expressed this

atomistic tendency in modern Westem thought, "there appears not, throughout

all nature, any one instance of connection which is conceivâble by us. All events
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seem entirely loose and separate. One event follows another, but we never ca¡

observe any tie between them" (7962:87).

Thus, the separation of a consideration of the parts from that of the

whole, and the granting of priority to the parts, rei¡forces the theme of

separation in a further respect. And this is still the manner in whidr modem

science proceeds: breaking phenomena down into parts, separating, dassifying

and quantifyingi measuring length, breadth, height, temperature, time, motiory

volume, energy and weight, so as to see how the parts may be manipulated and

reassembled to suit the experimenters ends. The utility of such a procedure from

the perspective of mechanical engineering and applied science should also be

aPParent.

Neither was the Western habit of measuring and subdividing everything

it encountered lost upon Native American observers. Easknan, for example,

recalls his unde speaking of the white man's habits and commenting upon the

fact that "[t]hey have divided the day into hours, like the moons of the year. In

fact, they measure everything. Not one of them would let so muc?r as a turnip

go from his field unless he got full value for i(' (197I:242). This was not the way

of Native American peoples. hstea{ as Carl Sweezy points out with reference

to Westem measurement of time:

Hours, minutes, and seconds were such small divisions of time that we
never thought of them. When the sun rose/ when it was high in the sky,
and when it set were all the divisions of the day that we had ever found
nectssary when we followed the old Arapaho road (as cited in Nabokov
7997:210\.

The day was not divided into pieces, advancing in rhythm with the

meúanical ticking of the clock, as Hume appears to have conceived of it. Rather,

time was divided only by the natural cydes of celestial motion. The usefuIness of

suó artificial socially standa¡dized subdivisions in a culture where, as people

say, "time is money," is again evident, however. For of course work time must
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be carefully separated from leisure time so that the former may be quaatified

and converted into dollars. Yet from Native American perspectives such

absolute separations of work and play, public and private, or sacred and profane

seem to have been entirely foreign, for they simply had no use for them,

Perhaps the words of Leonard Crow Dog provide an appropriate summary of

sudr points of view:

Ufe is holiness and everyday humdrum, sadness and laughter, the mind
and the belly all mixed together. The Great Spirit doesnlt want us to sort
them all out neatly. He lets the white people do it (as cited in Halifax
7979:77).

4. SOCIALARCHETYPES: THE PYRAMID AS ARELATIONAL SYMBOL-

since nafure makes nothing imperfect or in vain, she must have made all
other things for the sake of men, For this reaso& the art of waÍ, t9o,
would be by nature an art of acquisition in some sense. For the art [of
acquisitionl indudes the art of hunting whidr should be used agairut
brutes and those men who, bom by nature to be rule{ refuse to do so,
inasmuch as this kind of wa¡ is by nature just (Aristotle 1986:557).

As may already be evident from the above, in dominant Westem ways of

thinking dualisms are not only conceived of as being fundamentally separate and

opposed to one another, since choosing one of the extremes as the ideal carries

with it the implication that this side of the duality is superior to its contrary as

well. Thus, when applied to social rclationships, this way of thinking sets up a

rudimentary hierarchy whereby the superior or "higheC' type is justified in

conbolling ib inferiors, Karen Warren, for example, notes a dear li¡k between

sudr value dualisms and the larger hieralchies whidr flow from them in her

account of what she terrrs "the logic of domination" (1990:12146)" . By adding

more "highe/' or "lowe{' levels, the simple dualism whidt places ruler over

ruled, for example, quickly yields the pyramidal fonn of a social hierarchy.

In speaking of social hierarc-hies (or hiera¡chies of power) in what follows,
is quite similar to Murray Bookchin's earlier
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I would like to cleady distinguish them from dassificatory hierarchies, suclr a

those used in biology to dassify the various types of living things into species,

genus, family and the like. For while both are represented symbolically in the

same marìner, their common pyramidal fonn obscu¡es a fu¡damental difference.

The relationship between genus and species, for example, is that of a smaller

category located within another, whidr is hardly congruent with that between

ruler and rule{ which describes a difference in stuto, and social power. In a

social hierarchy, therefore, the upward direction is from i¡rferior towards

superior, with "superiol' carrying the further implication of the greater value or

worth of these higher types, and with the higher placed in a position of authority

over the lower as a result.

In the biological dassification of species, however, no sudr implications

follow. For in the latter case the upward direction is from less indusive to more

índusive and, if the complexity of the system permitted, could be better

represented by returning to the symbolism of cirdes within circles suggested by

Lame Deer, since each higher category subsumes those below it. Thus, where the

upward direction in a social hierarchy is progressively more exclushte-separating

types by virtue of differences in power, authority and value.-the same direction

in a dassificatory hierarclry is morc inclusiae--b"i.S-g together various types by

virtue of similarity, and illustrating their relationships to one another within a

larger pattem of relationship. Ír the simplest terms, the difference between

social and dassificatory hierarchies may be rendered as a contrast between a

map of differences in social power, and a model of the relationships between

more inclusive, and less indusive categories, or pattems of relationship,

respectively. To retum to the terrrinology of the inhoductiorç the latter pattern

of relationship is thus better described as a holardry for the sake of darity. For if

we were to confuse the two relational symbols, we might end up equating a
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ruler with an entire society, or daiming that a genus has greater stafus and

authority than a species.

There can be little doubt that social hierarchy has been the typical

relational pattern of Western cultures as well as ancient states, however, and

sudr a pyramidal structure of command and obedience has remained the

exemplary model for social relations throughout Western history-from the

hierarchy of the Church of Rome and the kings to which it gave divine sanction

to rule in the middle ages, to the bureaucracies of cenhalized governments,

transnational corporations and military regiments in the present day. Indeed

sudr social hierarctries are even one of the defining featu¡es of a "civiTzation" (or

state) in the antfuopological literature.

Examples of the type of thinking which Warren describes are easily found

throughout the dominant Western philosophy. As she Points out, the key

assumption in their arguments is the following: "For any X and Y if X is morally

superior to Y, the X is morally justified in subordinating \" (1990:129). In sudr

arguments, the duality which has often served as a starting point historically has

been that between mind and body, or the intellect and the passions, with the

former in each pair being considered superior, and with the latter often being

considered the road to evil, As Plato asþ for example, using metaphors highly

reminiscent of Christianíty:

what is the origin and purpose of the conventional notions of fai¡ and
foul? Does not the one subject the beast in us to our human, or perhaps I
should say our divine, element, while the other enslaves our human
nature to the Beast (L974:477)?

From this passage it is quite evident that the "divine elemenl to which he

refero is the intellect, while "the Beasl can only represent the passions of the

body. The equation of the intellect with the" faif'and the passions with the

"f.ouf is also dear. Aristotle, Plato's contemporaly, would not disagree on this

point, As he states, "an animal consists first of soul and body, of which the soul
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by nature rules but the body [by nature] is ruled...among men who are vicious

and disposed to vice it is the body that often rules the soul" (1986:552). Unlike

many Christian or modem thinkers, however, Aristotle attributes a soul to

animals as well as humans, with this "irrational soul" being its life principle,

whidr diÊferentiates a living body from a corpse. Humans, however, a¡e also

seen as having a "rational soul," which is ranked higher than that which it shares

with the other animals, just as the theoretical activities of the rational soul are

ranked above its practical activities.

ln the Middle Ages one finds Saint Augustine building a very similar

hierarchy, whidr ascends from the inanimate, to the animate, to the intellectual

to God. Just as "that which has life is superior to what merely exists," so also

that which thinks is superior to that whidr only lives, as God is superior to all.

And since "no one doubts that he who judges is superior to that over which he

exercises judgment " then God, who judges over people, and the mind, whidr

judges over the passions, are each ranked above their inferiors (L953:742-43).

O¡re must remember, of course, that Augustine was writing during the Mddle

Ages, when there were few indeed who doubted the authority of thei¡ rulers,

since they had no experience or knowledge of any other way of life. And of

course the literate classes themselves were largeþ members of the upper dass,

whidr makes their adherence to this model less surprising for it is a justification

of the superiority which they daim for thtmselues. As with Plato and Aristotle,

Augustine also considers the influence of the passions to lead to evil, for "all evil

deeds are evil for no other reason than that they are committed from lusl
(1953:L17). So as Aristotle summarizes the argument thus far:

For those who adopt our division of the soul it is not unclea¡ in whidt of
those parts the e¡d of man ought to be said to lie. For that whidr is
inferior exists always for the sake of the whidt is superior, and this is
sirnilarly evident in "things according to art and things aðcording to nafure;
and thepart which has reason is better (1986:600).
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It remains, despite the evident similarity with social hierarchies, to apply

this logic to social relations. This is generally done by arguing that one's social

inferiors a¡e less reasonable than oneself, and just as reason is considered

superior to the passions, so also the more reasonable person is superior to the

less reasonable. Thus the argument comes fuIl cirdg with the hierarchy of mind

over body being used to justify the very social hierarchy on whose model it was

originally constructed. For example, Aristotle offers the following by way of

justification for the three types of rule he observes in the Greek household-

those of master over slave, husband over wife, and of a father over his children:

"The slave does not have the deliberative part of the soul at all; the woman has

it, but it has no authority; and the child has it, but it is not fu.lly áeveloped"

(1986:564). Thus the slave, like other animals, is lacking the higher part of the

soul, and therefore ""it ß by nafure that some men are slaves but others are

freemerç and that it is just and to the benefit of the former to serve the latter

(1986:553).

Not surprisingly, it is the uncivilized "barbaiarts" -the non-Greeks--who

are "slaves by nafure," as are all people who refuse to be ruled over in a

hierardrical fashion like properþ civilized persons. One notes that the same logic

whidr he uses to justify slavery is also used to justify patriarchy (itself a specific

form of hierarchy), with the male conceived of as ruling over his wife and

drildren as thought the family ibelf were a little kingdom. It apPears that the

Bible would agree, for as a punishment for Eve's original sin God himself once

stated that "in pain you shall bring forth child¡e¡l yet your desire shall be for

your husband, and he shall rule anr you " (Genesis 3:16, emphasis added). Or as

Aristotle puts it, "the male is by nature superior to the female, and lit is better

forl the male to rule and the female to be ruled," since "the rule by both parts

alike or by the inferior part is harmful to all" (1986:552).
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So by conceiving of the intellect as superior to the body, and by arguing

that thei¡ own intellect is superior to that of womery foreigners and childreO

they convince themselves of their own superiority (which none of them seem to

have doubted), a¡ìd of their own right to rule over them. For as Aristotle saw it/

"To rde and be ruled are not only necessary, but also beneficial" (1986:550).

I4lhat remains unspokery however, is the fact that it is primarily beneficial to the

ruler. For as Plato relates; "it is better for every creafure to be under the control

of divine wisdom. That wisdom and control shoul{ if possible, come from

withiry failing that it must be imposed from withou( (L974:4LB).

Where Native American philosophies tend to turn to nature for

inspiratior¡ therefore, and seek to model social patterns of relationship afte;

natural archetypes, dominant Western modes of thought appear to do precisely

the reverse. For if other humans may be considered one's inferiors due to their

presumed lack or inferiority of reasorç how much more so must plants/ animals

and the rest of nature, which are incapable of speech, and consequently cannot

attain to reasonableness at all? From the opposition which places mind over

body, ther¡ that which places culture over nature invariably follows, since

human cultures are the only relationships among beings gifted with a soul or

reasorL rendering them superior to all other forms of life. For are we not told in

the Bible that Man alone is created in God's image? And did not God hi¡nself

command Adam to "þle fruitfut and mulüply, and ûll the earth and subdue it,

and have dominion over the fishes of the sea and over the birds of the air and

over every living thing that moves upon the earth" (Genesis 1:28, emphasis
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added)" ? Thus, as Thomas Aquinas once stated, in dominant Christian

interpretations, "nothing subsisting is greater than the rational soul, except God"

(794s:776).

Such a philosophy is therefore unlikely to value natu¡al archetypes, for

this would be to model ones behavior after one's inferiors. Consequentþ we

find that in Western thought the nahral world tends to be afforded no ethical

regard whatsoever. lnstead, it is seen as existing merely for the use of humanity.

For as Leading Cloud so perceptively observes, "INhite people see man as

nature's master and conqueror, but Indians, who are dose to nature, know

better" (as cited in Erdoes and Ortiz 1984:5). Similarly, Standing Bear describes

this contrast in the following way:

The úrdian and the white man sense things differently because the white
man has put distance between himself and nature; and assuming a lofty
place in the...order of things has lost for him both reverence and
understanding...
And here I find the great distinction between the faith of the Indian and
the white man. Indian faith sought the harmony of man with his
surroundings; the other sought the dominance of surroundings...For one
man the world was fulI of beauty; for the other it was a place of sin and
ugliness to be endured until he went to another world,,,
But the old Lakota was wise. He knew that a mans heart, away from
nafure, becomes hard; he knew that lack of respect for growing, living
things soon led to lack of respect for humans too. So he kept his youth
dose to its softening influence (L978:196-7).

ln Western cultures it is the hierarchical structure of the social sphere--its

command and obedience, its superiority and inferiority-which is extended to its

relations with the natural world., After a[ as Augustine once articulated this
_I"uddito"tose.oingâs.àjustificationforsubduingnature,thispassagesometimesservedas
a justification for stealing Indian lands as well, For example, precisely becâuse Native
America¡u did røf "subdue" nature, the Massachusetts Cou-rt once stated that they did not own
thei¡ lan{ for "only what landes any of the lndians. within this jurisdictiorç have by
possession or improvement, by snbduing of tht sane, lhey have a just right thereunto, according
to that Gen: I:28." See Cronon (1983: 63). In other words, only those few lands which Fi¡st
Nations cultivated in corn or other crops were seen as pmperþ belonging to therù since
%ubduing" nature-as commanded by God-was seen as a prerequisite to owning it.
Among the earliest critiques of Christianity's doctrine of dorrinating natwe in the eco-holist
literatu¡e is the work of Lynn White, J¡. (1968), which is cited with approval by Deloria
(1994:83) in support of his own aitique of the Western domination ethos.
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view, "there is no order at all, where the better is subordinated to the worse"

(i953:123). Thus, the concept of " orde(' itself is equated with social hierarchies,

and the task is not to look to nafure and adapt oneself to it patterns of

interrelationship, but to rank its components according to their relative value,

just as a social hierarchy ranks the members of society. Humanity is therefore

seen as superior to animals, which are superior to plants, which are superior to

the "dead" soif water and sunlight f¡om which they grow. And just as peasants

a¡d serfs must render service to kings, so also each "lowey'' type in nafure exists

only to be exploited by the "higher." So as Murray Bookchin observes, '"fhe

notion that man must dominate nature emerges directþ from the domination of

man by man" (1986:95), for they follow precisely the same hierardrical logic.

Such a sentiment is quite evident in the writings of Descartes, for irstance, as

when he states that through applying his scientific methodology:

it is possible to arrive at knowledge that is very useful in life and that in
the place of the speculative philosophy taught in the schools, one can find
a practical one, by whidç knowing the force and the actions of fire, water,
air, stars, the heavens, and all the other bodies that surround us, just as we
understand the oørious skills of our craftsmen, we coul{ in the same wah rLse
these objects for all the puryoses to which they are appropriate, and thus
make ourselves, as it were, masters and possessors of nature (i980:33,
emphasis added).

One feels like adding: '\Iature also?" For the example whidr he offers as

a model for the "mastery" of nature is unmistakably the preexisting mastery of

one person or class by another in the social hierarchies of his time. According to

pattern, Descartes also arrives at this position by positing an absolute separation

between mind and body; labeling them "thìnking substance" and "extended

substance," Yet where the Greeks and the Medievals had at least attributed an

lrational soul or life principle to animals, whidr raised them above "inanimate"

rocks and rivers, their life has now dropped out entirely. It is no longer a life

principle which animates our own bodies either, but +he mind or reason, wbich
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no other animal shares. ln Descartes' view our essential selves have come to be

equated only with this transcendent min{ which is conceived ol as abüue or

beyond naixe. In Aristotles' accourt the mind had, at least, remained firmly a

part of nafure, even while seen as the superior part. Yet for Descartes superior

or " above" came to imply transcendence as well. Similarly, Peter Miller suggests

that:

The contours of Western humanism have become sharply defined...since
the time of Desca¡tes. The multi-layered hierarchies of value in the
dassical and medieval worlds have been leveled to just two elevations: a
plain below and a plateau above...the human cirde on the plateau...while,
on the plain below, the rest of the universe is spread: aninìal, vegetable,
and mineral yoked equally in the service of humankind (1983:319-20).

So while the earlier hierardrical symbolism had always been consistent

with the value dualism which placed mind over body, this symbolism was not

completely reductive. As with the symbolism of the six directions in Native

American philosophies* , the hierarchy of various "levels of being" could not be

reduced to simple dualisms. But in the picture Descartes paints all differences in

value are reduced to only two kinds, and everything beyond the human sphere

exists merely to be manipulated and used for which ever ends and purposes its

owners may choose. Thus, his extreme form of reductive dualism also obscures

the connection between sudr value dualisms and the social hierarchies with

whidr they are consistent. Yet whether reducrd to a simple duality or a more

complex hierarchy, this type of symbolism has always tended to have the same

implications, and the whole picfure appears contrary, to Native American views.

As Eastman relates:

The fi¡st American mingled with his pride a singular humility. Spiritual
arogance was foreign to his nafure and teaching. He never daimed that
the power of articulate speech was proof of superiority over the dumb
creation; on the other han4 it is a perilous gift (1980:88-9).

Or as Cajete has expressed this point more recentþ, in Native

3' The Fow Winds, plus Earth and Sþ as discussed above.
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philosophies, "[k]nowledge must be both a source of joy as well as one of

gravity and respect, because responsibility to the liJe that surrou¡ds us is ignored

only at great peril" (2000:104). Unlike Westem points of view, where difference

has generally been taken to imply superiority and inferiority, Native views leave

room for the possibility of conceiving of difference as complementarity. Since

they are not under the sway of hierarchical models of relationship, of whatever

kind, difference need not imply an absolute separation into better and worse,

nor that the superior is thereby justified in exploiting the i¡ferior.

So where Native American haditions tend to follow natural archetypes-

looking to natural cydes and interrelationships for a model after which social

relationship may be patterned-dominant Western philosophies have tended to

follow social archetypes, with the model for all relationships being the

hierarchical structure of command and obedience embodied in its own patterns

of social organization. This pattern is then imposed upon the natural world as

well, lying as it does at the base of this great pyramid. To put it most simply;

where First Nations literatu¡es often seem to propose that the aims and

purposes of society should be adapted to natu.re, dominant Western phìlosophies

tend to suggest that nafure exists for no other reason than to be adapted to the

aims and purposes of society. Though they did not express it in these terms,

many Native Americans were not unaware of this difference even a c€ntury ago,

as is evident from the words of Chief Flying Hawþ when contrasting the mobile

lifestyle of his Lakota people with the permanent dwellíngs of the West:

If the Great Spirit wanted men to stay in one place He would make the
world stand srill; but he made it always to drange, so birds and animals
can move and always have green grass and ripe berries, sunlight to work
and play, and night to sleep; summer for flowers to bloom, and winter for
them to sleep; always changing; everything for good; nothing for
nothing. The white man does not obey the Great Spirif that is why the
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I¡rdians never could agree with him (as cited in Mcluh an 1977:64)# .

@oglalacalaandfoughtalongsideCrazyHorseattheBattleof
the Little Bighorn in 1876. He was born in 1852 and became a chief at the age of 31. This
passage rep¡esents his opinions as an elder. He died at Pine Ridge in 1931, The passage was
originally published in: McCreight (1947t61).
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SECTION II:

DOMINATION AND ACCOMMODATION:

EURO.AMERICAN AND NATIVE AMERICAN PATTERNS OF

SOCIAL AND ECOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIP DURING THE

COLONIAL ENCOUNTER.

1. THE II.MNTED INDIAN?-

When two cultures meet, especially cultures as different as those of
western Europe and indigenous North America, they inevitably interpret
each other in terms of stereotypes...We have a long history of
romanticizing Indians, discovering in their cha¡acter and culture many
fine qualities we think ladcing in our own. From the Noble Savages of
years ago to the Mystic Shamans and Original Envi¡onmentalists of today,
we continue to create idealized images of Indians which may have as little
connection to reality as the demonic ones (Francis 1992:221,-22).

In turning to a consideration of the colonial encounter, as it has been

enacted in the North American context, the present section shall not attempt to

provide an exhaustive historical accou¡t. This is a task which has already been

ably undertaken by many others36. Rather, the focus in what follows shall

remain upon the relational symbolism of the two cultural types discussed above,

and upon an abductive comparison of these relational symbols with the acfual

patterns of social and ecological relationship enacted within each" and in the

encounter between them. ln other words, where the previous section focused

upon symbolic activity in the ideological sphere, the focus shall now be expanded

so as to consider the larger social and ecological contexts within which they took

place-to the manner in whidr these ideologies were enacted in practice

historically, and to the forms of life from which they arose.

S For a classic discussion of the colonization of the American west, for example, see Brown
(1970), and for a detailed consideration oJ the colonization of indigenous peoples more
generally see Bodley (1999).
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Of course, it was not simply a matter of "the West" meeting "the

Natives." The culfures of Native America differed among themselves no less

than did those of the various European nations which settled their lands, just as

the various individuals within each nation differed among themselves. At the

time of contact Native patterns of subsistence varied widely: from an almost

exdusive reliance upon the huating of game animals, whaling and fishing in the

Arctic, to rnixed hunting, gathering and fishing, to horticulture and intensive

agriculture, Their political organization also ran the gamut from small, loosely

organized bands consisting of only a few related families, to larger tribal groups

and confederacies of tribes sudr as those of the Huron, koquios and Powhatan,

to farming village societies such as those of the Hopi and Tewa, to the centralized

state of the Aztec Empire in Meso-America. However, these differences

notwithstanding, the majority of Native American societies seem to have shared

a fairly consistent world view, as did the European societies. Yet each cultu¡e

elaborated upon these general patterns in its own way, so while the present

work takes a generalist perspective, in that it focuses upon the larger similarities

which characterized the Ocridental and Native American cultural types, the

detailed ethnographic differences provided by a particularist perspective should

not be forgotten.

As both Berkhofer (1978) and Francis (1992) have suggested, popular

images of Indians have also varied considerably throughout the history of the

colonial encounter in North America, As Francis (1992:221-22) summarizes the

history of these images, for example, there appear to have been tlrree stages to

popular Western conceptions of the Native peoples of North America. During

the early fur trade era, especially in New France, where large'scale settlement

was not pursued initially, images of the l¡rdian were largely positivg as shall be

discussed below, This is not surprising, given that carrying out the fu¡ hade
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implied that the French not only made their living hading with indigenous

peoples, but also that they relied upon them for protection and safe passage to

conduct their fade.

When and where settlement increased, however, and when Native

peoples began to grow antagonistic towards increasing encroaclrments upon

their territories by settlers-and especially farmers-popular images of the Indian

generally took a distinctly negative turn, whictr attempted to justify their

subjugatiorç and the taking of their lands. In the latter half of the past centu-ry,

however, with the rise of ecological thought in the West, there has been a slow

retum to more positive images once again. This section shall examine two sudt

positive images of Native Americans, each of whidr shall become important as

the argument develops in Sections III and IV.

Previous works which have examined such popular images of "Indianess"

in North America can be placrd upon a continuum, based largeþ upon whose

images of lndianess they discuss. At one extreme is the position of Francis, who

largely confines himself to the image of India¡s as understood by Westem

culture. Thus, he concludes his argumenb with the statement that "The fantasies

we told ourselves about the Indian are not really adequate to the task of

uaderstanding the reality of Native people" (1992:224).

Berkhofer, on the other hand" referring to the very concept of "Indianess"

itself, proposes that "lArhat began as reality for the Europeans ended as image

and stereotype for Whites, and what began as an image alien to Native

Americans became a reality for them" (I978:L95). More specificall¡ "the original

White image of the hrdian " has always been that of "a separate but single

collectivity," and the relative power of the colonizing societies often forced

Natives "to be the Indians \{hites said they were, regardless of their original

social and cultural diversity" (1978:195). Thus, Berkhofer suggests that even the
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concept of "lndianess," was foreign to Native American societies, who identified

themselves with their various hibal goups or Nations, not with what was

essentially a racial category invented in the West. Yet the relative power of the

dominant society has often forced Native peoples to adopt, in whole or in part,

Western concepts of "lndianess" based on Western notions of Native Americans

as a single, homogeneous group with a single homogeneous culfure,

At the other extreme of the continuum is Cliftorfs worþ which also

discusses "the conventional story most commonly told about the Indians of the

United States and Canada" (1990:23). Clifton describes this story as "a dominant

narrative structure," or as "a preferred story-line about the lndian, and above all

else about the relationships between the Indian and the Whiteman, past and

presenf (1990:19). In other words, what Clifton describes is a þolitically

correct" story about colonial history, and of the relationships between Native

Americans and the settler population. Yet while he acknowledges some

involvement of Westem academics in promoting this image or story, Clifton

suggests that it is an image promoted by indigenous peoples themselves, for:

contemporary hdians are the primary political-economic royalty owners
of this major work of culturat fiction...over the past several decades
India¡s have become central actors in editing and revising, in gamishing,
enlarging, and serializing the narrative's substance, busily occupied with
inventing their own preferred images (1990:19).

Thus, unlike Francis and Berkhofer, Clifton focuses upon images of

lndianess invented by indigenous peoples themselves, and suggests that much, if

not all of thís poputar image of Lrdians and the colonial encounter was invented

for their own political purposes. Clifton appears to aÌgue that many of these

images are directly attributable to the Pan-Indian movement of recent decades,

whidr encourages ûrdians to identify themselves, first and foremost, as

''Indtans," and only secondarily as members of the va¡ious First Nations and

tribal groups. Thus, Pan-Indianism emphasizes a generalist approach similar to
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the present work, in that it attempts to focus upon the coÍunon themes which

cross-cut Native phfosophy, rather than upon the specific haditio¡rs of particular

peoples.

And while, as Berkhofer points out, this does represent an adoption of an

originally Western way of thinking of indigenous peoples, the Pan-lndian

emphasis of much contemporary Native American scholarship could just as

easily be cha¡acterized as a philosophical school, as it has been by McPherson

and Rabb (7993:I-3), which is attempting to illustrate and articulate the coÍunon

themes which characterize a particular type of philosophy. After all, we

commonly speak of a coÍrmon "Christian philosophy"-despite the many sects

and denominations of that faith. Yet Clifton prefers to describe this narrative as

a "fabncatton." His own version of this standard narrative is given in his chapter

entitled "The IndianStory: A Cultural Fiction" (1990:29-47), and is worth quoting

at length in order to get the flavour of it:

In the beginning, North America was motherland for between ten and
thirty million truly humane beings. This dense population was organized
into over two hundred separate, sovereign nations existing continuously--
according to the unquestionable authority of their own baditional
histories--from time irnmemorial. Ea& sudr sovereignty had its own
government and exdusive national territory. Although none of these
indigenous nations understood or recognized the propriety of owning,
buyfrrg, or selling land, they did claim and exercise the rightful privilege of
occupying parts of it and using ib fruits. This right, as hosþ they freely
shared with their neighbors and visiting strangers, whom they treated
generously as guests...Each with its own language and special customs
marking their unique identities, these nations lived in peace and harmony
with one another.
Underneath these minor cultüal differences, nonetheless, lay vitalizing
conrmonalities, the heart and soul of the Úrdian, Eadr natiorv for instance,
defined its territory as a Holy Land, and all together they worshipfully
personified their habitat as Mother Eartlç existing in harmony with all her
beatures. This biological or environmentalist ethic pervaded every aspect
of the life of the Úrdian, for whom all things, all thought, all behavior, and
all happenings were pervasively sacred. Animístic, purely spiritualistic,
uncontãminated, these ardraic nations existed in free-floating, ahistorical
timq their beliefs and ways irreversible, insoluble, and--as others have but
recently come to apprecidte--ineradicable (1990:32-33).
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This gives the general flavour of the narrative which Clfton describes,

which he daims is "in whole or substantial part fictitious" (1990:41). Clearly,

some aspects of the narrative Clifton describes are fucfions. The daims that all

Native Americans lived in harmony without wars between them, that they

existed as they are presentþ constituted since time immemorial, and that their

traditions are static, timeless and unchanging, for example, are all easily falsified

by the historical, ethnographic and archaeological records. Clearly, other asPecb

of the narrative were not true of all Native American societies, such as the

proposal that they were all egalitarian (as shall be discussed below). Just as

dearly, however, is the fact that many asPects of the narrative ate not fictions.

Much of it is clearly historical fact, while other images seem to be merely an

attempt to describe the common themes whidr best characterize Native

American philosophies and lifestyles-especially as they are distinct from those

which are characteristic of the dominant Westem culture.

The present section shall discuss two of these images or philosophical

themes in more detail. Both images are higlrlighted by Cliftorç who describes

them as examples of "The Good Things the Indian Gave the Whiteman"

(7990:23), presumably in order to suggest that these images are just as false as

sudr utopian daims as that there was no war among the various First Nations.

The fi:st is the idea of the "Noble Savagei' or the Indian as a model for "an

egalitarian ethic," whidr has a long history in Western political philosophy' The

second, the Indian as a model for "ecological sainthood"--while also being

connected to the image of the Noble Savage-has gained political importance in

more recent times, especially with the rise of the ecological movement in the past

few decades.

Besides discussing the question of whether each of these images provides

a more or less accurate picture of Aboriginal philosophies and lifestyles,
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however, the present section shall also discuss the political role which each image

has played, and continues to play, in the Western world. For as shall be argued

below, each theme provides an example of ways in whidr Native American

philosophies appear to have entered intq and changed (or began to change) the

direction of Western patterns of thought. Yet while both points of view a¡e

clearly out of step with the dominant patterns of practice and belief of Western

culture prior to the colonial encounter (and, arguably, still are), both are quite

comrnonly found in accounts of Native American views from the eadiest

recorded accounts up until the preserrt day. The influences are also, significantly,

largely the result of the example which thei¡ ways of life provided, rather than

stemming from attempts to coerce others into accepting their views through

force of anns or forced assimilation, which has been the common Western

pattem of influence on Native cultures. The contrast between these two patterns

of in-fluence also reemphasizes the difference between the egalitarian and

hierarchical patterns of social organization most typical of each type of culture.

Thus, each theme also leads directly into a discussion of the social and

ecological patterns of relationship enacted by the two cultural types, and thus to

the central theme of this section-an abductive comparison of these patterns to

the relational symbolisms discussed above. In doing so, the discuæion shall

continue to tum primarily to Native American literature for support in its
attempb to interpret Native American philosophy, and to hace the history of

this philosophy as fa¡ back as the available literature can take us. In other words,

in discussing Native American philosophies, the discussion shall continue to refer

as much as possible to Native American understandings of themselves. This þ
after all a cÐurtesy which we routinely apply to our academic colleagues when

tracing the history of ideas.
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2, THETWO FREEDOMS-

I said to General Howard...We are all sprung from a woman, although we
are unlike in many things. We cannot be made over again. You are as
you were made, and as you were made you can remain. We are just as
we were made by the Great Spirit, and you can not change us; then why
should drildren of one mother and one father quarrel--why should one
try to dreat the other? I do not believe that the Great Spirit Chief gave
one kind of men the right to tell another kind of men what they must do.
General Howard replied: You deny my authority, do you? (Chief ]osepþ
as cited in: Vanderwerth 1977:268).

Before the pale faces came among us, we enjoyed the happiness of
unbounded freedom, and were acquainted with neither riches, wants nor
oppression. How is it now? Wants and oppression are our lo! for are we
not conholled in everything, and dare we move without asking, by your
leave? Are we not being stripped day by day of the little that remains of
our ancient liberty? (Teormselu as cited in: VanderwerthIgTl:63-64)37.

This section shall deal with two related questions. The fust is the question

of whether all Native American cultu¡es were truly egalitarian. Despite the

sentiments expressed by Tecumseþ above, we shall see that the answer to this

question is not an unequivocal "yes." The second question is the role whidr

Western images of Native Americans as models for more egalitarian politics has

played, nonetheless, in political debates within the Western world, and

particularly in political philosophy. For despite the superficial or distorted views

of Aboriginal cultwes held by some authors, this image played an important role

historically, and continues to in the present day.

Concerning the question of whether Native culfu¡es were egalitarian, the

answer is a simple, "Yes and no," This is because the¡e is abundant

ethnohistorical, ethnographic and ardraeological evidence to suggest that many

Native American polities were actually ra¡ked societies, or driefdoms, which

exhibited dea¡ di-fferences in status. Donald (1990), for example, in his essay in

Cliftorfs collectiorç reviews the evidence and suggests that there are two cultural

areas north of Meso-America which were distinctly nof egalitarian.
37 Tecumseh was speaking in 1811 to a gathering of Choctaws and Chickasaws, attemPting to
convince them to join his war against the United States.
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The first examples which Donald reviews are the cultu¡es of the

Southeastern United States, east of the Missíssippi River (1990:150-53). In this

area there appears to be clear evidence, both ethnohistorical and archaeologicaf

for the existence of complex, ranked chiefdoms. As he suggests conceming the

ardraeological record, for example, "we have considerable archaeological

evidence from Southeastern sites to suggest that at various times and places

some of the regiorf s prehistoric communities contained socially stratified

populations" (1990:151). Two of the classic examples of this type of society are

provided by Cahokia and Moundville (Price and Feinma¡ 7993:236-67). Ttre

dea¡est evidence of this type of ranking is found in djfferences in the richness of

grave goods found in ancient bu¡ials, which were coÍunon to both of the

examples mentioned. A common assumption among archaeologists, as Donald

suggestrs, is that where sudr differences in richness of burials cross-cut both

gender and age differences, then there is shong evidence for the i¡heritance of

stafus or rank, that is, that sudr status is ascribed to particular lineages, rather

than being adrieved through one's individual efforts as in egalitarian societies.

Historically, Donald also points out two culfures which appear to have

been ranked into at least two dasses, the first being the Calusa of southem

Florida, and the second being the Natchez, who were destroyed by the Frendr

around 7730 (7990:152). The other culture area which has exhibited dear ranking

historically, are the cultu¡es of the Northwest Coast, As Donald suggests, "in

terms of inequality, all followed a basic pattem" (1990:153). In general, these

societies were dra¡acterized by three ranks, or strata, "Titleholders" or nobles,

cornmoners and slaves. Thus, not only were these cultures intemally ranked

between nobles, who inherited their positions, and commoners, but also

between the members of the local goup and slaves taken in raids and wa¡s with

other nearby groups. These slaves were slaves in the truest sense: they were
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corÉidered to be the property of particular nobles, they were required to work

for them, and they could be killed at the whim of their owners.

Thus, there appea¡s to be abundant evidence to support the fact that øll

Native American societies were not egalitarian. Yet as Donald himself points

out, the aim of his essay "is not to show that there were no genuinely egalitarian

societies...in Native North America. Sureþ there werc" (1990:749). Yet this is

not what one might assurne from reading Cliftorls inhoduction to the collection

in whidr his essay appears. For part of the narrative which Clifton proposed,

and which he considers to be "in whole or substantial part fictitious," reads as

follows:

Freely given cooperation was thà norm in all things political and
economic, made possible because everyone owned all necessa-ry means of
production...the evils of political, economic, social, or gender inequality
were u¡known. Political hierarchy was incompreheruible... (1990:33).

This is clearly a description of dassic egalitarian societies, yet as shall be

illushated below, this image is not unifonnly false for all Native American

cultures. To my mind, Murray Bookchin has best encompassed the differences

between egalitarianism--as understood by many Natíve American thinkers--and

the type of "equñLy" which hiera¡dtically orgæized Western democracies

practice, particularly with his contrast between "the inequality of equals" and

"the equality of unequals," ot between fwmal equality and substantiz¡e equality,

respectively (7991:14ù 66).

The inequality of equals describes the pattem of the Western world. Here

everyone is considered to be "equal before the law," despite the fact that they

are grossþ unequal in wealtlç talents and power. Thus, " equdify" in this sense

is primarily focused upon the relationship between individuals and the state, and

the ideal is that all citizens be treated equally, in spite of their differences. For

example, a rich businessman and a beggar may both receive the same fine for

the same crime, despite the fact that this snm may represent pocket change to
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the ong and more money than they have seen for several months to the other.

And a stint in jail awaits the beggar who cannot pay. Thus, they are considered

to be equals even though they are not, and in a society in whidt some are born

to riches, and others to poverty, there is even talk of "equal opportunity for a11."

Following social archetypes, tlre pattem here is hierardrical, and people

are free to compete with one another for unequal positions of wealth and

privilege within this social hierarchy. The fact that people are born inta urequal

positions within this hierarchy is most often conveniently ignored, since the

focus is upon the equal beahnent of individuals by the state. The pattern which

has resulted is an increasingly cenhalized pattem of economic control, which is

little different from that of the Middle Ages in some iespects. For if the common

(and convenient) separation of political from economic forms of rule is dissolved"

it becomes quite evident that the majority of the richest members of Western

culture have inherited their positions of wealth and influence in precisely the

same manner in which Medieval monarclts did.

The equality of unequals, on the other hand" describes the pattem whictr

was typical of many First Nations, and of other egalitarian peoples throughout

the world. Here ttre inequalities in talents and abilities whidr people naturally

have are accepted as givery yet every effort is made to bring about an equal

distribution of property, and of the essentialsupports of life. Thus, this type of

egalitarian philosophy is dosely tied to a pattern of generalized reciprocity

within the group as well. As Standing Bear pointed out in 1933, for example:

The cenhal aim of the Lakota code was to bring ease and comfort in equal
measure to all. There were no weak and no strong individuals from the
standpoint of possessing human rights. It was every personls duty to see
that the right of every other person to eat and be dothed was respected
and there was no more question about it than there was abut the free
and ungoverned use of sunshine, pure air, and the rains with which they
bathed thei¡ bodies. There were no groups of shength allied against
groups of those weak in power (1978:123-24).
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In othe¡ words, there were no dasses, and the Lakota, at least, seem to

have recogtrized an "irreducible minimum" to which all were equally entitled,

which is a coÍunon sentiment throughout the Native literature38. Those who

had the ability to acquire more goods through hunting or gathering or

horticultu¡e or crafts were expected to help those who were less fortunate.

Indeed, it was often considered tobe "a great honour to be asked by those in

want to share your food, dothing, horses, or any comfort of life" (Sønding Bear

1978:28), Or as Easünan puts it, "[t]he true Indian sets no price upon either his

property or his labour. His generosity is limited only by his shength and abtlity"

(1980:103). So Marx's famous dictum, "from each according to ability, to each

according to need" does describe this reciprocal pattern of relations rather well,

at least among one's own people39, As has often been said the chief of a people

often appeared to be the poorest of the group, since maintaining the respect of

the people required that they live up to these ideals, and lead by the example

whidr they provided, Here people are considered to be unequal in ability, yet to

enjoy an equal right to a decent life, and every effort is made to bring about a

more equitable distribution of the necessary supports for life. Thus, as Harold

Cardinal the Cree activist, once encapsulated the difference between these two

views of equality-the formal and the substantive:

Theoretically, of course, all Canadiaru have equal status, even Indians.
Yet any fool can r.ead government figures showing that one. in five
Canadians is poor enough to be in a state of dependency (1969:133).

So where Western democracy seems to represent the freedom of

individuals to compete for unequal positions of wealth and influence,

egalitarianism in Native American philosophies seems to represent the freedom

38 For a discussion of the prevalence of the ir¡educible minimum concept among kibal peoples
more generally see Bodley (2001:19L7).
39 Needless to say, relatioru between gloups, such as trading, did not always follow such a
reciprocal pattern,
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to cooperate in order to secure a good life-not only for oneseþ but for the

group as a whole. Once again, thery from this perspective egalitarianism is

dosely related to the pattern of reciprocity which many Aboriginal grouPs

practiced (induding even ranked societies, though in a form through whidt the

central redistributor reaffirmed his hereditary status through his generosity).

For what one gives to another today, when one has a surplus, will be retumed at

another time when one is in need, as in the contemporary saying: "I{hat goes

around, comes arourd." This also frees one from worrying about stawing to

death when there is more than enough to go around for as Standing Bear

observes, "hunger is a hard thing to bear, but not so hard when all are sharing

the same want in the same degree; but it is doubly hard to bear when all about is

plenty which the hungry da¡e not touch" (1978:163). Or as Sitting Bull once

expressed this same difference in outlooþ "The white man knows how to make

everything, but he does not know how to distribute if, (as cited in Brown

I970:427).

Where in the one view the economic and political leaders gain respect due

to their positions of power and influence within the social hierarchy, in the other

one gains positions of in-fluence due to respect for one's example, knowledge,

skill and generosity. For in the political organization of many First Nations,

"Men in council were there because of merit. A man might be poor in goods,

own few horses, and live in a small tipi, but he would sit with the council. Riches

bought no maft power and though he might have many horses he could not buy

a seat with the wise ones" (Standing Bear t978:25). So whjle the latter point of

view recognizes that some people are better than others, both morally and in the

practices of va¡ious skills, fftl's sense of superiority does nof imply that they are

thereby justified in arbihady ruling over their inferiors, and the interests of the

superior are not maximized at the expense of their fellows. As Standing Bear
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elaborates upon the views of his Lakota people, for example:

the council made no laws that were enforceable upon individuals. Were it
decided to move carnp, the decision was compulsory upon no one...But it
must not be thought that there was no distinction among Lakotas as
individuals. There were no social strata so definite that some were
unattainable by reason of dass or birth, but there were individuals and
gtoups who were recognized by virfue of superior intelligence and
capacity. As among every people/ there were those who were better able
to get along in the world...
So there were the high-those who were honou¡ed and distinguished for
superior achievement. There were others who, though not excelling,
were good members of society. There were still others who, through no
fault of their own/ found themselves a little weaker, less capacitated, than
the majority members of society. These were not the old and the
children, but adults, able-bodied, but unable to achieve. This being the
case, nevertheless, weaklings were never the objects of prty, charity, or
contempt,..Thev were never allowed to want, nor to grow sick and diecontempt,..They were never allowed to want, nor to grow sick and die
from neglect. But in spite of the ca¡efrl equalitv of treatment, these tfueefrom neglect. But in spite of the ca¡efrl equality of treatment, these tfuee
distinctions were kept ir mind.
The Lakotas of high class, if sudr
sure, but it was this pride that w
The Lakotas of high class, if sudr they may be called were proud, to be
sure, but it was this pride that would not pemrit them to overlook want
and sufferins in their kind. The Þeople of this dass did not believe inand suffering in their kind. The people of this dass did not believe in
waiting to be called upon to give aid, but took pride in seeing that theywaiting to be called upon to give aid, but took pride in seeing that they
were never asked (1978:129-30).

I4lhat Standing Beads passage suggests is that driefs did not so mudr rale

the people through coerciory but rather lead the people by persuasion and

example, Indeed, leadership roles were often transitory and task-oriented in

egalitarian societies, or of short dwation and tied to particular tasks. Thus, when

a war party retumed home, or a hunt or rifual was successfully completed, the

"authority" of those who lead the particular activity came to an en{ until next

they initiated such an actiorç or were called upon by others to do so. This implies

that to raise awat party, for example, chiefs or leading warriors had to convince

others that the actions were necessary and important, and as Wooden Leg adds,

"Ordinarily the advice of the driefs was heeded, But the obedience was a

voluntary one. ln battle, the driefs had no authority to issue commands that

must be obeyed" (1931:120).

While differences in wealth and abi.lity, or between superior and inferior
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persons were recognized, therefore, and the superior were held up as models for

the emu-lation of their fellows, the assumption that their superiority justified their

right to rule arbitrarily on an ongoing basis seems to have been conspicuously

absent. Indeed, the influence of the leaders of many Native American groups

seems not to have been based upon coÍìmand and obedience so much as upon

simple respect for their knowledgø their skills and theit persons. Thus, their

influence arose more spontaneously from the general will of the people, and was

not imposed from a position of assumed superiority. This seems to be the key

difference between egalitarian and hiera¡chical pattems of social and political

organization--as symbolized by the cirde and the pyramid in the previous

section.

As my reference to Bookchin has already obliquely illuskated, Native

American societies have often served as important models or examples in

Western political philosophy. Indeed, it appears likely that the egalitarian polities

which existed historically in North America served as important models for the

advent of democracy, and of relatively more egalitarian views, in the political

philosophy and rhetoric of the Westem world as well (if not so fully in its

practice). As ]ack Weatherford proposes, for example:

Egalitarian democracy and liberty as we know them today owe little to
Europe. They are not Greco-Roman derivatives somehow revived by the
French in the eighteenth century. They entered modern western thought
as American Indian notions translated into Euncpean language and
culture (1988:128).

This brings us to the seconå question with which l began this sectiorç for

Weathe¡ford suggests that it was only with the advent of the qrlonial encounter

that these relatively egalitarian ideas began to enter into European thought, for

though the word "democracy" may be derived from ancient Greeþ democacy

as we understand it today was not a very Greek idea. Neither in the writings of

Plato nor Aristotle, for example, nor ín the actual practice of what the Greeks
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c¿lled "democracy" did the ideals of freedom and equality come to the fore.

Quite consistent with their opinions, only the adult male citizens of Athens could

vote. Thei¡ wives, their slaves, and resident aliens (many of whom were born in

the city) were denied the franchise. According to some estimates only abottt I5/o

of the population of Athens had the right to vote (Plato 1974).

Indeed, even the concept of a "freema¡" seems to have had none of the

more egalitarian implications which some persons might like to give it today in

the ancient Greek literature. Rather, it seems to have meant something along

the lines of "not a slave," or "able to rule himself;" that is, over slaves, wife and

ctrildren if not the state. Aristotle considered that one could be a freeman even

where there was only a single ruler, and thus saw no contradiction between

freedom and monarchy. Indeed, for Aristotle there was no essential connection

between freedom and democracy at all. Being a freeman simply implied that

one was a person and not property, and must be treated as sudt. As he put it

himself, "a slave is a living tool and a tool is a lifeless slave," and "[t]he use made

of slaves...departs but little from that made of other animals" (198ó:518 and552).

Presumably the slaves were simply more easily trained than other domestic

animals, and at a greater variety of tasks, but this makes them more valuable

only in an inskumental sense, and not in a moral onetl0. As Jean-Jacques

Rousseau was later to characterize this argument:

Just as the shepherd is superior in kind to his sheep, so, too, the shepherds
of me& or, in other words, their rulers, ate superior in kind to their
peoples. This, according to Philo, was the argument advanced by
Caligula, the Emperor, who drew from the analogy the perfectly true
condusion that either Kings are Gods or their subjects brute beasts
(Barker 1960:771).

This is the reason why the distinction between a freeman and a slave as

different in kind was so important to the arguments of Aristotle. For as he

@t,Aristotle,sdoctrineof,,naturalslaveÐ/,wasoftenusedasa
justification for the subjugation of non-Western peoples in the early colonial age as well
(2002:71).
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stated, "the rule over freemen djffers from that over slaves no less than men

who a¡e free by nature djffer from men who are slaves by nafure" (1989:595).

This results in two types of rule appropriate to eaclç "political rule" and

"despotic rule." The rule of master over slave is considered equivalent to

despotic rule, and is the interest of the ruler only. The rule over freemerç or

political rule, on the other hand, shotdd be in their own interest, or what he

describes as the "common interesl'-despite the fact that the interests of slaves,

women and resident aliens are excluded from consideration here. Yet either the

rule of the "rnajority" (of male citizens) in a democracy, the rule of the "feu/' in

an aristocacy, or the rule of a single man in a kingdom could be termed

"political rule," just so long as they ruled in the interests of freemen (and since he

considered the interests of freemen to be different in kind from those of slaves,

slavery was not thereby rendered inconsistent with his position). Yet while he

recognized that monarcþ was the most risþ form of political rule, since its

deviant form of despotic rule, or "tyranny," was the worst of the despotic forms,

his ideal type of govemment remained the rule by a single enlightened ruler.

Similarly, when Plato (1974) set out to construct an ideal society in 77æ

Republic, he constructed an unmistakably class based society. Many of the ideas

whidr might be considered egalitarian today-such as equality for women and

the elimination of extremes of wealth and property--were meant to apply only

to the ruling dass, or the Guardians. The ideal was also the rule by a single

Philosopher King-chosen from among this Guardian dass-whìle ttre common

people, and the slaves, were to carry on as usual. So it seems that equality also

had different connotations than it is often given today, for it was only a reshicted

sphere which was considered equal. As Aristotle related, "it is thought by some

men that what is just is the equal; and it is the equal but for persons who are

equal andnot for everybody" (1986:576). Thus hierarchy remains the prevalent
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ideal, and indeed it seems that slaves, as well as women and foreigners, did not

fit into the category of "persons" at all.

So it seems that one is forced to look elsewhere for the origins of

democratic ideals, for little changed throughout the Mddle Ages. This is why

Weatherford suggests that it was only with the advent of the colonial encounter

that these ideals began to enter into European thought. Not surprisingly, he

traces the origins of these ideals to European contacts with they very

"uncivilized" types of peoples whom Aristotle would have described as

"incapable of rule," in this case to Native Americans. As Weatherford points out,

for example, Si¡ Thomas More's dassic book, Utopia, was not completed until

1514 almost two decades after Columbus' voyâge to America, and the discovery

of peoples who apparently lived without govemment in the ËuropeÍìn sense

(1988:122). Letters and accounts by explorers sudr as Amerigo Vespucci were

also much discussed among the educated Europeans of the time, and More's

vision-of a utopia without money, wherein all persons were equal--was both

highly original in the European tradition, as well as similar to these accounts in

the above respects.

All earþ accounts of Native American politics were not uniforrrly

positive, however, nor did they all emphasize the egalitarian or "utopian" nature

of indigenous societies as a model for Western society. Neither did they all tum

to indigenous philosophies and lifestyles in order to critique the shortcomings of

ttreir own societ¡/s political organization. Over a century after More's writings,

for example, Thomas Hobbes published his dassic in political philosophy,

Leuiathan, whicl:. argued in support of the English monarchy of the time.

Suddenly-and not coincidentally, soon after the discovery of egalitarian

cultures by European explorers and traders-it became necessary to explain why

humanity had submitted to the authority whidr had previously been taken for
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granted in European culture, and the myth of the "social contracf' was bom.

Hobbes argued that people entered into the social contract, and created a

coÍunon ruler over all, because life in the "state of nature" which preceded

civilized society was a state of perpefual warfare; a war of each against all in

which "the life of man [was] solitary, poore, nasty, brutislr, and shorf (1985:186).

What often goes unmentioned is that the state of chaos he described was based

upon his conceptions of the life of Native Americans, however misguided they

may have been. For as Hobbes pointed out himself:

It may peradventúe be thought, there was never such a time, nor
condition of warre as this; and I believe it was never generally sq over a1l
the world: but there are many places, where they live so now. For the
savage people in many places of America, except the govemment of small
Families, the concord whereof dependeth upon nafural lust, have no
government at all; and live at this day in that brutish manner/ as I said
before (1985:187).

Where for Aristotle the uncivilized barbarians were not properþ human,

for Hobbes an egalitarian way of life was not even considered to be a society,

but was equated with the state of ctraos (nature) which he described.

Consequently "society" was also unapologetically equated with centralized

government, and with the institutions of social control a¡ithin soaety or, in short,

with the hierarcldcal organization of state level societies. Much as with current

political rhetoric, anything else is dismissed as "anarchy" or "chaos," whidr are

considered to be equivalent terms. ln this way any form of organization other

than the hierardrical may be dismissed out of hand41.

The writings of John Locke, appearing t 1690, modified Hobbes' position

slightly. Instead of simply dismissing aboriginal life styles as a clnotic state of

41 In fact, however, anarchism as a political philosophy simply means lack of hierarchical
rule, rather than lack of order, and of all Western political philosophies it is the theory
which most closely approxirnates to whât the majority of First Nations actually practiced, For
anarchism advocates a type of social order which is higltly reminiscent of the egalitarian,
decentralized participâtory democracy of many First Nations, where order arises more
spontaneously (or naturally) from the 'lottom"--from the general will of the people-rather
than the type of social order which must be imposed from the "top."
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war between everyman and everyman, Locke admits tha! "The nafural liberty

of man is to be free from any superior power on eartþ and not to be under the

will or legislative authority of mer¡ but to have only the law of Nature for his

rule" (1960:15). Thus, though he argues that "in the beginning all the world was

America," he still attempts to explain, and thereby to justify, the origins of civil

governments, which are again equated with "society." Once again, it is the

insecurity of one's person and, significantly, one's property in the state of nafure

which he sees as driving people into a social conhact, and making them give up

their natural freedom for the lesser freedom of life under a civil government.

For the "chief end" of suctr a civil government is "the preservation of propeúy."

Thus Locke attempts to justify hierarchy by pointing out that one's excess

possessions would have no protection in a state of nature, since to build up large

amounts of private property a government is required, and "govemment has no

other end but the preservation of property" (1960:55). Its origin+ according to

Locke, lie in the advent of individual greed for more possessions than one

requires for subsistence, and a desire to keep them for oneself even if one has no

immediate need for them. Locke himself appears to assume that this was always

what humans desired-that the desire to accumulate and maximize personal

wealth is equivalent to human natu¡e-since he fails to explain how the desire to

accumulate large amounts of private property managed to arise from the

pattern of reciprocity and redistribution of possessions which was typical of

many Native Americans, and other Aboriginal peoples whom he would dassify

as living in his "state of nature." As Eastman related in 1911 conceming Lakota

culture, for examplg "It was our belief that the love of possessions is a weakness

to be overcome" (1980:99). Or, as George described the ways of his people, in a

comment echoing many others, found throughout Native American literatures:

My culture did not price the hoarding of private possessions, in fact, to
hoard was a shameful thing to do among my people. The Indian looked
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on all thirigs in nature as belonging to him and he expected to share them
with others and to take only what he needed (1974:40-1)u.

So it seems that Lockes assumptions conceming human nah¡re are fa¡

from being universal and stand in need of revision. Yet without these

assumptions, like Hobbes before him, Locke can offer no reason to explain why

people would want to voluntarily enter into a "social contracf in the first place.

In this case the more likeþ explanation for the advent of hierarchical

organization or Locke's "civil society" is that the vast majority of people did not

enter into it voluntarily, but that it was imposed upon them by force of arms, as

in America itself during the colonial age.

Yet a later entry into the social contract debate, however, who is even

more concerned with liberty and the equality of all persoru, is also more

sympathetic with what he construes to be Native American views-this being

Jean-Jacques Rousseau. For while Rousseau, not unlike Hobbes, still held to the

untenable hypothesis that humans had originally been solitary beings, coming

together only to reproduce, he felt that this state had disappeared in very ancient

times, and had preceded the state of nafure in which Native Americans and other

Aboriginal peoples were living in his day. Indeed, Native ways of life became

the ideal for Rousseau, from whictr hierarchical society was an unhappy dedine,

As evidence he cited the fact that many "savage" peoples of his day were still

reluctant to give up their natural freedom for civilized life, even after centuries of

attempb by missionaries and many others to convince them of the benefib of

civilization (1984:168-70)8. There were many accounts of Native American

views circulating in Europe at the time. Rousseau himself was certainly aware of

the writings of Baron de Lahontan, for example, in whose works is found the

following quotation which he attributes to Adario or Kondiaronk, a Huron chief

4P A simila¡ sentiment is expressed by Standing Bear (1978:168) .

'3 Bodley (1999) makes a similar observation concerning tribal peoples in the Twentieth
century, which shall be discussed in more detail in Section IV,
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In earnest, my dear Brother, Im sorry for thee from the bottom of my
soul. Take my advice and turn HUROñ for I see plainly a vast difference
between thy óondition and mine. I am Master of my Condition and m!te.
I am Master of my Body, I have the absolute disposal of my sell I do what
I please, I am the first and last of my Natiorç I fear no Man, and I depend
oñly on the Great Spirit. Whereas, thy Body, as well as thy, SouI, are_

doómed to dependence upon thy great Captaþ thy Vice-Roy disposes of
thee, thou hasl not the liberty of doing what thou hast a mind to...and
though dependest upon an tifinity of Persons whose Places have raised
them abovè thee. Is it true or not (às cited in Mcluhan 1971':50)a ?

As can be seen from this succession of social contract thinkers-all of

whom were engaged upon explaining why the Western world no longer lived as

Native Americans were observed to live-the more concemed they become with

liberty and equality, the more s¡'rnpathetically they treat Native ideas, until they

come to be known as the "noble savage." And as Weatherford relates:

The concept of the'noble savage'derived largeþ from writings about the
Amerícan-Indians, and even though the picture grew romantici zed and
distorted, the writers were only romanticizing and distorting something
that really did exist. The Indians did live in a fairly democratic condition,
they werä egalitarian, and they did live in greatei harmony with nature
(1988:129).

So while the precise wording of Baron de Lahontan's translatiorL and

otheß of the period may have been tailored somewhat to suit their own political

philosophies, the ideas expressed were firnrly rooted in fact. Indeed" Sioui,

himself a Wendat or Huron sdrolar, provides a detailed analysis of the dialogue

between Lahontan and Adario, entitled "Lahontan: Discoverer of Americity"

(1992:61-81). While he admits that the dialogue is contrived, rather than an actual

quotatioç he argues for the essential accuracy of Lahontan's account of Wendat

philosophy.

@Ada¡iowas,,probablyfictiona!,,andthatthedialoguewith
Adario was contrived (190:146), other histo¡iaru do not agree. Mcluhan, from whom the
quotation is cited, for exartple, suggests that Adario "played a prorrinent part in Frontenac's
Wat' (tSZt:51). Similarly, the Wendat or Hu¡on schola¡ Sioui affirrrs the actual existence of
Adario, stating that "Fo¡ the Wendat, Adario simultaneously assumed the functions of chief of
'wa.1...and cou¡cil chief" (7992:66).
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There is also no denying that Lahontan, and others of the time, looked to

Native American political organization and ideals as a model for their own

phfosophies-just as Rousseau himself did--however accurately or inaccurately

they may have rendered them in their writings. Moreover, the popularity of the

idea of the noble savage and the politics which went along with it jtlst prior to

the Frendr Revolution is surely no coincidence. For it is the ruritings of Rousseau

himselJ whidr a¡e generally considered to be one of the key intellectual

influences which fueled the discontent of the Frencþ and led to the overthrow of

the French royalty.

In America, on the other han{ a simila¡ role was played by the writings

of Thomas Paine, whose pamphlet Common Sense is considered largely

responsible for turning the American revolution into a war for freedom and

independence from Britai+ rather than for recognition as citizens of its empire.

Indeed, as Weatherford points out, both Paine and Beniamin Franklin were well

acquainted with the political organization of sudr nations as the lroquois.

Franklirç for example, was present when the following words were spoken by

Canasatego, an Onondaga sachem. Speaking at a treaty conJerence in

Pennsylvania tn L7M, where Franklin was recording the conversations, it was

Canasatego who originally suggested that the English colonists form a union

similar to that of the lroquois Confederacy:

We heartily recommend Union and good agreement between you/ our
[Enelish] brethren...Our wise forefathers established union and amity
between the Five Nations; this has made us fonrridable; this has given us
great weight and authority with our neighboring nations. We,are a

þowerfrl Confederacy; an{ by your observing the same methods our
l¡ise forefathers have takery you will acquire fresh strength and power
(1992:776).

Franklin not only suggested that this cou¡se be taken, but that the newly

forming United States should adopt many other featu¡es dite"tly from the

organization of the Iroquois League (more than were actually adopted in the
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end)nu. Thus, as the council of the Six Nations Iroquois Confederacy itself

proclaimed tn L979, "European people left our council fi¡es and journeyed forth

into the world to spread principles of justice and democracy which they learned

from us and which have had profound effects upon the evolution of the Modem

World" (Knudtson and Srl¿rtkil992:192)6 .

If any doubt remains that som¿ Native Amencars were egalitarian, or that

egalitarian ideals are a coÍunon theme in eady Native oratory and writings, I

hope that the following quotation will serve to dispel them, Published as "An

Indian's Views of Indian Affairs," it originally appeared in the No¡flz American

Raicu i¡ its April L879 issue. Though this ís long after democracy of a type was

established in the West, one must remember that the person speaking could not

read or write Englisþ and thus had no knowledge of Westem political

philosophy other than what he had seen in practice, or heard about from those

he knew. It is inskuctive that he does not see democracy as he understands it in

those practices even therç and is worth quoting at length. ln the words of Chief

]oseph of the Nez Perce First Natio& who was speaking in Washington, D C on

]anuary L4, 187y , shortly after being defeated in war, having his lands taken

from himself and his people by force of arms, and being confined to a

reservation:

If the white man wants to live in peace with the I¡dia¡s he can live in
peace. There need be no houble. Treat all men alike. Give them all the
éame law. Give them all an even chance to live and grow. All men were
made by the Great Spirit Chief. They are all brothers. The earth is the

ffiideas which the United stâtes actually adopted from the
Iroquois and other Native Americans see Weatherford (1988:117-31).

'o The quote is taken Írom a decla¡ation by the lroquois passed on April 17,1979, and'later
published in ,4tzo esøsne Notee in its Spring 1979 issue. As Knudtson and Suzuki point out, "The
couacil has requested that their declaration be given the widest circulation possible"
(1.992:278).
n' Interestingly, Sam Gill. whose arguments shall be discussed below, suggests that this sPe€ch

was recorded in Oklahoma, where Joseph was confined, in order "to record his recollections and
views" (1987:51-2), This despite the fact that JosePh himself notes in the speech in question
that he was delivering it in Washington, as when he states that "At last I was granted
permission to come to Washington...I am glad we came" (as cioted in Vanderwerth 197L:281)'
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mother of all people, and all people should have equal rights upon it. You
might as well expect the rivers to run backward as that any man who was
born a free man should be contented when penned up and denied libefty
to go where he pleases,..I have asked some of the great white chiefs
where they get the authority to say to the Indian that he shall stay in one
place, while he sees white men going where they please. They can¡ot tell
me.
I only ask the government to be üeated as all other men are treated...We
only ask an éven chance to live as other men live. We ask to be
recògnized as men. We ask that the same law shall work alike on all men.
If the Írdian breaks the law, punish him by the law. If the white man
breaks the law, punish him also.
Let me be a free man-free to travel, free to stop, free to worþ free to
choose my own teachers, free to follow the religion of my fathers, free to
think and talk and act for myself--and I will obey every law or submit to
the penalty.
Whõnever the white man treats an Indian as they treat each other, then

' we will have no more wars (Vanderw eúll. 1977:282-83)4 .

Since Chief Josepi-r'-s eloquent plea for freedom and equality was

addressed to an audience which induded many of the congressmen, cabinet

members, and diplomats of a government whic-h daimed these ideals for its

ow& it is evident that the terms were given a different meaning by the two--and

this difference reflecb the difference between egalitarian and hierarchical political

systems. To Chief Joseptu they appeared to be assuming a type of authority

over others which belonged, properly, only to the Great Spirit. As he stated at

another time, "Say to us if you can say it, that you were sent by the Creative

Power to talk to us. Perhaps you think the Creator sent you here to dispose of

us as you see fit. If I thought you were sent by the Creator I might be induced to

think you had a right to dispose of me" (as cited in Brown 1970:316). But therç as

was pointed out above, throughout the Mddle Ages and earlier, hierarchy was

@ents that he came to Washington [D c] with his friend Yellow
Bull "and our interpretef' (Vanderwerth 1971:281). Though he does not give the name of this
persory apparently it was 6omeone whom he trusted to interpret his words truthfully and well'
Though excerpts from the speech are widely available, the comPlete sPeech is worth reading.
Against the backdrop of his account of the ci¡cumstances which lead up to the war on his
people, and of the war itself, his words are among the most eloquent pleas for freedom and
equality which I have yet had the pleasure to read, The enti¡e speech is reproduced in
Vanderwerth (797 1:260 -8 4).
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often justified by a priesthood which daimed to be God's rePresentatives on

Earth, who were thus-literally-playing God" while God Himself was conceived

of after the model of an Eartlrly King. Thus the position of whidr he accuses

them was not inconsistent with their heritage.

It seems evident, however, that the first steps towards eroding this

hierarchical heritage in the West-with the advent of a form of centralized

representative (rather than participatory) democracy, and egalitarian ideals and

rhetoric (if not practices)--were taken as a result of Western attempts to

assimilate the fact that egalitarianism itself, particularly as practiced and

advocated by various Native American peoples, was an achral possibility' Both

the image and the reality of egalitarianism as a central theme in Native

philosophy and politiæ, therefore, have long been central to the political

understandings of the West.

The principle difference between these two uaderstandings of freedom

and equality appears to be that the Westem world sees no contradiction between

its own cenbalize{ hierarchical pattern of organization and the egalitarian

principles it so recently adopted. But then, as with Hobbes and Locke, egalitarian

pattems of organization such as those of various First Nations are often not even

considered to be a society, let alone a polity. If one looks carefully at the ma¡ner

in whidr the political opüons are rePresented by contemporary political rhetoric,

political scientists and the news media, one sees that little has changed. For the

usual symbotism is that of left, right and center. One should note, however, that

the only kind of society which can be encompassed by this dassificatory system

is a hierarchically organized one, and that egalitarian societies, sudr as many First

Nations historically were, cannot even be fit on the map, and are therefore not

an option,

From a cross-cultural perspective, however, this system is revealed as
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totally inadequate for dealing with the various forms of political organization

which peoples have, in fact, practiced. Indeed, all the forms whidr can be fit on

the map shaÍe a common pattem of hierarchical relationships, and in this respect,

at least, are more similar than different. Yet the opposite of them all-egality-

which becomes quite evident in light of cross-cultural comparisons, is exduded

f¡om consideration here.

Thus, behind the initial appearance of a symbolism of balance lies the

usual pattem of opposition of the dominant Westem relational symbolism. Once

again we return to a symbolism which separates and oPPoses dualisms,

considering one extreme to be the ideal, and denigrating or dismissing the other'

In this case the dismissal has been so effective in practice that many

contemporary Westemers do not fully comprehend that people have ever lived

in any other manner than the hierarchical ideal whidt government, the media,

and much of academia promote. Even those who a¡e awa¡e of it, however,

generally dismiss the possibility of an egalitarian Pattern of social relations as

"!topian," despite the fact that people have, in fact, successfuJly Iived according

to more egalitarian patterns of lifet' .

These two ways of understanding the relationship between opposites are

also evident in the practices of the two democracies, The egalitarian democracy

of many Fi¡st Nations was most typically a small scale, participatory democracy.

Where decisions affecting the entire gtoup were thought to be necessary, they

would be made in open counsel, so that opinions could be openly expressed and

discussed face-to-face. Native decision making was also largely based upon

coruiensus/ where a general agreement was reached after lengthy discussion. As

Basil ]ohnston describes the deliberations of his Qibway or Anishinabe people,

for example, "There was no debate. Instead the speakers sought illurrrination

through mutual inquir"y (1982:171). Thus their style was not confrontational,

@s such as the Quakers, the Amish or the Hutterites.
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and presenting one's views in a way in which everyone muld agree with was

important for a leader. This required a balanced understanding of the views of

the entire goup, and a balancing of individual opinions with the needs of the

group as a whole. Similarly, where consensus could not be reached an opinion

of part of the group even iJ that of the majority, could not be imposed upon the

rest of the group.

ln a representative democracy, on the other hand, it is the majority which

rules, so that the will of the majority is maximized, and is often imposed upon an

unwilling minority. Yet one must keep in mind that the rule of the majority can

be understood in two senses. The first is the majority of the voting public'

Usually it is only once every several years that they are allowed to participate in

the functioning of govemment by electing a new batch of officials to "represenf

their views. Ëven then the public does not vote directly upon policy, but vote

only for the people who shall decide it, and it is largely the established political

parties, and not the general pubüc, which select the candidates among whom

they may choose, and the issues to be debated. The second tier in this hierarchy

is a majority of the elected representatives, and once again the views of the

minority may be largely ignored, a Pattern which lends itself to competitiveness

and factionalism.

Without coercive institutions with which to enforce the will of the

majority upon an unwilling minority, this was not usually an option in most First

Nations' politics, where a more cooPerative pattem prevailed' In any case, the

minority could simply leave if they disagreed with the majorit¡/s decision'

Whether the will of a majority of elected officials is truly representative of the

will of a majority of the people is also open for debate case by case, for they

make up only a fraction of one percent of the populatior¡ and as always in a

hiera¡drical pattern of organization a minority, in fact, decides for the majority.
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Rousseau, for one, felt that sudr representation of the will of the people was a

drimera, and criticized the emerging representative democracy in the England of

his day with words which he would likeþ have applied to the practices of

contemporary Western democracies if he were alive today:

Sovereignty...consists essentiall¡' of the general will, and wiII cannot be
represeãteã...The Deputies of ihe People are noÇ nor c;ìn they be, its
reþresentatives. They can only be its Cõmmissioners' 49f-q*.*9t" "oddfinitive decisions. Laws whi"h the P"ople have not ratiÉiéd in their own
person are null and void' That is to say, t\ey are not law-s at gll. The
Ènglish people think that they are,free,, buJ in this-belief they. are
prõfounúy iwong. They are free only, when they are- elgcting members
õf pa¡lianient. úce thê election has been completed, they revert to a

condition of slavery: they are nothing. Making such usg of it in the- few
short moments of ú\eir freedom, they deserve to lose it (Barker 7960:260).

The dominant Western political philosophy has also had a tendency to

separate and oppose society and the individual. This is true, for example, of the

opposition between liberal individuali¡m and communism, for the two are

thought to be mutually exdusive, with the former being most concemed with

the individual and the latter most concemed with the society. And though both

patterns have been dominant in diJferent parts of the West historically, they

sha¡e a basic relational symbolism. For either option exdudes the other as

inferior and extols their chosen side of the shared duality as superior, and both

share a hierarrchical pattern of relations.

It is surely true that Native Americans tended to place more emphasis

upon the gfoup, and less upon the individual, than is typical of atomistic libe¡al

philosophies. Just as with the social contract thinkers described above, it was the

individual in the West, which was considered to be basic, while it was the advent

of society whidr had to be explained' As Lame Deer contrasted Native views

with the exkeme individualism of the West, "We arent divided up into neat little

families-P+ Ma, kids, and to hell with everybody else' The whole damn tribe

was one big family; thafs our kind of redtty" (19723Ð. Or as Okute of the
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Teton Sioux once stated, again with reference to natural archetypes:

Animals and plants are taught by Wakan Tanka what they are to do, Wakan
Tanka teacheâ the birds to'ínatä nests, yet the nests óf aÍ birds are not
alike. Waløn Tanka g¡ves them merely the outline' Some make better
nests than others. In the same way some animals are satisfied with very
rough dwellings, while others make attractive places to live. - Some
animals also take better care of their young than others...All birds, even
those of the same species, are not alike, and it is the same with animals
and with human be-ings, The reason Wal<nn Tanka does not make two
birds, or animals, or human beings exactly alike is because each was
placed here by Wakan Tanka to be anindependent individuality and to rely
on itself...
From my boyhood I have observed leaves, trees, and grass, and- I have
never fóund- two alike. They may have a general likeness, but on
examination I have fou¡d that they differ slightly. Plants a¡e of different
families...It is the same with animals...It is the same with human beings;
there is some place whidr is best adapted to each (Mcluhan 1977:78-19)w ,

Thus, in Native Americân Pattems of thought the individual and the

larger group are both realities, with neither emphasized at the othey's exPense,

Rather, one would expect that the balancing of these opposites, or the

establishment of an harmonious Pattem of relations between them, would be

the ideal. Only according to a logic whidr separates and opposes dualities a¡e the

two seen as necessarily opposed to one another, with a gain for society being a

necessary loss for individuals, and vice versa. Once again, this way of thinking is

partly the result of equating society with the i¡stitutions of social contol utíthin

society, and of following social ardretypes and the hierarchical logic which they

suggest. For indeed" in fhls sense of society the two are often oPPosed/ since the

laws passed by these institutions often do infringe upon the freedom of the

individuals which comprise th e actuøl soøeLy ,

3. ONMOTHER EARTHAND THECONSERVATION ETHIC-

we will not be denied the privilege without molestation of visiting at any
time the tombs of our aniestors,-friends and child¡en. Every part of this

@edþDeloria(1994:88-89)insupportofhisowndiscuss]9n
contrasting Native American religions with Ch¡istian conceptions. It was originally Published
in Densmore (1918). Okute, or Shooter, was an elde¡ at the time, and was speaking in 1'911.
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soil is saüed in the estimation of my people. Every hillside, every valley,
every plain and gtove, has been hallowed by some sad or happy event in
days lõng vanished. Even the rocks, which seem to be dumb and dead as

they swélter in the sun along the silent shore, tlìrill with memories of
stirring events connected with the lives of my people, and the very dust
upon whidr yoll now stand responds more lovingly to their footsteps
tlian to youry because it is ri& with the blood of our arìcestors and our
ba¡e feet are conscious of the sympathetic touch (Chief Seattle, as cited in:
Vanderwerth 797 1:121)5t .

I think this is one feature that most Indians have in common. They have a
deep attachment for the land (Bennie Bearskin, as cited in: Nabokov
199t:349).

As noted above, the present section shall deal with the idea that Native

Americans provide, to return to Cliftory a model for "ecological sainthood,"

which Clifton also appears to daim is "in whole or substantial part fictitious."

While the popular image of Native American peoples as "original

conservationists" has become quite commory especially as the settler culfure in

North America begins to struggle with ecological issues, it is not without its

detractors.

Sam Gill (1982 1990), for example, has argued that the concept of Mother

Earth among Native Americans was actually borrowed from the Western wodd,

and has arisen only within about the last 150 years. As he states it, "[t]he story of

Mother Earth begirs almost concurrently with the story told by Smohalla in

1885" (1990:131). Smohalla belonged to a band of the Nez Perce living in eastern

Washington state, and was the leader of a revitalization movement known as the

"dreagrers." This movement enocuraged its followers to reject the ways of the

colonizing culture, and was especially opposed to the practice of agriculture. As

Smohalla put it himself in the often cited quotation:

@somecontrovefs'duetothefactthatafictionalve¡sionof
the speech attributed to hinr, which was actually a movie scriPt, was widely quoted by the
ecology movement for a time. The entire history of the episode, as well as all three different
versioru of the speech, is available in Gifford and Cook (1992). The above quote is from the
original kanslatioç recorded in 1854 by Dr, Henry Smith, and first publisheð' tn lhe Senttle

Marning Star, Odobe¡ 29,7887.
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My young men shall never work. Men who work cannot dream, and
wisdom comes in dreams...You ask me to plow the ground? Shal1 I take a
knife and tea-r my mothers bosom? Then when I die she will not take me
to her bosom to rest. You ask me to dig for stone! Shall I dig under her
skin for her bones? Then when I diel cannot enter her body to be bom
again. You ask me to cut grass and make hay and sell it, and be rich like
white mg but how dare I cut off my mothels hai¡? (as cited in Gill
1990:131).

Gill then daims that all other references to "Mother Eartn'-' in the Native

literature of this period can be linked to a knowledge of Smohalla and his

movement, while daiming that an ea¡lier reference attributed to Tecumseh, the

Shawnee leader, is entirely fictitious (1.987:26).

Methodologically, Gill is a particularist, who emphasizes the great

diversity characterizing Native American religions over their commonalities. He

thus prefers to see, and to highlight, differences rather than similarities. As he

states, for example, "I find it hard to think of religion and culture in ways that are

not rather firrrly grounded in the particular" (1987:157). Or agairç "I have found

no basis for conceiving of the religious traditions of the hundreds of tribes native

to North America for a single, homogeneous tradition" (7987:3). And thus Gill

criticizes a long lineage of scholars not only because they cite so few examples in

support of their aïguments for the "existence" of Mother Eartþ but also,

implicitly, he criticizes them because they are generalists/ who attempt to

understand the common themes of Native philosophies or religions more

generally (as do the Pan-Indian movement and the present work).

Given the link between the image of Mother Earth and a conservation

ethic in contemporarT Aboriginal oratory and literature, one might be tempted

to assume that Gill has demonstrated that a conservation ethic was also adopted

from the West, This is not the case, however. In fact, what Gill was looking for

in his inquiry was a goddess figure, specifically named "Mother Earth," and

rituals surrounding her, whidr he was u¡able to find. Yet the existence of a
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conservation ethic whidr is often expressed through the use of this metøphor was

not considered, even though Gill admitted that "The earth is spoken of as a

mother in metaphorical terms" (7987:41). Thus, whether.Gillls arguments

concerning the goddess Mother Earth are valid or not, they do not prove that an

ethic of respect for the land did not eúst long prior to Smohalla's statement.

That Tecumseh himself expressed sudr views, for example, is illusbated by the

following reference to the manner in whidr European settlers heated the lan{

and its political implications are clear:

\4lhere today are the Pequod? Where are the Narragansetts, the
Mohawþ the Pocanokets, and many other once powerful tribes of our
people? They have vanished before the avarice and oppression of the
white man, as snow before a summer sun...Look abroad over their once
beautiful counhy, and what see you? Naught but the ravages of the pale
face destroyers meet our eyes. So it will be with you Chocktaws and
Chickasaws! Soon your mighg forest hees, under the shade of whose
wide spreading branches you have played in infancy, sported in boyhood,
and now rest your wearied limbs after the fatigue of the chase, will be cut
down to fence in the land which the white inkuders dare to call their own.
Soon their broad roads will pass over the graves of your fathers, and the
place of thei¡ rest will be blotted out forever (Vanderwerth 7971.:63).

br this speedr, given in 1811, Tecumseh dearly emphasizes to his listeners

not only the way in whidr they are likeþ to be heated in future by the settler

populatiory but also the destruction of their lands and forests. He also

draracterizes settler populations as "destroyers" not only for their reputation as

destroyers of Indians, but of their lands as well. Importantly, this speech also

emphasizes one important reason why many Native America¡s seem to have

considered the lands to be sacred----because they contained the bones, blood or

graves of thei¡ ancestors. This is a coÍrmon exptession of respect for the lan{

whidr is found in several early Native speeches/ some of whidt predate

Smohalla's speech by several decadest' .

@s made by Black Hawk of the sauk in 1832 (Vanderwerth
7977:8G87), and Chief Seattle of the Suquamish and Duwamish tribes of lhe Washington area
in 1854 (Vanderwerth 1971:121).
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The aboriginality of a "conservation ethic," or an ethic of respect for the

land, particuJarly among the Cree of the Hudsonjs Bay drainage are4 has also

been called into question by Brightman (1993). The Cree provide a particularly

useful case sfudy due to the fact that there is not fuI consensus among

antfuopologists who have studied them conceming the question of whether the

Cree kaditionally had a conservation ethic or ideology-and especially

conceming its origins-even though all admit that respect for the land and

animals is a common sentiment in recent times.

Sfudies of Cree resource management in the present century, for

example, (Berkes 1998, 1999; Berkes et all994, 1995; Brighbnan 7993,Feit1973;

Speck 1977;Tarner 1979) uniformly reveal a variety of conservation practices in

Cree patterns of hunting, fishing and happing, as well as the existence of a

conservation ideology and rituals surrounding it. This ideology of respect for

the animals hunted was first documented by Specþ based upon his studies

a¡nong the Montagnais-Naskapi, who live in the boreal forests of Quebec. Speck

characterized this attitude as "a feeling that they owe a debt to the animal world

for its sacrifice of lifê on their behalf" (1977:74), and he daimed that there had

been little dunge in these attitudes since they were first documented by French

priests in the seventeenth centu¡y (L977:73). Sudr attitudes have also been

documented throughout the Eastern James Bay Cree (Preston 2002), induding

among tlre Waswanipi (Feit 1973), Mstassini (Tanner 7g7g), and Chisasibi Cree

(Berkes L998,7999; Niezen 1998) in more recent studies, all of whom live in the

eastern boreal forest region which Speck discussed.

Both Martin (1978) and Brighman (1993), however, have used an

ethnohistoric¿l approach to question whether sudr an ethic existed during the

early fur trade in different ways. Martin, for example, argued that epidemics of

European diseases were blamed upon animals by various Algonquian peoples,
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and that this lead to a "war against the animals" which they carried out through

the fur trade. The centual argument of his thesis-that boreal forest Algonquians

such as the Cree associated disease sanctions with animals--however, has largely

been discredited (Krech 1981).

Brightman, on the other hand, argues that the Cree of the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries in the area southwest of Hudson's Bay had neither a¡

ideology, nor a practice of conservation. Instead, he suggests that they leamed

their conservation practices from the Hudsonls Bay Company (FIBC) in historical

times, in response to an episode of over-hunting. There are two main lines of

evidence which Brightrnan presents ín order to argue these points, both of which

are closely related.

The first argument is that an in tensífícation of Cree hunting and trapping in

the areas southwest of Hudson's Bay in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth

centuries caused widespread depletions of both large game as well as animals

bapped so that their furs could be haded" such as beaver. As Brighbnan states,

"the expansion of iriland trading posts prompted intensified rates of predation

by Crees which led to long-terrr dedine in beaver, moose, and caribou

populations" (L993:292). I lhile he presents good evidence for widespread game

depletions after about tBL} (1993:266-68),which have also been documented by

others (Ray 1974), l11s central thesis that intensifud hunting on the part of the

Cree was the pritnary cøuse of these depletions is questionable for several

reasons.

To begin wittç Brightman present no positive evidence from Hudsorls

Bay Company records that an intensification of hunting and trapping actually

took place. ln other words, he does not provide positive evidence showing that

the company's annual take in furs achrally increased during this period. Rather,

he assumes that there was suclt an intensification in o¡der to explain the game
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depletions themselves, and that this intensified hunting was their primary cause.

In doing so, however, he neglects to consider other possible causes in any detail.

As he states, for example, the boreal forest ecosystem is cha¡acterized by low

species diversity and by "extreme fluctuations in animal populations" (1993:245),

and these fluctuatioru are caused "by many factors un¡elated to human

predation" (1993:286). Yet while he admits that intensified hunting may have

interacted with other factors, sudr as disease (1993:272), he does not explore

these possibilities in any detail.

Arthur Ray, on the other hand-to whom Brightman refers conceming the

latter point-does explore these possibilities in more detal. Ray provides two

quotations from the early 1800s which describe an epidemic which destroyed

beaver populations in many areas of western Canada, particularly those which

"lived in the ponds and stagnant watef' rather than in a¡eas of running water,

whidr were less affected (1974:119). Ray also points out that periodic droughts

occurred during this period" and falling water levels would" naturally, have

impacted muskrat and beaver populations. Further, the drought led to forest

fires, which were "common" in this period as well. Such fires would not only

have affected the populations of species such as moose and other big game-both

by directly killing them and by destroying thei¡ browse-but were said to have

"killed large numbers of beavel' (1974:120) as well.

Ray also proposes that the big game shortages were not as extensive as

Brighhnan daims, suggesting that "[g]ame conditions in the lands adjacent to

Saskatchewan were apparently muctr more favou¡able" (1974:122), particularly

for the big game species. Thus, while he admits that hunting and trapping

played a role in these depletions-as is intuitiveþ obvious-Ray also emphasizes

the importance of other "cydic variations" and 'hatural calamities" in the

depletion of the species upon which the Cree relied for the bulk of their
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subsistence (197 4:121). Further, Ray does not suggest that trapping was the

prímary cause of the depletions, as Brightman does, nor does he argue for an

intensifcation of these activities.

A further ecological factor which Ray highlights-in the area of human

demography-may explain why. This is that two major epidemics occurred in

the area whiú Brightman discusses in the decades prior to the major game

depletions. The first was an epidemic of smallpox n 7780, which sources at the

time daimed had killed from "one-half to th¡ee-fifths" of the Natives affected

(1974:L05-6). This was followed by a dual epidemic, consísting of measles and

whooping cougþ which swept throughout the Western Interior in 1819

(1974:L06-7), resulting in popu-lation losses of 40/o or "even greater" (1974:108).

Thus, even though Ray documents populations rebounding fairly quickly for

some groups in the are4 a decrease of this magnitude in the number of available

hunters and trappers during the period leading up to the game depletions is

unlikely to have lead to an intènsifcation of trapping (though it does seem to have

preceeded the expansion of IIBC posts inland, perhaps in an attempt to maintain

their quotas).

Finally, the intensification of trapping hypothesis is questionable given the

information on Cree attitudes which Brightman himself provides, but does not

choose to emphasize. This is that Cree hunting and trapping was based upon a

principle of "least effot{' (1993:2M), or upon "a disposition towa¡d satisfying

finite needs with little labouy'' (1993:267). In other words, like many other

foraging peoples, the Cree seem to have recognized a principle of. suffciency

(Sahlins 1972). One illusbation of this is the fact that "Crees rcduced the number

of furs they brought to the posts when offered better prices since it then took

fewer fu¡s to obtain the goods they required" (Brighbnan 7993:249-50, emphasis

added). Brightman also provides evidence that the traders themselves often
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recorded thei¡ continual exhortations to the Indians "not to be Lassy i' due to the

fact that the supply of furs provided by Native peoples was not keeping up with

European demand, and suggests that such statements provide "little evidence for

unremitting Lrdian industry" (1993:251).

This demonstrates not only that Cree foraging strategies were guided by

a very different ethic from that of the capitalist West-which did not seek to

maximize retums--but that their desire for European technology and trade

goods was limited (1993:251), and did not lead to an intensification of hunting

and happing activity in and of itself. Rather, when they had enough furs to

trade for what they needed for household self-sufficiency, they simply stopped

trapping and hunted big game for meat, which would have rested the beaver

and other fur bearers while focusing upon moose, caribou and other big game

species.

Consequently, Brightrnan is forced to provide a different rationale for the

game depletions, and for the assumed intensification of trapping and hunting.

FIis answer is that they arose from indigenous conceptions of human-animal

relationships. More specifically, Brightman argues that the Cree practiced

"indiscriminate killing" (1993:297) of any animals they encountered" whether

they needed the meat or not, because they conceived of game populations as

"infinitely renewable" (1993:288). He then cites a variety of early sources which

daim that the Cree routinely killed many more animals than they could

ponsurne/ and made only selective use of the carcasses. A source from 1733 from

the Hudsorf s Bay post, for example, describes Cree beliefs and practices as

follows:

they have a maxim very prejudicial to this country which is that the more
beasts they kill, tltg morg they increase; and in c'onsequence of this they
deskoy great numbers for the sake of the tongues, leãving the carcassés
to rot (Brighhn art 19 93:287).

Brightman claims that this doctrine was a result of Cree conceptions of
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animal 'bosses" or " owners" which conholled the abundance and movements

of animals, and directed them to be taken by the hunters (1993:288).

Consequently, "if a hunter is 'offered' much by these spiriþ it is obligatory to

take much. Indisaiminate killing...disdrarges the obligation to receive"

(1993',290). Brightman therefore argues that the Cree "'respected animals in

religious terms while unknowingly decimating them...the dominant ideology of

human-anima-l relationships not only allowed indiscriminate hunting but

enjoined i(' (1993:290).

This line of evidence is also debatable, however, for two reasoruì. The first

is the nature of the evidence for this belief, since it is supplied exclusively by

Hudson's Bay Company employees, most of whom did not travel with the

Indians when they hunte4 but only observed their practices when they were

near the post. Thus, their descriptions of Cree beliefs could easily have

misrepresented what the Cree they spoke with were actually attempting to

communicate when describing their hunting practices, since most of their

knowledge was based upon what they heard, rather than upon what they

observed, Brightrnan also admits that there was "enthusiastic plagiarism"

among the early chroniclers of the Hudsonls Bay Company, and thus that "these

accounts need not all be taken as independent attestations" (1993:288).

Indeed, many of these accrcunts were also descriptions of the so-called

"Home Guard" Cree, with whose hunting practices the Hudsonis Bay Company

employees were most directly familia¡, since they remained near the post

throughout the year, rather than hunting elsewhere. An important part of the

reason for this was that many wished to remain dose to the post in order to

trade meat and furs for alcohol. Sometimes they would even kill animals at

times when the post had no need of them in an attempt to procure it. Perhaps,

therç this particular group was more qcncerned with assuring a continuous
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supply of alcohol, rather than with assuring a continuous suppty of animals, and

as Brightman admits, "it would be possible to interpret them as a breakdown in

aboriginal pattems" (1993:255-6).

Clearly it would, yet this is something which Brightman fails to dq which

raises a second reason that this line of argument is questionable. For when

Brightman discusses contemporary Cree conservation practices, he is ca¡eful to

emphasize two things. Firstly, that there is a great diaersity in the practices of

individual hunters aîd trappers, both in their actual practices and in their

explanations for those practices (1993:317). Secondly, he explains that the concern

for conservation fluctwtes, depending upon the abundance of particular species,

and documents how it has done so in the present cenhry (1993:314-15). Thus,

when populations of beaver are higþ little conservation is practiced, while when

populations are low, various measures are taken to conserve their numbers--

especially more selective killing.

Yet Brightman does not consider that both of these cirormstances might

also have been true historically. lle notes, for example, both that there a¡e

scattered references to "beaver managemenl (1993:258) and earþ evidence of

"selective trapping" (1993:290). Yet the former evidence is coruidered

exceptional, while he describes the latter as "a subdominant and superficially

Westem doctrine" (1993:290). Instead of emphasizing the possible diversity

which may have characterized Cree beliefs and practices in the past, therefore,

Brightman chooseq to emphasize the universality of those beliefs and practices

which are consisteît with his hypothesis of inte¡sified hunting, while de-

emphasizing the fact that "some groups may have conserved animals...while

others did nof, (7993:259).

Neither does he consider that in the past, as in the presen! practices may

have responded to changes in animal populations, with conservation being
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practiced more diligently in times of scarcity-such as after the game depletions

discussed around L810-and less diligently in times of abundance. Instead,

Brighhnan daims that if sudr conservation practices "were widespread, either

prehistorically or in the fur trade or both, the beaver depletions strongly suggest

that they were subsequently abandoned during the late eighteenth and early

nineteenth century" 0993:259). Thus, his selection of evidence seems tailored to

confirm the hypothesis discussed above, that game depletions were primarity

the result of over-hunting. Yet as was also discussed above, his intènsification

hypothesís is questionable for several reasons/ and he provides little direct

evidence to substantiate it.

I Ihile all agree that hunting strategies and practices have changed and

evolved in response to the fur trade, therefore, concerning the aboriginality of a

conservation ethic among the Cree there are two possibilities, depending upon

how one interprets the evidence. One the one hand, such conservation practices

may have a recent origin, being either independentþ invented, or learned from

Hudson's Bay Company employees, as Brightrnan daims. After alt Brightman

does provide clear evidence that many Hudsons Bay Company employees conceived

of Cree hunting as based upon the idea that animals were "infinitely renewable

resources whose numbers could neither be reduced by over killing nor managed

by selective huntrng" (L993:280), and that the Hudsorls Bay Company attempted

to introduce various measures intended to conserve beaver populations after the

collapse.

In this case, both the practice and the ideology of conservation are a

recent innovatiort and it would appear that Cree notions of "respecf' for

animals have evolved in response to a major game depletion and/ or in thei¡

interaction with their European interlocutors. This view assumes that, originally,

the Cree world view did not associate hunting with depletion. Because boreal
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forest fauna populations fluctuate widely on their owrç and the Cree were highly

mobile-having not yet evolved their present hunting territory system--they

may have lacked the necessary feedbacks to inform them of the effects of their

hunting and trapping activities (Berkes 1998:120). Thus, from this perspective, it

is only when they receive obvious feedbacks from their own over-hunting that a

conseryation ideology evolves. ln other words, "Now that hunters know that it
is possible to deplete game animals by over-hunting and that wastage does

matter, their value systems change accordingly" (Berkes I988:L23, emphasis

added). This view assumes either that with pre-contact technology the Cree had

no previous knowledge of the possibility of over-hunting, or that Cree patterns

of exploitation and movement left them in a position in which they wete unau)øre

that it was a possibility.

The other possibility is that the sources Brightman cites, and Brightman

himself, have misinterpreted Cree ideology of the eighteenth and nineteenth

cenfury/ and that a conservation ethic is in fact aboriginaf whidr is consistent

with Cree oral traditions and anthropological observations since early in the

present centuly, if not earlier (Speck 1977). For while there is dear historical

evidence that some Crees were over-hunting, it is an assumption to claim that all

were, and therefore that this ideology did not exist After a[ cases of over-

hunting have been documented in the present c€nfury even for people who do

have a conservation ethic.

The caribou in the Chisasibi arpa were over-hunted early in the twentieth

century for example, and again when they initially retumed to the area some 70

years later. Significantly, however, it was the conservation ethic of the elders,

conveyed through stories of the earlier episode of over-hunting, which allowed

the practice of conservation to be restored when the caribou returned (Berkes

L999:95-709). This merely illusbates the truism that cultural ideologies and
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cultural practices are not always consistent. For as Berkes suggests, "[a]nyone

who has worked with hunting peoples knows that ru-les of ethics are sometimes

suspended. But one can say that about any culture...there is always a gap

between the ideal practice and the actual" (1999:95).

The above episode also illushates the process of cultural learning tfuough

whidr this ethic has expressed itself historically, however. And this type of

diversity, and the vacill¿¡io¡ between conservation and non-conservation in

times of scarcity artd abundance, were very likely characteristic of the Cree of the

eighteenth and nineteenth cenfuries as welt though we lack first hand accounts

of their views at that time to confirm or deny this. Perhaps, then, this

conservation ethic has been leamed--and releamed--for a much longer period of

time, and repeatedly transmitted through the tuaditional ecological knowledge of

the more respected and experienced hunters and happers to their cohorts in

times of resou¡ce crisis.

ln either case, their is.no debate concerning the existence of both a Cree

conservation ideology, and Cree conservation practices from the twentieth

centuly into the present century. Further, Morantz's (1986) review of IIBC

records concerning the James Bay area from the eighteenth century onwards--a

region whidr Brightman did not study-reveals that conservation was not

mentioned until the early nineteenth centu¡y, "and then is discussed as though

such practices were well enhenched." As Morantz condudes, "[t]his suggests

that conservation measures had already been oþserved for some time" (1986:86).

It also suggests either that Brightnan's thesis is incorrect, or once again

highlights the intemal diversity characterizing Cree hunting and tuapping

strategies in different areas.

Not unlike Tannerls (1986:32) assertion conceming the origins of family

hunting territories, therefore, it might be more useful to set aside the question of
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whether a conservation efhic ís aborigínøl (or, I would add, universal) in favour of

the question of whether ttis Algonquian In other words/ like the family territory

system, it is not so much a question of whether a conservation ethic as we

understand it today existed prior to contact/ but whether it evolved internally,

either in response to the conditions of the fur trade, or from tendencies whidr

already existed within precontact Cree culture. That is, the question is whether

a conservation ethic was of indigenous origin (at whatever time), or whether it

was leamed from their experience of, and contact wittr" the settler culture. And

given the fact that Western cultu¡e has only begun to seriously grapple with

issues of conservation and sustainability in the last few decades, while the earliest

Westem expression of an explicitly ecological ideology of respect for the land can

be traced to Aldo Leopold's (1949) writings, the latter option appears rather

unlikely. Indeed, it would appear that the pattem of influence has been in the

opposite direction.

4. MASTERS AND CONQLJERORS OF NATURE-

At the bottom of everything, I...continue to believe, is a religious view of
the world that seeks to locate our species within the fabric of life. As long
as Indians exist there will be qcnflict between the tribes and any group
that carelessly despoils the land and the life it supports (Deloria 1994:l).

Let us tum, therç to the second significant in-fluence which Native

American philosophies have had, or at least could have, upon Western

philosophy. ln doing so we are also returning to one of the central themes of the

present worþ this being the origins of ecological ideals, These themes are also

doseþ related to the discussion of political philosophy in Section tr:2, for the

domination of other peoples or other persons is logically connected with the

domination of nature by humanity in Western philosophy. As in the theory, so

also in the practice. For it was not only First Nations which had to be conquered

and subdued, but nature itself, Both the "wild man" and the "wilderness" stood
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in the way of civilization's advance. In Native American phfosophies, on the

other han{ an egalitarian respect for other persoff¡ similarly tends to be

connected with a more respectful attifude towards nah¡re. As Young Chief of

the Cayuse expressed such a sentiment in 1885, "The Great Spirit, in placing men

on the earth, desi¡ed for them to take good ca¡e of the ground and to do each

other no har:n" (as cited in Mcluhan 1971:8).

So just as the relational symbolism of the ideological sphere is reflective of

the pattems of relationship in the social sphe¡e in each type of view, so also these

social pattems of relationship are cãTied into the ecological sphere by whidr

they are subsumed (whether or not they are consistent with the patterns of

relationship of the ecological sphere itself). As an overview reveals, the three

form a more-or-less self-consistent whole in each of the broad cultural types

which are being considered here--those of the Western and Native American

natioris. As.in the ideological and social spheres, their respective views of the

lan{ and their ways of relating to it, also differ in several fundamental ways.

One of the dassic illustrations of this remains the different attitudes towa¡ds

wildlife, and especially the buffalo, which are reflected in the way in which each

of the two treated them. As Neihardt interpreted Black EllCs sentiments

concerning the differences between the two:

The Wasichus lEuroAmerica¡s] did not kill them to ea! they killed them
for the metal that makes them crazy, and they took only thé hides to sell.
Sometimes they did not even take the hides, only the tongues...You can
see that the men who did this were crazy. Sometimes they did not even
take the tongues; they just killed and killed because they liked to do that,
When we hunted bisory we took only what we needed (Blact Elk
1988:2L3)s.

These senti:nents echo those of Satantø a Chief of the Kiowas, who had

@alinterviewnotesreads:,,Thefou¡-leggedsandthewirigsof
the ai¡ and the mother ea¡th were supposed to be relative-like and all three of us lived
together on mother ea¡th--we all had teamwork at that time. Because of living together like
relatives, we were doing just fine, We roamed the wild countries and in them there was plenty
and we were never in wa¡t. Of course at that time we did not know what money was"
(DeMallie 1985:288).
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once compared the behavior of the whites to that of ignorant childrery who

seemed unaware of the most basic rules of survival: "Has the white man become

a child that he should recklessly kill and not eat? When the red men slay game,

they do so that they may live and not starve" (as cited in Brown 1970:241). Bear

Tooth of the Crows was equally shocked, and pointed out that it was not only

the buffalo which were the victims of the irresponsible attitude of the white men:

"Fathers, yonr young men have devastated my country and killed my animals,

the elk, the deer, the antelope, my buffalo. They do not kill them to eat them;

they leave them to rot whe¡e they fall" (as cited in Brown 1970:744). Aleck PauI

of the Chippewa noted the same fundamental difference between the attitudes

of Natives and whites, and like Black Elk, he traced their lack of respect for the

value of animals to the one thing which they seemed to respect and value above

all else. For as he stated, "[w]hen the white people came they commenced killing

all the game. They left nothing on pürpose to breed and keep up the supply,

because the white man don't care about the animals. They are after the money"

(as cited in Nabokov L991:86). Thus, as Cajete concludes:

Eighteenth century Native people must have been shocked by Western
hunters' appalling slaughter and maiming of Plains buffalo, not only
because they depended so heavily upon the great beasts/ but also because
they had never experienced an enti¡e culfure with no respect for the
equality and spirit of animals (2000:175).

Despite their lack of knowledge of Western philosophical literature,

howevet their reading of it from ar observation of the broader practices of the

settler culture was again particularly insightful. For in the writings of John Locke

is found a consideration of the very differences in value which each attaches to

the land, and that whidr lives on it, to whidr they allude. For Locke also draws a

distinction between the monetary value which is attached to things, and "the

intrinsic value of things, which depends only on their usefulness to the life of

marr" (7960:23). Thus, Locke felt that in the "state of natwe" the animals taken in
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the hunt were valuable due to the fact that by eating them, the hunter and his

people might continue to livg while in "civil society" they are valuable only due

to the profit which may be received by exploiting them. Locke proposed a

labour theory of value to explain the difference between the two, in which "tis

labou¡ indeed which puts the difference of value on everything," while "nature

and the earth furnished only the almost worthless material as in thernselves."

Thus, nafure is considered to be worthless unless or until it is made use of

by humanity for some economic purpose/ and has little if any monetary value

until it is exploited by humanity. Thus, as Standing Bear suggested, "To the

Lakota the magnificent forests and splendid herds were incomparable in va-lue.

To the white man everything was valueless except the gold in the hills" (1978:M\.

The natural intrinsic value of nafu¡e--as a support for life-is separated and

opposed to the social value which is attached to nature by money--its value as a

commodity on the market. The latter type of value arises from the labour which

is mixed with nature as it is transformed into an artifact or a marketable

commodity, which can only be produced if it is appropriated from its natural

state. Needless to say, it is the latter type of value whidr is considered to be

superior, and whidr must be maximized, while the intri¡sic value of nafure is

dismissed, and replaced by the value of money. Once again, it is the "desire of

having more than man needed" whidr is seen as having "altered the intri¡sic

value of things." So from the desire to maximize one's personal possessions, the

denigration of the intrinsic value of nature follows.

ln support of his labour theory of value, and the superiority of the

monetary value whidr flows from that labour, Locke proposes that "[t]here

cannot be a dearer demonstration of anything thar several nations of the

Americans are of this." For though Native lands were just as fruitful as those of

England, because they did not "improve" it tfuough their labour, "if all the profit
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an Indian received from it were to be valued and sold here [in England] it would

not be worth one thousandth as much." Thus Locke felt that:

land that is left wholly to naturg that hath no improvement of pasturage,
tillage, or planting, is called, as indeed it is, waste; and we shall fiñd that ihe
benefit of it amount to little more than nothing (1960:25-26. emphasis
added).

Of cowse the benefit which he desaibed as "little more than nothing"

induded the lives of the India¡s, since they depended upon that whidr the land

naturally offered up for their subsistence-that is, upon its intri¡sic value as a

support of [fe--even without the benefit of "improvement." Evidentþ the

Indians themselves were also considered to be next to worthless, since they

produced little if anything of economic value to the West, which Locke

considered to be the superior standard of valuation. So as Eastman once

observed:

The Native American has been generally despised by his white
co,nquerors for his poverty and simplicity. They foiget, perhaps, that his
religion forbade the accumulation of wealth and the enjoyment of luxu¡y.
To him, as to other single-minded men in every age and'race...the love óf
possessions has appeared a snare, and the bu¡dens of a complex society a
source of needless peril and temptation...It was not, thery wholly from
igrrorance or improvidence that he failed to establish permanent towns
and to develop a material civilization (L980:9-10).

Thus, the fact that Fi¡st Nations did not develop a technologicat civilization

after the Western model was not due simply to ignorance, but due to the fact

that their ethics and ideologies tended not to value such a development. So

while Locke denigrated the intrirsic value of things, in identifying this form of

valuation with Native American philosophies he does-surprisingly-render a

fairly accurate account of their views. For they do seem to have valued nature,

and life, for their own sake, and not merely as a me¿ìns of producing a profit. As

Lame Deer relates, for example, "To us life, all life, is sacred, since All of natu¡e is

in me, and a bit of myself is in all of nature" (7972:111, and 126). Yet u¡like
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Locke's account, in Native American philosophies the intrinsic value of nature

seems to have depended either upon a things usefulness to life in general, or to

Iife itself, rather than narrowly "to the life of man " and the term "life" here

encompasses everything, induding that whic-h the Western world would

consider to be inanimate. Unlike the human-centered definítion of the West,

theirs is a far more inclusive understanding of the idea of intrinsic value. As

Standing Bear once put it, expressing very similar sentiments to those of Lame

Deer:

We are of the soil and the soil is of us. We loved the birds and beasts that
grew with us on this soil. They d¡ank the same water as we did and
breathed the same air. We are all one in nature. Believing sq there was in
our hearts a great peace and a welling kindness for all living, growing
things (1978:45).

Due to the egalitarian and participatory views expressed in Native

American philosophies, humanity is considered to be a part of the Eartþ

intimately connected to all other aspects of nature. Thus, the differences

between humans, animals, plants, and soil are not considered to imply

superiority and inferiorify. They do not, therefore, consider themselves justified

in exploiting nahüe due to its presumed inferiority. As expressed in the

quotations above, they did not kill animals and plants becåuse they were inferior

and existed merely for the use of humanity, but because--as is natu¡al -they must

if they wished to continue to live. For life and death are inseparable, since every

time that we eat another organism inevitably dies so that our own liÉe may be

sustained,

They did not separate and oppose humanity and nature, therefore, nor

consider themselves to be inherently superior to nafure. Rather, since ttrey

considered themselves to be a part of nature, which could not survive without

their natural context, they seem to have felt that any value which they attached

to their own lives must also be extended to encompass the natural conditions
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whiclr made those lives possible-their "selves" were not separate from nahrre.

And if the people wished to survive, a balance must be struck between the needs

of the people, and the needs of the game animals and plants whidr they required

for that survival. Once again, thery they follow natural archetypes, and a natural

model of that which is valuable, which results in a view in which nature itself is

afforded ethical regard.

Cajete, for example, describes this philosophy as a type of "natu¡al

democracy" (2000:52), and rather than seeing it as an extension of the soclal ideals

of egalitarianism and reciprocity to encompass nature, he proposes the opposite,

that "[t]raditionally, natffe was the primary model for Native community"

(2000:104). This theme appears to be one of the defining features of a Native

American point of view, which is essential to an adequate understanding of their

world view and ethos. This is the sentiment of respect for the Great Spirit

through respect for the world it continually creates through its immanent

presence in all things-in all people, and in all of nature. Since this sacred power

moves in and through alJ, animating and giving life to all of natu-re, turning to

nafure as a model after whidr to patterns one's own styles of life and thought is

to model them after the divine. All of nature must be respected if the Great

Spirit itself is to be respected. As this is expressed in an anonymously authored

pamphlet entitled "Ow Way," which l received from a Native American friend,

this type of "Nature Mysticism" is "aware of the presence of the Great Spirit

throughout the entire cosmic otdeg" and as a consequence:

From the very first, the Native Indian has centered his life in the Natu¡al
World. He is deeply invested in the earth-committed to it in his
consciousness and in his instinct. Onfy in reference to the ea¡th can he
persist in his true identity. This is why the Native Indian conceives of
himself in terms of the land. In his view the earth is sacred. It is a living
thing in whidr living entities have origin and destiny-the Native Indian iè
bound to the earth in his spirit By means of his involvement in the
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Natural World does the Indian ensure his own well-beings .

Thus life itself is the basic value, a value whictr is considered to be intrinsic

to all living things. Indeed, the Earth itself is considered to be a living entity,

which provides the source from which all other beings and all other values flow.

For Locke, however, as for the cultures which he represents, "the earth and all

inferior creatures" exist merely to be used. Humanity is considered to be

separate from and superior to nafure-and because of this superiority, nature

exists only to be exploited by humanity. Indeed, it is the very criterion by which

a thingls "usefulness" is to be judged which has been reinterpreted by Locke,

and by his "civil society," Its value is to be judged according to its usefulness in

producing monetaly values, or profit, rather than in perpefuating life. Thus, the

evaluation of a thing's usefulness is arived at in abstraction from its usefulness

to the perpetuation of life, and from nature, which has been reduced to nothing

more than a collection of "nafural resources," which are valuable only contingent

upon their being used in the production of marketable commodities, and thus in

the production of monetary values.

Thus, it follows from Locke's view that because Native Americans do not

know how to "properly" exploit thefu lan{ in order to maximize the amount of

monetary value which can be derived from it, it is considered to be "waste."

And a better justification for stealing their lands would be difficult to find, for

sudr waste was surely near criminal to the emerging capitálist mentality of

Europe at the time when Locke was writing, The similarity of his reasoning to

the dochrine of Manifest Destiny should also be apparent, As a defense of this

docbine penned in 1870 reads, for example:

The rich and beautiful valleys of Wyoming are destined for the occupancy
and sustenance of the Anglo-Saxon race. The wealth that for untold ages
has lain hidden beneath the snow-capped summib of our mountains has

@rovided to my by N-eij Ha, a Native drummer and singer, and
then a resident of Winnipeg Manitoba, when I net with him to discuss the meaning of
contemporary powwow gatherings in Novembe¡ 1992,
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been placed there by Providence to reward the brave spirits whose lot it is
to compose the advance-guard of civilization. The Indiars must stand
aside or be overwhelmed by the ever advancing and ever increasing tide
of emigration. The destiny of the aboriginies is written in characters not
to be mistaken. The same i¡rscmtable Arbiter that decreed the downfall of
Rome has pronounced the doom of extinction upon the red men of
America (Brown 197 0 :189)55

As with Locke's philosophy, because Fint Nations did not "ptoperly"

exploit their lands by maximizing the monetary value of its natural resources,

they must stand aside so that those who knew better than they could put it to

'bette(' use. As Locke phrased it, their land was considered to be "more than

the people who dwell on it, do, or can make use of," And the standard of value

by which he arrives at this position is based entirely upon social archetypes. For

as Locke himselJ points out, the value attached to gold or diamonds, for

example, is purely conventionaf while they have no intrinsic value whatever.

Yet it is only by means of maximizing economic value that civilization

may "advance" in such a view, for even today "progress" and economic

expansion remain dosely li¡ked. And it was in the name of progress that the

buffalo were exterminated. As General Sheridan remarked at the time; "Let

them kill, skin, and sell u¡til the buffalo is exterminate{ as it is the only way to

bring lasting peace and allow civilization to advance" (as cited in Brown

1970:265). The bulfalo themselves stood in the way of those who wished to

ranch and farm the plains, and had to be exterrrrinated in order to maximize the

ebonomic gain whidr could be realized from these activities. That extermination

would also eliminate the chief source of food and provision of the plains tribes,

and thus the war on the buffalo lent itself to the subduing of both nature and the

First Nations of the plains as well.

As Chief Joseph once observe{ "We were contented to let things remain

"" Significantþ, these words were written by a group of white frontiersmen who wished to open
the area to their mining expedition. Originally published in lhe Cheyenne Daily Leøder,
March 3, 1870.
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as the Great Spirit Chief made them. They were no! and would change the

rivers and the mountains if they did not suit them" (as cited in Brown 1970:316).

From a Native American perspective, therefore, humans were considered to be a

part of the land upon which they lived, and were meant to adapt themselves to

the ways of nafure, or to fit themselves intelligently into the natural pattems of

relationship which were observable there.

l{rhere for the Natives themselves this identification with the land was

seen as a posiüve and harmonious thing, in the eyes of the Western world it was

transformed into a negative. Though the Western world also identified Native

peoples with nature, as they did themselves, the result was that the negative

evaluation which the Westem world associated with all things natural came to be

applied to the Natives as well. lrdeed, they often received little better freatment

than the buJfalo themselves. As Standing Bear recalls the time in which the

bu-ffalo were slaughtered, which he witnessed in his youth:

The Indians were never such wasteful wanton killers of this noble game
animal...I saw the bodies of hundreds of dead buffalo lying about, just
wastin& and the odor was terrible...we saw bale after bale of buffalo
skins, all paçkgd, ready for market. These people were taking away the
source of dothing and lodges that had been provided for us by our' Creator, and they were letting ou¡ food lie on the plains to rot. 'They

were to receive money for all this, while the India¡s were to receive only
abuse...These people óared nothing for us, and it meant nothing to therit
to take our lives, even through starvation and cold. This was the
beginning of our hatred for the white people (1975:67-8).

So the domination of nature through the killing of the buffalo was

inextricably linked to the domination of the Indian peoples themselves. Indeed,

in Canada the plairu tribes were forced into treaties without a shot being fired

tfuough the simple expedient of deshoying the buffalq and with it their supply

of food and provision. As Joseph Dion relates, for example, after a small-pox

epidemic n t87t-1872, and a general famine for several years due to the

extermination of the buffalo, his Plains Cree people were eager for relief at any
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price. As he states, "Times were then very hard; the buffalo were almost extinct

and the Crees were brying desperately to uphold their former pride and dignity,

but nevertheless often felt the pangs of hunger...The people cared little and knew

nothing of the enormity of the deal and what they were relinquishiog in

exchange" (1979:76), In other words, it is easy to convince hungry people to sign

a tueaty. And it would seem that both the llrdians and the buJfalo were seen asi

i¡feriors whidr could be disposed of as their superiors saw fit.

These differences in the way in whidr the land was valued were also

dosely connected to the way in which it was owned. Consistent with liberal

individualism, the Western world owned the land privately; as individuals. The

immediate separation of the land into private plots owned and controlled

exdusively by individuals was everywhere the result of Western expansion into

Native lands. This was not only consistent with Western individualism, but with

its hierarchical pattem of relations as well. For it js through control of the land

and its resources that control of other people follows. For the inevitable result of

this pattern of ownership is that a significant percentage of the population is

entirely dispossessed of any direct access to the resources of the land, and thus

depend for their subsistence upon selling their labour to those who do own it.

Thus, it creates a readily accessible labour pool among the poor for exploitation

for profit or tribute by the land owning class.

Among First Nations, on the other han{ sudr private ownership of the

Ea¡th itself was very rare-if not unknown. Even in agriculfural societies suctr as

those of the Pueblos, where families daimed access to plots and the products

whidr they grew upon them, if the land went unused it became available for the

use of others-it could not be sold. Consistent with their more egalitarian ideals,

the land was considered to be a common i¡heritance which was accessible to all,

so that even the poorest stitl had access to that which they required for
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subsistence. I¡deed the poor in most First Nations cultures were unable to

acquire what they needed largely due to physical disability, old age, lack of skill,

bad luck, or laziness, rather than because they did not have access to that which

they required.

The subdivision of the land was often one of the motivations whidr lead

Native Americans to resist the presence of the whites as well. It was an

argument which Tecumseh put to good use/ for example, when hying to forge

an inter-tribal alliance to resist the invasions of whites into the country of his

people. As he stated, "The way, and the only way, to ctreck and stop this evil, is

for all the Redmen to unite in daiming a common and equal right in the land, as

it was at first and should be yet; for it was never divided" but belonged to all for

tlre use of eadr" (as cited in Mcluhan 1971,:85). This was not only consistent with

the more egalitarian ideals of Native American philosophies, but with the basic

respect for the land and its inhabitants which was an integral part of their

religions as well. Chief Joseph not only daimed that he had no right to sell the

Earth because he did not own it, but felt that selling it was, once again, to play

God:

The country was made without lines of demarcatiorç and it is no mans
business to divide it..,The earth and myself are of one mind. The measure
of the land and the measure of our bodies are the same...Do not
misunderstand me, but understand me fully with reference to my
affection for the land. I never said the land was mine to do with it as'I
chose, The one who has a right to dispose of it is the one who created ít. I
daim a right to live on my land, and accord you the privilege to live on
yonns (as cited in Brown 7970:376),

The land was not his to do with as he chose, for it belonged to the Great

Spirit alone. Neither could it be rashly exploited to serye the ends of individuals,

for in doing so one was exploiting the sacred power which was seen as

imma¡ent in all living things, in all of the creation. One thus had ethical

obligatioru to the land itself, and not iust to "persons," however narrowly or
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expaßively that legal category might be defined. Indeed, it seems at times that

Native Americans did not even conceive of the land as belonging to them in

corunon, but rather tJ:.at they belonged to the land. As Grand Chief Harold Turner

of the Swampy Cree Tribal Council suggested 1n 1992, when speaking to the

hearings of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP) in The Pas,

Manitoba, for example:

We as original caretakers, not owners of this great country now calld
Canada, never gave up our rights to govern ourselves and thus are
sovereign nations. We, as sovereign nations and ca¡etakers of Mother
Earth, have a special relationship with the land. Our responsibilities to
Mother Earth a¡e the foundation of our spirifuality, cultwe and
traditions...Our ancestors did not sign a real estate deal, as you cannot
gíve away something you do not own (RCAP:1997)$.

The Native American attitudes discussed above were also consistent with

a much more long term view. As Sitting Bu-lI once stated, "I want you to take

good care of my land and respect it...My ùìldren will grow up here, ând I am

looking ahead for their benefit, and for the benefit of my childrerls childrerç too;

and even beyond that again" (as cited in Vanderwerth 1971:23I-32). Or as

Blackfoot of the Mountain Crow once opened a treaty conference, "The earth on

which we walk, from which we come/ and whidr we love as our mother--whidr

we love as ouÌ country--we ask thee to see that we do that whidr is good for us

and our children" (as cited in Vanderwerth 1977:194). Once again we see tlìe

corrrmon Native American concern for balancing the interests of the group as a

whole with those of individuals come to the fore. For the group is not only

extended in space, but exists also over time. So ib interests can only be long

term, and when they are tâken into consideration the interests of fuhte

generations must also be encompassed in one's deliberations. The Iroquois

league, for example, had as one of its doctrines that any decisions that the council

of kibes a¡rived at must be in the interests of the seventh generation of their

ffioyal Cornmission on Aboriþal Peoples final report contair¡s no
page numbers. This passage is from Vol. 2, Ch. 4 Sect. 3.1, Lcssons from the Hearings.
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descendanþ and not only of the group as it was constifuted in the present

(LaDuke 7999:198). And as Cajete adds:

This -'seventh generation' principle of the great law of the lroquois
Confederacy is well understood by most lndigenous people as a prime
directive of human and cultural sustainability. Culturès dhat violate this
{i¡gctive. gradually cease to be and vanish over a period of time
(2000:266).

Consistent with its emphasis upon the priority of the individual, however,

the capitalist ethic of the Western world is usually short term. Sinca individuals

live only a short time, decisions arrived at in terms of the interests of individuals

need not even look ahead one generation. Indeed, the decisions of Westem

politiciars seldom extend beyond their current term of office, or beyond what is

expedient for reelection when it expires, while those of economic plarners often

change quarterly. Consequentln as Arne Naess once observed:

it is politically dangerous to be responsible for pollution that will dearly
show itself within an election terrn, but it is much less politically
dangerous to arrange things so that it will be the next generatiõn or thê
generation after that who will suffer the real effects (i989:139).

Yet even 150 to 200 yearc ago, when Westem technologies and lifestyles,

and the destruction attendiag them were relatively benign compared to the

present, Native Americans had already expressed their opposition to Western

cultu¡es' exploitive pattern of relations with the natulal world. This illushates

not only a long term view, but also a very perceptive understanding of the

patterns of relationship between huma¡s and the nafu¡al world. None

expressed these sentiments more eloquently, perhaps, than Standing Bear. Keep

in mind that these prophetic words were first published in 1930, almost two

decades before the appeaÌ¿ìnce of Aldo Leopolds early ecological dassic, A Sand

County Almanac, which some now refer to as the "bible" of the ecology

movement. One should also remember that it is only since about the mid 1970s

that the word "ecology" has entered into the common parlance of the Western
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world, while the sensibility which informs Standing Beals passage is his

interpretation of the cultu¡al traditions of his people, which extend back into the

mists of their collective memory:

There was a great difference in the attitude taken by the Indian and the
Caucasian toward nafure, and this difference made of one a
conservationist and of the other a non-conservationist of life. The ûrdian,
as well as all other creatures that were given birth and grew, were
sustained by the common mother--earth, He was the¡eforè kin to all
living things and he gave to all creatures equal ríghts with himself.
Everything of earth was loved and reverenced.
The phìlosophy of the Caucasian was,'Things of the eartl¡ earthly'--to be
belittled and despised. Bestowing upon himself the position and title of a
superior creature, others in the scheme were, in the natural order of
things, of inferior position and title; and this attitude dominated his actions
towa¡ds all things. The worth and the right to live were his, thus he
heartlessly destroyed. Forests were mowed doÌ,un, the buffalo
exterminated, the beaver driven to extinction and his wonderfully
constructed dams dynamited, allowing flood waters to wreak further
havoc, and the very birds of the air silenced. Great grassy plains that
sweetened the air have been upfumed; springs, stTeams, and lakes that
lived no longer ago than my boyhood have dried, and a whole people
harassed to degradation and death.
The white man has come to be the symbol of extinction for all things
natu¡al to this continent. Between him and the animal there is no rappoit
q¡d they have learned to flee from his approact¡ for they cannot livé on
the same ground (1978:165-6).
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SECTION III:

THE CLOSING CIRCLE I: A COMPARISON OF ECO-HOLIST

AND NATIVE AMERICAN PHILOSOPHIES.

1, STIALLOW VERSUS DEEP ECOLOGY-

We stand at a crossroads in the evolution of Western consciousness. O¡re
fork retains all of the assumptions of the Industrial Revolution and would
lead us to salvation through science and technology; in short, it holds that
the very paradigm that got us into trouble can sômehow get us out. Its
proponents...view an expanding economy, increased urbanizatiorç and
cultural homogeneity on a Western modèl as both good and inevitable.
The other fork leads to a future that is as yet somewhãt obscure. Its...goal
is the preservation (or resuscitation) 'of such things as the . natral
environment, regional culture, archaic modes of thought, organic
communitv struchlre/ and highly decentralized political autonomy
(Berman réa+:ras-l¡.

Though the Westem world has increasingly come to realize that it is faced

with some serious ecological problems of late, there is as yet little colìsensus as to

the nafure and extent of these problems, or upon the extent of the changes

which are required in order to effect a relatively permanent and lasting solution

to them. This chapter shall attempt to illustrate that the changes necessary to

reach an adequate solution to ecological problems are much deeper and more

fundamental than is usually realized. Indeed, the fundamental assumptions

about the nafure of reality upon which an ecological world view are based

represent a radical deparfure from the traditional world view of Westem culture,

and a readoption'of views very similar to those of Native Americans and other

aboriginal peoples.

It is this difference in the attitude taken towards ecological problems, and

to the steps necessary for their solutiorç which is highlighted by Berrran in the

above quotation. His distinction is essentially the same as that made by Ame

Naess between "deep ecology" and "shallow ecology." The basic distinction is
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between a type of reformist ecology--which feels that ecological problems aïe

solvable within the current technological, economic, political and ideological

framework of Western society-and a more revolutionary ecology whidr traces

the root of contemporary ecological problems to this framework itself, and sees

fundamental changes as necessary in all of these areas if we hope to reach an

adequate solution to these problems. As Naess states it:

Fu¡damental within the deep ecology movement is the irsight that its
goals cannot be reached without a deep ctìange of present indushial
societies...the aim of supporters of the deep ecology movement is not a
slight reform of our present society but a substøntíal reorientation of our
whole cioilimtion (7989:151. and 45, original emphasis)Y .

In the shallow view, on the other han{ whidr he admits is currently

dominant, the ecological crisis is seen merely as a "technical problem" which

"does not presuppose changes in consciousness or economic system." Neither

our ideology of consumption nor our practice of it are seen as problematic, and

"continued economic growth is often taken for granted" (7989:96). This view is,

of course, quite prevalent among politicians, business interesþ in television

advertising and the news media. It argues essentially for the stafus quo: the

economy will continue to expand and "environmental" problems will be

by applying better engineering, better science, and better legislation, Ûr the

shallow view, in other words:

the task is essentially one of 'social engineering,' modifying human
behavior through laws and regulations posed by ministries and
departments of the environment--for the short-term benefit of humans
(Naess 1989:162).

Thus, none of Western ct¡ltures' fundamental practices or aims require

change in this view. For deep ecology, however, these beliefs and practices are

seen as a fundamental part of the problem-indeed" the cause of the problem.

Deep ecology thus attempts to suggest and promote a new world view and a

new ethos, and attempts to articulate their implications in practice, in the hopes

"' For his original discussion of the cont¡ast see Naess (1973).
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of creating a lifestyle which is more adaptive to nafural ecological conditions tha¡

that of contemporary industrial society. In doing so it questions some of the

basic assumptions of our present ways of thinking and living.

For example, if Westem technology has shown itselJ to be increasingly

destructive of natura-l ecological processes, does it make sense to look upon

more of the same as our savior? For the fact that the technology which Western

culture has developed has proven itself to be the most ecologically devastating of

any in the history of humankind is surely no coincidenc€. Rather, Westem

culture has developed the technology which it has because both its ideology and

its patterns of social and economic organization tend to promote and to oalue s:ud.'t

a developrnent, as shall be discussed in mo¡e detajl in Section fV. Thus, solving

the environmental problem is not merely a technical problem--a question of the

means we employ--but also a question of. lhe ends which we pursue, and of the

manner in whic-h we pursue them as well. For it is not merely a question of the

detrimental side-effects oÍ any particular piece of technology, since Westem

technology has repeatedly proven itself to have detrimental ecological side-effects.

The problem, from the perspective of deep ecology, is to understand the

forms of sersibility which informed this development, the cultural values whidr

the development pursues, and the pattems of organization through which it was

realized. For in this view the ideological and the organizational contexts cannot

be isolated from the tedrnical, since changes in one sphere--such as tec¡nical

changes in ou¡ relationship to nahrp--require and imply ânalogous changes in

our patterns of social relationship, and in the world view and ethos whidr

informs that behavior. Here again the ideological, the social and the ecological

relationships must be pictured as a series of. nested spheres--as ckdes within

ci¡des.

Thus we can expect no lasting solution to these problems from within the
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flrffent status quo/ since it is from the nature of the status quo itself that the

problems arise. As Bookchin has observed, "[t]he crises are too serious and the

possibilities too sweeping to be resolved by customary modes of thought--the

very sensibility that produced these críses in the first place" (799L:41). Further, a

shallower view:

does not bring into question the underlying notion of the present society,
that humanity must dominate nature; rather, it seeks to facilitate that
notion by developing techniques for diminishing the hazards caused by
domination (1980:58-9, original emphasis),

In other words, the shallow view seeks not to eliminate the ultimate causes

of the problems in the long term, but merely to mitigate deûmental effects in the

short term. As should be evident from the above, Naess' contrast between

shallow ecology and deep ecology is not unique to deep ecolog;y/ but is one of

the defining features of what I identify as an "eco-holisf position as well. Eco-

holism does hide behind a variety of dlfferent names in the philosophical

Iiterahre-induding deep ecology (Devall 1980; Devall and Sessions 1985;

Evernden 7993; Fox 1986, 1990; Naess 1973, '1.989; ZimmermLan 1994), social

ecology (Bookchin 1980, 1986, 1990, 1991.; Clark 1984, 7992) and eco-feminism

(Beihl 1991; Diamond and Orenstein 1990; Griffin 1978; Merchant 1980,1992). Yet

there is a also a growing literature in philosophy of science @eruran 7984; Capra

7975,7982; Griffin 1988), biological ecology (Holling 1973; Holling and Sanderson

1.996; Holling et al. 1998), and anthropology (Bateson 1972, 1977; Bateson and

Bateson 1988; lngold t990,1992; Harries-Jones.1.992, L995; Rappaport 1979,1994)

whidr is consistent with thei¡ positiorç and whidr recognizes this split within the

larger "environmental" movement, and which is largeþ consistent with thei¡

opinions.

lndee{ the contrast between deep and shallow ecology is also precisely

analogous to what Aldo Leopold had originally dubbed "the A-B deavage"

arnong conservationists of his day in,4 Sønd County Almanac,his early ecological
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dassic (1949:221-23). Here Leopold distinguished between conservationists for

whom the land was just "soil," and its function merely "commodity productior¡"

and another group for whom the land was viewed as something "much

broader," or as an ecosystem with a wide variety of different functions.

His original distinction has assumed a variety of different narnes among

his followers, however. Johnathon Porritt and David Winner, for example, also

distinguish between two groups witlLin the larger "environmental" movement/

these being the "light greens" and the "dark greens" (1988:9-13). According to E.

F. Schumacher the contrast is between the "forward stampede" and the

"homecomers" (1973:755), while Murray Bookchin dubs the shallow view

"environmentalism," while the word " ecology" is reserved for his own more

radical social ecology or "ecological hollsm' (1980:57-71)s . But perhaps the most

succinct and explicit contrast is provided by Wendell Berry--between t}:re exploiter

and the nlûtrlrer, which certainly requires little elaboration to get the point

across (1977:7-8)u'. In each case, however, the contrast is essentially the same,

and this sha¡ed contrast serves to unite them all within a larger literature, whidr

identifies the fundamental natu¡e of ecological problems in a consistent marìner,

and which shares many of the same objectives and aims-eco-holism.

As should not be su¡prising, it is also the eco-holist point of view whidr

has learned the most from Native American philosophies. For since reformist

environmentalism does nothing to question the basic assumptions of Western

indushial culture, it is unlikely to value Native Americ¿{r contributions whiclç as

we have seen above/ often call these assumptions into question. Eco-holism, on

the other hand, not only questions these assumptions, and the lifestyles

consistent with them, but does so in a manner which echoes the odticisms which

Native Americans have long made concerning Westem ways of life.

"u Bookchin also ¡efers to his views as "ecological holism" in Tlrc Ecology of Freedom (1991:3).
u' For a more detailed discussion of the many faces which this contrast has taken see Fox
(1990:22-40).
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Indeed, even the contrast between a human-centered view of the

relationship between humanity and nature and a more respectfuI and egalitarian

atbifude can be found in Native American literature long before it surfaced in the

writings of eco-holists. For it is essentially the same contrast as that drawn by

Standing Bear in order to contrast the views of the Western world with those of

his own people (as cited at the end of Section tr:4). For he too drew a contrast

between a view in which humans are considered to be a "superior creature" and

all other beings to be "of inferior position and title," with a view in which

humans were seen as being "kin to atl living things," which enjoyed "equal

rights with himself." Similarly, like the eco-holists who followed him some

decades later, he felt that "this difference made of one a conservationist and of

the other a non-conservationist of life." ln other words, it made of one a

nurturer artd of the other an exploiter of life.

Thus, it should not surprise one if the traditional philosophies of Native

America¡s and other aboriginal peoples have often served as models for the

development of a more ecological sensibility in the eco-holist litèrahrre, while

their lifestyles often serve as models for more adaptive patterns of relationship

in the social and ecological spheres (as shall be discussed in Section IV).

Bookchin, for example, refers to the patterns of organization of aboriginal

peoples as "organic societies," since he considers their egalitariari and

participatory philosophies to be consistent with ecology@ . As he states:

their outlooþ particularly as applied to thei¡ communites' relationship
with the natural world, had a basic soundness--one that is particularly
relevant for our times...I am eager to determine what can be recovered
from that outlook and integrated into our own 1991,:73-L4)61 .

The similarities in outlook which eco-holist and Native American phìlosophies

share, and their common differences from the dominant ideology of Western

ffio.,gh"otinE-iluD*kh"im,ssenseof,,organicsolidarity,,,oracomplexsocietymadeup
of disparate parts.
o' Bookchin makes no reference to Native American literature, however, to support his claims.
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culture, are thus no coincidence, and this shall be a recurring theme throughout

what follows.

2. CIRCLES WITHIN CIRCLES: TOWARDS AN ECOLOGICAL WORLD

\/IEW-

Humanity has passed through a long history of one-sidedness...The great
project of our time must be to open the other eye: to see all-sidedly and
wholly, to heal and transcend the cleavage between humanity and nature
that came with early wisdom (Bookchin 1991:41).

Perhaps the best way of illushating the complementarity of ecological and

Native American world views, and contrasting them with that of Westem

culture is provided by Berman (1984), with his contrast between tl:re mechanistíc

and the organic world views which are most typical of each. For a world view

consists of the fundamental assumptions about the nature of reality which a

particular cultu¡e or philosophical outlook entertains, and it is precisely in this

area that eco-holism begins to revise the traditional views of the Western world,

and especially its understandings of science" , in a direction which is more

consistent with Native American views.

The birth of the mechanistic world view is usually traced to the advent of

modem philosophy in Europe, and in particular, to the works of Rene Descartes,

whom we have already briefly encountered. Descartes is not only widely

acknowledged as the "fathe/' of modern philosophy, he is one of the earliest

and most i¡fluential exponents of mechanistic views as well. Descartes,. along
6'? Due to the manne¡ in which it critiques the premises of modem science and suggests r€asons
for their modification, the eco-holist position is usefully viewed as building upon the work of
the philosopher of science, Thomas Ku-lìn (1970). Kuhn argued that the history of science was
not sirnply a matter of a linear progressiorç with one discovery merely building upon previous
discoveries. Rather, Kuhn suggested that the actual history of seientific thought has been
characterized by a series of "scientific revolutions," or "paradigm shifts," through which its
understandings of the natu¡e of the world, and of the activity of science itself, have been
fundamentally altere4 with the classic example being the shift f¡om Newtoniân to
Einsteiniân understandings of physics. Thus, eco-holism can be cha¡acterized as calling for a
further paradign shift from a mechanistic to an organic understanding particularly of complex
organic systems,
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with such contemporaries as Francis Bacon and Thomas Hobbes, had essentially

articulated a new way of conceiving of the world. Their views were quite unique

even in the history of Western philosophy, and were closely associated with the

rise of the new scientific outlook and methodology. The mechanistic views

which they advocated, spurred on by Isaac Newton's spectacular success in

applying them to the laws of physics, were to drange the direction of Western

civilization* . Indeed, present day science a¡d technology owe their existence to

the ideas of men sudr as these, who broke with previous traditions to forge a

new world view, whidr transformed the earlier themes of separation and

opposition into their most extreme forms, and cleared the way for these

unprecedented developments.

. To the modemists, nafure was essentially viewed as a machine, which

moved according to mechanical laws. These laws could be understood, it was

thought, and through such an understanding the forces of nature could be

harnessed and manipulated to serve human ends. For as Descartes put it

himself, through the application of his scientific methodology humanity could

become the "masters and possessors of nature." Or, as David Hume once put it,

'The only immediate utility of all sciences is to teach us how to control and

regulate future events by their causes" (7962:89). One should remember, too,

that this philosophy did not develop in a vacuum. Rather, Descartes vwitings in

the mid-seventeenth cenfury, and their subsequent development and acceptance

by European academia, were paralleled by the development of technology in the

Indushial Revolutiorç the rise of capitalist organizatiorç ownership and ideals,

the expansion of Europe's colonial empires into North America and around the

world, and the attendant domination of Native Americans and other Aboriginal

peoples. It is in this context that medranistic views originally gained acceptance

@Pointoutthatmodemscienceisbaseduponacombination
of Descartes' philosophy, Baconls experimental method and Newtonian physics.
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and expanded their popularity, and it is in this context that thei¡ "usefulness" was

originally demonstrated' .

Following Bermarç "I do not wish to suggest that Descartes is the lone

arctritect of our current outlooþ but only that modern definitions of reality can

be identified with specific planks of his scientific platform" (I984:L1). For

Desca¡tes' works not only set the program and problematique for much of

subsequent modern philosophy, certain of his premises cân also be identified in

the works of many contemporary scientists and philosophers up to the present

day. Chief among these is atomism, which assumes that all things are essentially

separable from one another, which was discussed above. This premise is more

than evident in Descartes' definition of a substance, for as he states, "By substønce

we can understand nothing other than a thing which exists ín such a way as to

depend on no other thing for its existence" (7988:177). Thus, in order to qualify

as a substance-indeed" in order to be considered real --a thing must be totally

separable from its context/ and able to exist independently and in isolation.

Similarly, in order to properþ understand things, one must fust break down any

larger wholes into their corutituent parts, whidr can then be manipulated and

reassembled to suit the experimenter/s ends, for it is the parts of which one can

be most certain.

Co¡rsistent with this premise/ Descartes began his inquiries not with the

larger world around him, nor with the society of which he was also a part, but

with his own individual mind, stripped of all attributes other than self-awa.reness.

The resulting separation of the human person into two distinct substances-mind

ffieresti'rg1y,xit.iforukhassuggestedthattheBlackDeat1r,whichrecurredseveraltimes
with decreasing intensity in Europe following its first occurrence in the early 1300s, may have
helped to make Europeans sympathetic to mechanistic thought. As he puts it: "Rehibution [for
the plague's decimations] became the goal of Europe's new scientists, Descartes' philosophical
view of the universe as a giant clock that could be set of reset to suit human ends had all the
marks of post-plague thinking: if you dorft like the time, just move the hands. A-Fter the
plague, its not rcally surprising that humans decided to trust machines more than Nâture"
(1996\.
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and body-provides a further illushation of his basic metaphysical premise as

well-the basic separateness of all phenomena. According to Descartes:

each substance has one principle property which constifutes its nature and
essence, and to which all its other properties a¡e reduced. Thus extension
in lengtþ breadth and depth constitutes the nature of corporeal substance;
and thought constitutes the nature of thinking substance. Everything else
which can be attributed to body presupposes extension, and is merely a
mode of an extended thing; and similarly, whatever we find in the mind is
simply one of the various modes of thinking (1988:177).

Hence the name "extended substance" is attributed to the body, whìle the

essential attribute of mind is to think, and Descartes not only sees the world as

being essentially divisible into bits, but as divided into two distinct types of

substance, or two distinct "realms of being" as well. Descartes derived this

separation by means of his famous premise: "I think, therefore I am." For he

found that even while he doubted everything about his body, this statement was

still true each time that he conceived it or pronounced it in his mind. And since

he believed this "I" must refer to something, he proposed that it referred to a

"thinking substance;" a transcendent mind or soul. Thus, Descartes modeled his

understanding of thhking substance after Christian conceptions of the soul--as

being totally unextended in space, as having no place/ no mass and no matter,

and as banscendent, or as not being part of the physical world at all. As he

stated, from the above propositior¡ "I knew that I was a substance whose whole

essence or nafure is solely to think, and which does not require any place, or

depend an any material thing in order to exisf (1988:36).

Yet it is not only the mind and the body which are separated and opposed

by this contrast, but culfure and nature as well for such thinking substances are

confined to human souls alone. AII other things in nature are reduc€d to mere

exteruion, with any qualitative differences between them being reduced to

measurable spatial quantities. For it is extensiorç or measwability, which is the

essential attribute of bodies. Similarly, larger unities are reduced to mere
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aggregates of parts, which impact upon one another like Hume's billia¡d balls to

set the whole in motion, for as Holling et al. suggest, "the general conception of

reality from the seventeenth century onward saw reality as a multitude of

separate objects assembled into a huge madrine" (1998:344).

\,tlhile humanity escapes from this causal nexus through being gifted with

a mind or reason, which is located 'heyond" this realm of efficient câuse, as a

first cause in its own right, all other things a¡e reduced to mere matter and

motion. Thus reality-from rocks, to fuees, to animals, to the human body itself-

is reduced to a machine, a mere aggregate of parts without meaning, purpose,

direction or liÉe. For it is orily the hanscendent human mind which is considered

to be a true subject of a life, and this divine spark belongs to humanity alone.

The rest of the worl{ induding even our own bodies, is seen as being essentially

dead.

Hardly surprising, thery that eco-holism rejects the mechanistic view and

the metaphysical presuppositions upon which it is based, for ecology is

essentially an organic outlooþ defining itself as the study of the interrelationships

among living beings, and between living beings and the inorganic envkonment.

Indee{ what has fallen between the cracks in the mechanistic view, in whictr

hanscendence is seen as the only altemative to mechanism, is our life i¿ the

world, and any hope of adequately understanding it. For in the mechanistic

world view, in a very real sense, only the measurable is real.

As G. W. Leíbnjz, an early critic of mechanistic views, was arnong the first

to point out, the problem with this view is that the reduction of aìl (non-thinking)

substance to mere extension strips it of all qualitative diÉferences. As he

described the implications of this view, "under the assumption of the perfect

uniformity of matter itself, one cannot in any way distinguish one place from

another, or one bit of matter from another...no observet not even an omniscient
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one/ would detect the slightest indication of change" (1980:764). Thus, not only

would spatial differences be masked by this uniformity, temporal ones would be

as well. For without any qualitative differences among things there would be

absolutely no way of detecting any difference either between one thing and the

next/ nor between one moment and another. Indeed, if matter were truly

completely urriform, consisting only of extensiory there would also be no way in

whidt it could be measured! Leibniz thus accuses the mechanists of reducing

reality to "a night in whidr all cows are blacþ" to use Hegel's famous phrase.

For Leibniz, however, "such consequences are alien to the nature and order of

things, and...nowhere are there things perfectly similar" (1980:1,64, original

emphasis).

In other words, qualitative differences are an essential attribute of all

substance; or of all reality. Indeed" the difference between the organic and the

inorganic-befween life and death-is just sudr a qualitative difference. After all,

life is not an amount of anything. Nor is it an observable or measurable object.

For example, the difference between a living body and a corpse carurot be

encompassed by purely quantitative criteria. Indeed, as far as quantitative

measures are concemed the corpse may be exactly the "same" as the living

body. After all, its weight, height, volume and shape remain uîchanged

immediately after death. O¡re of the only detectable quantifiable differences

would be a drop in temperature in the corpse, but iß lífe will forever elude

quaritification. Insofar as the pwely quantitative sciences are concemed,

therefore, this distinction--between living and dead-is a non-entity. So as

L€ibniz originally said of the mechanists:

I am the most readily disposed person to do justice to the moderns, yet I
find that they have caried reform too far, among other things, by
confusing natural things with artificiat things, because they have lacked
sufficiently grand ideas of the maiesty of nature (1980:14I-2).

Not surprisingly, it is in the physical sciences-physics, chemistry and
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mechanical engineering--where the mechanistic methodology of modern science

has had its greatest success in leaming to predict, control and manipulate the

phenomena it studies. Indeed" it is principally these sciences, along with applied

mathematics, whidr are responsible for the spectacular developments in

engineering and technology which the past few centuries have witnessed. As

Sdrumacher has observed" "the strength of science...derives from a reduction of

reality to one or the other of its many aspects, primarily the reduction of quality

to quantity" (1973:256). So while Schumacher would agree that the resulting

blindness of mechanistic science to such an important qualitative distinction as

that between the organic and the inorganic renders its methodology

inappropriate for application to orgânic aspects of reality, it is important to note

that he does not deny that the physical sciences can explain many things. This

even indudes many things which apply to living organisms. For example, if a

person and a rock are both thrown from a diff they will both accelerate towards

the ground according to the laws of physics-but the rock is unlikely to ary out in

fea¡ and flail its limbs on the way down. Yet fhrs difference, being a qualitative

one, the physical sciences have never been adequately able to explain.

Yet nor should one expect that they could for they have an essentially

mechanistic view of the phenomena which they investigate. All qualitative

differences, particularly that between organic and inorganic, are reduced to

quantifiable attributes alone. But as noted above, life ibelf is not a quantifiable

concept, from whidr it follows that this type of mechanistic epistemology, which

knows the world only through quantification, can lead to an adequate and

relatively complete understanding only of thase things which are dead. One must

remember, however, that in the mechanistic view nature is conceived of as

essenfially dead in any case. In this way its epistemology, or its way of knowing

the worl{ remai¡s consistent with its ontology, or its assumptions about the
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nature of reality.

Since the phenomena which ecology is most interested in understanding

are the organic interrelationships which give rise to and sustain Iiving beings,

however, the premises of the mechanistic view are obviously inadequate to its

appointed task. For in the mechanistic view, which understands all extended

substance after the model of huma¡ machines and artifacts, extended substance

is also seen as essentially passive. Like human artifacts, nature is seen as inert,

existing only to be manipulated and used for human benefit. It is something

whíctr is acted upon, not something wÍúdt acts, since the ability to act-to freely

and spontaneously pursue ones own course--is reserved for the transcendent

human mind alone. All other things are seen as governed by the inexorable laws

of efficient causatiory and have no natural spontaneity-no liþ-of their own.

Any movement or change is to be explained only according to efficient cause,

that þ by a force acting upon a thing from the outside, as in Hume's famous

example of one billiard ball striking another and imparting motion to it.

Yet while efficient cause may be useful and appropriate for explaining the

action of billiard balls, machinery and other inorganic phenomena, efficient cause

alone is totally inadequate when applied to the organic sphere. For example, if
one kicks a rock efficient cause is perfectly able to explain why the rock is sent

flying by the force which yow kick imparts to it, but if one kicks a dog this is not

so. For in the latter case the dog is not only sent flying by your Hck, ít also runs

su)ay! I:;rd.eed, ít may øen turn and fght! And what it does is dependent not only

upon the force of your kicþ but upon the character of the dog in question. Thus,

a different type of causality is necessary in order to describe this second type of

motiorì/ for it is not a motion whidr arises exdusively from an external force

impacting upon a passive object, but is a motion whidr arises fuom withín tl:re

object-a spontaneous action on the part of a living being. Itis, in other words, a
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frul cause, an action which seeks an end. ln the example of the dog given above

the obvious end is either to escape the effects of a second kicþ or to bite the

person who kicked it so that it will not, hopefully, be kicked again. The rocþ on

the other hand, seems indifferent to these possibilities.

The patterns of relationship in the organic sphere are thr:s qualitatiaely

distinct fuom those in the inorganic sphere, while yet contøined within them, and

the causality necessary to adequately describe those patterns of relationship are

similarly different in kind, and not only in degree* . Yet as Bookchin relates:

To the extent that mechanism became the prevalent paradigm of
Renaissance and Enlightenment science, the notion of final cause became
the gristmill on which science sharpened its scalpel of 'objectivity,'
scientific 'disinterestedness,' and the total rejection of values in the
scientific organon...Efficient causg removed from the larger ethical matrix
of Aristotelian causality, was now conceived as the sole description for
natural phenomena in kinetic motion (1991:285 and287),

According to the mechanistic view and its "exaggerated rejection of all

organicism," there is absolutely no directiveness inherent in extended substance,

it pursues no values, seeks no ends, and is absolutely bereft of any purpose or

meaning. A1l of these attributes are confined to the tra¡scendent human mind

alone. And of colrse it was precisely because he conceived of extended

substance as essentially determined that Descartes found it necessary that the

mind be banscendent, for he did not w'ish to deny human freedom and

spontaneity. Through his dualistic metaphysic he essentially secured a place for

sudr spontaneity and freedom of the wilT outside of natwal, mechanistic

processes, in the "rcaln{' of the mind.

But of course there are two ways of approaching this problem. One is to

maintain that all causality is efficient causality, and that human freedom can only

be explained through separating and opposing mind and nature, as Descartes

argues that mechanistic models of causality, or "sirnple cause-
and-effect analysis," are for understanding the interactions between disease
organisms and hu.rran populations, and by implicatior¡ other compex organic systems,
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did. The other is to point out that since efficient causation alone is obviously

inadequate to explain everything which is empíicnlly obseroable, that it is irstead

the causal hypothesis which the mechanists advanced which requires

modification. For it is, after aJ7, only an hypothesís. And if we simply realize that

there is spontaneity and life lz nature (such as ourselves), and iJ we do not wish

to have recourse to transcendent ghosts in order to explain this possibility, then

it seems to follow that the inexorable, mechanistic type of causation which was

assumed to govern everything whidr is observable is inadequate to the task of

explaining everything which þ in fact, observable. As a result, this basic causal

hypothesis appears to have been falsifud, and appears to require modification.

As Bookchin has observed regarding organic causation, for examplg "[w]hite it
may certainly be mechanical, causation is more meaningfully and significantly

dmelapmental. It should be seen more as...an emerging process of self-realizatiory

than as a series of physical displacements" (199I:283, original emphasis),

Organic philosophy, then, finds it necessary to restore the idea of final

cause to nature, a notion which ha{ after all, always been prevalent in ancient

and medieval European philosophy prior to the mechanists. For as the ancient

Greeks r.ealize4 such nafural organic developments as that from an acorn to an

oak tree, or from a human infant to a mature adult, carurot be adequately

understood purely in terms of efficient causality. They are not merely a matter

of the imposition of external forces upon essentially passive substances. Rather,

they are guided largely by internal forces, or by arr intern al logic. 'îo make use of

Aristotlds terminology, organic development ts teleological; that is, it is not only

impelled from behind, as it were, but seeks a certain enil, ltß this activeness and

directiveness, which is so evident in the growth and mafuring of organisms,

whidr distinguishes the inorganic from the organic-in which the qualitative

distinction between them lies. For as Ianet Beihl relaies, even for sudr a simple
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organic being as ¿ìn amoeba:

the very fact that it is maintaining itself is a germinal form of selfhood and
a nascent form of subjectivity. Whatever else an amoeba rray have, this
active self-identity distinguishes it from the nonliving environment in
which it is immersed (1991.:1.17).

Thus, spontaneous activity, subjectivity, selfhood, mind and evenfually

even freedom as humans know it are not seen ÉNi opposed to nafure by eco-

holists, but rather as emerging from nahrre. In such a view, thery they are in no

way separable from the larger processes of organic evolution and development

from which they originally arose. Of course, as already noted, even the

mechanists did not wish to deny such spontaneity, if only among humans. That

the founders of science itself were willing to poslt ghosts in order to explain this

possibility, however, is certainly a dramatic illustration of the importance whích

they accorded to the hypothesis that all things were essentially governed by

efficient, mechanistic causality. For this hypothesis left no room for sudr

freedom in nature, and in order to remain free the mind had to be conceived of

as a transcendent entity located "beyond" nature--as a "ghost in the machine" as

it has come to be called (Ryle 1949).

In an organic view, however, the human min{ Iike the human organism,

is considered to be a part of nature, Thus, anything whidr can be attributed to

the human mind must also be attributable to natu¡e itself, and there is room for

final cause, lor Íelos, for immanent action and directiveness in biological

organisms themselves, without need of tra¡scendence. Sirnilarly, if one is to

speak in terms of "spint," rather than " teleology," it must also be conceived of as

immanent, or as a part of nature, as is common in baditional Native American

philosophies.

So in contrast to the atomism and dualism of the mechanistic view, the

basic ontological assumptions of eco-holism ate essentially relational and

contexhnl, It is, in a word" anholistic point of view. For as Bookchin notes/ if one
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wishes to adequately understand organic phenomena, or complex organic

systems:

We can no longer afford to remain captives to the tendency of the more
traditional sciences to dissect phenomena and examine thèir fragments.
We must combine them, relate them, and see them in their totality as well
as their specificig (1991:27).

Thus in considering individual organisms to be parts within a larger

whole, organicism does not take the opposite route to the mechanists, and

reduce the pa-rts to an undifferentiated "oneness." Instea4 it seeks the middle

course between the two extremes. For as John Clark observes, "an organic view

sees nature as an organic unity-in-diversity in a process of self-developmenf

(1984:217). Thus neither parts nor wholes are considereil to be basic, rather, they

imply one another, for they are complementary terms. The whole could not exist

unless it were made up of parts/ and the parts could not exist apart from the

larger whole, It is thus neither parts nor wholes alone which are the object of

study, but ftther the relationships between them. So an ecological view hardly

ignores individual organisms, it merely focuses our attention upon the nature of

their interdependence. Yet such interconnection and interrelationship among

individual organisms does nothing to erase their individuality. For this would be

to ignore the many qualitative differences by whidr the parts are naturally

distinguishable from one another, and to separate a consideration of the whole

from a consideration of the parts.

As has often been stated, the fundamental ontological assumption of an

ecological point of view js that att things are connected, This implies not only a

contextualized and relational view, but also a participatory view in which the

relationships within which each organism participates are considered to be

essential aspects of what it is in itself, rather than as "extemal" to its nature. As

Naess observes, for example, an ecological view "is concerned first of all with

relätionships between entities as an essential component of what these entities
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are in themselves" (L989:36) Or again:

Relationalism...makes it easy to undermine the belief in organisms or
persons as something which can be isolated from their milieu...az organism
is ínteraction. Organism and milieu are not two things-if a mouse were
lifted into absolute vacuurn, it would no longer be á mouse. Organism
presupposes milieu (1989:5Ç original emphasis).

In other words, the relationship between an individual organism and the

larger ecological context of whiú it is a part is an enabling condition Íor the life of

that organism, and it is this relatiorship in whidr its life consists. One need look

no further than one's own daily life in order to confirm this. For with each

breath of air we take, with each glass of water we drink, and with each bite of

food which we eat, the dependence of our individual lives upon.their ecological

context is amply demonstrated. Indeed, each of these relationships demonstrate

that our lives are intimateþ intertwined with the nah¡ral cycles in which we

participate. For the oxygen which we and other animals breathe is provided by

planþ which produce the oxygen from the carbon diodde which we and other

animals have exhaled, The animal and the vegetable are thus complementary

poles of a causal cyde, each of which produces what the other requires.

Similarly, each time that we dri¡k we participate within the larger hydrological

cyde, within whidr all the waters of the Earth are interconnected in a nah¡ral

cycle of evaporation, transpiratiorç doud formatiorL precipitatio& run-off and

evaporation. Inasmuch as the waters of the Earth quite literally flow through us

daily, this interrelationship must also be considered to be an essential aspect of

our lives, às it is of all life on Earth.

Through eating we are also intimately connected to other forms of

organic life, consuming thei¡ substance so that we might continue to live

ourselves, and we are thus dependent not only upon those species whidr we

directþ consume, but also upon all of the natural conditions which they, in tum,

require for their existence. Finally, so as not to ignore ttre "dtty" half of these
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relationships; we also urinate, defecate, spit, sweat, bleed, blow our noses, dip

our finger-nails, lose our hair, shed our skin in tiny fragments, and in various

other ways reburn our bodily substance to the Earth on a daily basis, even long

prior to our death.

Thus, from an eceholist point of view, our life does not end at our skin.

Rather, it essentially consists in these pattems of relationship with both our

organic and inorganic environments. Further, these relationships are no longer

seen merely as contingent to our beings: they are instead understood to be

essential aspects of our life itself. Quite simply, this is why we die if deprived of

food" water or air for sufficient periods of time--for we aÍe internally related to

these things, and in these do our lives consist. fust as Holmes Rolston has

observed:

Savaruras and forests are as necessa.ry to elephants as hearts and livers. In
the complete picture, the outside is as vital as the i¡side...The skin-in
processes crculd never have evolved, nor can they remain what they are,
apart from the skin-out processes. Elephants are what they are because
they ate where they are (\988:.164, original emphasis).

Eco-holism therefore retums to a view which many Native America¡s have long

adhered to, for as the Lakota elder, Okute, put it in 1911:

An animal depends a great deal on the natural conditioß around it. If the
buffalo were here today, I think they would be different from the buffalo
of the old days because all the natural conditiorìs have changed. They
would not find the same food, nor the same sulroundings. We see the
change in our ponies (as cited in Mcluhan 1971:79).

It appears that, not. u¡like contemporary eco-holists, Okute was well aware of

the fact that an important part of what an organism is, is not contained within its

skin, but rather in ib relationship to its ecological surroundings. For as Naess

reiterates these points:

There is no completely isolatable I, no isolatable social unit. To distance
oneself from nafure and the 'naturaf is to distance oneself from a part of
that whichthe'f is built up of...We are not outside the rest of nature and
therefore ca¡not do with it as we please without úanging ou¡selves
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(1989:164-5).

The "self" is thus considered to be essentially a part of, rcther than apart

from nahxe. It is a ci¡cle within the larger circle of nafure; a part within a larger

whole. lndeed, what applies to individual humans also applies to human culture,

for just as the organic sphere emerged from within the inorganic, so also human

culture.-or "second nature"--emerged from within the sphere of "first nature."

The natural sphere is thus an enabling condition of the cultu¡al sphere, with the

relationship between them once again being that of part to whole, or of a smaller

sphere contained within a larger. So as Rachel Carson once put it, 'Man,

however much he may like to pretend the contrary, is a part of nature"

(1962:188).

From an eco-holist point of view, thereforg the best illustration of the

fundamental skucture of reality, and of the manner of our relationship to it, is

again to picture it as a series of "cirdes within circles within circles, with no

beginning and no end," just as Lame Deer has suggested. This symbolism is not

only appropriate as an illustration of the way in which the self, and consequently

human cultu¡e as well, are essentially a part of nature--a smaller sphere

contained within a larger--but is also the best description of the pattems of

relationship in an ecosystem. For in a very real sense, the pattems of

interrelationship in an ecosystem do have no beginning and no end, but rather

turn back upon themselves to form a circle. As Carson observes of the

interrelationships which exist,within the soil, and by extension, in the rest of the

ecosystem; "[t]he soil eústs in a state of constant drange, taking part in cycles

that have no beginning and no end" (1962:53). And as Lame Deer continues:

This symbol, a cirde within a circle, stands for life, for that whidr has no
end...To a white man symbols are iust that: pleasant things to speculate
about, to toy with in your mind. To us they are muclç much more. Life is
a symbol to be lived...we are one with the universe, with all the living
things, a link in the circle which has no end (L972:I67 andI06-n.
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Or in the words of Roy A. Rappaport, a cultural ecologist:

the circuìarity of...ecosystemic strucfure blurs the distinction between
cause and effect, or rather suggests to us that simple linear notions of
causality...are inadequate...Among those being affected in u¡foreseen and
possibly unpleasant ways may be the actor himsel f (1979:170).

In contrast, the mechanistic view has always considered causality to be

distinctly linear, as evident in the example of the billiard balls. It does not seem

to consider t}:te gøme of billiards itseþ however, or the manner in which the game

itself is a ruleguided human relationship, in which the way that the balls are

struck will have an effect upon one's next shot. For the mechanistic model has

always been most concemed with how humanity c¿n manipulate and control

nature. Tuming to social archetypes, rather than to natural ones, its model for all

relationships is human artifacts and machines, and the manner in which they

may be manipulated and controlled to serve human ends. The effects which

these interventions set in motion, however, have seldom been given the

attention which they deserve. So the seeming linearity of thefu model is simply a

result of the fact that they tend to ignore this latter half of the causal cyde, or at

least to consider the effects of huma¡u upon natu¡e separately from the effects of

nature upon humanity. Indeed, it was orùy with the advent of ecological

thinking in the past few decades that the Western world has begun to give any

serious consideration to the effects of its technology upon those who created it.

As Fools Crow relates, however, in the view of his Lakota people:

Wakan Tanl<a [The Great Spirit] made the earth so that it does everything
to take care of itself. Everythiñg fulfills its role-ants, worîts, vtrltu¡es,
wolves, pebbles, sand..,when we damage any of these or the earth itsell
we damage ourselves. We cannot use them up or waste and destroy
them without paying a terrible price for it. But people are doing this, and
it is coming back on us all. Grandmother Earth is aying out about it
(1991:68).

But then the type of behavior whidr he describes is precisely what one

would expect from people who conceive of both themselves, and their culfure, as
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opposed to arrd separate from nature, for then one need not worry about the

úains of determination which one's actions upon the world set in motion

returning to affect oneself--since they can never reach us. Similarly, if one

conceives of the world as essentially dead in any case then no consttaints exist on

its exploitation, for one can do it no harm. It is for these reasons that eco-holists

consider mechanism to be the dominant world view of Western cultwe, for

whether we explicitly adhere to the views outlined above or not/ as a culture we

have acted as though we believe them.

In an organic view, on the other han{ atomism is replaced with holism,

dualism with participatiory separation with relationalism, opposition with

complementarity, and linearity with cydicif (or recursion). These changes are

made necessary not only because eco-holism has come to realize that everything

r's interconnected (as Native American philosophies seem to have articulated long

ago), but from the fundamental fact that nafure itself is conceived ol. as alfue.

Thus, just as McGaa describes the emergence of a more ecological sensibility in

the Western world, from the perspective of a Lakota scholar following Black

EllCs tradition and teachings:

Brave new thinkers and independent spirits out in the non-Indian world
were reading the tale of environmental destruction that was in
progress...New values divergent from past values, new respects backed
up by nonmaterial endeavors were the trademark of these earþ
environmental pioneers--trademarks reflected as respect and câre for
nature. Huma¡kind was not dominant over nature. Men and women
were dependent upon naturg after all, and for some there grew the
beginning oJ the belief held by the Indþns-nature was a living entity
(L990:129-30).

Indee{ the most fundamental similarity between eco-holism and the

views of many tuaditional Native American philosophies appears to be their

shared organicism. For as McGaa states, "You say ecolory. We think the words

Mother Eørth have a deeper meaning" (7990:203, original emphasis). Both

expressions do, however, seem to imply similar attitudes and outlooþ for they
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share a fundamental assumption. This is that the world is not a mechanical

phenomena, but an organic one--that everything is not fundamentally dead, but

fundamentally alive. For even such "inanimates" as air, water, sunlight and soil

are in at least a special sense alízte from an eco-holist point of view, since they are

a necessary part of the complex organic systems of which life consists. For when

Iife itself is conceived of as an empirically observable pattern of relatiorship,

rather than as a metaphysical property confined within the ski¡s of individual

organisms/ even the distinction between organic and inorganic begins to blur.

For euerything within the biospherg or Mother Eartþ participates within the

pattems of interrelationship in which life consists.

Indeed, as J. E. Lovelo ck (1979) has observed, the biosphere itselJ can be

considered to be a living organism, which actively maintains environmental

conditions favourable to the perpetuation of its own life. And of course it is no

coincidence that he names the living biosphere "Cara," after the ancient Greek

Earth Goddess. For Lovelock also seems to be well aware of the fact that the

idea of a living biosphere, and the idea of Mother Earth, are essentially the same

concept expressed in different terms. So whether we speak of " ecoIogy," "the

biosphere," and "complex organic systems," and consider everything to be

interreløted; or whether we conceive of "Mother Eartn'-'and her children as "kin "

and all living things as otr relatiuesl we are essentially speaking tlre same

language. And as McGaa says of the philosophical baditions of his Lakota

people/ in words whidr a¡e equally applicable to the eco-holist position, "[y]ou

may call this thought by whatever fancy words you wish-psychology, theology,

sociology, or philosophy-but you must think of Mother Earth as a living being"

(1990:208).
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3. AN ECO-HOLIST CRITIQUE OF INDMDUALISTIC AND

ANTHROPOCENTRIC ETHICS-

The fact that man can have the idea 'I' raises him infinitely above all other
beings living on earth. By this he is a person...that is, a being altogether
different in rank and dignity from thingg such as irrationat animals, which
we can dispose of as we please.
So fa¡ as animals are concemed, we have no direct duties. Animals a¡e
not self-conscious and are there merely as a means to an end. That end is
man...Our duties towards animals are merely indirect duties towards
humanity (Immanuel Kant, as cited in Rolstorç 1988:63).

A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and

ff.J¡v.tåttÐi,lå3F.t"¡n-*tv' 
It is wrong when it tends othèrwise

The above quotations represent, in nut shell, the ethical positions with

respect to nature which are consistent with the two types of world view

described above. The first is a dassic statement of the traditional individualistic

ethics of the modern Western world which are-in a word--humnn-centered. Tl:le

second representS Leopold's famous statement of tl:re land ethic, whicl has

i¡formed the development of eco-holism. Needless to say, it is the human-

centered ethic which is currentþ dominant in Western society, and as Miller

relates, "[s]uch an ethic views the universe as morally divided between the

human circle, within which all uìtimate moral ends are to be sought, and the rest

of the world, whose primary importance is to serve those ends" (1983:319). It is

thus perfectly consistent with the mechanistic view described above-humans are

seen as not only separate from nature, but superior to it as well. It is thus

essentially a hierarchical view, and just as God is superior to the cieation, or a

king is superior to his subjects, so too humans are considered to be superior to

the rest of nature. Indee{ the sole value which is attributable to natu¡e outside

of the human sphere is contained in its usefulness to humanity; its ability to serve

the interests of its superiors. All value is thus humanly conferred, or relative to

human ends, while nature itsel-f is considered to be a moral desert, which is not
66 For additional discussions of the land ethic see Callicott (1989) and Hefernden (1982).
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only conceived of as dead, but as barren of all values as well. Consequently, as

Miller continues, "We havg in the West, no sacred places, apart from

monuments to human deeds and aspirations or to a human-loving God, and we

have no sacred cows" (i.983:319).

Because the sou¡ce of all values-the human mind-is considered to be

separable from nature, humans may do with the natural world as they see fit,

without bothering themselves about ethical concems. In other words, human

interests may be maximized, while those of all other living things, and of the

land itself, may be minimized and dismissed. For in this view, as William Baxter

so succinctly put it, "Damage to penguins, or sugar pines, or geological mawels

is, without mote, simply irreleaant...Penguins are important because people enjoy

seeing them walk about rocks" (1986:215). All values, therefore, a¡e restricted to

the human sphere, or to the sphere of mind. They are considered to be personal

and subjective matters whidu like the mind itself, are seen as being "outside" of

the natu¡al world. The objective world is therefore seen as containing only

"facts," while all values are restricted to the sphere of mind.

It is, of course, with the facts which mechanistic science has concemed

itself, and it is from this bifu¡cation separating spirit and material, or values and

facts, from which the persistent myth that science is a "value-free" or "value-

neuhal" enterprise was derived. For, according to its dualistic metaphysic,

nature contains only brute facts, which it is the business of science to discover.

As a consequence, as Berman relates, "[s]cience cannot, supposedly, tell us what

the good life is. Of course, this modesty is highly suspect: 'value-free' is itself a

value judgment, amorality a certain species of morality" (1981:255). Indeed,

consistent with the human-centered ethic, its aim becomes the manipulation and

control of nafure to serve human ends. Yet questions conceming which ends we

ought to pursue and why we ought to value and pursue these ends rather than
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some others are rendered taboo, since they become merely "subjective value

judgments" rather than "objective matters of fact." For in the scientiÉic

enterprise it is the "objective" which is to be maxirnized, while the "subjective" is

tobe minimized oi dismissed. Ethical concerns are thus considered to lie outside

of the province of science, which becomes almost exdusively preoccupied with

tec-hnique. As Bookchin points out, for example, in the view of the mechanists,

reason itself has become:

merely a technique for advancing our personal opinions and interests. It
is an inskument to efficiently achieae our individual ends, not to defne
them in the broader light of ethics and the social good...Not only do
means become ends, but the ends themselves are reduced to machines
(199L:27 0, original emphasis).

The manipulatior¡ control and domination of nafu¡e have thus become

ends-in-themselves, and sciencg shorn of all overt valueg has dedicated itself to

the development of ever better tedrniques and technologies to facilitate that

domination. I'\¡hether the domination of nature is itself an end which we ought

to pursue, however, is a question which traditional science has consistentþ failed

to entertain-as in the case of the scientists who developed the atomic bomb, for

instance-for questions of fact must be kept strictly separate from those

concerning values. Thus "why" ß replace by "hor/' as the central scientific

questiory and ethical questions are replaced by an instrumental logic which

emphasizes tedrnique, manipulation and management--means separated from

the ends they serve. As Vine Deloria ]r. describes the white man's science, for

example: "[h]is science creates gimmicks for his use. Little effort is made to

relate the gimmicks to the nature of life or to see them in historical context"

(1970:189).

Where the questions of traditional science end, however, is the point at

whictr those of eco-holism begi+ for from an eco-holist point of view questions

of fact are considered to be fundamentally related to questions of value in the first
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place. Indeed, as Beilrl observes, from an eco-holist perspective "natu¡e reenters

the philosophical and political sphere of Western culhre as an ontological

ground for ethics" (1991:125). In other words, one's ethos is i¡Jormed by, and

intimately related to, one's world view. So if one's conceptions of the nature of

the world change, then one would expect that this would imply analogous

changes in the manner in whidr one treats it as well-particularly if one sees it as

an organism rather than as a machine. And if all things are seen as

fundamentally related to one another, rather than as fundamentally separate,

this also implies that facts are related to values. The task is then to describe the

nature of this relationship, and as Naess suggests, "it becomes important in the

philosophy of environmentalism to move from ethics to ontology and back"

(1989:67).

This is an important example of the application of holistic or relational

thinking-the hallmark of an ecological approach-to philosophical concerns. For

if all aspects of nature are seen as systematically related, then ontology and

ethics-facts and values--cannot be considered in isolation from one another.

Neither, thery can science remain isolated from ethical and philosophical

concems, for as Naess continues; "At the end of the scientific process lie ultimate

assumptions of a philosophicál kind" (1989:40). As the previous two sections

have attempted to illustrate, its ultimate assumptions are those of the

mechanistic view, with all of its attendant dualities in tow. From an eco-holist

perspective, on the other hand, all of the traditional dualities in the Westem

philosophical tradition are systematically dissolved, with eco-holism generally

seeking a balanced understanding of the relationships between these various

"separate" areas. Its understanding of such pairs-or-opposites-its relational

symbolism-is thus one of complementarity and relation, rather than of

opposition and separation, not unlike that of the Native American philosophies
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colìsidered above. For as Clark relates:

In affirming such a holistic approacþ Social Ecology rejects the dualism
that has plagued Westem civilization ftom its beginnings: a dualism that
sets spirit against matter, soul against body, humanity against nâture,
subjectivity against objectivity, and reason against feelings; a dualism that
is intimately related to the social divisions that are so central to the history
of civilization-ruler versus rule{ ridr versus poor, urban versus rural,
civilized versus savage, male versus fema-le; in short, the dominant versus
the dominated (1992:91).

An eco-holist perspective not only questions the dualistic metaphysic

which underlids the mechanistic world view, but rejects the logic of dominåtion

with which it is consistent as well. It is thus not an hierarchical view but an

egalitarian one. For in a relational view humanity can no longer be considered

to be either separate from nor superior to nafure, nor can its interests be

maximized at nature's expense. Rather, as Leopold himself once stated, "a land

ethic changes the role of Homo sapiens from conqueror of the land-community to

plain member and citizen of it. It implies respect for his fellow-members, and

also respect for the community as such" (1949:204).

The land ethic, thery is eco'holisrnis reply to the traditional human-

centered ethics of Westem philosophy. And having already adopted the organic,

participatory and relational views of many Native American thinkers, ece.holism

also finds itself adopting an ethic whidr is broadly similar to the one which has

always remained so ctra¡acteristic of baditional Native American philosophies-a

direct respect for the land itself. Indeed, as Standing Bear relates, "Every true

sfudent, every lover of nature has 'the Indian point of view,' but there are few

sudr students, for few white men approach nahrre in the Indian manner"

(1978:195-6). Eco-holists, however, would appear to number among those few,

for as Rolston suggests/ "[e]thics is not complete until extended to the land"

(1988:188).

Perhaps the best way to begin a description of the land ethic as developed
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by eco-holists, however, is to first consider some of the things which it is not.

For there are many points of view within the broader field of "environmental

ethics" which do not adhere to the land ethic, yet which do attempt to extend

ethics beyond the human sphere. Most, however, represent little more than a

continuation of the traditional ethics of the Western world, and do little or

nothing to question the basic assumptions of the Western ethos, so the

distinction between shallow and deep ecology remains relevant throughout

what follows.

J. Baird Callicott, for example, distinguishes between three different

approaches within the broader Êeld of environmental ethics; these being the

traditional human-centered approaclç the animal rights movement and the

adherents of the land ethic (1989:L5-38). The first group, as the name suggests,

does nothing to question the baditional assumptions of Western ethics, but

simply attempts to apply them as is to environmental problems. Baxter is again

an excellent example of sudr an approacþ for as he states, "I reject the

proposition that we ought to respect the balance of natu¡e or to preserve the

enyironment unless the reason for doing so, express or implied, is the benefit of

man' (1986:21.6, ongþal emphasis). Thus, his position remains perfectly

consistent with the doctrine of human superiority, for the environmenfs only

value rests in its value to humans, and it is for this reason alone that it should be

preserved. Yet it need not be preserved intact, for only those portions of nature

which a¡e valued by humans are of arty concem. I¡rdee{ according to Baxter,

"our objective is not pure air or water but rather some optimal state of

pollution" (1986:21.6). His arguments are simply an applicâtion of a haditional

cost-benefit analysis to the problem of pollutiory whidr weighs the satisfaction

humans gain from having a cleaner environment against the satisfactions lost by

giving up certain material goods. As Baxter states it himself:
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trade-off by hade-ofl we should divert our productive capacities from the
production of existing goods and services to the production of a deaner,
quieter, more pastoral nation up to-and no further than-the point at
whidr we value more highly the next washing machine or hospital that
we would have to do without than we value the next unit of
environmental improvement that the diverted resources would create
(198ó:218).

What goes unmentioned, however, is that according to his own criteria

one could successfully argue that we have sudr an "optimal" level of pollution

right ncnu. For it is precisely our tendency as a society to prefer the next washing

machine and hospital to the protection of the environment which has led to the

ecologicâl crisis in the first place (or perhaps more aptly, the next pail of

p€sticides, the next nuclear reactor or missile, the second car, the third televisiorl

and the disposable diapers...). As a consequence, "trade-off by tuade-off," the

environment is being destroyed through pollution and the overconsumption of

resources. To the extent that Baxtels cost-benefit analysis is based upon an

economic model, he essentially argues that we should '1et the market decide,"

and if humans value their material goods more highly than rain forests, then the

rain forests be damned! Thus Baxter does absoluteþ nothing to question the

assumptions of the ethical status quo, the materialism of the Western world, nor

the sensibilities whidr led to the problems of pollution and overconsumption in

the first place, and does more to obscure the nature of ecological problems than

to solve them,

In contrast, the animal liberation movement is at least a step in the right

directiory even though it too falls far short of being a truly ecological ethic.

Indee{ it does not appear to be a response to the ecological crisis at all. As

Callicott observes, for example, though animal rights views do drallenge the

notion of human superiority to some degree, and attempt to expand the sphere

of ethical concem by extending certain rights to sentient animals, "there is no

serious challenge to drerished first principles" (1989:20). Indeed, the animal
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rights movement appears to represent a simple extension of political liberalism,

which inherits the individualistic biases of its predecessors (and individualism is

simply atomism applied to social thought, where it is the individual which is of

primary concem/ rather than the larger society or community, nor the larger

world which makes that individual s life possible). Thus, animal rights does

nothing to drallenge atomistic premises, but argues that giaen sudr premises it

logically follows that moral consideration must be extended to indude (at least

some) animals.

Two of the best known exponents-and founders-of animal rights views

are undoubtedly Peter Singer and Tom Regan. Singels position is simply an

extension of the utilitarian ethics of Bentham and Mll, which were considered

above. Their ethics were essentially hedonistic, considering the ultimate moral

end to be the maximization of human pleasure. Further, pleasure was

considered to be always and everywhere good, while pain was considered to be

the very substance of evil. Pleasure, therefore, was to be maximized and pain

minimized. Since many animals also feel pleasure and pai+ Singer reasons that

all sentient creatures should be extended moral consideration, for the pain of

laboratory animals, for example, is no less real and no less painful than our own.

As a consequence, their pain must also be taken into consideration when

calculating the net utility or disutility of one's acts. Considering the fact that, as

Singer observes, even Bentham himself had speculated upon this eventuality in

his original formulation of utilitarianism, the indusion of sentient animals in

calculations of general utility does seem consistent with his premises (1986:2432).

Such a position woul{ however, allow for tradeoffs in the usual economistic

ma¡ner of the utilitarian cost-benefit analysis.

Concemed perhaps with these tradeoffs, Regan goes even further,

offering a Kantian style rights ethic as a foundation for animal righþ and
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encouraging us to extend Kan( s categoricnl imperatiue to animals as well as

humans. Like Singer, Regan accuses traditional Western ethics of "speciesism,"

whidr is defined as an arbitrary and unjustifiable preference for one's own

species-just as racism is an unjustifiable preference for one's own "race," ot

sexism an unjustifiable preference for one's own sex. This criticism would

certainly apply to Kant himself, of course, as should be evident from the

inhoductory quotation to this chapter. Regan thus rejects personhood, or meÍe

membership in the human species, as a criterion for moral standing. His

criterion is, instea{ that the animal be "the experiencing subject of a hfe," or a

nascent ego. All conscious animals are thus encompassed by Kanfs categorical

imperative, and muót universally, in all instances, be treated øs ends-in-thcmselaes,

and neaer merely øs a meøns to our own selfish purposes/ as Kant originally

enjoined for humans. Regan therefore encorÍages the immediate and total

abolition of commercial stock raising, hunting and happing, as well as the use of

animals in scientific experimentation (1986:32-9 and 20&5).

Once again, however, the primary focus of ethical concem remains

sharply focused upon individuals. Nor can their ethics be expanded to

encompass ecological concems. Rather, such positions are essentially responses

to human mistreatrnent of individual animals, and concemed with the pain

which we inflict upon them. Similarly, though they do drallenge "speciesism" or

human-centeredness, they do nothing to drallenge the hiera¡drical logic of

traditional Western ethics. For as Regan states, in the animal rights movement,

f it is our similarities, not our differences, that matter most...we are each of us the

experiencing subject of a life...the same is Çue of those animals which concem

us" (1986:37). Thus, for Kant, the fact that humans could say the word "I," or the

fact that we are self-aware, was the essential shared attribute of all humanity

from which moral considerability was believed to arise. For Regan, on the other
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han{ it is not self-awareness but sentience or consciousness which is important,

which is, or course, an attribute which humanity shares with other animals. yet

they can only be considered worthy of moral regard-as equals--on the basis of

their similørity to humans, for to be different continues to imply fheir inferiority.

This is a point which is made abundantly dear in the following quotation from

Singe/s works:

A life with no coÍtscious experiences at all...is a complete blank; I woutd
not in the least,regret the shortening of this subjeclively barren form of
existence...The life of a being that has no consciòus exþeriences is of no
intrinsic value (As cited in Rolstorç 1988:94).

Consequently, all beings who are capable of feeling pain may be equaf

but all those who cannot.remain inferior and irrelevant--mere resources for the

use of this superior class of creatu¡es. As usual, the interests of those within the

sphere or moral considerability are to be maximized at the expense of those

without it. For it is not life bú consciousness wl¡tdt is respected, and whjle

sentient animals are considered worthy of moral regard, ethical concem ends

there. So while animal rights views reject a prejud.ice in favour of one,s own

species a,s arbitrary, they simply replace it with an equally arbitrary prejudice in

favour of beings with a nervous system which is sufficiently developed for them

to be capable of feeling pain. As Rolston suggests, therefore, "[w]e give animals

rights only so far as we can see ourselves in them" (1988:62).

Besides the fact that animal rights views do nothing to answer ecological

concerns, however, Callicott raises a further criticism as well. This is his rejection

of the assumption that pain is always and everywhere evil, and that the world

would be a better place if it were completely eliminated. For as he states, this

hypothesis "is biologicalty preposterous. A living mammal which experienced

no pain would be one whidr had a lethal dysfunction of the nervous system,,

(Callicott 1989:32). Pain is thus accepted as a nahual fact of life. It is not the

substance of evil, but rather a biologically important process. In fact, it is a
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natural waming system which informs us of when our body has been damaged,

and when the damage has healed, and in the larger scheme of things we would

actually be much worse off without it. And as Callicott continues, "[i]f nature as

a whole is good, then pain and death ate also good," lot they are a necessary

part of life (1989:33). Yet they are, as Rolston puts it, a "sad good." This view

does not imply, therefore, that we should inflict pain and death upon animals or

upon each other without any moral concem, for all things must be respected. It

is simply intended to illustrate the fact that holding up the complete elimination

of pain and death as an ethical ideal is entirely unrealistic, The lamb will never lie

down with the lio& and it is unnatu¡al to hope that it ever would.

Similarly, if huma¡s eat other animals they are only doing what hundreds

of other species in nafure do, for being carnivorous is just as natural as being a

herbivore. After all, the Earth has evolved many species which survive by eating

the flesh of other animals. Indeed, many of the animals with the most highly

developed nervous systems are themselveg carnivorous. Yet evidently wolves,

lions and other carnivores would have to be summarily condemned by the

animal rights movement as incorrigible mwderers, and be exhorted to take up a

vegetarian diet along with the rest of us. Of course, such consequences a.re

dearly ludicrous from an ecological perspective, in that they "imply the

ecological nightrnare of a policy of predator extermination" (Callicott 1989:277).

Yet as Callicott observes, they do reveal that animal rights views "betray a

world-denying or life-loathing philosophy. The natu¡al world as actually

constituted is one in whidr one being lives at ttre expense of others" (1989:33).

Nor could it be otherwise, for even vegetarians must kill in order to survive.

Thus, for Callicott and other followers of the land ethic, the animal rights

movement is not considered to be an ecological position at all, but merely a

continuation of the liberal ethics typical of the modern Westem hadition, It is
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not an attempt to change traditional ethics in any fundamental way, therefore,

but rather an attempt to extend them to the "higher" animals. Its debate with

more haditional humanism is thus an internal debate, which has served to

obscure "the much deeper challenge to 'business-as-usual' ethical philosophy

represented by Leopold and his exponents, and to keep ethical philosophy firmly

anchored to familiar modern paradigms" (Callicott 1989:36).

Perhaps the most useful lesson which can be learned from an animal

rights position is from the manner in whidr it fails. For it cannot encompass

ecological concerîs preciseþ because it retains the atomistic assumptions of the

human-centered position, And this amply illustrates the fact that haditional

liberal ethics, even when extended as far into nafure as they can logically be

extended, are inadequate to the task of understanding the change in values

which the ecological crisis has made necessary.

A further expansion of the ethical sphere is attempted by Paul Taylor

(1986). Unlike the animal rights movement, however, Taylor wants to expand

this sphere to encompass not only individual animals, but all living organisms.

His position is again another step in the right directiorç and thus exhibits many

more similarities with an eco-holist position. Principle among these is the

proposition that life itselJ has intrinsic value, with whiú eco-holism is in perfect

agreement. Indeed, both positions are/.in a seræe, biocentric or life-centered

positions, whidr consider not self-awareness and personhood, nor sentience to

be the basis of value and moral considerabüity, but rather life itself. The question

for Taylor thus becomes not "Can they suffer?;" but rather "Are they alive?"

Yet, as we shall see, his conception of what life is, and therefore of which

aspects of nature are considered to be worthy of respect, differs sharply from

that of the land ethic. An explanation of these two different conceptions of life

and ib value will allow for more direct comparisons with the land ethic,
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however, since the explanation of their diffe¡ences will necessarily involve an

explanation of some of the fundamental values of the eco-holist position as well.

Though Taylor daims to adopt several of the key premises of an eco-

holist view, for example, he does not seem to consistently follow out their

implications. In particular, his "biocentric outlook" proposes both that "humans

are members of the Earth's Community of lsÍe' and that "the human species,

along with all other species, are integral elements in a system of

interdependencd' (7986:99-100). These are, of course, the same relational and

participatory views which were described in the first chapter of this section, and

are thus perfectly consistent with an eco-holist position. Taylofs understanding

of them, however, ís sharply divergent from that of followers of the land ethic,

or of Native American philosophies, for we also find him asserting that there is

"a fundamental duality between our biological nalu¡e and our moral autonomy"

(1986:48). From this, as should be evident from the above, follows the familiar

duality between matters of fact and value. According to Taylor, the two must be

kept "strictly separate" from one another, and value judgments cannot be

derived from matters of fact, even though our biological nature is an enabling

condition of our being able to form ethical judgmenb, and to become moral

agents. The one area þ therefore, fundamentally related to the other. Yet

Taylor raises these points as explicit criticisms of the land ethic itself. As he states

it:

, The claim is frequently made that ecology shows us how to live in relation
to our natu¡al environment. Thus it is held that ecological stabiJity and
integrity themselves constihrte norms for environmental ethics. Thè very
sbructure and functioning of the Ea¡th's ecosystems, it is said, make
known to us the proper relationships that shoutd hold between ourselves
an{ the natural world. The ecologicd balance holding among organisms
and between organisms and environment in a healthy ecosyétem should
be our guide in-shaping a human cultuïe that fits haimonióusly into the
order of nature (1986:50-1).

This is certainly a cor:rect, and indeed quite an eloquent description of the
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eco-holist positiory and of its concept of adapting our own patterns of

relationship to those which can be observed in the natural world, which he

rightly attributes to Leopold and his followers. For as Schumacher relates, "the

task of the wise man is to understand the great rhythms of the Universe and to

gear in with them" (7973:223). Thvs ødaptation to natural conditions ß tirre

fundamental norm underþing the land ethic, and this applies not only to our

practices, but to the theories whidr guide them as well. Such a phìlosophy would

also appear to be perfectly consistent with the Native American philosophies

discussed above (recall especially the discussion in Section I:2).

According to Taylor, however, "[t]his line of reasoning is not sound from

a logical point of view. It confuses fact and value, 'is' and 'oughf" (1986:51).

Thus, if humans are considered as biological organisms, it is a question of fact, as

is a consideration of the ecological context, and of the patterns of

interrelationship which form the enabling conditions of those organisms. Yet if
we are considered as moral agents then it is questions of value which concern us,

such as "How ought I to live?" Since such value judgments cimnot/ supposedly,

be derived from statements of fact due to the "logical gap" which separates

them, questions of how we ought to live must be alrived at independently of

any facts about how the world actually is.

Consequently, the very idea of adaptation itself is drallenged. For

adaptation is just sudr a modelirìg of human pattems of relationship (how we

ought to live) after those whidr can be observed in nature (the facts about the

world). For as Rolston states, "[w]e are searclLing for an ethic that appropriately

'follows nature.' We want to optimize human fitness on Earth (1988:xi emphasis

added). In other words, natural archetypes are essential to the ecological concept

of adaptatiorç and as Narindar Singh adds, "What we need...is a theory that is

not only logically consistent...but also adequate to reality" (1976:L13-4, emphasis
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added).

According to Taylor, on the other hand, the adaptiveness of his

philosophy in practice is not the issue. Rather, the test of its validity is the

socially derived standards oÍ " conect" reasoning which have traditionally been

appüed to moral systems in Western philosophy. The aølidity of the ethical

system which he proposes, therefore, is to be established without reference to

the facts of the worl{ ecological or otherwise. He proposeg instead, five formal

conditions which valid moral rules must meet.

The first is that they "must be general in form," or that they should "not

contain any reference to particular persons or actions but only mention kinds of

things in terms of their properties." Thus, "Thou shalt not kill" would be general

in form, while "Frank shalt not kill Anne" would not meet this requirerient for

validity. The second criterion is that such moral rules "must be considered to be

universally applicable to all moral agents," that is, to all human beings. The third

requirement is that they must be standa¡ds which are "applied disinterestedly."

They must be followed out of principle/ even if it is not in one's own interest to

do so. For example, even killing in self-defense would be prohibited if the moral

injunction that "Thou shall not kill" were followed in this manner, since the

moral rule is considered to be absolute prior to, and irrespective of, any

particular situation or context in whidr it might be applied. The fourth

requirement is that "moral rules must be advocated as normative principles for

all to adopt " for "a moral rule or standard is valid only if those who adopt it as

their own normative guide have an attitude of approval toward its being

adopted by all others." Thus, "Thou shalt have no other Gods before me" would

seem to be an appropriate example here, and European attempts to impose their

religious beliefs upon First Nations and other peoples ever since the beginning of

the colonial age would seem to be an illustration of European acceptance of this
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reqtdrement for a valid moral system in practice. The final requirement is that

moral rules must also "be taken as overriding all nonmoral norms," so that they

may take precedence over mere legal or individual norms (L986:27-31).

Thus, Taylor proposes that the validity of his moral system must be

judged against the tradition al a priorí standards of " correcl, reasoning of

Western culture, that is, against social standards of acceptable logic which are

considered to be quite certain in advance of any knowledge of the nature of the

world in which they are to be applied. In this way, his efforts to validate his

ethical system can remain "p*e," as it were, untainted by any mention of

ecological facts. Rather than adapting his ethic to the natural worl{ therefore,

Taylor prefers instead to adapt it to the traditional assumptions, or foundations,

of Western ethics-to social rather than to natural archetypes. Indee{ the model

of a valid moral system from which he derives his five conditions is that of

"respect for persons," that is, the fuaditional human-centered ethic discussed

above. This system was not only human-centered however, but has also

traditionally been considered to be consistent with human superiority to nahre,

and an exploitive attitude towards the natu¡al world.

Yet while the biocentric view whidr Taylor proposes is to deal with the

natu¡al world as a whole, rather than only with the social sphere, and though he

daims to reject all of the above implications of that view, Taylor continues to

argue that he can model the form of his own system after that of "respect for

persons," and that they must mget t}:re same formal requirements in order to be

judged valid. Thus he is already certain of the form his ethic must take

irespective of its content or application, and of the natu¡e of the world within

whidr it is to be applied-implying both that its forrr can be "sharply separated"

from its content, and that he can be certain of it without reference to its adaptive

consequences when enacted in practice.
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Eco-holism, as always, considers form and content to be fundamentally

related to one another, rather than fundamentally separate. It proposes,

therefore, that changes in the content of our ethics imply analogous changes in

the form which that ethics will take as well. In particular, it proposes that since it
is our maladaptive pattems of relationship with the natu¡al world which have

given rise to the need for an ecologicnl ethic in the first place, that it is upon sucfi

patterns of relationship which we must focus. And since our social patterns of

relationship are at present inconsistent with natural pattems of relationship (i. e.

are maladaptive), it is to natu¡al archetypes that we must look in order to coffect

this imbalance, even if this is to derive an "oughf from an "is."

This position also provides good reason to focus upon relational

symbolism in our theorizing. For if all things are fundamentally related, as

Taylor himself claims, are not facts also related to values? And is not the form a

theory takes related to its content and application? To daim otherwise would be

to once again separate the mind and its "theories" from the body and its

"practices." But as Gilbert Ryle has so aptþ pointed out, "[i]ntelligent practice is

not a stepdrild of theory. On the contrary theorizing is one practice amongst

others and is itself intelligently or stupidly conducted" (7949:27). Consequently,

when seen as a part o/ib larger practices the traditional standa¡ds and kaditional

pattems of thought of Western culture-its theories--are seen by eco-holists as a

consistent part of a larger maladaptive system of practices,

So while Taylor would have us believe that he has adopted relational and

contextual views he seems, from an eco-holist point of view, to have spent too

little time considering their implications. For he retai¡s all of the traditional

dualities of modern Western philosophy, and considers all such pairs-of-

opposites to be separate and opposed to one another, rather than

complementary and related. Indeed, this fundamental schism runs through his
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entire argument, and is only made more evident by that fact that, although he

daims to have adopted a relational and contextual world view, his ethic remains

completely atomistic. Only by keeping them "sharply separated" could the

blatant inconsistencies between his ontology and ethics be so completely and

thoroughly overlooked.

Where Regan and Singer propose that the essential attribute which

animals share with humans-and which thus makes them worthy of respect-is

consciousness, for ïaylor it is life. Any living organism which has a good of its

owrL which is a "teleological center of a ltfe," and which can be benefited or

harmed by an action is now considered worthy of our respect. As usual,

however, this position also implies a value hierarchy between those lucky beings

within the sphere of moral concem and everything which lies withoug in this

case between individual organisms and the inanimate enabling conditions which

make their lives possible. Thus, even though he proposes that "[t]he biocentric

outlook predudes a hierarchical view of nature" (as does eco-holism), he also

proposes that "the physical conditions of a nahlral environment must, from a

moral point of view,be sharply separated fuom the animals and plants that depend

on those conditions for their survival" (1986:45 and 18). As a consequence, it

would be more accurate to say that his version of the biocentric outlook

predudes hierarchy among those individuals which are seen as having a good,

and not hierarchy as such. For it is only individual organisms which are

corìsidered worthy of moral regard, and not the land itself, nor the natural

conditions to which these organisms owe their lives.

Thus, that the parts are fundamentally separate from the whole, and that

the life of an individual organism (and ib good) are fundamentally separable

from vital aspects of its enabling conditions in an ecological context, are both

assumed. Apparentþ an organisrfs life is considered to begin and end at its
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skiî, rather than induding the ecological relationships which make that life

possible-such as relationships with air, water, soil and sunlight. lndeed, Taylof s

definition of a "natural ecosystem" also misrepresents the standard definitiorV in

that it makes no reference to sudr inanimate parts of ecosystems. For as he

states, "[t]he idea of a natural ecosystem as it is to be understood in this book

mear$ any collection of ecologically interrelated living things" (1986:3), period.

Taylor thus misrepresents the ecological position by conveniently exduding the

relationships which sudr organisms have with their "inanimate" environment

from his definition. In other words, his definition of a natural ecosystem has

been tailored in such a way that it excludes significant aspects of the enabling

conditions of all living organisms, which a relational view can only see as

constitutiae of life itself. \nfhile Taylols position is again a step in the right

direction, therefore, it is neither ecological nor holistic because, quite simply, it is

not relatíoruL, however much Taylor might like to pretend the contary.

4. THE LAND ETHIC-

To the traditional Amerindiarç life finds its meaning in the implicit and
adnriring recognition of the existence, role and power of all forms of life
that compose the circle. Amerindians, by nature, strive to respect the
sacred character of the relations that eúst among all forms of life (Sioui
1995:9).

As already mentioned, Taylor does share one important point of

similarity with Leopold and his followers; this being his belief in the intrinsic

value of life, which is central to any consideration of ecologi<bl ethics. Since thei¡

conceptions of what life is differ, however, so also does that whidr they consider

to be inbinsically valuable. So perhaps Tayloy's "biocentrism" should be

distinguished from the "ecocentrisn" of the land ethic, since according to Taylor

it is only individuat organisms which have such intrinsic value, because he

considers their life to end at thei¡ skins. The land ethic, liowever, "locates
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ultimate value in the 'biotic communit¡/ and assigns differential moral value to

the constitutive individuals relatively to that standa¡d" (Callicott 1,989:27). For tf

life is considered to be an interelationship among living organisms, and

between living organisms and their "inorganic" environment, then it is this

interrelationship to which such intrinsic value must be attache{ and it ís Mother

Earth herself, or "the land" which must be respected. Thus, even if one begins

by athibuting value to individual organisms or to one's own life, eco-holists

argue that if one adopts and adequately comprehends the implicatiorrs of a

relational point of view, this positive valuation must also be extended to

encompass the land itself if one's position is to remain consistent.

As Naess describes the impJicatiors of a relational view, for example;

"[w]e seek what is best for ourselves, but through the extension of the self, our

'own' best is also that of others" (1989:175) So in this view it is not only moral

considerability and respect which are expanded into nahrrg but the concept of

the self as well. As a result, "[t]he deep ecology movement...asks for the

development of a deep iden[fication of individuals with all life forms, and

therefore equates increasing compatibiJity with increased maturity of the

individuals" (Naess 1989:85), not unlike the Native American literature. For

from a relational point of view our very "selJ" comes to be seen as a pattern of

relationship with the nahtral environment, and since nature is seen as providing

the enabLing conditions of one's own existence-that is, since you are a part of it,

and it is a part of you-aîy value attached to the self must also be expanded to

encompass the conditions which make its existence possible as well. Or as Frank

Fools Crow expresses this sentiment following Lakota philosophy:

Ou¡ children are us in the tomor¡ow of life. In them we remain here, and
so it will be with their drildrenis drildren--if the world survives...The
linkage of ages has taught us to think in terms of the linkages of many
things. Mind, body and spirit are linked together. You cannot considèr
one without the others...People, other creatures, and the rest of creation
a¡e linked together. Thinking in dimensions like these keep us from being
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narrow and self-centered. Ûrstead, it stretches and expands the mind
(7991.:62).

So in attributing "intrinsic value" to the biosphere, eco-holists are simply

returning to a view which Native American peoples have expressed atl along-

that Mother Earth is sacred, and worthy of our utmost respect. By expressing

this idea in the Native American manner/ however, we are also able to shed

some light on a persistent controversy in the literature of "environmental"

ethics. This concerînì the question of whether intrinsic value is "subjective" or

"objective"--whether it is based merely upon human evaluation (and hence is "in

the mind"), or whether it refers to some property which exists in the world itself,

independently of this evaluation, For from an eco-holist point of view, even if it
is a mental phenomena, it is still in the world. Further, if one simply states that

Mother Earth is sacred then one is less tempted to assume that the term "sacred"

must refer to some mysterious metaphysical property which is i¡herent in the

world. Instead, it becomes evident that the whole question is essentially a matter

of the attitude whidr humans take in their relatiorship ølfh the world, and of the

implications of various attitudes in practice, For as Fools Crow once replied,

when asked whether rock or earth have life or feelings:

If everything that has been created is essential to life and balance and
har:nony, then they do. It depends upon how you think and how you
define life. If you 6eüeve somêthing häs hfe, it has life. Wakan Tankn"has
taught us to think about creation this way, and when we do, the life all
things have within them becomes apparent to us, and we treat them
accordingly. We do not abuse or misuse them. It is one thing to step on
something ,yog thirk has no life or feelings, and another tõ step on it
when you think it does 7991.:66).

Indeed. And if the Earth as a whole is considered to be sacred, so too are

all of the beings contained within it. For as McGaa relates, also from within the

I¿kota tradition, "[i]f all t]rings on earth are from Mother Earth, related through

her, and sustained from her, there is no basis for prejudice" (7990:29). So once

again/ as many other Native Americ¿üüi seem to have realized long ago, a land
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ethic is necessarily egalitarian, and the intrinsic value attributed to the land is

shared equally by all of its members. All things are considered worthy of moral

regard and consequently, all must be respected. This does not imply that we

must all become vegetarians, or starve to death so as to "respect" nature,

however, for this ethic is not based upon absolutes as in traditional Westem

philosophies. After all, Leopold himself was a hunter, and often preferred to

obtain his meat in the natural way, or to grow his own food. And of course

Native American cultures survived principally by hunting, fishing, gathering and

horticulture. Thus, they experienced where food comes from first hand, rather

than buying Brand Names in plastic wrapped containers at The Store. They thus

had a more direct, participatory understanding of the fact that killing other

beings is a necessary part of life than most contemporary Westerners, the

majority of which are now urban dwellers.

Their respect for the animals and plants was expressed in other ways: such

as making use of the entire animal iJ you kill it, not taking more of anything than

one needs and, quite commonly, by ritually apologÞing to the animal or plant

whose life was taken, and assuring them that it was only done from necessity, as

was discussed abovet. For as Fools Crow reiterates:

Simple living is less wasteful and more in harmony with all other life.
Therefore I use eartlfs gifts sparingly and with gratitude, attempting
wherever possible to replace what I consume, and I try to preservè thé
naturalbeauty of the earth (1979:202).

To my mind, this is essentially the same sentiment whidr underlies the

popular ecological motto "reduce, reusg rccycle," with an empha sis upon reduce.

For one of the primary ways in which traditional Native American philosophies

and lifestyles have historically expressed their respect for the land has been by

not using any more of anything than they needed; that is, by teaching their

dtildren to be non-materialistíc. As Easbnan recalls the teaclrinss of his elders.
ffi of the rituals and practices expressing respeä for animaìs
among the Cree of northern Quebec, see Berkes (7999:83-7),
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while he was still living the free life of his ancestors as a child, for example, "I was

hained to be a wa¡rior and a hunter, and not to ca¡e for money or possessiors,

but to be in the broadest sense a public servanf (1977:t), From an eco.holist

perspective, sudr attitudes certainly contain an irnportant lesson for the present

day, both ethically and politically. And as Naess points out conceming

traditional Native American philosophies, "this is a realistic egaTrtaneur attihrde,

an acknowledgment of the cycles of life and their intercon¡ection in nature"

(1989:176, original emphasis). Once again, life and death are seen as forming a

cycle, just like other causal cycles in an ecosystem, and a "realistiC naturalistic

egalitarianism (or nafural democracy) recognizes that death cannot be

eliminated but is an integral part of the larger processes of life.

Egalitarianism, unfortunately, is a point on which even Rolston fails in his

holistic visior¡ preferring instead to import the relational symbolism of hierarchy

and human superiority into his larger account of ecological holism. Considering

the fact that Rolston proposes to "follow nature," it should not be surprising that

this adoption of hierarchical symbolism is based upon a misconceived ontology.

For hierarchical symbolism is everywhere in Rolston's model of natural pattems

of interrelationship, principally in his many references to the "trophic pyramid."

What he means by this term is that those animals at the "top" of the food

drain eat those which are "lower down" the pyramid, with each lower trophic

(or nutritional) level being more nrünerous than those which prey upon them.

And of course there is a sense in which this is a true picture of ecological relations,

if only an incomplete one. For example, when biocides such as DDT are sprayed

in lakes they are first absorbed by algae and planþ and then passed on to fish

and other animals which eat them. Being persistent and fat soluble chenicals, as

they are passed "upwards" sudr toxi¡s also tend to accumu-late in greater

concentrations in the body fat of those beings closer to the "top" of the "trophic
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pyramid," sudr as the humans who eat the fish who eat the plants ot as in the

case of Lake Apopka in Florid4 fish-eating birds (Williams 1999). This process is

known as biological amplification, since concentrations of toxins increase as they

are passed along the food drairU and concentrate in the process because the

higher levels corìsurne many of the lowef . Unfortunately, Rolston's account

fails to inform us of the fact that this "pyramid" is in reality only one half of a

csusal cycle, and of the manner in whidr the "highesf forms are, in their turn,

made use of by the "lower."

Suclt a "trophic pyramid" þ however, also a per{ect reflection of the

classic Aristotelian hierarchy ranking huma¡s above animals, which are above

plants, whidr are above the many inorganic parts of nature which sustain ihe

lives of all living things-such as sunlight, douds, rain, rivers, soil and yes, even

the rocks which erode to provide the material for soil formation, and without

which terrestrial animals would have no place to live. Furthermore, the

Aristotelian hierarchy was itself modeled after the pattem of use which the

"trophic pyramid" describes. In some strange way, however, the simple fact

that one organism makes use of another, as when it eats it, for example, was

then seen as a demonstration of its superiority as well.

Yet if all that is required in order to illustrate one being's superiority to

another is the simple fact that the one makes use of the other, then humans are

inferior to the lice which inJest their hair, the worrrs which sometimes inhabit

their guþ the mosquitoes and ticks which nourish themselves upon their blood,

and to the trees, microbes and insects which evenfually make use of their bodies

after they die. Thus, the cnmplete pattern of use does not describe a pyramid,

with a linear pattem of exploitation of the "lowey'' by the "higher," but rather

6" Biological amplification also provides a good ecological reason for not eating too mrch meal
(as many North Americans do), since cattle, pigs and poultry are higher up the food chain tha¡
grains and vegatables, and therefore aÌe contaminated with higher concentrations of persistent
o¡ganic pollutants (POPs), a significant percentage of which a¡e catcinogenic (McGinn 2000).
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form themselves into a cirde, with a cyclícøl pattem of use. Humans feed upon

cattle feed upon grass feed upon soil which is derived, in part, from dead

humans. By following hierarchical logic in this sifuation we can soon end up

superior to ourselves (which may be the point, politically)!

The more adequate model, however/ appearc to be that of a food web.

For as Bookchin observes, "ecosystems cannot be meaningfully described in

hie¡archical terms...The web can be entered at any point and leads back to its

point of departure without any apparent exi( (799L:26), After all, the ',top,, of

this pyramid also dies and retums its substance to the Ea¡th, from which other

lives then grow. So the fact that humans are not eaten by wolves or other

predators very often does not imply that life does not make use of use--or that

we are not a part of the cfucle of life-quite the conhary. We are simply like those

predators themselves; the "highest" is often made use of by the "lowest" in the

end.

Rolston, however, does not model his hierarchy only upon this pattern of

usg but adopts a position very similar to that of Kant. For as he states, ,,[e]ach

natwal kind has place, integrity, even perfectioru, but none of the others reaches

the eminence of personality" (1988:68). He thus proposes that there is a

hierarchy of intrinsic values based upon the capacities of various organisms--

from the inorganic, to the organic, to the conscious, to the self-aware, as with

Aristotle. Thus, Rolston feels that there are "tnglne{' goods possessed by

humans which animals and other beings do not share. As an example he points

out that "[a]n elk and a human both have interests in eating, but an elk has no

interest in leaming to read; and a human does" (1988:74).

From this it shou-ld be evident that what is of value is relative to the good

of the organism which it serves, from which it follows that reading is valuable to

humans but not to eþ to whom reading has no value whatever. For even our
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mudr vaunted reason, which Rolston places at the top of his hierarchy of intrinsic

values, is most often of value only to ourselves. Indeed, the way in which the

Western world has been employing its reason of late has proven tobe a disualue

to most other forms of l:tfe, and eaen to the possfuilíty of the perpetuation of our outn

species. Consequently, it seems that there may be some evidence to suggest that

reason has been somewhat over-rated, at least in its traditional Westem forms,

and that its superiority cannot be assumed in adva¡ce of an examination of

Westem practices. Yet Rolston proposes that "[a] human who can eat and take

an education has more interest in eating than does an elþ since all the ,upstairs,

values depend on the'downstairs' ones" (1985:74),

' 
What I fail to understand, however, is how it follows f¡om the mere fact

that humans have different capacitíes ot talents from those of the elþ or that they

have all of the capacities which elk have and then some, that they are superior.

That huma¡s do have different capacities is certainly kue-particularly the ability

to reason by means of a higlrly complex symbolic language-and from this it does

follow that we have different abilties, perhaps even more than those which elk

have. For of course reason does open up options which a¡e unavailable to other

animals-yet so do wings or antlers or gills. And it does not follow from the

mere fact of difference that one of the differentia is therefore inherently superior

to the other, After all, red is different from greery yet questions of superiority

and inferiority are irrelevant, or at least remain to be demonsbated with

reference to a particular situation (gfeen being better camouflage in the woods,

for example).

This is something which Rolstoo and the tradition which he follows,

never seem to have done with human reason. And since reason seems to be an

evolutionary experiment whose ultimate value as an adaptive capacity is

currently being tested by the ecological crisis, perhaps judgments as to "upstairs,,
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a¡d "downstairs" values had best wait. Abilities which are valuable to humans

are, afÈer all, human capacities, and are relevant only when considering the good

of humans. Other animals have other goods to which other capacides are the

appropriate means of fulfillment, and of cou¡se there are many things which

contribute to the good of all life. Yet the value ofany cøpacity remains relative to

the good whidr it serves, and these goods are relative to the type of organism

being considered. Indee{ because reason itself allows us to value the Earth as a

whole in a way in whidr no other organism can, humans also have the potential

to contribute toward the good of all life in a way in whidr few other single

species cnuld. It does not follow that we do so, however. And since the only

way in which human reason can prove its worth in the present age is to put itself

in the service of the good of Mother Eartþ any ranking of these capacities in

hierarchical order is simple anthropocentrism at present.

So by turning to the hierarchical relational symbolism of the human-

centered position whidr he rightly opposes, Rolston obscures the difference

between their position and his own. Indeed, his iruistence upon human

superiority based upon the superiority of human reason is precisely the

argument used by those for whom nafure was merely "waste" u¡less it was

made use of for some economic pulpose, and in whidr nature need be aJforded

no ethical regard whatever, existing merely for the use of humanity. Since these

are the implications which most of his readers will bring to this positiory his fear

of denying human superiority-of denying that the Earth is the center of the

universe, and may yet revolve about the Su¡-does not help to darify the

situation.

Thus, consistent with the relational symbolism deployed by Batesory

Lame Deer and many other Native American thinkers, this haditional hierarchy

might best be transformed into a "holarctry;" or a series of four -circles within
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circles," which describes these various qualitatively distinct realms of being in

terms of the ma¡ner in which they are interrelated to form a larger whole. For

as Schumacher observed, "[o]ur task is to look at the world and see it whole"

(L977:15), not to chop it up according to its perceived value from the human

point of view. In this case the largest circle.-the most complete context--would

be that oÍ "non-litsing" beings, inside of which would be located the subcategory

oÍ liaíng beings, then sentient beings, and ßnally, self-aware beings such as

humans. In this way we see that diffe¡ences need not necessarily imply

superiority and inferiority at all-as they generally do in social hiera¡chies--

instead, differences are merely differences.

The outer ring, therç is the physical universe, or the so-called "inanimate"

world. Yet in terms of the euolution of these categories of being, it is the enabling

condition for all those smaller, less indusive categories which evolved withiî itu, .

Thus, any value attached to them must be attached equally to it, since they could

not exist, nor c¿rrry value, unless this larger context did. This is similarly true of

each of the progressively smaller, less indusive spheres--from life, to sentience,

to self-awareness. Eadt larger sphere is a precondition of those within it. Each

smaller sphere could not exist except that the qualities described by the larger

ones existed first. Thus, not only are our lives continually made possible by the

atr, water, soil and sunlight of the largest sphere, and by the plants and animals

of the next smallest spheres, so also each of these smaller spheres could only

have evolved within the context provided by the next largest. As Eastman once

observed" therefore, "I have sometimes wondered why the scientiÉic doctrine of

man's descent has not...apparently increased the white man's respect for these

our humbler kin" (1980:143). For just as life evolved from inorganic matter, so

consciousness evolved from life, and self-awa¡eness from corsciousness. Each is

@volutionoftheecological,sociaIandmeaningftrlpattemsof
relationship in the holarchy proposed above,
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simply a more specific type of all of the former, from which its actuality was and

is derived.

Thus, an ecological ethic is not based upon the model of social hiera¡chies

but, once again, upon an understanding of the larger world to which that ethic

must be adapted. And humans, with their self-awareness, are no more valuable

in any ultimate or final sense than the "dead" rain without which their lives (and

whatever values are wapped up in them) are impossible, let alone more

valuable than the grass, the trees, the whales or the deer. Each has a right to live,

and each must be respected in a ma¡ner appropriate to its kin{ especklly by

atlou:ing its kind to go on liaíng in its accustomed manner'o . But this does zot

preclude the fact that one organism may still make use of another, for it is

perfectly natural for all living things to make use of their environment, not

because they are superior to it (whidr I doubt could even enter the consciousness

of any organism but a human one), but because sudr use is a necessary pørt of

their life. Quite simply, the wolf does not consider the deer to be inferior, but it

still eats it.

Thus, while hierarchy is not necessary in order to justify the use of the

natu¡al environment--but only necessity ibelf-hierarcþ may be usefr¡l in

justifying the domination of nature and a total unconcefiì for the implications of

human actions upon it, An egalitarian view, on the other hand, implies a more

respectful and restrained use of the gifts which Mother Earth provides.

The above discussior¡ however/ also suggests another persistent difficulty

in environmental ethics which a relational view leads us to reassess: this is the

opposition between intrinsic and instrumental values. For unlike Locke's

distinction between things whidr are useful to the perpetuation of life and things

whidr are profitable (whích was discussed in Section II:4), contemporary writers

"o This statement has not only ethical, but also political implications, as shall be discussed
below'
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tend to follow the Kantian ethic, in whidr intrinsic value is atLributed to specific

metaphysical properties or capacities inherent in individual beings. For example,

the human rights movement attributes intri¡sic value to all persons on the basis

of the fact that they are self-awa¡e or can "say the word 'I';" while for the animal

rights movement intrinsic value is atkibuted to all conscious animals, while for

Taylor it is attributed to all living organisms. Lr each case, however, it is to the

metaphysical properties inherent in individuals that such intrinsic value is

attached, while their relationship to the larger world is not encompassed by this

positive valuation. Lr this way úte intrinsic value of the individual, or whatever

metaphysical property it contains as a subjectiviút may remain "sharply

separated" from the instrumental value atbributed to the natural conditions of

whidr it makes use, and whidr make its life possible. For as Kant put it in his

categorical imperative, sudr individuals must universally be beated as ends-in

themseh¡es and neuer møely øs a means.

Yet while this is certainly an admirable and appropriate sentiment when

applied to inter-human ethics (with the question of whether it is consistent with

wage labour being set to one side for the moment), itis totally inadequate when

applied to the land. For it is only when an orgarrism's life is considered to end at

its skin that we can clearly distinguish between instrumental and intrinsic value

in the senses desaibed above. ln that way, folloü¡ing the usual dualistic

metaphysic, the intrinsic value of its life (subjective, or skin-in) can be separated

from the instrumental value of its relationships with its context (objectivg or

skin-out).

Yet when life itself is defined as sudr a pattern of relationship, as it is by

eco-holisþ this distinction is no longer tenable. For if the life of an organism has

intri¡sic value, and if its life is a pattern of relationship to and use of its

environment, then these instrumental uses, or enabling conditions, also have
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intrinsic value. After all, life itself is just such a pattern of use between an

orgarrism and its ecological context--a pattern of instrumental use without which

the organism could not exist, nor, therefore, its inhinsic value. Consequently,

when the organism--or the self--become contextualized, instrumental values are

no longer "secondary," pursued only as a mearìs of perpetuating a previously

existing inhinsic value, or a life. kstead suctr instrumental values are a part of

that life, or an enabling condition of it. Iîtrinsic value, then, caînot be confined

within the skins of individuals in a relational view, but necessarily consists in this

relationship-this pattern of use--between an individual and its ecological context

as well. Thus, as Rolston observes:

There is nothing wrong with humans exploiting their environment,
resourcefully using it. Nature requires this oÍ every species...But humans
have options about the extent to whidr they do so; they also have, or
ought to have, a conscience about it (1988:158).

Or as Naess puts it, "[h]umans have modjfied the Earth and will continue

to do so. At issue is the nature and extent of sudr interference" (1989:30). At

issue is also the meøns by whidr we decide whic?r modjfications are desirable,

whidr has generally been decided according to economic citeria in recent times.

So of more releva¡ce to a land ethic than the intrinsic/ instrumental distinction of

the individualistic position is a distinction doser to that of Locke. This is a

distinction between two types of instrumentøl value-that is, between uses whiclr

are intrínsic or ertrinsíc to tlrre maintenance and perpetuation of life ín general. Or

again: between a things usefulness to the perpetuation of life in general-ib

intrínsic use value--and its usefulness to the production of a profit, a type of use

value whidr is entirely extrinsic to the direct maintenance and perpetuation of

life,

Indee{ it is precisely f/¡ls contrast whidr Leopold chose to focus upon in

his original fonnulation of the A-B deavage, which we have come to know as the

conhast between shallow and deep ecology in the above discussion. As Leopold
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put it himself:

It is inconceivable to me that an ethical relation to land can exist without
love, respect, and admiration for the land, and a high regard for its value,
and I of course mean something far broader than mere economic
value...The'key lo( which must be moved to release the evolutionary
process for an ethic is simply this: quit thinking about decent land-use as
solely an economic problem (7949:2*-Ð.

Or as Rolston phrases it, "[t]he forces that drive capitalism need moral

watching...We want our ethical attitudes to be consistent with ecology, not

distorted by economics" (1988:158). And of course, haditional Native American

philosophies werc not " distorted by economics," since up until their contact with

Europeans most had no money, and had not yet fallen under what Standing Bear

once described as "the contaminating influence of the white man's dolla-/'

(1978:184). Thus they could not help åaf value things for their own sake, or as a

means of continuing to lives themselves, rather than as a means of making a

monetary profit. Indeed, this is one of tlre key reasons that eco-holists turn to

them as models for the development of more ecological sensibilities in the

present day, as shall be discussed further below.

So the contrast is quite simple: between the value of life, and that whidr is

needed for its perpetuation, and the value of money. And the larrd ethic simply

points out that a great many other values override econornic ones. Yet of central

concern is the value of the land itself, whidr is coruidered to be more basic and

fundamental than the money values generated by economic activities. After all,

the, latter may be quite profitable even while they are dangerous to all life.-as

with nudea¡ power and many toxic dremicals. For the activity of economics

essentially involves adapting the ecological cnntext to the shorÞtenn purposes of

humanity, rather than humans to their ecological context. The end which

economic activity seeks is simply the satisfaction of human preferences by

adapting nah¡ral resources to the ends which humanity chooses, and since
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adaptation in the ecological sense is not even its aim, it is unlikely to achieve it

left to its own devices.

I4rhat is required in order to address oul current ecological problems,

however, is a more basic standard of value based upon a more adequate

description of the values acfually resident in nature, whiclr can encompass values

more fundamental than an activi{s profitability or an objecls monetary worth.

This is the value of the perpetuation of life on Ea¡th-of life itself. And this

standard of value arises from values, or oaluings, in nature itself. Rather than

arising exdusively from social conventions, it arises from the relationship

between ourselves a¡d more-than-human nahtre. For as Rolston relates, "an

organism is a spontaneous evaluative system" (1988:102). In defending its life, in

seeking certain ends, and in making use of its environment, an organisrn

demonstrates that 1t pursues certain ualues, The roots of a tree seek water, which

is of value to it. The moose seeks forage, which it values. A wolf seeks its prey,

whidr it values, All of these things are valued as a means of perpetuating the

good of the organism itself-ib life. And as Okute phrased it, "[a]ll living

creatures and all plants are a benefit to something" (as cited in Mcluhan 197L:19).

From an evolutionary perspective, of course, sluc}:. aaluing on the part of

Iiving things was also an enabling cpndition for the development of eoaluatíon on

the part of humanity. futalwtio'rt, one might say, is the linguistic and conceptual

form of valuing whidr is peculiar to human beings, whil e aøIuing is a talent which

they share \4¡rth all other living organismstt . Thus, evaluation (one instance of

which is the economic calculus) becomes a particulff (human) instance of this

more widespread ability common to all organisms, and from which human

evaluation evolved--the ability of all organisms to distinguish betweerç and

pursue, certain values in the context which sur:rounds them. Among non-human

ffir Miller for suggesting the distinction between valuing and
evaluation as I use them here.
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beings, however, such values are inevitably intrinsic use values, without which

their lives couÌd not be maintained. Consequently, this sense of inkinsic value is

best understood as a verb--as a aaluing. And if this valuing is observable in

nafure/ rather than being something which is peculiar to humans, then ou¡ own

patterns of evaluation may also be patterned aJter those patterns of valuing

which are empirically observable aspects of the natural world. We may, in other

words, pattern our evaluations after natural archetypes, or after the values

which all life pursues. For to return to the teachings of Black Eþ "nothing can

live well except in a mafller which is suited to the way the Power of the World

lives and moves to do its work."

Thus, in being based upon nafural archetypes rather than social ones, this

ethic is more likely to result in adaptive policies when enacted in practice. For

the value which we attribute to money--to little pieces of metal and paper, or to

the bit of i¡k or data which records our current balance at the local bank-is

based purely upon human social conventions, and anyone who doubts this

should try to spend it while they are alone in the bush. The value which we

attribute to life, on the other han{ and which we ought to attribute equally to

the Earth which sustains that life, is a valuing which humans share with all other

living organisms, and it is this type of valuing which is most rcquired of us now.

For as Asa Bazhonooday, an elder of the Navaho people, has encapsulated the

point in question following the traditions of her own people:

The Ea¡th is oqr mother. The white man is ruining our mother. I dorft
know the white man's ways, but to us the Mesa, -the air, the water, are
Holy Elements...How much would you ask for if your Mother had been
harmed? There is no way that we can be repaid for the damages to our
Mother. No amount of money can repay/ money cannot giv:e birth to
anything (as cited in Nabokov 1991:399).
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SECTION IV:

THE CLOSING CIRCLE II:

ECOLOGY AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES IN THE CONTEXT

OF GLOBALIZATION

1. GLOBALIZATION, NEO-COLONIALISM AND THE QUESTION OF

APPROPRIATE CULTURAL SCALE-

the economic incorporation of small-scale cultures into the world-market
economy is a critically important phenomenon. A tribal culture may
surrender its political autonomy but can still continue to be an essentially
small-scale c,.dture if it is allovüed to retain its selJ-sufficient, subsistencb
economy and if it remains unexploited by outsiders. The degree of a
small-scale socie!/s participation in the cash economy must be
determined by the people themselves on their own terms. Only in this
way can economic self-sufficiency and cultural autonomy be safeguarded
and the 'price of progress' minimized (Bodley 7999:111).

Unlike the previous section, which rehrmed once again to the ideological

sphere, and attempted to illushate the many similarities between Native

American and ecological philosophies and their coÍìmon differences from

dominant Western philosophies, the present section again retums to more

pragmatic issues. More specifically, the present section shall turn to a discussion

of the irnplications of an eco-holist philosophy in practice in the contemporary

political and economic context, and to a discussion of ib critique of the ongoing

trends towards economic globalization which have characterized the expansion

of the capitalist (or modem) wòrld system since the early colonial age. Ûr other

words, the emphasis shall once again shift from a focus primarily upon the

ideological sphere to one which includes a consideration of practices in the social

and ecological contexts or, more specifically, to what is now commonly refeffed

to as political ecology.

From an eco-holist perspective (or from a scientiÉic one for that matter) it
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rr: ,ìl\\rays by looking to nature that such ideological debates ought to be settled,

,,ir r,:': basing one's ethos and world view upon an adequate understanding of the

n¡rhrre of our relationship with reality is a necessary prerequisite of adaptation--

iÍ-c ndamental goal in practice. In other words, it is through the effects of an

id..-.ological position in practice, and especially art assessment of its effects upon

ivi r¡ther Earth and the ecological conditions necessary to sustain life on EartlU that

.b, adequary is to be judged. Eco-holism thus judges the adequacy of social

ir)istr?ms/ technologies and even ideologies relative to this standa¡d. For as

iTappaport once observed:

The aiterion of adequacy for a cognized model is not its accuracy, but its
adaptive effectiveness...in this way it becomes possible to assess the
adaptiveness not only of overt human behavior, but even of the ideology
which informs that behavior (7979:98).

t )l: central concern in the present section shall be the maladaptive expansion of

economic and political patterns typical of the West, the spread of Westem

iecirnology and the ecological effects with which it is associate{ a citique of the

ì,rÌìilosophies consistent with these pattems of development, and indigenous and

''r.':.:ogical resporses to the same in the contemporary world.

The fust theme, an emphasis upon the importance of appropriate cultffal

r,¡lle--whidr is a central eco-holist critique of these expansive patterns of

ic.r¡elopment, and the theme of the present chapter-did not arise within the

rùs*ípline of antfuopology. Rather, the appropriate scale position originated

lr¡itbin altemative economics as a critique of the dominant trend towards

1:c:rìt.-l:alization. As suggested by Bodlen one of the more prominent

arThropological cultu¡al scale theorists Q007:235-6), among the first to emphasize

lh.e relevance of social or cultural scale as a solution to (or cause of) human

:rioblems was the economist Leopold Kohr (1978) in his book The Breakdæun of

Na.tions. While Koh-r's work largely remained in obscurity, the central thesis

r:on<:erning appropriately scaled patterns of human organization was
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popularized in the works of E. F. Schumachet (1973,1977,1979,1997), who is now

widely considered to be the father of Green economicsT2.

\4fhile the importance of culhral scale is cenhal to Bodley's writings,

however, many of his ideas are inspired by earlier anthropological literature on

political economy, and many of his critiques of the capitalist system are

consistent with those of political economy more generally, and of the various

understandings of the capitalist world system inspired by it, such as dependency

theory and world systems theory7a. Consequently, an examination of the extent

of their commonalities should precede an examination of their differences. As

Roseberry observes, historically:

Political economy could...be distinguished from neoclassical economics,
which represented a shift in concem from the 'wealth of nations' to the
price of beans, from value as determined by labour time to price as
determined by markets (Roseberrf¡ 1988:162).

Thus, political economy's more holistic emphasis upon the study of

systems of production has largely been reduced by neo classical economics to a

study of the pricing of commodifies, and the study of markets and market

values. Further, the fragmentation of its area of study into the disciplines of

economics, political science (the study of political systems) and sociology (the

study of social organization) is a fu¡ther example of the institutionalization of an

atomistic premise within Western academic i¡stitutions. In other words, rather

than viewing politics and economics as essentially separate and opposed, political

economy saw them as part of an integrated system of production and

diskibution" a much more holistic position. Not surprisingly, given

anthropology's own holistic approaclç it was s¡'rnpathetic as a discipline to a

political economy approacb though as Roseberry suggests, anthropologists did

72 E"t"uu and P¡akash (7997:279) also note the affinity of appropriate scale theory with the
earlier thought of Mahatma Gandhí one of the key leaders of India's independence movement.
73 For an excellent overview of the political economy literature and associated approaches see
Roseberry (1988).
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not appropriate the early political economy literature as a whole, rather, "[t]hey

appropriated Marx " (19 88:1.62).

One of the most central concepts of Man<ist thought adopted by the

recent political economy literature is that of modes of productíon, wllich describes

the manner in which labour has been deployed differently in different types of

societies, and which social dass (if such exist) controls access to the means of

production. The emphasis is upon neither politics nor economics, but rather

upon the role whidr both play in the organization of production systems, the

allocation of labour and the distribution of that which is produced (wealth)

among the members of society. As Lewellen suggests, for example:

Production is not simply a matter of people using nature to create goods;
more importantly, production--which indudes labour, technology,
ownership and transportation-determines the ways that people relate to
each other, that is, the ways societies are organized (1992Íß2).

Outnership of the means of production þ of course, a central concern.

Eric Wolf (1982), 1î, particular, has popularized the cenhality of the concept of

modes of productiorç proposing that there have been three different modes

which have characterized human societies historically, "a capiralìst mode, a

tributary mode, and a kin-ordered mode" (Wolf 1982:7Q7a. A mode of

prodtrction is often defined as induding both the forces of production and the

soctaT relations of productiorç with the forces of production including such factors

as technology, labour power, skills and knowledge. The social relations of

productiort on the other hand" indude sudt processes a.q the organization of

work, the institutions by which labour is allocâted, class relations and the manner

in whidt acc€ss to the mea¡s of production and the distribution of its products

@nd the People withorrt History is widely considered to be a
ground breaking work within the political economy literatu¡e. See, for example: Lewellen
(7992:167-66) and Roseberry G988:773). These distinctions were foreshadowed, however, in the
ea¡lier work of Marshall Sahlins. who suggested that "The household is to the tribal economy
as the mano¡ to the medieval economy or the corporation to modem capitalism: each is the
dominant production institution of its time. Each represents, moreover, a dete¡minate mode of
production" (797 2:7 6-7 7).
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are organized (Bates and Fratkin 1999:50).

A kin-orde¡ed (or domestic) mode of production was typical of all pre-

state societies, sudr as those of the Native American cultu¡es discussed above,

often described as tribal societies. In general, sudr societies are relatively

egalitarian in their distri'bution of wealttU labour is allocated within households

and larger groups based upon kinship and marriage ties, and the land is

considered to be a collective inheritance or responsibility, as was discussed

above. Thus, the fact that everyone has equal access to the means of productiorç

coupled with social norms emphasizing reciprocity within the household or

wider kin group, create a relatively equitable division of wealth in a kin-ordered

mode, or a form of substantive equality. Both the production and distribution

systems/ as well as the organization of labour, are largely orgarized around

considerations of kinship, and this mode "is based upon an opposition between

those who belong to the group"-through actual or presumed kirship ties:"and

those who do nof, (Lewellen L992:762). A kin-ordered mode þ therefore, a

classless society, in contrast to the other two modes, for as Wolf relates:

both the tributary and the capitalist modes divide the population under
their command into a dass of surplus producers and a dass of surplus
takers. Both require mechanisms of domination to ensure that surpluses
are transferred on a predictable basis from one class to another...Both the
tributary and the capitalist modes, therefore, are marked by the
development and irutallation of such an apparatus, namely the state (Wolf
1982:99).

What both modes share, therç is a stratified, class system in which an elite

control access to the means of production and expropriate surplirs from the

lower dass, though the means vary. A tributary mode was typical of ancient

states, sudr as Ëgypt or Mesopotamia, as well as the feudal systems of Europø

Clrina and lapa¡zs. In this mode, a noble and/or priestþ class control access to

crucial resou¡ces, suc}r as land or irrigation works, and use coercive political
75 Here Wolf corìJlates two modes of production between which Marx had distinguished, the
Asiatic and the feudal (Lewe\e 1992,762).
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i¡stitutions to extract taxes to support themselves, their retainers and the state

appa-ratus. Thus, as Wolf describes it, "social labou¡ is...mobi-lized and committed

to the fuansformation of nature primarily through the exercise of power and

domínation--th¡ough a political process" (7982:79-80). The "surplus" is usurped

through taxatiory with such taxes being levied in the form of tribute (a share of

agriculfural production) and/or in terms of corvee labour (mandatory state

labour). A tributary mode is thus a higtily shatified system in which an

hereditary noble, priestly or "landed" dass control access to the means of

productiorç most often by daiming hereditary ownership of the land" and using

political coercion to extract surplus produce and/or labour. The classes, in this

case/ are closed, in the sense that there is little chance for movement between

them under normal circumstances.

The capitalist mode of productiory on the other hand" began with the

collapse of European feudalism after 1500 A. D. coupled with the initial expansion

of European trading and the extension of colonial conkol. It then flowered in the

industrial revolution of the 1800s, and matu¡ed in the 20th centu-ry into an

increasingly global system, which has come to incorporate virhrally all other

previously autonomous polities and economies (Bodley 1999.6). ln this mode an

"open" (or at least theoretically open) dass of very wealthy individuals has come

to conkol access to a much more teclnologically complex system of production,

primarily by means of private or corporate ownership, with true access to this

dass being achievable only through economic competition at the grandest scale.

The "swplus" extracted is not a share of production/ but rather, as Mafi

suggested, the surplus aalue extrac..ed from labour. As Lewellen makes this

point, "[t]hat which workers produc€ above the value of their wages is a surplus

transferred to the owners" (1992:762) of the means of production--the capitalist

dass. While state guarantees of private property rights are necessa.ry for the
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system to functiory it is primarily by means of "economic compulsion"

(Bernstein 2000:261) that surplus value is extracted, and for economic compulsion

to work, the mea¡s of production, from land to markets, to factories must be

privately owned. For as Wolf relates:

As long as people can lay their hands on the means of production (tools,
resources/ land) and use these to supply their own sustena¡rce--under
whatever social arrangement--there is no compelling reason for them to
sell their capacity to work to someone else. For labour power to be
offered for sale, the tie between producers and the means of production
has to be severed for good (7982:77).

I{hile Bodley admits that Wolls three modes of production "correspond

broadly" to the tfuee cultural scales which he identifies, the emphasis is

somewhat different (2001:55). Where Wolf categorizes societies into modes of

production based upon the allocation of social labour within lhe production

process, Bodley focuses upon social organization more generally, and t}:re scale at

which societies are organized. Consequently, Bodley "sort[s] cultwes by their

dominant organizational forms, proposing a distinction between domestic,

political and commercial scale culfures" (2001:13). And where Wolf focuses upon

classes and their relationship to the means of productiory Bodley suggests an

emphasis upon the "dominant cultu¡al processes" at each level of organizational

scale, the values which they pursue (200I:225), and the relationship between

"cultural scale and social powel' (2001:16). As Bodþ puts it himself:

Societies have developed th¡ee ways to organize culturally the
diskibution of social power and material living standards: (1) domestically
by means of the household, (2) politically by means of a ruler, and (3)
commercially by means of the market. Eadr approach seems to require a
different scale of society and produces a distinctive distribution of social
power and household living standa¡ds (1999:7).

ln domestic scale cultures, social organization is organized entirely by

households and kin groups at a laul level and "households, as the minimal unit

of society, are largely self-sufficient and higlrly autonomous" @odley 2001,:L4).
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In other words, social power is widely dispersed in domestic scale cultu¡es.

Further, Bodley describes the dominant process or goal of social organization in

domestic scale cultu¡es as sapienization, the reproduction and maintenance of

human beings, as well as human cultures and societies @odley 1999:4, 2001:3).

Because they are domestic scale cultures, "[t]he focus of the sapienization process

is necessarily to promote the well-being of the household" (Bodley 2001:13), and

by the extension of kirship principles, the well-being of the communi$ oÍ

households-or society-of which one's own household is a part. Or as Cajete

describes the process with reference to Native American societies, "[p]eople

realized themselves by being of service to their community and by caring for

their place. They sought the completion of themselves as tribal men and

women" (2000:95). Bodley's emphasis upon cultural scale is meant to suggest

that many contemporary human problems-both social and ecological-have

been amplified as the scale of huma¡ organization has increased, and especially

as the goâl of "sapienization has been superseded by two other cultural

processes...that have undermined the well-being of many households while

bestowing enonnous advantages on others" (2001:13).

The first of these processes ß the politicimtion process, whidr was

associated with the rise of tributary states--or in Bodley's terminology, political

scale cultures-in which social power carne into the hands of whichever dass

conkolled the political apparatus of the centralized state, and therefore access to

land. The second process ß tl:re commercializttion process which gave rise to the

capitalist mode of production--or in Bodley's languagø commercial scale cultu¡es

(2001:4)-where social power increasingly came to be concentrated through the

commercial ownership of the means of production. Where the former increased

the scale of social organization from a local to a regional scale, through the

incorporation of formerly autonomous agricultural villages into tribute paying
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peasÍìntries through political centralization and state coerciory the latter has

increasingly incorporated the entire world into a singlg global market economy

through the globalization of commercial activity and the creation of economic

compulsion. Where in the former political processes and values come to

predominate over those of the domestic scale, in the latter commercial processes

and values come to predominate over both domestic and political scale

organization and values (be they democratic or otherwise in the latter case).

Besides cenbalized organization and the state, both the political and the

commercial scale culfures also share another coÍunon draracteristic--both tend

to be expansizte. Thus, u¡like domestic/ or small-scale cultures, which tend to be

relatively stable, large and global scâle cultures tend to be "disequilibrium

cultures." As Bodley suggesþ "[a]ncient civilizations were inherently expansive

systems which were cha¡acterized by frequent institutional collapse" (1999:S)20.

The expansion of political scale cultu¡es was limite{ of course, not only by the

limits of the available commurrications and transportation techrÌology, but was

also limited to a.reas of the world which were suitable for intensive agriculture.

Yet commercial scale culture is also inherently expansive, for as Wolf relates, "the

intemal dynamic of the capitalist mode may predispose it to extemal expansion"

(1982:79). And just as the expansion of ancient states involved the incorporation

of previously autonomous intensive agricultural communities into states, the

expansion of commercial scâle cultures has involved the incorporation of

virtualty all societies into a common market/ for as Bodley suggests/

"[c]ommercial forces have surpassd both sapienization and politicÞation as

dominant cultural processes in the wo¡ld" (1999.6).

What this implies is a colonial process through which previously

autonomous domestic and political scale cultures were incorporated into the

76 For a discussion of the ecological factors involved in the collapse of ancient states, and a
comparison with the contemporary situation, see Weiskel (1989).
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world system, most often involuntarily, which has been examined from both the

political economy (Bernstein 2000; Robbins 1999;Wo111982) and the cultural scale

perspectives (Bodley L999, 2001) in the recent anthropological literature. Wolf,

for example, focused on "the spread of the capitalist mode and its impact on

world areas where social labour was allocated differently" (7982:76), whle

Bodley (1999) provides a detailed discussion of the methods--often violent--by

which non-Western peoples generally, and tribal peoples in particular, have been

(and continue to be) incorporated into the world system.

This expansive dynamic began in the early colonial age, and was based

upon an expansion of long distance hade in the 16th centu-ry, followed by the

imposition of dírect political rule and colonization over vast a¡eas of the globe in

the centuries which followedTT. Yet whjle the colonial age ended, officially at

least, when the European powers granted political independence to the vast

majority of thei¡ former colonies (mostly in the post-World Wa¡ tr era),

essentially the same exparuive process continues today, though now often

glossed as " globahzation."

Bemstein, for example, draws a contrast between "colonialism," based on

direct political subjugatiorç and the concept of "imperialism," or domination by

exba-political means (2000:250)78. S-l-y Teeple suggests a conbast between

colonialism and leo-colonialism," "the subordination of former colonial

countries maidy by economic means and principles," which he suggests was

"established as the new reladon between industrial metuopolises and the 'lesser

developed nations after World War tr" (2000:57)zg. Thus where the former, or

Z For more detailed discussions of the phases of colonialism and capitalis¡r, ¿¡d lþg
relationship between them see Bemstein (2000:245-52) and Robbins (199:1-140). Fo¡ an
excellent discussion of colonial administrations in Africa and Indian see Potter (2000).

78 Bernstein derives this sense of the use of the term imperialism from a pamplrlet of the same
name by Lenin, originally published in 1916.
79 Bodley also makes an implicit contrast between the colonial period a¡d economic
development.,.a special category of cultural modification (1999:93).
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"early colonialism," uses direct political coercion to achieve expansiorç the latter,

"late colonialism," uses economic compulsion. And where early colonialism was

associated with slavery and other forms of forced labour in some areas

(Bemstein 2000)80, late colonialism is characterized by what Arthur Solomorç an

Ojibway elder and teacher, has described as "a wage slave economy...that is

different only in degree to the slavery that was long ago" (1994:67).

ûr order for such economic compulsion to function properþ, at least tfuee

of the preconditions for capitalist expansion must be establishe{ a process whidr

both Bernstein (2000:261) and Teeple (2000:140-1) describe ari

'proletarianizatiory" or the creation of a landless working class. The fi¡st is the

imposition of cenhalized modem states in place of previous forms of political

organizatiorç which has happened on a global scale. Thus, the near globalization

of hierarchical pattems of social organization is the first lasting legacy of the

early colonial period, with the state, from a capitalist perspective, serving the

important functions of guaranteeing private property, and promoting the other

two processes, for as Teeple suggests, "most of the former colonies were, under

the guise of political freedom, opened to international trade" (2000:57).

The second process/ which was enabled by the above, is the

commodiÉication of lands and resources, for colonization has always sought not

only to control other peoples but, even more c€ntral to capitalist expansion/ to

control and exploit their lands and resources as well. As Bodley suggests, for

example, "tribal cultures and their environments have been devastated as the

resources they controlled have become necessary components of commercial

growth" (2001:91). Consequently, coûunon or communal property rights

regimes, suctr as those of indigenous peoples, have been systematically

dismantled on a global scale, because they stand in the way of colonial expansion

80 Bernstein provides a detailed diseussion of the labour regimes in both the early and late
colonial systems,
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and "progress." Thus, around the world, "[s]trenuous efforts were made to

destroy indigenous communities by forcing them to divide up their common

lands and hold them in individual parcels" (Maybury-Lewis 2002l.5); a pattern

more consistent with the dorninant individualistic social philosophy of the West,

and with capitalist expansion. So as Standing Bear relates, "[i]t was land-it has

ever been land-for which the white man oppresses the Indian and to gain

possession of which he commits any crime" (1978:244).

Indeed, the settling of the Americas marked the beginnings of European

expansioq yet "while the Americas furnish the oldest and most d¡amatic

example of the keatment of indigenous peoples in this regard, similar processes

have takên place all over the world" (Maybury-Lewis 2002:5). Indeed" coûtmon

property regimes have wideþ been considered as an impediment to

"development " or even as inherently unmanageable on a sustainable basis

(Hardin 1968), ard the commodjfication of tribal or communal lands has left

most indigenous peoples marginalized populations in their own traditional

territories. For as Maybury-Lewis concludes, "the developrnent strategies

pursued by state goverrìments have deprived tribal peoples of their lands and

resources and reduced them to poverty or actual starvation" Q002:34) in many

cåses.

Thus, communal rights to land have never been properly recognized or

protected by the international community nor, therefore, have the communal

rights of indigenous peoples. And both the ongoing commodification of lands,

and the ongoing colonization of indigenous resou¡ces continues to be promoted

by states tfuough a type of internal colonialismSl even to this day. As Bodley

suggesþ "the cultural modification policies of independent modernizing nations

have sometimes been more sweeping in their destruction of kibal culture than

81 Lewellen defines internal colonialism as a situation...in which a few small elites cente¡ed in
one city exploit the rest of the country (1992:155).
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were the earlier colonial authorities" (1999:96).

The third dosely connected process, or precondition for the establishment

of economic compulsiorç is the monetarization or coûìmercialization of all non-

capitalist markets and production systems. Thus, the near universalization of

money as a coûìmon standard of value, and the intemationalization of the

market economy is the third lasting legacy of the colonial process, which

involves a further commodification of economic products of all kinds. This

incorporation into the world ma¡ket both destroys the autonomy of local,

subsistence oriented economic production systems and erodes local self-

sufficiency, especially in the crucial agricultural sector. As Bodley suggests with

regard to the commercialization of the agricultural sector in England between

1500 and 1700 A. D., for example, this further extension of the commodification

process imptes that, "the market value of grain ultimately became more

important than its nukitional vahre" (2001:116)82.

Taken together, the imposition of state control, the commodification of

lan{ and the commercialization of formerly self-sufficient, subsistence

economies completes the proletarianization process by setting up the pre-

conditions for economic rather than political compulsions3. In other words, if the

entire means of production-including land itself-is privately owned, then a

landless working dass is created which has no droice but to sell their labour to

the capitalist class in retum for wages. Similarly, if local cultures are incorporated

into states which require thei¡ citizens to pay taxes in cash, then people have no

droice but to enter the market economy to some degree. Thus, the capitalist

Ez For his complete discussion of the commercialization of the agricultural sector in England
and, somewhat later, in the United States see Bodley (2007:715-17 and 140-5).
83 While contemporary resistânce to the expansion of the capitalist system on the part of
indigenous peoples shall be briefly considered below, there is also a wealth of studies of
r€sistance to proletarianization and the capitalist system in non-tribal societies. See, for
example, Ongs (1987) study of factory womery and Scotts (1985) dassic study of peasart
resistance, bolh of which focus on Malaysia,
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dass need not use direct political coercion to extract surplus-arranging the

ownership of production systems so that offering jobs to people who have no

other choice but to work Jtr someone is sufficient. Úr a capitalist mode of

production, therefore, the social allocation of labour is accomplished largely

through economic or commercial means, and social power resides primarily with

those who conkol commerce, markets and the production system.

One way of conceiving of the historic change kom a kin-ordered, to a

tributary, to a capitalist mode of production; or from domestic, to politicaf to

commercial scale cultures, is as a progressive breakdown in "entitlements"--from

direct entitlements to exchnnge entitlements (Bodley 2007;128-9)u, In domestic

scale ctrlfures, as mentioneá, everyone had an equal right to that which they

required in order to survive, and people were entitled to an "irreducible

rninimum," or had a direct right to food and other basic necessities simply

because they were members of the group. Irt political scale cultures, while

peasantries had no direct right to food as such (whidr could be expropriated by

the state), peasants did retain an entitlement to land with whidr they could

produce food. As Bodley (2001) suggests, unlike in the capitalist system, it also

remained in the best interests of the landed dass that all of the peasants had

access to 1an4 since the extraction of tribute from the peasantry was the basis of

social power in political scale culfures. Thus, the more peasants were farming the

land, and the more they produced, ttre more tribute and wealth can be collected

by the state.

In commercial scale culfures, on the other hand control of capital is the

basis of social power and there is a complete breakdown in di¡ect entitlemenb--

for the centralization of the ownership of the means of production leaves the

vast majority with no entitlement to foo{ nor land, nor even to a job. After all

it is also in the best interests of the capitalist dass to have high rates of

-Bodruy 

buru, thi, di"rin"tior. on the earlier work of sen (1981).
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unemployment, since this keeps wages dowry allowing for the exhaction of

more surplus va1ue, the basis of thei¡ own social power. Consequently, food and

other resources go to those who cân pay for them--or purchase an exchange

entitlement--not to those who need them, and one is "entitled" to--or has a right

to-only that which one can afford.

While political economy approaches and a cultural scale emphasis have

much in coÍrmon concerning their porhayal of the social coruequences of the

expansion of the world capitalist system, especially for non-Westem peoples,

perhaps the best way to contrast them, and their implications in practice, is

through a discussion of their various aitiques of globalizatiorç whidr vary

*id"ly. I{hile ecological issues are ai the core of the culturat scale critique, for

example, they are seldom emphasized in the political economy literature in the

same manner--primarily because it remains political economy. Indeed, the eco-

holist, or political ecology crlt:.que is often completeþ dismissed as a serious

option, as it is by Teeple (2000:149-50)8s, and by McGrew in his discussion of

tfuee predominaat discou¡ses on globalization (2000:362)86, each of which

portray globalization and its consequences somewhat differently.

The pro-globalization philosophy is artictdated by the "neo-liberal school"

(McGrew 2000:348-50), which can be draracterized as a type of "neo-

modernization theory." Modemization theory itselFT was the primary

philosophy which guided international economic development efforts in the post

World War II era. This theory generally assumed that modernism, or a Western

way of life, was something whiú all societies should aspire to (whether they

85 In one paragraph!
8ó Mccrew lumps the eco-holist emphasis upon appropriate scale in with the ',radical
school," discussed below, and makes a point of associating both with various "racist,
xenophobic, and reactionary groups [who] also seek to combat the 'tide of globalizalionl"
(2000:362).
87 For a good discussion of modernization theory see Lewellen (1992:151-4).
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knew it or not), and that sudr modernization shotr-ld be encouraged globally.

From this perspective, "haditional" societies, which were often characterized as

"backward" and "sbatic," were often confrasted with the "dynamiC and

"progressive" characteristics of "modern" society.

Rostow (1960), Íor example, proposed a model based upon the historical

development of capitalism-or modem society-which consisted of five stages.

The first was "traditionalism," which was clìaracterized as an impediment to

development, and the last of which was a modern society, characterized as an

" age of. high mass consumptiorç" as though overconsumption is an ideal to be

strived for. In order to create an economic "take-off" similar to that of the

Industrial Revolution in the West, Rostow þroposed that two things were

necessary. The first was the accumulation of capitat which had happened in the

age of long distance trading in the European context, and which was provided

for in the modemization era by ùlternational development aid and loans. The

second precondition for "modernization" was breakin I away from "haditional"

values--such as loyalty to kin groups, community and the land; egalitarianism,

reciprocity and common property--and their replacement with the Westem

values of individualism and entrepreneurship.

Essentially, then, modemization theory argued for the assimilation of non-

Western peoples to Westem ways of üving, and for the "progressive"

homogenization of human cultu¡es and societies into dominant Westem

patterns. This ethnocenkic assumption is shared by contemporary neo-

liberalism as well, whidr has characterized American foreign policy since the late

1980s, for as Lewellen suggests, "U. S. foreign policy has consistently been based

on one form or another of modernization theory" $992:154). As Robbins

describes it, neo-liberalism has tended to promote the followiag platforms: first,

that economic gfowth is equivalent to progressi secon{ the promotion of free
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markets/ un¡estrained by govemment regulationi third, economic globalizatiory

or the removal of "barriers to the free flow of goods and money;" and finally,

the privatization of government functions and services, with the primary

ftmction of government being providing the necessary infrastructure and

protecting property rights (2002:89-90)88. From this perspective, then,

globalization is not the problem, but rather the solution. Indeed, economic

growth and the expansion of the market system are portrayed as the path to

progress and prosperity, through which the wealth created by the capitalist dass

will eventually (and mysteriously) "hickle down" to the impoverished masses,

thus ending poverty and malnutrition and bringing social prosperity to all.

The "transformationalist schoof' to which McGrew himself belongs is the

position of much of the haditional reforrrist left (2000:351-2). I4¡hile certainly not

pro-globalization (in the sense of economic expansionism), transformationalism

basically argues that recent hansformations in the forces of production have

made the state obsolete as a legitimate site of resistance to sudr developments.

This is primarily due to the fact that, increasingly, the regulation of intemational

capital does not take place at the national level, but tfuough supranational

agencies, and supranational agreements concerning free trade and investment89.

Thus, regulation takes place at a level which is beyond that of states themselves,

whidr is the only level of social organization whidr is (ostensibly) committed to

democratic ideals, and to the protection of the rights and well-being of their

citizen¡ies. Importantly, as Teeple suggests, there is also a cnntradiction

88 For a much more detailed conside¡ation of neo-liberal policies and thei¡ rationale see
Teeple (2000:81-131).
89 Similarly, folowing the sociologist Leslie Sklai¡ (1991), Bodley suggests that "it is no
longer very helpful to focus on the activities of nâtion-states because the primary agents in the
world system are afl transnatìona¡: (1) frânsnationâl corporations (INCs), (2) the
transnational capitalist class CICC), and (3) rhe hansnational mass media and advertisin$'
(2001,:2ù1,, original emphasis). Compare this to Robbins' analysis, which focuses upon the
relations between consumers. Iabourers, . capitâlists and nation-states (1999:Ð, rather tha¡
focusing upon the scale of social inte¡actions,
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between the principles of Western political democrary at the state level and

market values:

The commitment to market principles and practices as embodied in neo-
liberalism is antipathetic to the principles and practice of democracy. The
reason is sfraightforward: the free market .and democracy represent ln
principle two contradictory forms of resource allocation for society
(2000 :126-7, original emphasis).

l4¡here the former is based upon "economic justice," the latter is based

upon "distributive justice," or the social welfare ûutitutions of the post-World

War II era. Teeple characterizes the latter as a sort of "compromise" worked out

between national capitals and national working dasses during the Cold War,

when capital was still primarily orgatrized nationally, and the communist option

was still a realistic threat. Yet while oritical of the non-democratic character of

economic globalization and the threat whiclr it poses to social democracy,

transformationalism is not a critique of global scale organization as sudr. In fact,

globalization is pretty much accepted as an "inevitable" result of the

transformation of the means of production made possible by contemporary

cybemetic and inJormation technologies. Thus, the only solution presented is to

"sca7e-rp" resistance to match the scale of the threat, through creating equally

global means of resistance to the capitalist dass on the labour, social welfare and

environmental fronts (Teeple 2000:150 198-99), and/or global forms of

democratic participation.

Finally, the "radical school" is described as the position of the more radical

left, whidr' characterizes globalization as "nothing less than a new mode of

Westem imperialism, in which multinational capital has come to replace military

power a¡i the instrument of domination" (McGrew 2000:350-1), as in the

discussion of the rise of economic compulsiorç above. Thus, the radical school

can be charactenzed as a type of "neo-dependency theory9O," in that it suggests

90 For a good discussion of dependency theory see Lewetlen (1992:156€).
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that neo-colonialism, and the spread of economic compulsiory also has an

i¡ternational dimension. For economic compulsion acts not only upon

individuals or peoples at a local level, but also upon states at the international

level, and especially upon those states who are indebted to intemational financial

institutions such as the World Ba¡k and the International Monetary Fund (IMF).

Indeed, the corsequences for debtor nations who cahnot make their

scheduled debt payments are also an excellent example of the marurer in which

such international instihrtions erode national sovereignty and the ability of states

to create independent national policy. The usual response of international

financial institutions has been to impose various types of "struchral adjustunent"

policies to ensure debt repaymenÇ induding the imposition of sudr neo-liberal

policies as the privatization of govemment property, reductions in spending on

social programs, the devaluation of their cufiency and increasing revenues by

increasing export production of primary resources (Robbins 1999l106). As

Bodley suggesþ the type of "'export led' economic growth" promoted through

structu¡al adjustment programs "requires debtor nations to extract as much as

possible from their labour force and their natural resowces and provides no

incentive for sustainable resource management or social equity" (Bodley

2001.:210)'t. These policies can also have devastating consequences for

indigenous peoples and their haditional lands, for the mad scramble to harvest

and export raw materials to fuel continued capitalist expansion which often

results, leads to fwther incursions into the territories of indigenous peoples, as

can be seen, for example, in the Brazilian Amazon (Berwick 1992).

The objective from the radical perspective, according to McGrew, is

therefore to protect or restore national sovereignty, whidr is once again

@nd debt is also a means of economic exploitatiory or of
siphoning money out of debtor nations. Between 1982 and 199Q for example, $418 billion more
returned to the rich ceditor nations in payments of debt and interest, as was transferred foom
the rich nations to the poor through "all forms of economic assistance, chariþ private
investment, and bank loans" (2001:210).
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portrayed as being eroded by the growing influence of transnational

corporations, international financial institutions and the growing reach of

international free trade and investment agreements. For all put constraints on

the ability of states to set independent national policies which are in the interests

of their own people. Thus, these developments are often porhayed as a threat

to democracy, which operates at the national, ¡ather than the intemational level.

As Robbins suggests, for example:

the economic goals of capital conhollers-profit, a guarantee for private
property, and little risk-can often conflict with larger societal goals, suctr
as relative economic equality, environmental safety, equal access to
medical care, and equal access to food. In other words, making the world

. safe for capital sometimes means making it unsafe for people (1999:1LI).

The cultural scale perspective does share many aspects of the social

critique provided by the various approaches within the political economy

literafure, sudr as the critique of the spread of economic compulsion as a neo-

colonial process/ and of the anti-democratic character of economic globalization.

They differ widely, however, in their prescriptions for future action and

resistance in response to these kends. Where transformationalism suggests that

we should "scale up" resistance in order to match the global scale of the threat,

and the radical school suggests that we should "scale down" to the national level

in order to protect democracy, sovereignty and the environment at a national

level, scale theory suggests that we take a step further, As Esteva and Prakash

suggest, for example, in direct opposition to the transformationalist stance in

which resistance must also go global;

the true problem of the modern age lies in the i¡human size or scale of
many contemporary i¡stifutions and technologies. Instead of trying to
counteract sudr iaherently u¡stable and damaging global forces through
government or civic controls that matc-h their devastating scale, the time
has come to reduce the size of the body politic whidr gives them their
devastating scal e (7997 :287 ).

Thus, scale theory, not unlike the radical critique, also suggests that we
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should "scale down" human organization, but to a local or bioregional level

(Tokar 1987), rather than a national one. In other words, we need to organize at

a scale which is similar to that of domestic scale culfu¡es, which tended to confine

themselves to specific territories or habitats, with particular ecological

characteristics. Indeed" as Spretnak and Capra point out, "[b]ioregionalism has

taken on a deeper meaning than mere localism, one more akin to the Native

American sense of abiding respect for the natural forces and the surrounding life

fonns" (1986:204).

There are many reasons for scaling down to a local or bioregional level of

organization. Firstly, a scale perspective has long been critical of centralized

organizationid tendency to erode democracy. In fact, a useful way of

ctraracterizing the cultural scale perspectiv e is as a critique of cenfualized plnnning9z .

honically, perhaps, during the Cold Wa¡ era Soviet communism and the

capitalist system were often contrasted using an opposition between cenhalized

planning and free market systems. Yet it should now be obvious to anyone in a

world in which many of the largest financial entities are now corporations rather

than statess , that centralized planning is just as essential to the operation of

bansnational capitalism as it was in the operation of the Soviet economy. In

hindsight, then, the true differences between communism and capitalism appear

to be that private interests, rather than the state, own the means of productiorç

and the scale at which they are organized--nationally or internationally. After all,

such massive intemational conglomerates could not function without centralized

92 Teeple also suggests that transnational corporate planning is increasingly characterized by
"a form of'central planning' but for profif (2000:182),

" Robbins (1999:137) provides a list of the top 100 financial entities globally-based on thei¡
gross annual production--as of 1991. Fully half at that time were corporâtions rathe¡ lhan
states, with the la¡gest corporation in the 21st position, Indeed, Bodley suggests that by 1998,

tevenues and sales ofjust 500 of the world's largest companies represented 40 percent of the
global GNP" (2007:22), while Robbins points out that just the top three "ulha-rich people...own
more than the gross nâtional product of the forty-eight poorest nations combined" (2002:100).

All of these statistics suggest that corporate concentration has reached alarming levels
globally.
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planning, and with many secto$ coming to be controlled by a mere handfuI of

corporate conglomerates, it is surely questionable how " fuee" the market

remains in the era of transnational capitalismg4. For as Teeple relates:

one can speak of a market only when there are numerous competing
corporations for any given product, and no corporation with a domina¡t
share of the economic activity...There is no longer any economic sector
that fits this description, there is only more or less monopoly
power...Herg largely unfettered by political considerations, is a tyranny
unfolding-an economic regime of uriaccountable rulers, a totalitarianism
not of the political sphere but of the economic (2000:154)15.

While Teeple is referring to the relatively recent gowth of transnational

capital, scale theorists recognized the anti-democratic character of cenhalized

planning decades before the term "globalization" captured the popular

inagination. As Halweil makes this point, for example, '?olitical scientists have

long recognized that a broad base of independent entrepreneurs and property

owners is one of the keys to a healthy democracy" (Halweil 200L:157)96. h other

words, the more decentralized is the pattern of ownership of the means of

productiorç the more democratically organized is the economic system (to which

democratic ideals are, of course, seldom ever applied).

So as Schumacher pointed out in the late I970s, "indushial society/ no

matter how democratic in its political institutions, is autocratic in its methods of

management" (1979:28). In other words, while the Western world proclaims

very loudly its adherence to democratic ideals, they seem to be conveniently

94 As Halweil suggesÇ for example, "[t]hree conglomerates...dominate virtually every link in
the No¡th American (and increasingly, the global)" food system-from inputs, to corporate
farms, to marketing and processing to brand name products. He describes this hierarchical
pattern of economic organization as lertical integratiorç" i.e. involvement in every stage of
the production and distsibution process, which allows them-essentially--to buy from
themselves at each stage to the grcatest degree possible, and to keep basic commodity prices as
low as possible (2001:154)
95 Bodley makes a similar point, suggesting that "in real markets competition tends to be self-
limiting as monopoly power increases" (2001:230).
96 Halweil is ¡eferring to the classic study of two agricultu.ral comaunities by Goldschmidt
(1978). See also: Bodley (2001:142-3).
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forgotten when it comes to the organization of its business activities, for they are

not in the interests of the capitalist class. And because of the false, but politically

convenient dichotomy between political and economic forms of organizatiory

Westem countries continue to call themselves "democratic," despite of the fact

that their economic organization, which is now their dominant social institutiorç

is increasingly centralized and authoritarian. For, Schumacher continues, "such

centralized forms of rule ca¡not possibly preserve order without

authoritarianism, no matter how great the wish for democracy might be"

(7979:29). In other words, they cannot function without economic compulsion.

And as Singh relates:

!t woyfd be emphasizing the obvious to say that industrial capitalism
forced the world, alnost from its beginnings, into a hiera¡chical-moul{
with a mere handful of mekopolises towa¡<is the top and a multitude of
colonies and subcolonies underneath (197 6:44),

Not only are transnational corporations hierarchical in their internal

patterns of organization--the very antithesis of freedom and egalitarianism--the

entire world is also forced into a hierard-rical pattem of "haves: and "have nots"

as well. For poverty in the Third World, as in the i¡ner cities and remote, rural

areas of America itself, is an hherent part of the functioning of the system. The

very activity of accumulating wealth on whidr capitalism thrives also implíts that

it will accumulate in the hands of very few persons and, as experience also

shows, in very few nations. So as Wendell Berry, another inJluential scale

theorist has suggested, "as a social or economíc goal bigness is ¡efalitarian: it
establishes an inevitable tendency tòwards the on¿ that will be the biggest of all"

(1977:4L, original emphasis). Thus, as Bodleypoints out, "[s]cale theory offers a

liberating approach to contemporary problems because it identifies scale itself as

the principle problem" (2001.:226).

To summarize the critique in terms of centralization's anti-democratic

character, scale theory makes two contributions: the first is the fact that a
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decentralized pattern of economic ownership is more democratic, even if it
remains privately owne{ since a greater pe¡centage of the population have

gteater (and more equal) access to the means of production. Thus, not unlike

Native American philosophies, eco-holism applies egalitarian ideals to both the

economic and the political spheres. Secondly, democracy itselJ is shown to work

best at a smaller scale as well. Participatory democracy, for example, which is the

most egalitarian pattem/ appears to work well only in relatively small groups, or

at the domestic or communif scale, while representative democracy becomes

less and less representative, and less responsive to the actual needs and desires of

the people represented with increases in scale. As Winter suggests, with

reference to the Canadian sifuatiorç for exámple, "[o]ur notion of 'democraq/ is,

in reality, a system of elite decision-making. According to the rules, the public is

almost entirely reduced to the role of spectators, with allowance for a periodic

ratification of the elite rulers every four or five years" (1997:159). Thus, as a

social critique, scale theory is a defense of democratic principles, which points out

that global-scale organization erodes the prerequisites for democrary, namely:

(1) a relatively small scale form of social organization, and (2) relatively equal

access to the mea¡s of production.

Yet the critique of central planning, or "globalizatiory" does not stop with

its anti-democratic character from a cultural scale perspective. Rather, the

critique has both súa7 ønd ecnlogicnl aspects. Two doseþ related critiques of

particular note are that both global-scale thinking and organizatiort as well as

cultffal homogenization on a global scale may both preclude successful

adaptation. The first of these critiques is closely related to eco-holisnfs critique

of the reductive, non-qualitative nature of modern scientific and economic

thought, which currently guides such centralized planning. Following Wendell

Berry, for example/ Esteva and Prakash suggest that suclr " global thìnking" is
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both arrogant and illusory, since:

We can only think wisely about what we acfually know well. And no
person/ however sophisticated...can ever 'know' the Earth-except by
reducing it statistically, as all modern institutions tend to do tbday,
supported by reductionist scienttsß (L997 :279).

In other words, as I often express this to my students, "you cannot adapt

to that which you do not know," and not merely as a statistical abstraction in

one's computerized data base, but through direct, fust hand experience of it. For

as Cajete suggests, "to know any kind of physical landscape you have to

experience it directly; that is, to truly know a place you have to live in it and be a

part of its life process" (2000:181). Further, "[w]hat most people know about

animals and nature comes from televisiorç" and "[w]hile moderns may have

technical knowledge of nature, few have knowledge of the non-human world

gained directly from personal experience" (Cajete 2000:23).

Thus, both suggest a distinction between øbstract knowledge-of the type

provided by reductive thought, or "broadcâst on the television screen"--and

concrete knowledge-based upon direct experience. Further, the local scale is the

only scale at which "humans can really understand, know and take care of the

coruiequences of their actions and decisions upon others" (Esteva and Prakash

L997:27V9), In other words, not only is the local, or "human scale" (Schumacher

1998:60) the only scale at which we can truly know anything in any concrete

way, it is also only at the local level that we ¿ìre able to receive immediate

feedbacks on the social and ecological consequences of our actions. For as

Sclrumacher proposed "[t]he adminiskators of a latge otganization cânnot deal

concretely with real-life problems and situations: they have to deal with them

abstractly" (1998:60).

Yet the feedback provided by direct knowledge ß precisely the type of

feedback whidr is required for any sort of adaptive responses to changing

circumstances, or to inspire changes in behavior which cr¡uld cor¡ect for the
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negative ecological consequences of our choices and actions9T. For as Berkes and

Folke suggest, "the key factor in successful adaptation may be the presence of

appropriate feedback mechanisms which enable consequences of earlier

decisions to i¡fluence the next set of decisions which make adaptation possible"

(1998:19). Yet without concrete knowledgø those feedbacks are indirect at best,

and potentially damaging at worst. As Bodley concludes:

the increasingly hierarchical skuctu¡es of more complex cultural systems
tend to become maladaptive. Higher-level decision makers are likely to
be inadequately aware of the local impacts of their actions (2001:27).

Bodley expands further upon this critique of increases in scale in his

discussion of the ma¡ner in which centralization tends to subvert the normal

negative feedbacks whidr helped to prevent domestic scate cultures from

adopting unsustainable patterns of resource use, as coÍunercial scale culture has.

Bodley suggests that the breakdown in direct feedback caused by cenkalized

patterns of thought and organization may be one of the "roots of the

environmental ansis" (2001:42-3). As he puts it himself, through the growth in

scale of both thinking and social organization, "global commercial culture has

short-circuited the normal cult$al feedback mechanisms that prevent

overconsumptioÍt" ot the destructive and unsustainable use of resources in at

last four critical ways, These indude conìmercial scale culfure-s: (1) dependence

on nonrenewable resources and (2) imports; as well as its tendencies towards

increased (3) urbanization and (4) institutionalized inequ ahty (20ú:A-Ð.

The first-dependence on non¡enewable resources/ such as fossil fuels--is

problematic because it can (and has) led to an enormous overconsumption of

resources beyond what can be sustained through relying upon renewable

97 This also provides a further critique of centralized plaaning because "growth in scale
concentrates social power, [and] proportionâtely fewer people make more important decisions
for ever larger numbers of people'l @odley 2001:226). Of course, such decisions also effect areas
and peoples of which they have little or no direcl knowledge as well, which is perhaps one
reason why they tend to be so damaging,
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resources alone. The second and thi¡d-dependence on imports and

urbanization-remove us even more directly from direct feedback concerning

the social and ecological consequences of our actions, for both imply a situation

in which the vast majority are relying upon energy, food and other necessities

which are produced fa¡ from one's local area, and about the production of whidr

one usually has no di¡ect or concrete knowledge whatever.

Finally, increases in institutionalized inequality also subvert direct

feedbacks or knowledge in at least two ways. Firstly, on an intemational scale, it

is regional differences in wealth which allows the relatively affluent to corìsurne a

disproportionate share of the resou¡ces of less affluent areas, conceming the

impacts of which they again have no direct knowledge. Secondly, through

instihrtionalized inequality, it is primarily the capitalist dass whidr controls the

popular media--a highly edited and selective portuayal of reality to begin with-

where corporate concentration is just as pronounced as in any other economic

sector (Winter 1997). And it is they who control the editing and selection

process/ allowing them to cenhally m¿ìnage, to an extent at least, the types of

abstract feedbacks whictr the average person does receive on the consequences

of their actions.

Thus, all four processes subvert the normal negative feedbacks through

which concrete, local knowledge is gained, and as Esteva and Prakash condude,

"The modern 'gaze' can distinguish less and less between realíty and the image

broadcast on the television screen" (1997:278). Or as Cajete phrases it, "[t]he

'mediated pulse,' that window through which we know nature today, is largely

only a.fantasy created through words and images describing n atwe" (2000:267),

In other words, the modern gaze is inæasingly uaable to distinguish between

abshact and concrete knowledgø as the i¡formation upon which our decisions

are based becomes further and further removed from direct contact with nature
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yet "true knowing is based on experiencing nature directly" (Cajete 2000:66).

l{rhat we require then, as Harries-Iones suggested following Bateson's works, is

"an appropriate epistemology of survival" (1992:760), which is appropriate to the

local and bioregional scales at which successful adaptation operates.

Global thi¡king, however, not only relies on abstract, reductive

knowledge which operates beyond the level of local-scale ecological feedbacks, it
also tends to completely ignore qualitatively important characteristics of organic

systems/ induding the aucial importance of local ecological and cultural

diversity. Consequently, the global system has tended to apply and promote the

same pattems of organizatiorç technologies and production shategies around

the globe, irregardless of local ecological and culturat diversity. The long-term

trend, therefore, has been towards the erosion of bottç and towards increasing

cultual and ecological homogeneity. hrdeed, as Bookchin relates, "[t]he

homogenization of ecosystems goes hand in hand with the homogenization of

the social environrnent" (1991:138). Similarly, as Winona LaDuke, the

Anishinabe author and activist suggests, "[t]here is a direct relationship between

the loss of cultural diversity and the loss of bíodíversity" (1999:1). For both

cultural and ecological diversity have always been the coÍunon victims of the

expansion of commercial scale culture, or to use Bodley's (1999) provocative title,

the common "victims of progress."

The problem ís that both are essential for survival, though in different

ways. Ecologically, biodfversity is now widely considered to be the key to the

resilience of ecosystems, which as Bodley suggests, "refers to the abiJity of

systems to avoid collapse and retain their shape and scâle in the face of various

stresses or shocks" @odley 2007:24)98. In other words, the more species in an

ecosystem, the more resilient it is, and the more resilience, the more tikely it will

98 The irnportance of a focus on ecological resilience was first proposed by C. S. Holting. See,
for example, Holling (1973).
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be able to absorb disturbances, and the less its vulnerability to collapse. The

problem is that the expansion of the capitalist system has been eroding

biodiversity, and thus ecological resilience, on a global scale. So much so, in fact,

that the present rate of extinction is now commonly compared to that of

previous "mass extinctiorf' events, suc-h as that in whidr the dinosaurs were

deshoyed (Hosansky 2001.; Quammen 1998)99.

Yet the erosion of cultural diversity on a global scale, and the replacement

of locally diverse cultures with an increasingly homogenized world culture.-

whidr is the logical outcome of current trends-is equally problematic (Gadgil

1987). For as Berkes suggests, "cultural diversity is akin to.biodiversity as the

raw material for evolutionarily adaptive responses" (1999:79). Consequently,

Bodley proposes that "lcjulturat homogeneity, or loss of cultural diversity,

fostered by the cornmercial-scale culture could objectively be regarded as

maladaptive because diversity is the basis of cultu¡al evolution" (2001:25). In

other words, the direction of cultffal evolution had always been in the opposite

directiorç towards increased cultural diversity, which was the basis of adaptation

to local ecological diversity.

The reason cultu¡al diversity is so crucial therefore, is that it allows for

maximal flexibility in human responses to drange at the local level, or in the

culfurat sense of the term, leads to increased resilience/ or adaptability to

disturbances and changes. From an eco-holist peüspective/ therefore,

"conserving cultural divercity" is an "ethical imperative" (Berkes 1999:28). This

is because human culfural or technological monocultu¡es on a global scale imply

a massive decrease in resilience and flenbility. As Chris Bngl:rt (2001,:22)

suggests, for example, "monoculture technologies are brittle" not only because

99 One of the reasons for the increasing rate of extinction is also related to the spread of global
trade: the spread of "invasive species" through the global trading system into a¡eas in which
they have no natural predators, which often leads to the displacement of local species, See
Bright (1999) and Hosansþ (2001).
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they reduce our options as a species, but because all of our eggs are in one

basket, as it were. Thus, if our technologies or culhral strategies have negative

ecological consequences, a global monoculfure ensures that these negative

effects will be experienced globally as well. Similarly, if resou¡ces crucial to the

global system fail, unlike in the collapse of previous, regionally organized states,

the social collapse will again be global. As Kohr himself suggested therefore,

local scale organization is advantageous for adaptive behaviour, "because the

ripples of a pond, however animated, can never assume the scale of the huge

swells passing through the united water masses of the open seas" (as cited in

Esteva and Prakash 1997:287).

Taken together, thery these two points suggest two things. Firstly, that

the local or bioregional level may be the only scale at which adaptation can

successfully operate, since this is the only level about which one can have

concrete knowledge, the only level about which one can receive direct feedbacks,

and consequently the only level at which one cari adapt or respond to local

ecological diversity in a sucressfif manner. lndeed, as Bodley suggests/

"domestic-sc^le cultures are humanit¡/s only cultural system with an

arúaeologically demonsbated record of sustained adaptive success" (2001:13),

whereas all previous c€ntrally organized societies have had a tendency towa¡ds

periodic institutional collapse, often for ecological reasons.

Secondly, these points suggest that-given a preexisting pattern of

ecological diversity-one would expect that the only successfirl pattem of human

adaptation possible would involve an equally diverse pattern of local cultural

strategies and adaptations, rather than a monoculture approach, This is

especially so if we are to follow rntural archetypes, and to use the diversity of

local and bioregional ecosystems as a model after whidr to pattern the

organization of human societies. In other words/ if we are to fit ourselves
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intelligently into the patterns of nafural systems, we must primarily do so at a

local or bioregional level, appropriately to the locally diverse ecological and

climatic conditions which eúst in those areas.

Consequently, Esteva and Prakash propose that rather than global

thinking, or global scale resistance, what we need is a type of "radical pluralism,

conceived for going beyond Westem monoculturalism," through which locally

focused and locally diverse forms of resistance form coalitions to support one

anothels efforts to oppose global forces and protect communities and

ecosystems at the loca-l lev el (L997:286)100. A¡d as they put it themselves:

t!re_ sotidarity of coalitions and alliances does not call for 'thinking
globally.' ln fact what is needed is exactly the opposite: people thinking
and acting locally, while forging solidarity with other lõcal forces that
share this opposition to 'global thinking' and'global forces' threatening
local spaces (1997 :281.-2).

Thus, resistance must begin and end with the local, for it is only at this level that

normal people can act, and "the skuggle against Goliath enemies demands that

there be no deviation from local inspiration and firmly rooted local thoughf
(L987:282). After all, "'globaT forces'can only achieve concrete existence at some

local level, and it is only there at the grassroots that they ca¡ most effectively and

wisely be opposed" (1987:280).

A cultural scale approaclç therefore, appears to be the only critique of

globalization, of those considered above, which provides any direct support for

contemporary indigenous aspirations towards economic and political self-

determination. Indeed, it essentially argues that we need to reestablish such a

pattem of local economic and political organization on a global basis in order to

reestablish adaptive patterns of life-and not just for indigenous peoples, but for

everyone. Thus it is not only a defense of indigenous culfures, b:ut oÍ. rural

100 Esteva and Prakaslfs argument is a response to the popular ecological slogan, "think
globally, act locally," which seeks to "extend the valuable insights in the second part of the
slogan to the fust parf' (7997:278).
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cultu¡es more generally. For centralizatiory the commodification of land and

urbanization have always implied the depopulation of the countryside and the

more general destruction of rural culfure, even in the West (Berry 7977, 1981,;

Halweil 2001). As Cajete condudes, therefore, "the preservation of cultu¡al

diversity, and in turn, contemporary revitalization of cultural ecological

philosophies world wide...must begin with our own communities and

bioregions" Q000:267).

2. THE GREEN FROG-SKIN ILLUSION: ECOLOGY AS A CHALLENGE TO

ECONOMICHEGEMONY.

it might be said that the main function of a system of domination is to
accomplish precisely this: to define what is realistic and what is not realistic
and to drive certain goals and aspirations into the realm of the impossible,
the realm of idle d¡eams, of wishful thinking. There is certainly much to
be said for this limited construction of hegemony, since it recognizes the
vital impact of power on the definition of what is þractical (Scott1985:32ó).

Economics plays a central role in shaping the activities of the modem
world...there is no other set of criteriá thàt exercises a greater influence
over the actions of individuals and groups as well aé over those of
governments (Schumacher 1973.40).

Besides its aitique of cenhalized planning, which eco-holism expresses

through its emphasis upon appropriate cultural scale, eco-holism also provides a

further critique, this being its critique of Western economic logic, arld its

consequences. The above suggestion that ecology represents a fundamental

dtallenge to economic hegemony, or the dominance of commercial values, for

example, is meant to suggest that eco-holism is not merely a supplement to

economic thinking, but rather a replacement for it. Perhaps this is why they share

the same Greek root--"eco"--since both are designed to think about the same

sorts of questions. This does not imply that it is immediately practicable to

dispose of contemporary economic i¡stitutions, but rather that ecological

considerations-and insights--must be given priority over the economic, as was
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discussed in Section III:4.

In other words, as Rolston so perceptively observes, "the bottom line

ought not to be black unless it can also be green" (1988:325). Aà eco-holist

perspective thus changes the criterion by whidr the "successfulness" of human

action is judged. Indee{ it proposes that the maladaptiveness of the current

practices of Western cultu¡e stems not on-ly from the inappropriate sca-le of its

organization, but from an aberration in its dominant system of values as well,

which too often places the value of profit above the more basic value of life, as

shall be discussed below.

The latter is also a point which has been made, either explicitly or

implicitly, in Native American literature for some time, for Native thought seems

to demonst¡ate a consistent skepticism conceming the very reality of the

economic sphere, at least as it is traditionally conceived of in the West, and of the

pattems of life and thought inspired by it. For as Lame Deer once suggested,

with reference to what was described as "economic compulsion" above, "even a

medicine man like myself has to have some money, because you force me to live

in that make.believe world where I cant get along without if, (1972:37). Further,

Native literature often makes the same criticisms of the anti-democratic character

of economics, as well as of the preeminence of economic values, as did the

various authors discussed above, for as Solomon relates:

Governments in Canada and the USA a¡e called democratic. Nothing is
further from the truth. That is a giant delusion. The real power is
somewhere else...In Canada there are about 8 families who control this
country. I call them the invisible government who really call the
shots.,.What we have ß Crimínal, Captioe, State Gouernmenfs who do what
they are told by the elite (1994:67-8, original emphasis).

In fact, upon contact with Western culfure, indigenous peoples around the

world, past and present, seem to have had little trouble identifying the central

values which it pursues. And most significantly for our present purposes/
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Western culfure's central values are rarely identified with the religions which

they profess,but rather with the religion which they lh;e. ln tl:re words of Harold

Cardinal, a prominent Cree activist, for example, "[i]n Canadian society, power

comes from the crackle of the almighty dollar bill. Canadian society is

materialistic. It is not long on humanist tendencies" (1969:744). Or again, as

Eastnan expressed this point some 50 years earlier, "14¡hen I reduce civilization

to its lowest terms, it becomes a system of llfe based upon trade. The dollar is

the measure ofvalue" (7977:194).

Indeed, Lame Deer once described economics as "the green frog-skin

illusiorç" and suggested with regards to money that "[i]n our attitude towards it

lies the biggest djfference between Indians and whites" (1972:31). Like many

other Native Americans, Lame Deer also had little houble identifying economic

values as the true ethos of Western culture, or in Bodley's language, had little

trouble identifying the fact that commercial values were dominant in Western

culture, as Solomon argued above. Not unlike eco-holism, Lame Deer also

identified the materialism of the Western world, and especially the

commodification of the land, as central threats to the futu¡e of life on Earth, for

as he put it in his own words:

I made up a new proverb: 'frdians chase the vision, white men chase the
dollar.' We are lousy raw material from which to form a capitalist. We
crculd do it easily, but then we would stop being Indians...deep down
within us lingers a feeling that land" water, ai¡, the earth and what lies
beneath its surface caruìot be owned as someone's private property. That
belongs to everybody, and if man wants to survive, he had better come
arou¡d to this Indian point of view...because there isnlt much time left to
think it over (1973:35).

Thesè quotes suggest that the Native American literature has been

attempting to point out that thinking about our relationship to the natural world

using economic criteria is problematic for some time, and that we take

economics seriously as a guide for human behavior at our peril. The eco'holist
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Iiterature makes much the same point in its critique of materialism, and of the

various determinisms--be they structural, technological or economic--which a

materialist approach suggests. Indee{ its critique of materialism is one of its

central critiques of political economy/ of whatever school, for as Wolf suggests

with regards to Man<, "he was by no means an economic determinist " yet "[h]e

was a materialist, believing in the primacy of material relationships as against the

primacy of spirif (1982:2I). I¡r other words, believing in the primacy of the

material over the ideologicaf whidr implies both a determination of the latter by

the former, as well as the traditional dualistic metaphysic of the modern Westem

world. For as Man< put it himself:

The mode of production in material life determines the genera_l character
of the sociaf political, and spiritual processes of life. It is not the
consciousness of men that determines their existence, but on the contrary,
their social existence determines their consciousness (as cited in Harris
1979:55).

The critique of the materialist and detenninist tendencies within the

political economy literafure has taken many forrrs. As Roseberry suggests in his

review of the literature, fgr example, "both dependency theorists' and mode-of-

production theorists' understanding of anthropological subjects in terms of

capitalist processes too often sltpped into a kind of fu¡ctionalist reasoning,"

whi& prioritized strucfural detemrinism over agency. For as Roseberry

continues, "the emphasis on sþuctural determination was often too strongly

deterrrinative, leaving too little room for the consequent activity of

anthropological subjects" (1988:170-l)101. Bodley has recently made much the

same point with regards to the following passage in whidr Robbins suggests

that:

The cultu¡e of capitalism is devoted to the production and sale of
101 ç*"¡"tt -¿es a sinilar point concerning both dependency theory and world systems
theory for as he states: 'Dependency theory in general, and world system theory in particular,
has been hotly criticized,..as economically deterministic, ignoring or slighting social, cultural,
and political influences" (1992:'f5).
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commodities. For capitalists, the cultu¡e encourages the accumu-lation of
profit, for labourers, it encourages the accumulation of wages; for
corìsumers/ it encourages the accumulation of goods. In othef words,
capitalism defines sets of people who, behaving according to a set of
learned rules, act as they must act (1999:12, emphasis added). -

In response Bodley suggests that this type of struchual determinism

"makes a disembodied capitalism the active agent and relegates capitalisþ

labourers, and consumers to the role of passive entities" (2001,:72). Indeed, it also

obscures the operation of social power/ for as Bodley continues, such a view

makes "everyone appear equally responsible for the problems created" by the

capitalist system, when "[i]n reality, the primary human agents who created

capitalism were elites with a vested interest in increasing the scale of

consumption in order to disproportionately enhance thei¡ own powef' (200L:72-

3). I¡r other words, it makes the problems associated with capitatist

expansionism appear to be the fault of "the system," and obscures the

"dominant directing role of specific human agents" (2001:72) in the operation of

the global system.

Similarly, the type of "technological determinism" proposed by Teeple in

his description of the stages of capitalist tedrnological development, and the

consequent social changes which the development of new production

technologies have precipitated, makes the direcbion of this development appear

"ineittable,' a simple result of the "laws" of capitalist development, or of the

structrÍal detenninism, therç Teeple's tedurologicat deterrLinism obscures the

role of the capitalist dass in directing these patterns of technological

development, tn selecting the types of technological research they will finance,

and tn choosíng the types of technologies they will implement. Lrdeed, from the

latter perspective it would appear that infomation teclurology in particular arose

more from ttre desire to globalize the economy, and the willingness to inaest in
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the necessary technologies, than from the reverse, where globalization was the

inevitable result of the development of information technology, as Teeple claims.

What any materialist position implies, therefore, is that ideology is not

causally relevant to the functioning of the system, which must be described in

strictly material terms. Yet people who assert that ideas have only minor

importance in causal matters forget that it is because humans have ideas,

symbols and language that we have science and technology, and the latter, of

course, is a material factor. In other words, the pattern of influence in social and

ecologicâl systems is not a linear pattern of influence from the "infrastructure,',

to the "strucfure," to the "superstructure," as Mawin Harris (following Man<)

proposed with his "principle of infrastructu¡al determinism" (1979:55-6). Rather,

the pattern of inJluence in social systems consists of much more complex

"feedbacks" between the various "levels" of the system--be they ecological,

social or ideological relationships.

Thus, in failing to look beyond the dominant materialistic tradition of

Westem thought, and the dualistic sensibilities whidr it implies, the various

approadres inspired by political economy leave us in a position where neither of

the two most fundamentally maladaptive characteristics of commercial scale

culture can be critiqued. For both the scale of cultural organizatiorç as well as the

dominant economic ideology, are considered to be detennined by the material,

tectrnological or strucfural elements of the system. Neither, then, can be

seriously questioned or challenged.

Further, as Harries-]ones suggests, "[u]ntil now, anthropology has shared

the same set of economistic assumptions as the rest of social science in its
treatrnent of ecology" (1992:761). In other words, materialist approaches to

ecology, such as that of Harris (1979), tend to reduce the functioning of complex

organic systems to mere matter and energy. Batesory on the other hand, was
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among the first to realize that if ecology confined itself only to a study of flows

of nutrients through biomass, or other "matenal" exchanges, it could too easily

be reduced to "nothing bul energetics, and since energy is quantifiable, to

numbers--as it has been by ecologists such as Eugene Odum (1989)102. hl

contrast, the type of ecology which Bateson attempted to develop was explicitly

an ecology of mínd, which focused upon form and patterning in mental or

organic processes--in a communicafizte, rather than an energetic system. From

this perspective, the emphasis is upon identifying, comparing and relating

qualitatíaely distinct patterns of relationship.

In other words, Batesols approach emphasized not only the importance

of energy and material in the functioning of organic systems, but also the central

importance of inþrmatíon, whidr he defined as "a difference which makes a

difference" in the functioning of organic and mental systems (Bateson t979:105;

Bateson and Bateson 1988:77). Thus, Bateson suggested that in mental process,

what is most importarìt is not the exchange of energy or material/ but the

recognition of dffirence (7979:7)tos. Consequently, mind is not separated from

organic or material systems in Batesonjs view, nor is there a dualism between

mind and nature. Rather, as Harries-Jones relates, "[m]ind is immanent pattern,

available to obsewatior¡ in the same way that a nahrral historian observes any

pattern of nature" (1995:76). In other words, both mental processes and

i¡formation are considered to be not only empiricalty observable phenomena,

102 ¡¡.¡ur ¡otr"s (1995:23542) provides a useful comparison between Odu-rs energetic ecology
and Batesons cornmunicative model.
103 po. ¡¡ -or¡ detailed discussion of the "criteria of mental process," see Bareson (7979:97-
137). Bateson alternatively described them as "criÌeria of ltfe" (1979:737).
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but also as essential to the functioning of complex organic systemslo4.

Of course, the centrality of information is particularly aucial in human

societies. Consequently, from an eco-holist perspective, people who suggest that

ideas have only a minor role in causal matters also forget that, while money is

but a cultwal fictiorç or a social constfi.rction whicll has no value unless we all

believe that it does, it is an inþrmation system which is particularly central to

human organization in commercial scale culfure. Indeed, the hegemonic

economic ideology promoted through national educational institutions and the

corporate media is essential to the fünctioning of the capitalist system and, to the

extent that we believe in it-to the extent that we equate it with "reality"-it

largely determines capitalisnf s patterns of development.

lndee{ it is the logic of maximization--an ideology which is consistent

with the desire of the capitalist dass to ceaselessly accumulate wealth and social

power-which leads to the expansion of the capitalist system. As Singh relates,

for example, "maximization is taken to be the very quintessence of economic

behaviof (1976:115), and whjle such expansion is essentially only in the interests

of the capitalist dass, economi c " growtW' is also promoted as an indication of

social "progress," For as Bodley suggests/ "[i]n the global culture..,economic

growth is universally recognized as the highest priority for government policy,

even when what is good for the economy conllicts with the interests of particular

human groups" (1999:6).

BatesorL for one, challenged the dominant economic or commercial logic

1@ While ecologists have been slow to adopt Batesort's emphasis upon the centrality of
mental process and information in organic systems, his views are beginning to gain more cur¡ency
in the more recent [terature. Kates, for example, recently suggested that "the addition of
i¡formation to energy and matter..,complet[es] the triad of the biophysical and ecological
basics that support lfe" (2001:46), Contemporary complexity theory has also begun to
recognize its irnportance. No¡man Packard, for example, has suggested that the study of
complexity is "concerned with i¡formâtion processing thoughout the entire biosphere," since
"information processing is central to the way the biosphere evolves and operates" (âs cited in
Lewn'1992:170),
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with his contrast between the "ethics of optima and the ethics of maxim a," which

he suggested are "totally different ethical systems" (as cited in Berman 1984:255).

This contrast was intended to suggest that if we wish to adapt to the types of

complex organic systemslos of whiclì we are a part, we can only successfully do

so based upon an adequate understanding of the nature of those systems, and of

their patterns of operation, I¡r other words, in developing his critique of the

dominant economic ethic of maximizatiort Bateson turned to natural archetypes,

for as he suggested, "there a¡e no monotone values in biology," by whidr he

meant the following:

A monotone value is one that either only increases or only
decreases...Desired substances, things, pattems, oi sequences that are iir
some seffìe 'good' for the organism--items of diet, conditions of li[e,
temperature, entertainment, sex, and so forth--are never such that more
of the something is always better than less of the something. Rather, for
all objects and experiences there is a quantity that has an optimum value.
Above that quantity, the va¡iable becómes toxic. To fall below that value
is to be depriveð. (1979:56).

Thus, in complex organic systems, values are never maximized, rather they

are optimized. As diabetics know all too well, for example, blood sugar has an

optimum range in the human body-both too much and too little being

damaging to human health. Hence, blood sugar must be maintained within its

optimum range to prevent these negative effects, and where food or sugar are

used to increase blood sugar, insulin is used to decrease it, in a constant balancing

act which attempts to avoid the damage caused by either of the extremes.

Similarln too much food leads to obesity, while too little leads to malnutrition-

both of which are unhealthy-and too much or too little water leads to drowning

or dehydration, respectiveþ-both of which can cause our deaths.

Yet what applies at the level of the organism also applies to organic

105 Complefty theory in the biological sciences, often uses altemative terms, such as
"complex adaptive systems" (Sole and Levin 2002) or "complex dynarnic systems" (Lewin 1992).
I prefer the terlrr "organiC because it is more suggestive of an organic wo¡ld view. Lewin (1992)
provides a good, popular introduction to the implications of complexity theory.
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systems at larger scales. If there were too little oxygen in the atmosphere, for

example, all animal life would die while if there were too muclç fires could never

be extinguished. Similarly, if there is too much carbon dioúde in the

atmosphere, as there is at present, it leads to global warming and all of its

unpredictable effects106. What receives less publicity, however, is the fact that if

there were too little carbon dioxide, and other greenhouse gases in the

atmosphere, the global avetage temperature would drop sharply below the

conditions necessary for contemporary life. Thus, both oxygen and carbon

dioxide have an optimum range within the biosphere, with this optimum being

maintained, under normal circumstances, through the operation of the carbon

cycle, as mentioned above. Once again, where animals breath in oxygen and

exhale carbon dioxide, plants take in carbon dioxide and give off oxygen-a

pattern of complementarity whidr leads to an oscillation about the optimum

range for both gases under norrnal circumstances.

This sort of oscillation in complex organic systems is also typical at the

ecosystem level, with the dassic example from population dynamics being the

fluctuations in population of predator and prey-with increases i¡ì prey leading to

arì evenfual inctease in predators, and the increases in predators leading to an

evenhral decrease in prey (and thus in predators as well in time). Once again this

produces a pattern of oscillation around an optimum value or, in this case, an

optimum population for eadr species.

What Bateson suggests with his contrast between the ethics of optima and

maxima, therefore, is that organic systems are deviation inhibiting systems,

which operate in tenns of "negative feedbacks." The dassic medranical example

of a negative feedback system is the relationship between a therrnostat and a

furnace, where the user is able to set the optimum value, or the desired

106 For recent discussions of global warming see Calvin (2000), Eâsterb¡ook (1999). Karl and
Trenbe¡th (1999), and Lashof (2000).
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temperature, Consequently, when the temperature of the room exceeds this

optimum value, the furnace will be shut oft allowing the temperature of the

room to drop, while when it falls below the optimum value the furnace is turned

on. This leads to an oscillation about the optimum value which is similar to the

pattems of relationship whidr characterÞe complex organic systems.

The ethics of maxima of capitalist economics, however, is consistent not

with negative feedback systems/ but rather with "positive feedback" systems,

which tend to be deviation amplifuíng systems. In other words, positive feedback

systems tend to move consistently in the direction of one of the extremes, with

an intensification leading to further intênsification, or a decrease leading to a

fttther decrease in some variâble. The classic mechanical example of positive

feedback is the breakdown in the intende{ or optimum relationship between a

microphone, amplifier and speaker system. For if the sound coming out of the

speakers feeds back into the miaophone, it creates a "vicious cirde" through

whidr the signal is continually amplified each time it comes around the cycle,

leading to the familiar, high pitched squeal of "ÍeedbacU' with whidr we are all

familiar in popular language, and to the eventual collapse of the system107.

Thus, where negative feedback systems tend to maíntain themselves by

oscillating about an optimum valug positive feedback systems tend to escalate

out of control, leading to their own destructioz. A thermostat-furnace system

which went into positive feedback mode, for example, would be uriable to

compensate for increases in temperature by shutting the furnace off. Instead, if
the room became hotter the message would be that the room needed to be

made eoen hotter stíll. And eventually the house would burn down.

This is, however, precisely the pattern which the ethics of maxima of

107 L" opposite pattern of positive feedback is illushâted by the relationship between a
camera and screery where the image being recording includes a playback of that image. This
leads to a diminishing pattern of images within images which eventually become too small to
register on the pixels of the screen displaying the image, thus resulting in its disappearance.
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contemporary economics promotes/ and as Bateson condudes as a result, "we

may find that money, too becomes toxic beyond a certain point. In *y case, the

philosophy of money, the set of presuppositions by which money is supposedly

better and better the more you have of it is totally antibiological" (1979:56). In

other words, economic logic promotes a positive feedback system of endless

" gtowlh" whidr is not only inherently unstable and destructive but, by

abduction, also moves according to a pattem which is totally at odds with the

successful functioning of organic systems. Thus, one of the most fundamental

changes whidr follows from considering liþ, nther than profitabilig as the basis

of value, and of following natural archetypes or models of relationship, is a

rejection of the ethic of maximizøfionin favour of an ethic which considers balance

ot optimintion to be the ideal. And this is, in light of the above, almost a perfect

analogue for Native American philosophies, and for the þrinciple of sufficiency"

whicl'r self-sufficient, domestic scale cultures tend to practice108.

After all, if we wish to fit ourselves intelligently into the patterns of

nature, our own patterns of organization must follow similar patterns to those of

natural systems. ûr other words, we should be seeking an optimum human

populatio& and an optimum level of production and consumptiorç which meets

human needs without eroding the possibility of our our own survival or the

well-being of future generations. And from this perspective we can no longer

aford to maximize either the goods of culture at the expense of nature in the

ecological sphere, nor the good of the few at the expense of the many in the

social sphere.

108 pe¡ 1¡¡s ¡s¿son the eco-holist critique of Western economic logic is useful-Ìy cha¡acterized
as having grown out of the earlier substantivist-formalist debate in the social science
literature, which was essentially a debate over the universality of that logic or, to use the
language of the pr€sent argument, over whether the ethics of maxima was equivalent to human
nature, in which case using Western câtegories to describe non-Western economic systems was
not problematic. For an early discussion of the debate from the substantivist positioç which
argued that non-Westem economic systems had their own distinct logics, see Sahlins (1972:xi-

xiv).
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Besides its critique of economic logic, however/ an even more

fundamental critique from an eco-holist perspective is that economics can tell us

absolutely nothing about the non-human world. In other words/ while

economics cloaks itself in the happings of modem science-especially with its

purely quantitative and reductive methodology--it is not a science in its own

right. For while modern science provides the dominant world view of

commercial scale culture, economics provides the dominant ethos, artd the latter

is maximized at the formey's expense. This is a reflection of the dualistic

cosmology and anthropocentrism of dominant Westem philosophy in practice,

and of the manner through whidr it is instihrtionalized in commercial scale

culfure. As Wolf proposes, for example, "economjcs is not about the real world

at all. It is an abstract model of the workings out of subjective individual choices

in relation to one another" (7982:10).

ln other words/ to use modemism's own metaphysical criteria against

itselt economics is not a science, since it deals entirely with "subjective" human

values, rather than with " oblecltle" facts about the nature of the world. Or to

put it in non-dualistic language, economics is totally anthropocentric, because it

deals exclusively with human values or preferences, while ignoring those of all

other living organisms, since the preferences and values of whales and elk are

not encompassed by the econonric calculus,

The problem is that from a scientific or empirical perspective, nature does

not care what we prefer. Nor do ou¡ preferences alter any of the negative

cûnsequences to which maladaptive behaviors inevitably lead, Thus, a discipline

devoted to the measurement of human preferences can tell us absolutely nothíng

about adaptive patterns of life. Bateson himself often made this point by

suggesting that the phrase "God is not mocked" also applied to "the

relatiorships between ma¡ and his ecology," for as he continued:
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It is no use to plead that a particular sin of pollution or exploitation was
only a little one or that it was unintended or that it was committed with
the best intentions. Or that 'If I didn't, someone else would have.' The
processes of ecology are not mocked (1972:508)too.

In other words, as Harries-Jones puts it, "There is no question of human value

making any difference when nature dtes" (1992:160), Thus, as Daly and Cobb

condude with respect to economic ideology, "[j]ust as policies derived from a

discipline that knows nothing of human communities are destructive of that

community, so policies derived from a discipline that knows nothing of the

physical world are destructive of that world" (1989:100).

The problem, therefore, is that while economics can tell us nothing about

the non-huma¡ world, commercial ideology is none-thdless the dominant

ideology of Westem society, as Schumacher suggested in the introductory

quotation above. Thus, in commercial scale culture we increasingly do allow a

completely non-scientific ideology to determine not only social and political

policy, but also the direction of tedrnological cJrange. Indeed, we increasingly

come to equate economi æ with reality itself. As Schumacher suggests, for

example, "[t]he reügion of economics has its own ethics, and the First

Commandment is to behave economically" (7973:45). In other words, the

"economical" is equated with the "feasible," while the "uneconomical" is equated

with the "unrealistic," or even the "impossible." Or as Schumacher made this

point:

C-all a thing immoral or ugly/ soul-destroying or a degradation of man, a
peril to the peace of the world or to the well-being of future generations;
as long as you have not shown it to be 'uneconomiC you have not really
questioned its right to exist, grow, and prosper (1973:41-2),

Perhaps the best illustration of the power of this type of economic

hegemony, however, is the fact that economic values have routinely overridden

the empirical data provided by science in practice in recent years. In other

1@ See also: Harries-Jones (7992:769).
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words, if science says one thing, whjle economics says anothet commercial scale

cultwe almost invariably does what economics dictates at the political level, or

allows scientific prescriptions to be watered down in the face of economic

considerations. As Christopher Flavin points out, for example, while the recently

negotiated Kyoto Protocol on dimate change calls for a reduction of greenhouse

gas emissions to 1990 levels, or a reduction of about 5.2%, " accordtng to the

ûrternational Panel on Climate Change, the official scientific body that advised

the Conference," the reduction necessa-ry to actually stabilize atmospheric

carbon dioxide any time in the near future is on the order of "60 to 80 percent

below 1990 levels" (2000:177).

Similarly, while science tells us that Persistent Organic Pollutants (IÐPs)-

or synthetic chemicals which are long lasting, organic, toxic and fat soluble-are

subject to biological ampliÉicatiorç and will thus accumu-late in human tissues,

sucf-t compounds continue to be marketed. And this despite the fact that many

are known to be carcinogenic or mutagenic in humans, too say nothing of the

possible synergistic effects whidr may result from being exposed to a

combination of them (McGinn 200L:204-5). Yet this does not stand in the way of

their being manufactured and sold for lucrative profits. Instead, as Rachel

Carson pointed out long ago, goverrmtents rush to protect their citizens from

the greed of the capitalist dass by instituting "tolerance margiru," and as she

suggests:

to establish tolerances is to authorize the contamination of public food
supplies with poisonous dremicals...then to penalize the consumer by
øxing him to maintain a policing agency to make su¡e that he shall not
get a lethal dose (1962:183).

I¡rdeed, while some of the oríginal chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides to

which Carson referred--such as DDT-have now been ba¡ned in the industrial

nations, most continue to be sold in Third World countries where government

regulations are more lax. Thus even such bans merely mitigate local effects in
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one part of the world, while exporting the problem to others. And shce we

continue to import food from sudr countries/ we have not really escaped from

the problem at all (Bodley 2001:9).

Consequently, it would appear that pollution is not merely a by-product oI

capitalist production, nor merely a "negative externality" of capita-l accumulation.

Rather, the term "pollution" is a rather apt description for many of the

commodities it produces as well. For as Singh observes, "the real problem is not

with effluent alone, but with the nafure of many a commodity produced"

(1976:19). Thus, while the capitalist class asøs science, to be sure, it doæ not þllant

it. Rather, it uses economic hegemony-or the equation of what is economical

with what is realistic--to distort science to its own purposes, as well as to subvert

those technologies which threaten their own bottom line, and to promote those

which augment it.

There is perhaps no better illustration of this than our continued reliance

upon fossil fuels, when all of the necessary altemative energy technologíes-

which are both dean and sustainable-already exist. Indeed, many of the key

alternative energy technologies were developed by NASA, and power alrnost

the entire global space program11O. Yet we continue to rely upon coal and oil

even when science tells us that reliance upon non-renewable sources of energy is

inherently unsustainable (to say nothing of the many negative ecological effects

which attend their use), and when we know that oil in particular will be largely

depleted before the end bf the present ssntuy11l.

Thuq our continued reliance upon fossil fuels has absolutely nothing to do
110 3o1¡ photovoltaics, which convert sudight to electricity (Quinn 2000) as well as hydrogen
fuel and hydrogen fuel-cell technology @urur 2001) were developed by NAS-A' and have been
in continuous use in the space program for decades, thus making their feasibility impossible to
question from anything but an "economical" perspective,
111 Campbell and LaHerrere (1998), for example, use the same methodology which was
successfully used to predict the peak of oil production in the lower lE American states, to
predict the peak of world oil production. They propose that wo¡ld oil production will peak and
begin to decline around 2008.
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with the feasibfity of zero-emission alternative energy technologies, nor with

the superiority of fossil fuel technologies on empirical gfounds. Rathet we

continue to rely upon fossil fuels due to a combination of: (1) political opposition

on the part of vested interests in the fossil fueI industry, whidr oppose the

bansitioo and whidr have even actively bought out patents or companies in

order to delay its implementatiorç and (2) a lack of political will on the part of

society at large (Rosentreter 2001; Weltman 2001). For we could have begun to

implement these technologies long ago if we were willing to pay the price-either

through taxes on fossil fuels, or subsidies to alternative enerry, or both112.

Altematively, we could also resort to the simple expedient of eliminating current

subsidies to fossil fuels1i3. Thus, as Wackernagel and Rees point out:

In todq/s materialistic, growth-bound world, the politically acceptable is
ecologically disastrous while the ecologically necessary is politically
impossible. Developing sustainability strategies that are consistent with
the ecological bottom-line therefore depends on the convergence of
ecological and political practicality (1996:40).

The first step, however, is overcoming economic hegemony and the

equation of the feasible with the economical. What eco-holism proposeÐ

therefore, is that from a scientific or empirical perspective, what is "economical"

is quite simply irrelnant when it comes to deciding what is feasible. Rather, if we

have the necessary knowledge, technology, energy and materials--and most

importantly, if we haae the politicnl will-we may develop and implement

whichever technologies we so choose. Assuming, of course, that we do not

112 Germany, for exar:rple, is currently leading the way in subsidizing the installation of wind
turbines (Flavin 2001), while the fapanese have a national rooftop program which subsidizes
the installation of PV arrays to the tune of 50% of the initial cost (Quim 2000), Icelan4 on the
other hand, has become the first country to propose a 30 year national plar to convert their
transportation sector to hydrogen fuel-cell technology, whose only effluent is water vâpour
(Duruì 2001).
113 ¡s ¡unn 11999:18) suggests, merely eliminating subsidies to coal in various European
nations has lead to a decline in its use þ up to one half. For a discussion of the billions of
dollars in subsidies which the U. S. continues to provide arurually to support the petroleum
industry and to protect lhe supply see Robbins (2002:127).
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choices for us, as we too often do at present114.

Thus, what eco-holism essentially argues is that from an empirical

perspective, feasibility must be judged according to different aiteria than those

used by economics: specifically, (1) according to an activity's sustainability over

the long-term, and (2) according to its present and fufure ecological and social

impacts11s. One of the classic early studies to emphasize sustainability as a

critique of commercial scale culfure, or "to examine the implications of the

instabiütJ/' of that culture (Bodley 2001:38), was Meadows et al.'s (1972) dassic

study The Limits to Grwth, which examined the relationships between population

growtþ the intensification of food productiorç resource depletiorç industrial

expansion and the impacts of pollution. Using a computer model to project how

these variables might interact over time, and by manipulating the variables to

simulate various technological "solutions" being applied to the various sectors

(perfect birth control, a doubling of available resources, pollution control, etc.),

they could find rio way to avoid the collapse of the system before 2100 A. D.

short of "stabiliz[ing] population and industrial production as quickly as

possible" @odley 2001:40). Thus, not only an understanding of the impacts of

populatiory but also of levels of consumption and the relative ecological impacts

of various types of technologies are all aucial to a¡ understanding of the

ctranges required to design a sustainable society. In fact, where the earlier

literature often emphasized the cenhality of population growtlì concerning

issues of sustainability, the current literafure argues that "consumption is more

114 ¡ú¡t 1¡. çold War era, for exarnple, it was feasible for lhe United States to send men to
the moon and return them safely to Earth--not because it was economical, for it surely wasn't-
but because the desire to beat the Russians to the moon provided the political will to spend the
money necessa¡y to accomplish the task at ha¡rd. Obviously, therL it is still feasible today,
though we now lack the political will,
115 Another concept used to make this point is that of "ecological fooþrints," see
Wackernagel and Rees (1996).
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tfueatening" (Kates 2001:49).

In other words, what eco-holism suggests is a set of non-economic--and

empirical-criteria with which to judge the "successfulness" of human action in

the world, which is normally judged ín terms of profitabitity at present. This

may explain why there was a 15 year gap between the introduction of the

concept of sustainability, and its initial entry into the arena of global policy

discussions. The first United Nations' publication to emphasize the importance

of sustainability, for example, was the World Commission on Environment and

Developments (WCED) rcporï Our Common Future, which defined "sustainable

developmenf as "development whidr meets the needs of the present without

compromising the abiJity of future generations to meet their own needs"

(WCED 1987:43). The continuing dominance of economic ideology over science

may also explain why both the WCED and other national and international

reports which followed consistently conduded that "further economic growth

would be needed to reduce environmental deterioration and poverty" (Bodley

2007:42).

"Development " therefore, continued to be equated with economic

growth, and. further economic growth was proposed as a solution to the

problems caused by economic growth. This is much like a doctor saying to a

cancer patient, "don't worry, we've identified the problem, if s a tumour in your

lung, but as long as it continues to grow you should be just fine." Consequently,

while some scholars propose that "everyone can agree that sustainable

development is a good thing...there is disagreement about the ways and means

of achieving if, (Turton 2002:66), eco-holism finds the very concept questionable.

For as Harries-Jones observes: "[m]any have suggested that sustainable

development is an orymoron and that its prescriptions lead to paradox"

(L992:I60). Thus, while sustainability remains a cenkal ecological goal, it is not
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"development" which needs to be sustained from an eco-holist perspective-

particularly if it is equated with economic expansionism, as it so often has been in

the past--rather it is ecosystems, communities and local cultures and production

systems whidr need to be sustained116.

In contrast to political economy, then, eco-holism suggests that the

fundamental contradiction in the capitalist system is not that between labour and

capital (after all, labour can be bought off), but that between the capitalist logic of

expansion and the limits which nature imposes upon us117. As Singh pointed out

some time ago, lor example:

The evident incongruity between the sheer growth which it requires for
nothing less than its very survival and its narrowing ecological base
appears...as an absolute and unsolvable contradiction of contemporary
capitalism (Sngh 197 6 :43).

What brings the critique of cultu¡al scale and the critique of economic logic

together, however, is a focus on technology. Schumacher, for example, argued

that it was the increasing scale of production systems themselves which lead to

the "four unecological trends" which he identified in the development of

capitalist production systems: giantism, increased capital cost, increased

complexity/ and increasing violence (1979:51,-3). These trends are related to the

manner in whidr capitalist economics understands efficiency, for larger, more

expensive and complex production systems invariably lead to an "economy of

scale." After all, the production systems promoted by the capitalist dass have

always sought technologies which cân accomplish tfuee tasks: first, consistent

with centralized planning, they must be able to be effectively conbolled in a

centralized manner; second, consistent with the logic of maximizatiorL they must

@ssion of "money fetishism" and wackemagel and Rees'
(196:37) contrast between "weak" and "shong" sustainability also suggest the predominance of
economic over scientific ideology concerning the issue of sustainabilip.
117 y¡¡¡".o-" of the recent political economy literature does acknowledge both "the conllict
between labour and capital, and capital and nature" (Ieeple 2000:39), a fully developed
discussion of the implications of the latter contradiction is seldom forthcoming.
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be able to produce profits in ever increasing amounts; and third, following from

the last point, and consistent with economic understandings of efficiency, they

must be able to minimize the costs of human labour--or the necessity of it-to the

greatest degree possible. In other words, because economics defines efficiency in

terms of saving time and labour (and therefore money), it invariably seeks more

cenbalized patterns of production which progressively eliminate the need for

human labour through mechanizatiorL thus reducing costs and increasing

profits.

Consequently, economic thinking has no interest in simple production

technologies whictr everyone can comprehend, brdld, fix and even own for

themselves, for where is the profit in that? Instead, capitalist economics has

tended to promote the development of massive technologies whic-h allow for

production-and therefore profit-to be centralized in single locations, and these

highly complex and capital intensive technologies subsequentþ displace the

simpler, cheaper, less ecologically destructive altematives. I¡r other words, the

so-called "inefficienf small producers-be they indigenous or merely local or

rural--are put out of business as both production and ownership are centralized

in the ongoing process of capitatist expansion.

As with commodification and commercializatiorç therefore, as production

teclurologies are priced out of reach of the average individual they are again left

with no option but to sell thei¡ labour to the capitalist ddss. After a[ it is only

the rictr who cân afford all of the machinery which is required in, order to

produce products "competitively." lndeed, many "high tech" items also do not

lend themselves to small-scale production.

Yet according to Schumacher, it is partly the very scale and complexity of

many modern production technologies, which also makes them so incredibly

violent in their interventions into nature. For while the Earth may more easily
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recover from many small-scale interventions in many different locations, the

sheer size, centralization and power of modern technology is often more than

local ecosystems can withstand. Further, modern industry does not adapt its

technologies to local ecological and culfu¡al conditions, quite the reverse.

Capitalism has always adapted local ecological and cultural conditiors to suit the

needs of capital and technology, which has often involved their destruction.

Indeed, as Rappaport so perceptively observed conceming the consequences of

cunent patterns of technological development:

The ultimate consequence is not merely that the short-run interests of a
few powerfuI men or institutions come to prevail, but that the 'interests'
of machines--which even powerful men serve--become dominant.
Needless to say, the interests of machines and organisms do not coincide
(1979:1,64).

. From an eco.holist perspective, therefore, we must not only redefine

what we mean by "success," but what we mean by tedrnological "progress"

and "efficienry" as well. Progress, for example, is not "inevitab1e," nor is every

change a change for the better, as the concept often appears to imply in the

coryorate media. Rather, unlike the concept of evolutiorç which simply implies

change, tlne very idea of progress implies that there is a goal which one is

"progressing" towards, or a set of ideals wl.j'c}l. one would like to reach. As was

discussed above, Western civilization is currentþ "progressing" towards an

increasingly centralized and authoritarian pattern of economic conkol, and to an

ever increasing destruction of and pollution of nature. In other words, the

"goals" of Western society appear to be the "progressive" expansion oi

unaccountable corporate government, and the "progressive" conversion of the

Ea¡tlfs biomass into humans and their domesticated animals and plants--and

garbagel18. Indeed, as the following quotation from the lournal of RetaíIing,
118 O¡ as Bodley suggests, tongue firrrìly in cheeþ "[i]f we insist on considering the global
proliferation of the high-coruumption cr¡lture to be an indication of adaptive achievement,
then...[c]ulture evolves as the global biomass becomes increasingly converted to the human
sectol' (2001:29).
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which was published shortly after World War II suggests:

Our enormously productive economy...demands that we make
consumption our way of life, that we convett the buying and use of goods
into rituals, that we seek our spiritua-l satisfactions, our ego satisfactions, in
consumption...We need things consumed, bumed up/ worn out, replaced
and discarded at an ever increasing rate (as cited in Singh 1976:56).

Thus, from an economic perspective, not only population growtþ but

overconsumption as well are equated with "progress," since both lead to

expanding profits and increases in GNP. Nor is this pattern of development

accidentaf for it is a logical consequence of making maximizatior¡ centralizatiorL

economic "efhcrenq" and the domination of nature one's ideals. It is, in other

words, "busy-ness" for its own sake, irrespective of its social and ecological

consequences/ and of the ends which it serves, for so-called economic " growtt{'

has become a quasi-religious dogma in modem Western culfure. As Cajete

points out, therefore, due to the dominance of economic values over science:

In spite of mounting evidence that the cosmology of modernism is not
sustainable, we continue to be bombarded by messages from i¡stitutions
and the media that somehow everything is going to be fine: just keep on
supporting your governments, businesses, and educational institutions,
keep consuming, and everything will be fine (2000:280).

As Rodman relates, on the other hand, from an ecological perspective, the

goal is not mÐrjmizatiory but the development of "a style of coinhabitation that

involves the knowledgeable, respectful, and restrained use of nature" (7986:1,66),

rather than a profitable, but incredibly wastefuI and destructive

overconsumption of natural resources. Consequently, only those activities

whiú help us to reach this goal may be considered "progressive." Needless to

say, therefore, just as a commercial scale culture has developed a technology

which is consistent with the ends which it pursues, so also must an ecological

society, for as Schumacher suggested:

Ever-bigger machines, entailing ever-bigger concentrations of economic
power and exerting ever-greater violence against the environment, do
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not represent progress: they are a denial of wisdom. Wisdom demands a
new orientation of science and technology towards the organic, the
gentle, the non-violent, the elegant and the beautiful (1973:34).

Indeed, the best outline of what sudr a technology might look like

remains the works of Schumacher, who proposed the development of what he

called an "intermediate" or appropriøte technology. In other words, a technology

which was not only ecologically appropriate, but also consistent with local, or

human scaled patterns of organization and ownership. Following Gandhi,

Schumacher proposed a distinction between the type of mass production practiced

by modern Western society, and increasingly imposed upon the world through

economic globatizatiorU arrd production by the masses (1973:153-4;1998:54). I4lhere

mass production was characterized as inherently violent, ecologically destructive,

and self-defeating in the sense that it relies primarily upon non-renewable

resources, production by the masses was draracterized as being more concerned

with creating jobs, providing for local needs, and creating local and bioregional

self-sufficiency.

In other words, sudr an appropriate technology wor¡ld make use of the

best of modern knowledge and experience, but would apply this knowledge to

develop a technology midway between þrimitive" tools and "hign'-'

technology 1 1 9. Such an appropriate technology should also be conducive to the

decentralization of the organization of productiorç compatible with the laws of

ecology, gentle in its use of scarce resources, and designed to serve human

persons and communities, rather than to make them servants of profit and

madrinery 0973:L54).

Thus, Sdrumacher suggested four propositions which should gu.ide the

development of appropriate technology, or the development of sustainable

119 S"¡un,u"¡". often contrasted the three by proposing that if high technology is a $1000 (or
pound) technology, and primitive technology is a $1 technology, then apptopriate technology
would be a $100 technology (1973:77931,;1998:1,354).
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production systems. Firstly, workplaces should be created in the places where

people acfually live, or more specifically, in rural arcas, rather than concentrated

in u¡ban centres. In other wordg in direct opposition to current trends towards

centralizatiory production systems should be d¿c¿ ntralized. Secondly, workplaces

should be cheap enough that they can be created in large numbers. ln other

words, they should nof be cøpital intensiae, so that only elites can afford to own

the means of production, Thirdly, production methods and technologies should

be rclatiz,tely simple, so that demands for specialized knowledge are minimized,

not only in the production process, but in terms of raw material supply,

organization, financing and marketing as well. Finally, "production should be

mainly from local materials and mairily for local use" (1973:175-6).

The central reason for these changes is the fact that ecology redefines

economic understandings of fficiency--whidr focus on production processes

whiú efficientþ maximize profts over the short-term--to a focus on production

processes whidr efficienlJy optimize productioity over the long-term. In other

words, eco-holism proposes a more empirical definition of "efficiency," which

focuses on "the efficiency of energy and material usage" (Kates 2001:48). Thus, if
one is able to accomplish ttre same pu-q)oses while using less energy and

materials, then one has increased the efficiency of the production and

distribution process. And as Bodley suggests, "ld]ecentralizatiory self-sufficiency,

and self-regulation would greatly reduce the need for transportation--as well as

many obvious costs of u¡banization and massive centralized political systems"

(2001:238). local production systems oriented primarily towards serving local

markets also tend to be more labour intensive, and less mechanized, thus saving

further energy and materials. The global production system, on the other hand,

is "objectively unsustainable to the extent that it is dependent on the petroleum

subsidies...that fuel the diesel tankers and cargo jets that move long-distance
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trade" (Bodley 2001:232).

Thuq in sum, eco-holism is neither anti-scientific, nor anti-technological.

On the contrary, while eco-holism argues that science must be guided by a new

world view, which can encompass an understanding of complex organic

systems, it actually argues that we need to be more scientific in the design of our

production and distribution systems, not less. Similarly, eco-holism does not

argue against technology as such--since the ability to develope tedrnology is one

of the things which makes us distinctty huma¡-but rather þr the development

of dean and sustainable technologies, such as the alternative energy technologies

developed by NASA.

Indeed, it is the capitalist dass, wittr their promotion of fossil fuel

technologies invented in the early 1800s and 1900s, and in their defense of the

"economical" or "profitable," which are inhibiting true progress in the energy

sector, by opposing our efforts to bring clean and sustainable space-aged energy

technologies like hydrogen fuel<ells and PV arrays down to Earth, where they

belongl2O. Thus, eco-holism's dual critiques of centralized planning, and of the

hegemonic economic ideology through which it is promoted, and through which

anything else is dismissed as "unrealistic," also point out the manner in whidr

this ideology has not only perverted technology into monstrous and destructive

forms, but reduced science ítself into little more than a servant of the capitalist

elite and its interests in many practical respects.

Lr other words, the empirical prescriptions of science are generally only

followed when they are consistent with centralization, the maximization of profit

over the short-term and capitalist expansionism/ and largely ignored otherwise.

By redefining "success" and "progress" in terms of long-term sustainability

rather than short-term profitability, "efhøenq" in terms of saving energy and

120 For a discussion of the alternative energy program being developed by the Hopi see
LaDuke (1999:187-93).
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materials rather than time, labour and money, and "feasibiJity" in empirical

rather than economic terms, therç eco-holism suggests alternative objectives for

the future development of human soaettes-optimimtion and. sustainability ralher

thanmaximimtíon and expansíon For as Meadows et aI. (1992) put it in their more

recent worþ the goal should be "sustainabitty, sufficiency, equity and efficiency,,

(as cited in Bodley 2001:40), which are also goals which are far more consistent

with the patterns of organization which have always characterized domestic

scale cultures, including those of Native America.

In fact, I directly encountered an excellent example of this type of

approach while working with the Chapleau Cree of northern Ontario, Canad4

in the sumrner oÍ 1998. While I was present in this, and other communities in the

regiory as a consultant on each communit¡/s traditional ecological knowledge

research project (which shall be discussed in more detail in Section IV:4), I a_lso

engaged in participant observation during my visits. And while I was interested

in empirical questions, sudr as distinctive local ways of valuing, concepfualizing

and interacting with one's ecological and social contextrs, I did not use an "etiC

approach sudr as that of positivist social science, whidr prioritizes an objective

understanding of the "other," or an "outsidey's" scientific perspective over ¿u:r

"i¡sidef s" "emic" perspective (or a people's own u¡derstandings and

interpretations of their own culture) (Ha¡ris 1979). Rather, I attempted to

engage in a more reciprocal resea¡ctr practice through whidr I attempted to

"open" myself to another ethos and world view. I also attempted to participate

in the life of each community which I visited induding the pattems of
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generalized reciprocity which I found to remain euite prevalent121.

I¡r the case of the Chapleau Cree, the sustainable forest management plan

which they had created was a textbook example of the type of appropriate

technology recommended by Schumacher, and of the values outlined above.

The Chapleau Cree's management plan122 6egan by acquiring a satellite map of

the va¡ious types of forest cover on their Fox Lake Reserve, in order to select the

areas to be harvested, with a focus on Jack Pine and Popularl23, Five areas

adjacent to already constructed rûads were selected, and these a¡eas were then

selectively harvested using drain saws, rather tha¡ mechanical harvesters, and

@eauCree,forexample,Iwashousedinanemptysuiteat
their Elde/s Residence, and got to know an elderly lady staying next door. and her daughter,
fairly well, Her daughter and I had often met on the veranda out ftont while smoking, for
example, and had discussed the meaning of finding an eagle feather during my visit, and the
proper means of caring for, and respecting it (during which she showed me a ceremoniaf eagle
feather artifact which had been created by her late father, and which incorporated the
symbolic colows of the Fou¡ Directions, which she had been instructed should never touch the
gromd). Thus, when it came tirne to leave, I left them my extra food, including some onions and
a pound of ground beef, since I had leamed that providing for Elders was a respectful thing to
do.
Unforhrnately, my ¡ide back to Timmins. Ontario did not arrive the next day as planned (since
we were on "Indian Time." as it is called locally, rather than "White Marr's time"), This
effectivelty left me with no place to shop for food (since there was no slore on the reservation),
and with only peânut butter and sackers to subsist on for the day. Fortunately, my earlier
generosity was not forgotteû ând when they noticed me stiìI sitting in the cor¡rmon room of the
Eldet's Residence, watching television the next evening my neighbors brought me a nice garden
salad and a large bowl of chili, which they had prepared using my earlier gift of food. And
suddenly several of the quotations ftom Native Ame¡ican literatu¡e referred to above made a
lot more sense.
122 My infoÌrîation on the Chapleau Cree Sustainable Forest Management Plan was provided
to me by Mike Cachagee, who was then Chief of the Chapleau Cree First Natiory Ontario,
Canada. Having leamed about my interest in ecology, he provided me with a copy of the
report on the results of the first yeafs harvest, which had been prepared for the Chapleau
Cree Fi¡st Nation by Kevin R, Lindquist of Cree-Tech Inc. (Chapleau Cree 7997). Besides the
information to be discussed below, this report also contains a vegetation-type map of the
reserve with the harvest areas marked, photographs of each ha¡vest block after han¡est,
records of the amount, size and species of logs harvested in eadr area, as well as photographs
documenting log processing, vertical and horÞontal log home construction, and the th¡ee
completed hones the project produced that yea-r. I was visiting Chapleau as a consultant
helping them fínalize a wdtten repoÌt on their community's TEK study, which shall be
discussed in more detail in Section IV:4,
123 This also illustrates the compatibility which often exists between appropriate
technology, production and ecological management at the local level and very complex or
"high" technologies, if they are appropriately incorporated into the system.
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horses to skid out the logs, rather than machinery. Thus the forest in the harvest

blocks was thinned in most cases, whle minimizing disruption of the

undergrowth in the forest and maintaining ecological diversity. Harvesting the

trees during the winter months of 1997 also avoided damage to the forest during

the growing seasory with a total of 978 logs being harvested from a total area of

about 6.2 hectares (Chapleau Cree1997:t and3).

Their sustainable management plan also made use of silviculfure

techniques appropriate to the species growing in each of the five harvest blocks,

two of which were primarily popla-r, two of which were primarily jack pine, and

one of which was mixed, "in order to help promote the regeneration of each

species." ]ack pine areas, for example, "were dear cuf, of mature jack pine, in

order "to allow sufficient sunlight to open the cones and promote seedling

growth" , as well as to promote the growth of younger jack pine. "Pure poplar

areas/" on the other hand, "were selectively hawested for the mature poplar to

release the immature spruce and balsam frees" (Chapleau Cree 1997:1).

Each of the harvest blocks were then "walked to determine the success of

careful logging and assess what silviculture keatments were still needed"

(Chapleau Cree 1997:7). While one jack pine block was clea¡ed for use as a

gravel pit, the other required some "deanup" of mature jad< pine, which would

"become inaccessible once regeneration" had been establishe{ either through

natural regeneratiory or through artiÉicial replanting if necessary (Chapleau Cree

1997:7-8). One of the poplar blocks, from which only about N/o of the large

poplar tees had been removed, was to be left "to regenerate naturally," since

"[t]he horse loggrng was successful in that very little of the residual tuees or

regeneration were damaged during the harvesf (Chapleau Cree 1997:9), wl'lle

regrowth in the other poplar block was to be assisted with the planting of either

white spruce or white pine in suitable open areas (Chapleau Cree 1997:17).
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After hawesting, the logs were then processed on the reservation into

"construction grade logs" for use in vertical and horizontal log home

construction for Fox Lake residents, using relatively simple and inexpensive

equipment. This "log home construction and baining program', not only

involved the kaining of band members from Chapleau Cree First Natiory and

the nearby Attawapiskat and Mssanabie Cree First Nations, in selective

harvesting, and the preparation of logs, but also in the various techniques

required for the construction of vertical and horizontal log homes (Chapleau

Cree 7997:5). A total of three homes were built, induding both a one and a two

story vertical log home, and a horizontal log home which was serving as the

band office at the time of my viåittz+.

After the initial harvest, their forest management plan also called for the

calculation of the "hectares per home," or the number of hectares of each type of

forest whictr would need to be hawested in order to construct each type of

home, so that they could then calculate "how many homes can be built

sustainably in a given time frame" (Chapleau Cree 7997:12). The final report also

recommended "[a]n overall 'clean-up of the forest on the reserve,' in the 1998

seaso& in order to promote "[s]tand improvement, wildlife habitat and

protection of plantation" (Chapleau Cre e I997:72-t3).

Thus, the Chapleau Cree develope d a decentralized approach to forestry,

the. teúnologies used were relatiaely símple and were rþt capital intensioe, and

they were harvesüng local resources to provide þr local needs, wíll- sustainøbility and

the preseruation of ecologicnl diztersity being cenhal objectives. Besides protecting

ecological diversity and minimizing the impacb of their forestry activities, horse

loggrng is also more efficient because itts "more Inbour intensiae which ha¡rslates

124 Blue prints had already been drawn up for a larger, more permanent band office, so the
temporary band office was designed as a single story th¡ee bednrom home, with a full basement
and an attached gatage (which was serving as the smoking area during my visit), so that it
could be converted into a residence in future.
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into more jobs" (Chapleau Cree 1997:12. emphasis added). Clearly, ther¡ the

Chapleau Cree's sustainable forest management plan was gutded by aery

dffirent ideals from those of the dominant society, which illustrates the fact that

the dominant Westem economic rationality is neither universaf nor inevitable.

lnstead, the Chapleau Cree's local forest management plan seems to have been

guided by ideals which are compatible with those proposed by eco-holism. Not

surprisingly, they are values whidr a¡e also consistent with the traditional

knowledge of thei¡ eldeæ as well. For as Clarence Saylors, a Chapleau Cree

elder, described a teaching which he received from his gfandfather about the

"oldways" as a child:

I remember--fd be about four, fôu¡ and a half, I guess-and they were
goìng to put me in the úrdian school. My grandfather took me d-own to
what he used to call his 'farm' down the back river there [in Chapleau]u5 .

He had alog cabin there. It had a bit ofa verandah on the fronî, and he
took me out in the evening, and we sat down. Oh it was a beautiful
evening- The stars were out, the river was going down nicely, and
everything was quiet.
I had been to the ûrdian school, just to visit. It was quite a little while I
was going to be there. And he was telling me, 'Wherryou go there they
qre going to teach you different stuff.' But he says, 'I w-ant you to look ãt
this. You see the river? You see the hees over- there? Lo-ok at the skv.
This is all yoûs. They're going to teach you different stuff about ,típ
there.' But dorlt you worry about it. You live a good life, and try to leavè
it a little better when you go than when you carñe in.' Átt¿ tre Jays, ,The
man they talk about 'up there,' he'll be good. If you're good, hé,ll look
after you, don't worry about it.'
And I've often thought of that, you know; we devote so much time to
praying and celebrating this and that, and I think back on that and how
true it is. We don't have to go through all that stuff and worry about that
stuff. 

- 
If you live a good life,-and do what you have to do, and bry to leave

the place a little better, then what the hell aÍe you woffied a'bout? It
stands to reason/ if you do whafs right, and livé a good life, and try to
leave the place a little better--even if -there's nothing Tthere'-at least your

1'¡5 Which reflects the fact that many of the indigenous peoples of the area had adopted
small-scale horticulture by this time. As I was informed by local residents, this wasõften
carried out in locations away from one's more permanent residence,
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kids are going to have a better place, you knowf 126

3. LOCAL KNOWLEDGE: A POINT OF CONTACT BËTWEEN ECOLOGICAL

AND NATIVE THOUGHT.

other attitudes and premises-'other systems of human 'values'--have
govemed man's relation to his environment and his fellow man in other
civilizations and at other times...Lr other words, our way is not the onlv
possible human way. It is conceivably changeable (Batesón 1972:493).

Native peoples haditionally lived a kind of communal environmental
ethics that stemmed from the broadest sense of kinship with all life. The
underþing aim of the science of ecology, therefore, thè understanding of
the web of relationships within the 'household' of Nature, is not modèm
science's sole property (Cajete 2000:95).

Consistent with its emphasis upon the fàct that sucressful adaptation

appears to operate best at a local or bioregional level, and upon the importance

of direct knowledge, an eco'holist approach has increasingly come to emphasize

the importance of a study of local knowledge of the land and resowces, and of

the type of local resource management practices discussed above using the

example of the Chapleau Cree. As shall be discussed below, such an emphasis is

also consistent with the promotion of "radical pluralism," through whidr local

actors; be they academie, activists or indigenous communities, seek to come

together to combat conìmon " global" enerries, even while recognizing culfural

and epistemological differences between their respective positions or goals.

trdeed, one of the best illustrations of the increasing influence of an appropriate

scale approach is the increasing emphasis upon participatory research and local

126 a¡¡s ¡ar.tive not only illustrates the influence of a Ch¡istian educatiory and a critique of
the same from the perspective of haditional knowledge, but also reveals a conìmon
characteristic of many Native o¡al traditions when spoken. This is that traditional
lnowledge, ecological or otherwise, is often related in the form of a story ftom one's own
expeiience (i.e. a story based upon direct knowledge). In this case, the story is about his
grandfather, Isahiah Saylors, his teachings to himself as a child, and the place ând time at
which it occu¡red. The na¡rative is transcribed from a video-taped conversation between
several Chapleau Cree elders, which was recorded in the com-mon room of the Chapleau Cree
eldels residence, Fox Lake Reserve, as part of the tribal council's traditional ecological
knowledge research project in the winter of 1998.
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knowledge in recent years in both the social science and the development

literature. As Sillitoe suggests concenüng the development literature, for

example:

It is increasingly acknowledged outside anthropology that other people
have their own effective science and resource use practices and that to
assist them we need to understand something about their knowledge and
management systems (L998:223).

lndeed, because of the recent fum towards "bottom up" researcþ Sillitoe

daims that there has been a "sea change" in the paradigms structuring concepts

of development, in which approaches sudr as modernization theory and

dependency theory have been replaced by either "market-liberal" or "îeo-

populisl approaches. Where the former "promotes mârket forces and decries

state interventiorç" and is thus consistent with neo-liberalism, the latter

advocates the "participation and empowerment" of local peoples (1998:224).

Thus, Sillitoe suggests the importance of an Indigenous lGrowledge (IK)

approaclç which attempts to "introduce a locally informed perspective ínto

development" (7998:224), and to make explicit connections between local

understandings and practices and those of researchers and development

workers,

The terrr "indigenous knowledge" has been used to suggest a cenkal

emphasis upon the local knowledge of indigenous peoples/ or the unique, local

knowledge of particular cultural groups (Warren et al. 1995). Popularized within

the development literature more generally, the term "indigenous" is meant to

emphasize the culhre of the original inhabitants of arr area, as opposed to that of

global capitalism. The term "knowledge," on the other hand, is meant to focus

attention upon the contrast between local ways of coming to know, interacting

with and using the lan{ and the dominant understandings and practices of

global capitalism. Thræ IK can be used ari a synonym for "traditional

knowledge." Unlike modernization theory, however, an IK position recognizes
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that traditions are anything but static, but rather that they continually change

and evolve over time, as cultural groups innovate, borrow and adapt their

haditions to changing circumstances (Berkes and Folke 1998:4-5), be they

ecological or social.

The fact that indigenous traditions may have changed since contact with

capitalist culture does not, therefore, imply that a study of those traditions is now

irrelevant. Rather, an IK approach seems consistent with the emphasis proposed

above on the importance of focusing upon local level organizatio& and the type

of concrete local knowledge whidr makes adaptive behaviour possible, Yet

there is more than one approach to the study of indigenous or local knowledge.

In fact, as shall be discussed below, much of the literature on participatory

research and indigenous knowledge follows neither the cultural scale critique,

nor the critiques of economic hegemony a¡d modern science.

For this reasorç the traditional ecological knowledge ffEK) perspective

(which is best viewed as a more specific focus within the larger IK literature), has

suggested the need for a more explicitly ecological approach to the study of

haditional knowledge. Berkes, for example, defines TEK as "a cumulative body

of knowledge, practice, and belief, evolving by adaptive processes and handed

down tfuough generations by cultural transmission, about the relationships of

living beings (induding humans) with one another and with their environmenf

(1999:8). Thus, hke eco-holism more generally, TEK focuses upon both social and

ecological patterns of relationship, as well as upon the relationship between the

two. Indeed, the twin focus upon both local social ecology and local

epistemology makes a TEK approach particularly suited to the seardr for an

"appropriate epistenrology of survival" proposed above. Suc-h an explicitly

holistic approach also allows TEK to avoid many of the criticisms whidr have

recently been made of more conservative approaches to IK researcþ and
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provides support for more radical approaches, sudr as that proposed by

Brouwer (1998:351).

The approach to IK research proposed by Sillitoe, for example, does not

appear to support loc^l economic autonomy at all, but rather studies local

understandings in order to "link them to scientific teclrnology," as well as to

contribute to "positive change, promoting cu1furally appropriate and

environmentally sustainable adaptations acceptable to the people as increasingly

lhey exploit their resources commerciallyi' (1998:224, emphasis added). Thus, while

he adopts the politically correct terminology conceming "participatiorç" the

"environmenf and "sustainability," he fails to highlight the maladaptiveness of

commercial scale culture itself. úrstea4 he simply accepts assimilation through

commercialization and commodiÉication as givery picturing "developmenf as an

economic incorporation of local peoples into the global economic system.

Indeed, Sillitods position would appear to suggest that anthropology's

proper role is that of an agent of assimilation, For as he proposes, "the idea of

hamessing anthropology to technical knowledge to þcilitate darcIopment puts the

discipline where it should be, at the centre of the development process"

(1998:226, emphasis added). Thus, the suggested role for anthropologists in IK

research is to act as "knowledge brokers" (1998:247), who are trained to mediate

between cultures. The type of "development-oriented indigenous-knowledge

work" which sillitoe advocates, however, makes no pretense of "understanding

others as they understand themselves," or of understanding indigenous

epistemology, Rather, its goal is to understand and interpret "other culfures and

their environm enls as the demands of devetopment require" (1998:229, emphasis

added).

Just as he fails to question the economic and political status quo, Sillitoe

also fails to question the dominant scientific world view of Western culture.
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Indeed, Sillitoe simply dismisses the arguments of "anti-positivistic social

scientisþ" who seek to "undermine" natural scientists without further comment

(1998:232). Instea{ he suggests that the real opportunify which an alliance

between ethnographers and development scientists presents is "to compare

indigenous statements and explanations against scientifically measurable data"

(7998:227). Sillitoe does admit that "the heretical idea is gaining currency that

others may have something to teach us" (7998:227). I¡dee{ this is a point often

made by TEK resea¡chers, as when Colin Scott suggests that "local experts are

often better informed than their scientific peers about local ecological conditions"

(1996:7t). For Sillitoe, however, it seems dear that haditional Western science

remains the final arbiter of the validity of knowledge (Brouwer 1998:351). For as

he states:

The implication of considering indigenous and scientific perspectives side
by side is nof...that scientists need to revise their working suppositions
regarding objectivity, positivism, reductionism, and so orL to
accommodate other views (Sillitoe 1998:226, emphasis added).

From an eco-holist perspective such a statement implies that the type of

reductive knowledge consistent with centralized planning is the final arbiter of

the validity of local knowledge, or that abstract knowledge stands in judgment

over concrete knowledgel27. Indeed, a recent debate over the inclusion of TEK

in an environmental impact assessment in Canada's North West Territories

illustrates this conkast rather well. The debate was a response to the

Government of Canada's Envi¡onmental Assessment Panel, which suggested

that TEK must be given equal consideration with scientific research in assessing

the environmental and socio-economic impacb of a proposed diamond mine in

127 For a more detailed discussion of the contrast between IK and TEK as approaches to the
study of local knowledge, and their respective epistemologicaf political and poliry
implications see Dudgeon and Berkes (2003).
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the area (Howard and Widdowso n 1996ß{)128.

On one side of the debate are its instigators (Howa¡d and Widdowson

1996, 1997), who defend the status quo by arguing that TEK is unscientific, and

therefore should not be made a mandatory part of environmental impact

assessments. Their argument is twofold. Firstly, they suggest, following the

usual dualistic metaphysic, that TEK is not scientific, but spirih-ral, and that

mandatory consideration of traditional knowledge is an "imposition of religion

upon Carndian citizens" (Howard and Widdowson 1996:34). Further, they

suggest that "spiritualism is obviously inconsistent with scientific methodology."

They conclude, therefore, that TEK achrally "hinders rather than enhances the

ability of governments to more fu.lly understand ecological processes/" since

there is no way in whidr "spiritually based knowledge claims can be challenged

or verified" (Howard and Widdowsonl996:34).

Thus, by equating local knowledge with "spiritualism," and by invoking

the duality between science and religiorç they attempt to dismiss the relevance of

concrete knowledge entirely. This leads to their second line of argument, which

suggests that allowing Aboriginal peoples to control their own resource

management strategies leads to a "conflict of interest." For as they state,

"Aboriginal peoples are the main harvesters of renewable resources in the north;

dearly they should not be placed in a position of regulating these resources"

(1996:35). Thus, they argue for the superiority of cenbalized planning and the

type of abstract knowledge supplied by ,Western scientific specialists over locâl

128 6¡s ¿u6u1u is also an excellent example of the growing influence of TEK on govemment
policy. at least in the Canadian context. The importance of TEK was also prorroted by the
Canadian governmenfs Royal Com.rrission on Aboriginal Peoples @CAP 1997), an arm's length
com¡rrission which had the mandate of studyiag the social, political and ecological issues
affecting the Aboriginal peoples of Canad+ both through commissioning academic studies, and
tfuough an extensive series of public consultations with indigenous peoples and organizations
themselves. In fact, the RCAP provided the fi¡st formal introduction of the Canadian policy
community to both the concepts of 'to-management and haditional knowledge" @erkes and
Henley 7997:29).
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knowledge and management.

On the other side of the debate are arguments advanced by academic

proponents of TEK which appear more consistent with an eco-holist point of

view (Berkes and Henley \997;Fenge 1997; StevensonlggT). Indee{ they argue

not only for the importance and value of TEK but also suggest that the scientific

community-and particularly resource management planners-may have

something to learn from a study of the local knowledge of indigenous peoples'

resource management systems. lndeed, Stevenson suggests that compared to

the type of "impression management from a distance" of central planners,

"Aboriginal peoples are in the besf position to determine what hunting activities

are sustainable or nof, (1997:27, emphasis added), thus defending the

importance of direct knowledge. Like Berkes and Henley (L997), thercfore,

Stevenson argues for the importance of local participation in resource

management planning, which is consistent with adaptive managemenfs

emphasis upon the importance of "leaming-by-doing" (Holling et al. 1998:5&9).

Further, Berkes and Henley also argue in favour of "the recognition of

indigenous knowledge as a legitimate source of information and values" and, in

r€sponse to Howard and Widdowsonis first daim, accuse them of subscribing to

"the simplistic view that there is such a thing as oþective, value-free science"

(7997:30). Similarly, Stevenson daims that thei¡ artide suggests that modern

Westem science supplies a "universal truth or methodology of observatiory

interpretation, wisdom or understandng" (1997;27), Both arguments thus

appear more consistent with an eco-holist perspective, and with the goal of

radical pluralism.

Though Howard and Widdowson explicitly deny that they are promoting

the idea of science as supplying a "universal trutþ" or as being "totally

objective," however, their reply to the above criticisms only serves to reinforce
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the fact that they arc (1997:46-7). For as they suggest, "there are not different

ways of knowing. There a¡e different beliefs about the same phenomena"

(1997:46). Clearly, the orùy legitimate way of "knowing" which they recogrize,

thery is the reductive methodology of haditional science, while local knowledge

is equated with "beltef" or "spiritualism."

ln the same way, Sillitoe also appears to argue that science is the finat

arbiter of the validity of indigenous knowledge. After al-l, while Sillitoe dearly

recognizes the value of indigenous knowledge, at least insofar as it contributes to

the "development process," his understanding of science, and of its role in

development, differs little from that of Howard and Widdowson. As Sillitoe

suggests/ for example, "the perspective of natural science has proved successful

in promoting the kinds of interventio¡rs that deaelopment demands" (1998:226,

emphasis added). Yet whether the types of interventions which development

demands have proven to be successful in l}re ecological sense discussed above-the

question of whether they are ecologically apyopríate-is a question which he

never raises. Sillitoe's reasons for not questioning the scientific orthodoxy

concerning development issues, however, are quite clear. As he states it himself,

for example, 'It is unrealistic to think that the scientific community could be

persuaded to abandon its sucressful orthodoxy; it would be unable to make

sense of the world without it" (7998:232).

Sudr a position assurnes two things. Firstly, it assurnes that scientific

orthodoxy is "successful" in the purely economic sense discussed above.

Secondly, such a position also assumes that there is no altemative to dominant

understandings of science in generaf and development science in particular. Eco-

holism's ongoing critique of the scientific orthodoxy, however, challenges both

of these assumptions, as does recent TEK research. Once again, this view

essentially calls for a paradigm shift away from mechanistic understandings of
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science, and towards more organic models (Berman 1984), which can adequately

encompass an understanding of the unique characteristics of complex organic

systems.

The most pragmatic reason for this shift, as Holling et al. suggest is that

"[t]here is a worldwide crisis in resource management because the existing

science that deals with the issue seems unable to prescribe sustainable outcomes"

(1998:352). Obviously, then, when applied to resource management, mechanistic

and organic views have very different implicatiors for scientific practice. The

reductionist model is based upon utilitarian premises whiclç as discussed above,

view nafure merely as a collection of commodities, which have no value until

humans make use of them (Holling et al. 1998:345). As Holling et al. suggest, the

conservation practices suggested by this tradition have, since the 1930s, tended

to rely upon a calculation of the "maximum sustainable yield" Íor any particular

resource.

Thus, the primary focus of this approach is to successfully predict and

control the abundance of those commercially valuable resources which are

harvested. It is also reductive in two different senses. Firstly, this approach

tends to concentrate upon individual, comrnercially valuable species, in isolation

from the larger ecosystem within which the population is embedded, Secondly,

it is reductive in the usual way, in that it reduces the question of sustainable

management to an equation whictr seeks to calculate the maximum possible

harvest. Thus, in adopting both the ethics of maxima/ and a, reductive

methodology, this approach to resource management science appears to have

adapted itself rather more effectively to the monetary calculus of economics, and

ib methods, than to the nature of the ecosystems which it exploiþ as the

collapse of the cod fishery on Canada's eastern coast (among many other

examples) appe¿ìrs to illustrate (Rogers 1995).
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The synthetic and relational approach to resou.rce management proposed

by proponents of TEK and other related literature, on the other hand, is

coruistent with the development of a type of "adaptive management" (Holling

1978, Holling et aL. 7998, Gunderson et al. L995), as mentioned above. This

approach seeks to adapt not orùy resource management, but human institutions,

techniques and values to the larger system of which they are a part, with a

greater emphasis upon "ecosystem processes" than upon "ecosystem products"

(Berkes 1999:76). Consequently, adaptive marìagement is adnptiae in the sense

that "it acknowledges that environmental conditions will always change, thus

requiring management institutions to respond to feedbacks by adjusting and

evolving" (Berkes 1999:60). One of the premises of this view, therefore, "is that

knowledge of the system we deal with is always incomplete. Surprise is

inevitable" (Holling et al. 1998:346). After al-l, as Berkes points out, "like many

traditional knowledge systems, adaptive management assumes that nature

ca¡not be controlled, since uncertairìty and unpredictability are characteristics of

all ecosystems" (1999:60).

There are two main reasons for this unpredictabiJity in complex organic

systems, both of which mitigate agairut prediction and control in an ecological

context. Firstly, the complexity of socio-ecological systems is sudr that we cân

never have complete laowledge of all of the relevant variables. Even in terms of

ecosystems alone, for example, science has never completely documented all

extant species (especially in very diverse ecosystems, sudr as tropical rainforests

and corral reefs), so that even rates of extinction generally have to be given as

estimates (Quammen 2001). Similarly, many organisms, sudr as bacteria and

viruses, evolve and adapt at an incredibly rapid rate due to their rapid rate of

reproduction (Robbins 2002:224.300). And one can hardly expect to be able to

predict a system when one is not even aware of all of its constihrent components,
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and their characteristics, for this implies that there are many potentially

important relationships of which one is not even aware.

Secondly, an important characteristic of complex organic systems is their

lon-linearity," in the sense that the same stimulus, applied to the same system

at a different time, may produce strikingly different results. If one says "Hello"

to the same person on a different day, and under different circumsiances, for

example, the response is far from predictablslz9. And the same is true of actions

affecting other complex organic systems, sudr as local ecosystems or even the

biosphere itself. Chris Bright, for example, suggests that complex organic

systems are unpredictable in th¡ee main ways. Firstly, they are subject to

"discontinuities," or " abntpt shift[s] in a hend or a previously stable state"130.

Seèondly, complex organic systems are subject to "synergistic" effects, wherein

several seemingly unrelated phenomena may combine in unexpected ways to

produce an effect much greater than would have been expected from adding up

their effects taken separatelyßl. pa*t "unnoticed trends," such as ozone

depletion from synthetic chemicals or the introduction of invasive species, may

also do a lot of damage before they are even detected by science (2000:9)

As a result of the inherent unpredictability of complex organic systems,

therefore, what we need is a science of complexity and surprise, and this is why

@d resulting unpredictability, complex systems are also
characterized by organization at a variety of different scales simultaneously, with complex
feedbacks between them, and by self-organization (Be¡kes et al. 2003:5-Ð.
130 ¿a"st¿¡t 1. recent paleoclimatology, for example, global climate appeaß to be
"bimodal" with relatively rapid flips (on a geological time scale) between ice ages and
relativeþ warm periods, such as we are experiencing at present (Calvin 2000), The same
pattern of relatively rapid hansformation following long periods of relative stability is also
proposed in evolutionary biology þ punctuated equilibrium theory (Gould and Eldridge 1977),
and appears to draracterize long{erm cycles of ecosystemic change as well (Gunde¡son et aL
1995).
131 Bright (2001) provides the example of the collapse of the Black Sea ecosystem, which
resulted from â combination of a d¡op in silicate content from the building of the lron Gates dam
(which lead to a collapse of the diatom population, the basis of the foodchain), the
introduction of an invasive species of ielly-fisþ aad nutrient pollution Írom sewage and
artificial fertilizers (and the algal blooms which resulted).
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"adaptive management...treats policies as hypotheses, and management as

experiments from which managers can leam" (Holling et aI. 1998:358). Or as

Berkes puts it, in adaptive management, "uncertainty and surprises become an

integral part of an anticipated set of adaptive responses" (1999: 178).

It is for this reason that proponents of adaptive management are also

commonly proponents of TEK or of the possibility of leaming more adaptive

resou¡ce management practices f¡om the values, epistemologies and practices of

non-Western cultu¡es. For not only have both econonrics and mechanistic

science proven themselves to be ineffective tools for designing sustainable

management practices, many indigenous peoples seem to have developed socio-

ecological systems which a¡e (or were) muctr more sustainable than our own.

Many indigenous resource management systems, when viewed as a

"knowledge, practice, belief complex" (Berkes 1999:73-4), may thus be viewed as

experiments in sucressful living and drawing upon a knowledge of these

altematives may "speed up the process of adaptive managemenl' (Holling et al.

1998:359).

As a variety of recent students of TEK have suggested (Berkes 1999;

Johannes 1989; Williams and Baines 1993), there are also many similarities

between traditional or indigenous management systems and the type of

adaptive management which they propose, So much so that Holling et al. have

suggested that adaptive management itself is best viewed as "a sort of

rediscovery of principles applied in tuaditional socio-ecological s/stems"132

(1998:358). Indeed, as Purcell points out, there is arr increasing amount of

Iiterature which recognizes "the potential contribution of indigenous knowledge

to the creation of a sustainable world" (1998).

132 Othe¡ recent studies have exanined ecosystem-like concepts in indigenous cultures @erkes
et al. 1998), the importance of TEK to biodiversity conservation (Berkes et al. 1995; Gadgil et
al. 1993), and its possible contribution to discussions of sustainabi.lity (Preston et al, 1995;
Williams and Baines 1993).
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Thus, in its attempt to learn from non-Westem peoples about sucressful

resource manâgement, TEK again betrays the legacy which it owes to the earlier

eco-holist literaturg which has long demonstrated a willingness to learn about

ecological patterns of living and thìnking f¡om non-Western cultures. In this

vein, for example, Capra (1975) studied in detail the similarities between the

emerging non-mechanistic scientific paradigm and taoism. Similarly, deep

ecologists have often drawn explicit parallels between their own position and

Buddhism (Devall and Sessions 1985:100-1; Fox 1990:11-12; Zimmerman

7994:313-77). As noted in the inhoductior¡ many other ecological thinkers have

also begun to explore the possibility of learning something about ecological

understandings from an examination of the üaditional views of Native

Americans and other Aboriginal Peoples. Perhaps the most comprehensive

survey to date is provided by Callicott (1994), with his consideration of

"ecological ethics" from around the world.

'What TEK research adds to this tradition-which has largely remained

focused upon ideological ethical, epistemological and political issues--is its dear

emphasis upon practical matters such as resource management and biodiversity

conservation. Besides the cenhality of direct knowledge and appropriate scale in

indigenous systems, perhaps one of the more important lessons which

indigenous approaches to the management of resources provides is the fact that

indigenous management systems tend to be non-ùnlistic. In other words/ not

only are human societies considered to be a part of nature, but also in the sense

that ualues are explicitly incorporated into the system.

This is true of Cree resource management, for example, whidr was

discussed briefly in Section tr:3, and which is a usefi-rl case study in the present

context as well. Not only ís the traditional Cree world view characteri zed by a

belief in the spirits of animals and other nafural phenomena but, as mentioned,
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by a belief in animal "bosses" which conhol the abundance and distribution of

game, and which direct individual a¡imals to be taken by hunters (Brightman

1993; Speck 1977;Tanner \979). SimilaÃy, as Cajete suggests of Native Americ¿¡

peoples more generally, "[t]here was a widespread belief that each animal had a

spirit village to which they retumed and reported their treatment by humans,

which henceforth directly affected whether that animal species would in the

future give its life for humans" (2000:161). Consequently, success in hunting is

dosely associated with maintaining a proper attitude of respect towards the

animals taken in the hunt, in order to assure success in the future,

Among the Cree this attitude of respect towards the animals hunted

expressed itself in a wide variety of ways; from the respectful attitude of hunters

themselves, to the manner in which the animal is approached, killed and carried

back to camp, to the ma¡ner in whidr it is butchered, consumed and its remains

disposed of (Berkes 1999:83-7; Niezen 7998:26-e)133. As Berkes suggests, "[t]he

rule about an attitude of humility is both important and universal. Hunters

should not boast about their abilities, Otherwise they risk catching nothing"

(1999.U), for animals will not offer themselves if they are not respected. Thus,

among the Cree, it is not the hunter who is thought to control the success of the

hunt, rather:

A hunter always speaks as if the animals are in control of the hunt. The
success of the hunt depends upon the animals: The hunter is sucressful if
the animal decides to make himself avafable. The hunters have no power
oler the game; animals have the last say as to whether they will be caught
(Cree Trappers Association 1989:21, as cited in Niezen 1998:27).

Thus, among the Cree, animals are often described as "giving

themselves" to the hunter, and maintaining an ethic and practice of respect for

the animals is part of maintaining a proper pattem of reciprocity between the

human and animal worlds. For as Berkes suggests, "Cree social values such as

133 For a discussion of the ethics of goose hunting among the Moose Cree see Scott (1996: 81-4),
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reciprocity apply to human-animal as well as to social relationships" (1999:79).

\Arhere animals give themselves to hunters as a source of food, therefore,

hunters must pay thei¡ "debf for this saaifice tfuough properly respectfr.rl

attitudes and behaviors. Thus, Cree beliefs conceming proper human-animal

relationships not only recognize the inherent unpredictability of organic systems,

which can never be controlled by humans, but indude humans within an

essentially ethical pattern of reciprocal exchange with the species exploited

(Preston 2002: 1 9 4.218).

Oncq again, therefore, traditional ecological knowledge must be viewed as

a "knowledge, practice/ belief complerç" in which spirituality, practical empirical

knowledge and hunting practice all interact. Rather than dismissing the

importance of spirituality, then, TEK researchers must distinguish between the

type of "figarutive" knowledge whidr spiritual traditions provide, and the type

o1 "lttercl" knowledge provided by direct experience (Scott 1996:72). They must

also consider not only the implications of both, but their influences upon one

another, and upon hunting practice as well134.

Cree resource management practices have also been compared to

adaptive management and found to compare favourably (Berkes 1999:126). As

mentioned above, traditionally the Cree divided their winter hunting areas into a

family territory system, each of which was supervised by a respected hunting

leader or "tallyman' who had a long history of residence there, and who served

as a "steward" for his territory (Niezen 7998:1.6). As Berkes describes the role of

sudt hunting leaders, "[t]he senior hunter is the observer of nature, the

interpreter of observations, the decision-maker in resource management, and

1g Scott proposes this distinction in order to "get beyond the artificial dichotomy that
separates Weste¡n and non-Western for¡rs of knowledge," where Westem knowledge is
conside¡ed "scientific," and therefore '1egitimate," and non-Western knowledge is dimissed as
"mythiC (1996:70), as it was by Howard and Widdowson above. Caiete's (2000:28-31) contrast
between the 'lational" and the "metaphoriC mind d¡aws a similar contrast.
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the en-forcer of roles of proper hunting conducf' (1999:89). Thus, Cree tallymen

were responsible for determining who could join their group, for monitoring the

location and abundance of game, and for keeping a mental inventory of the

harvesting activities whidr took place on a year to year basis. In practice, this

system promoted conservation in a number of ways.

Firstþ it promoted confinui$ in knowledge both of the particular territory,

and of the hunting activities which took place there. This was true not only on a

year-to-year basis, since the same person continued to lead the hunt, but also

intergenerationally. For as Niezen (1998) suggests, tallymen tuaditionally

selected a successor who was not only a skilled hunter, but who also had a long

history of residing with them on their territory. This type of long-term, direct

knowledge was the basis of the Cree system of sustainable exploitation, and

allowed for management decisions to be made on the basis of continuous, direct

feedbacks. Secondly, the family territory system also limited "the number of

hunters who [could] operate in the family territories" (Berkes 1999:49), and

allowed the numbers hunting in any particular territory to be adjusted to the

availability of resources on a seasonal basis135. Thirdly, related to the above, in

any given year one or more territories may go unused, as when a tallyman

thinks his territory has been over harvested, or is in need of a "rest," in whidr

case he may ask to join another group whìle allowing a season for resources to

recover (Tanner 1979).

Finally, Cree resource management within the family territories, and

more generally, also practices an ongoing rotntion of the areas exploited in any

particular season whiclr, as with the "resting" of an entire territory, is akin to

fallowing in agriculture. Scott (1996:78), for example, points out that while not

135 h¿ss¿, ¿s Serkes and Fast (1996) suggest, while contemporary cree populations are
increasing rapidly, the contemporary family territory system serves as a check on the absolute
numbers of hunters who actively harvest the land. and serves to stâbilize the total hunting
pressure produced by the cornmunity by regulating access.
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tied to the territory system, the a¡nual goose hunt among the C¡ee in northem

Ontario is also lead by experienced hunters, who rotate the areas hawested out

of necessity. This is because geese are highly mobile, and are not as likely to

retum to an area where they are hunted regularly. Thus, the rotation of the

areas exploited is both adaptive and necessary for hunting success, so that the

activities of hunters do not become predictable to the geese.

Berkes (1999:112), on the other hand, documents the importance of sudr

rotation both in hunting and trapping in family territories and in Cree fishing

practices. Among the Cree, fishing is mainly a suffrner activity, and any

particular area or lake would only be intensively fished on a rotating basis, and

only retumed to aftel a number of years had elapsed. As Berkes suggesþ

rotation, combined with the use of a variety of different mesh sizes in the nets

used, results in a "thinning of the population" whjle conserving the "resilience"

of the population exploited, Periodic thinning of the fish populations also

'lncreases productivity by stimulating growth rates...in the remaining fish and

helps the population renew itself" (1999:125), Thus, rotation and a mix of mesh

sÞes not only help to conserve the species exploited over the long-term, but also

help to maintain both the productivity of the resource, and the stability of the

population exploited.

The same is true of the rotation of the areas exploited on a seasonal basis

on family territories in the winter months, when beaver is the main focus of the

hunting effort. Rotation of areas harvested for beaver generally follow a fou¡

year rotatiorç being intensively hawested in one season, and "rested" for about

three years. This helps to maintain the beaver population within an "optimum"

range, as well as maintaining productivity. The "resting" of the area is necessary

to allow beaver poptrlations to recover, but periodic harvesting prevents them

from readring population densities whidr would deplete their food supplies and
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result in a temporary collapse in population numbers. Thus, as Berkes

documents, an area should not be rested for too long, "for not only overuse can

lead to a drop in productivity, but in the Cree world view, so does underuse"

(1999:88)na, Indeed, according to Cree understandings, "continued proper use

of resources is essential for sustainability" (Berkes 1999:119)137.

Besides illustrating the importance of direct, long-term knowledge as the

basis for sustainable patterns of resource use in practice, Cree resource

management also exhibits many similarities with adaptive management. Indee{

Scott suggests that the "Cree paradigm," or understanding of nature, picfures it

as "a sentient, communicative, world" (L996:76), and compares it to Bateson's

(1979) discussion of the importance of information in complex organic systems/

or more specifically, to his discussion of "the pattern which connects" (Scott

1996:72).

Geese, for example, are draracterized by experienced Cree hunters as

both adept at learning, and as able to communicate with one another. Flocks are

observed to follow one anothefs flight paths over areas which they know to be

safe, or free of hunters, and to safe landing areas. Consequently, the Moose

Cree have worked out a sort of compromise in which hunting on the mainland is

lead by experienced hunters simila¡ to tallymen, who rotate the areas exploited

so as not to become predictable to the geese (as discussed above), while setting

aside certain islands for the unregulated use of part-time hunters in the

community138. Further, flocks are thought to be lead by oldet more

experienced geese, who have knowledge of previous hunting activity, much like

1ñ As Berkes suggests, besides monitoring fat cont€nt, trappers also monitor "the health of the
beaver-vegetation system,,.and other evidence of overcrowding, such as fighting among the
beavel' (1998:"1'10).

137 ¡s¡ 3s¡kgs' main discussion of the "importance of continued use for sustainability" see
(1999:87-90).
138 lvhi.lù as a result, have become aleas geese are less likely to frequent,
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humans (Scoft 1996'77-81). Similarþ as Berkes suggests, the Chisasibi Cree are

aware of the lnuit belief that caribou herds have "Ieaders," and that,

consequently, you should "[n]ever take the first three caribou in the lead," but

rather kill those who follow, so that the leaders will bring the herd back to the

area in futu-re (1999:t00)rss. Thus, in this view, other species are not only alive,

but intelligent, responsive, and able to learn and communicate with one another,

as well as to adapt their behavior to the behavior of humans-which is very

important knowledge if your livelihood is based upon successful hunting.

Cree resource management, not u¡r1ike adaptive utanagement, also

makes use of a more qualitative approach, rather than a quantitative one, such as

traditional Western resource management tends towards. As Berkes suggests,

for example, the Cree do not even attempt to monitor absolute numbers of the

species whictr they exploit. Rather, the central qualitative indicator monitored by

the Cree, and by many other indigenous peoples, is the fat content of the

animals killed whidr Berkes describes as "a huntels 'quality control' of the

game" (1999:85). Monitoring fat content provides an indication not only of the

health of individual animals, but is also a more general ecological indicator,

which provides information on the availability of the resources which each

species requires, and of the health of their habitat as a whole.

Thus, unlike Western science, which "often gives priority to quantitative

population models for management decision-making," Cree resource

management "uses a qualitative...model, which provides hunters with a¡

indication o1 the population trend a¿er time." ln other words, it reveals "the

direction (increasing/decreasing) in whidr the population is headed" (1999:109,

139 1-t¡r i" u 1.ui1 likely not uncommon among herd animals. When I was a child on my
family's farm, for example, my father always kept one old cow rather than send her to market
because she lead the herd to the summer pasture each spring and back again each fall-simply
becausee she knew the way, and knew the seasonal routine, thus making the herd easier to
direct and keep together during the moves each spring and fall,
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original emphasis).

Monitoring fat content, thery is linked to the fact that the Creg like

Western scientific ecology, recognize that the populations of many species

fluctuate over shorter or longer periods around an optimum population (Berkes

1999:82-3). Consequently, monitoring fat content provides for the possibility of

"feedback leaming" based upon direct knowledge concerning the direction in

which a population is moving in these cycles, and allows hunters to adjust their

harvesting practices accordingly. Indeed, the ideal seems to be to harvest

populations just before they reach their maximum in order to prevent a

population collapse, and to retum them to, or below, their optimum tange, thus

stabilízíng population fluctuations over the loirg-term, and optimizing t}:re

productivity of the resource.

As mentioned in Section tr:3, merely having a conservation ethic (and

associated practices) does not guarantee that all members of a community, or

even entire co ìrnunities for that matter, will consistentþ follow it in practice. In

terms of the internal diversity within communities, for example, it is the older

and more experienced hunters who a¡e most likeþ to be the most

knowledgeable about practices consistent with such an ethic, whìle part-time or

occasional hunters may follow hore Western patterns.

During fieldwork with the Mssanabie Cree of northem Ontariq for

example, I observed this difference while spending a couple of days fishing on

Dog Lake, neaÌ the town of Mssanabie, with members of the Mssanabie Cree

First Nation. While "traditional" Cree fishing made use of nets (and still does in

more remote areas), fishing on Dog Lake was regulated by the Ontario Minisbry

of Nahtal Resources, so that we cnuld only use the type of rods and reels
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typically used by Western "sports" fishersl4O. The men in my boat, who were

also involved in the TEK study whidr I had come to assist them with, were

practicing "catch and release" fishing, after the usual Western model of sports

fisherman, which I had learned myself while fishing with my father and undes as

a young man. In other words, our boat was throwing back the smaller fish in

order to "preserve the stock " and keeping only the larger fish (or at least that

was the intentiorç since we kept none of the few we hooked). My companions

were also well educated in a Western sense/ like myself, having three university

degrees between them, and had spent less time upon the land, actively

harvesting it.

. One of their cousins in another boat, however, who was tenting by the

docks with his son in order to harvest fish for the use of his family, was using a

different strategy. He had completed less formal educatiory to be sure, but had a

reputâtion as a regular harvester, who spent much more time on the land

hunting and fishing. Rather than throwing back the small fish" he was keeping

whatever he happened to hook, no matter the size. In fact, when we all rehrrned

to the dock after a day's fishing, my companions (who had returned empty

handed, like myself) were even "nbbng" him in a joking manner about his

fishing practices, and asking him why he was keeping such small físh, He merely

smiled, laughe{ shook his head, and continued filleting his abundant fistU but

ffiy pri-uty p*por" *uu uisiting this and other communities in the summer of 1998 was
to act as a consr¡Itant on each commr¡nity's TEK studies (which shall be discussed in Section
IV:4);,h6¡".uu., t nso took the opporhrnity dûing each visit to engage in participant
observation. In other words, I also kept detailed field notes, not only conceming the progress of,
and my participation irç each community's research project, but also of my other observations
and experiences in each comnunity. The present incident is from my first visit with the leaders
of the Missanabie Cree's TEK project, in which I spent sevetal days touring sites on theit
traditional territory nentioned in their report-such as petroglyphs, archaeological sites, a
grave site, a cenhrries old portage and the ¡emai¡s of a fu¡ tradels cabin. We also spent time
fishing eagle-feather hunting and discussing the project with conmunity members. The report
itself was prepared th¡ee weeks later during a subsequent visit to thei¡ band office in Sault Ste.
Ma¡ie, Ontario. Interestingly, while the fishing incident I describe below was induded in my
field notes. I only arrived at my present interpretâtion of its significance while reading articles
on Cree resource mânagement some months after ¡ehrming from the field.
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did not offer an explanation.

It was only later that I realized that his fishing practices were consistent

with traditional Cree understandings of the proper ethics of respect for animals,

and I have often wondered since whether he was thinking-as he smiled and

laughed-"if you guys hadn't spent so much time in school you'd know this."

For as was discussed above, in the Cree world view, animals are thought to

"give themselves" to the hunter. Thus, a fish which takes your hook has

voluntarily offered you its life in order to sustain you and your family. To refuse

the offer is thus a serious breech of the ethic of reciprocity and respect for the

animals, since catch-and-release "sporfl fishing amounts to merely "playing with

fish'-' (Berkes 1999:1,18). In other words, it is equated with treating them

disrespectfully. Consequently, those who practic€ it can expect less fish to offer

themselves in future, and less success at fishing genera11y141.

Aside from the issue of diversity within the community, Berkes (1999) also

provides two examples of the ma¡¡er in which a conservation ethic was

suspended by an entire community, orùy to be reestablished after a period of

time, each of which is instructive for a different reason. The first, mentioned

above, is the collapse of the ethic of respect for the Caribou among the Chisasibi

Cree early in the twentieth c€ntury (Berkes L999:95-709). As the elders told the

story, before the caribou disappearcd from the Chisasibi area in the early 1900s,

repeating rifles had been íntroduced into the a¡ea for the first time. This new

technology lead to a breakdown of the conservation ethic, and as Berkes puts it,

"previously respectful hunters, dtzzy wit}:. newfound power over the animals,

lost all self-control and indiscriminateþ slaughtered the c¿ribou." They killed so

141 In fact, bas"d upon my own observatio& the 'traditional" fishe¡ and his son also brought in
fa¡ more fish than the tfuee of us in my boat ever hooked, and were also more successfuI even
when our boats were within shouting distance of one another, and were fishing the same area.
Perhaps his strategy was working, though I have only two days of data on which to base that
observation.
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many, as the elders told it, "and wasted so much food that the river was polluted

with rotten carcasses" (Berkes 1999:102).

The following year, the hunters waited and waited and no caribou came.

Back in the early 1900s, the elders explained that this was because they had

treated the caribou disrespectfu.lly. In other words, they blamed themselves for

the collapse of the caribou populatiory even though there were Iikeþ other

ecological factors involved from a scientific perspectivel4. But the elders at that

time also made a prediction: they stated that one day the caribou would return

to the area, but if the hunters did not treat them with proper respect they would

not stay.

About 70 years later, after the caribou population had recovered, and had

begun to extend their range back into the Chisasibi area, large numbers of

caribou were killed for the first time in generations in the winter of 1983-84. At

the time, community leaders were concerned, "not because large numbers were

killed," but because of the ma¡¡er in whidr the hunt was conducted. Many

hunters had been shooting indiscriminately, "letting wounded animals get away/

killing more than they could carry, wasting meat, and not disposing of the

wastes in a respectful manner" (Berkes 1.999:101-2). While the elders were

concemed at this lack of respect, they said nothing at the time. Instead, they

waited.

The next winter came and the caribou were far less abundant, and less

accessible. They stayed away from the roads, and many hunters came home

empty handed. This got the younger hunters conceme{ and now the time was

right for the elders and hunting leaders to come forwa¡d and "draw some

lessons from the apparent reluctance of the ca¡ibou to come back to their lands"

(Berkes 1999:102) A town meeting was called where the story which had been
10 Berkes suggests that the population had collapsed, for reasons which are not fully
understood, and retreated to a smaller range outside of Chisasibi territory. See Be¡kes
(7999:97-9Ð fo¡ this discussion.
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passed down from 70 years previously, which many were familiar witl¡ was

repeated by a couple of the most respected elder hunters. This made the

younger hunters realize their mistake without directly criticizing them. Instead,

the elders waited until the prediction contained in the story came true, thus

validating their traditional knowledge in the eyes of the community, and then

retaught the proper ethic of respect for the caribou to the younger generations.

Consequently, the following year the hunt was conducted very

differently. Now it was regulated at the community level by the Cree Trappers

Associatiory whose members ensured that "the hunt was conducted in a

controlled and responsible manner/ in accordance with haditional standards,, of

respect for the caribou (Berkes 1999:103). Since that time the caribou have

reestablished themselves throughout Chisasibi lands, all the way to the James

Bay coast.

This incident clearly illustrates the central importance of both direct, long-

term knowledge, and of continuity in knowledge to adaptive managêment, for

as Berkes relates, "[e]lders provide the corporate memory for the group,,

(7999:95). It also illustrates the manner in which a conservation ethic, even while

temporarily forgotten, c¿n be relearned even after decades lacking any direct

experience in harvesting a resource, through the teachings of oral history and

the traditional ecological knowledge retained by the elder hunters.

The other documented incident in whidr a conservation ethic appears to

have been temporarily suspende{ among the Chisasibi, is the collapse of beaver

populations in the 1920s (Berkes 7998:113, 1999:96). This incident raises

important issues regarding property rights regimes and community level

management for sustainability. The beaver depletions followed shortly after the

construction of rail¡oads into the southern James Bay are4 which first opened

the area to non-Native trappers "at a time when fur prices were high." This lead
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to a situation in which the Cree were "u¡able to regulate access," since outsiders

did not respect their family territory management system, and as a result, their

conservation ethic seems to have been temporarily suspended. In other words,

"rather than allowing outsiders to take the remaining resource," Cree hunters

joined them in over hawesting beaver, leading to a collapse of the population by

1930 in a dassic example of the "tragedy of the commons" (Berkes 7999:96)1a3.

When the outsiders left due to a lack of beaver, however, the Cree were able to

reestablish their resource management practices, and beaver populations

rebounded by the mid-1950s.

In Hardin's (1968) original formulation of his thesis he had argued that

coûunons management was inherently unsustainable. Yet he had also proposed

that westem utilitarian, or economic logic was universal, as when he suggested

that pollution was "inevitable" as long as we "behave only as independent,

rational, free-enterprizers" (7968:1245). In other words, as long as we think only

in terrns of our own short-term self interest, and follow the ethics of

maximization which utilitarian or economic logic promotes, both the over-use of

resources and pollution make perfect sense, since individuals (or corporations)

enjoy the benefits, while society, or nafure, or fufu¡e generations pay the costs. 
.

In other words, costs are "extemalized." Consequentþ Hardin cÐncluded that

"[fJreedom in a commons brings ruin to all" (1968:1242), and recommended that

the tragedy of the commons crruld be averted by a combination of private

property (1968:1245) and "mutual coercion; mutually agreed upon" (1968:1247).

In other wordg what Hardin suggested was that the causes of problems

sudr as pollutiorç and the unsustainable use of resou¡ces were to be fou¡d in

freedom and common property. Yet both of these proposals have been

questioned by more r€cent cross-cultural research on resonrce management and

14_ Consequently, this also illustrates the fact that human communities must not only adapt to
ecological conditions, but also to one another.
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theI,ili 'r)erty rights regimes. Firstly, more recent literature distinguishes

i,,.irveen corunon property regimes proper/ where access is regu_lated by a

.:út'!!rt.unitA of users (as among the Cree) and the type of "open access" regime

ol'irrch Hardin described (Berkes 1999:1,42;Burger and Goclrfeld 2000:130). And in

ligìrt of the abundant cross-cultural evidence that common property can be

su stainably managed at the community level (as in the examples from the Cree

.-,:'.',::iCered above), this literature proposes that it is actually the "open access

t *¡¡inre," where there ß a complete absence of regulatiory which leads to the

"i.l;r¡;edy of the commons."

Consequently, cornmon property is not the cause of the problem. Yet

neither is freedom, particularly at the community level. Rather, as Burger and

{iochfeld suggest in their review of the relevant literature, "[c]ommons

r)-r;inagement is more likeþ to succeed when the users depend on the

res<¡urce...share a coÍrnon understanding of it...when their is grounds for trusf
ar;rcng the users, and when they a¡e able to "form an autonomous controlling

ítL¡:.!i1" to manage the resource at the community level (2000:132, emphasis

,',i)iir,:il). As the Cree case conceming the collapse of the beaver population

:;,¡EgÉrsts/ they rnust also be able to effectively exclude outsiders. For as Berkes

sr-i4gests, "[s]ocieties do not establish conservation rules and ethics for the

benefit of outsi derc" (1999 :96).

From a cross-cultu¡al perspective, therefore, "the phenomena in which

tirc individual off loads costs to society while pursu[ng private benefits'l (Berkes

':-'){)t}:1"42), whidr Hardin identifie4 is a result of neither freedom nor common

frroperty. Rather, it is a result of open access situations an{ even more

i-ili-rortantþ, a result of the utilitarian or economic logic which Hardin assumed

i:o be universal, and its ethic of maximization. As my discussions of the principle

cf sufficiency, which appears to have guided many non-Westem economic
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systems suggests/ however, this logic is fa¡ from universal, and the tragedy in

question is thus better described as "the hagedy of capitalism in the commons."

Thus, as Berkes at al. suggest, "the alternative world views of traditional

peoples could provide insights for redirecting the behavior of the industrial

world towards a more sustainable path" (1995:299), by teaching us many useful

lessons about sustainable resource management at the local or bioregional level.

And while Sillitoe proposes that "the philosophy underlying indigenous-

knowledge research is unexceptionabld' (1,998:224), the same ca¡not be said of

TEK. This is primarily due to its explicit emphasis upon the importance of

ecolagical knowledge and issues. This allows TEK research to draw upon several

decades of theoretical development within the broader eco-holist literature,

induding its critiques of mechanistic science, cenhalized planning and economic

logic.

Yet as Berkes reminds us, "much of contemporary ecological research

uses reductionist thinking. Thus, not all ecological science is sympathetic to

traditional ecology" (Berkes 1999:182). Among those whose views are inJormed

by eco-holist thought, however, and by the distinction between deep and

shallow ecology, there is mucfr interest in "bndglng" the two traditions. Berkes,

for example, suggests that adaptive management and other holistic traditions

within Westem science "are potentially suitable to provide frameworks for

integrating Western and indigenous knowledge," and--consistent with radical

pluralism-this suggests that each should be recognized as legitimate forms of

knowledge (1999:778-9). Indee{ contemporary Native American schola¡s also

often emphasize the fundamental importance of ecological issues, or call for the

need for "bndgng" the two traditions. As Sioui proposes, for example:

If there is to be a positive development of history and of sciences in
general (social and otherwise), ecology must become the common mother of all
scíences; and history, like the social sciences, must consider the ecological
dimension as fundamental (L992:701, emphasis added).
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Cajete (2000), on the other hand, desaibes TEK as a "Native science" in its

own right, which focuses upon the study of "natural laws of interdependencg"

just as eco-holism does. Yet as was also implied by the inhoductory quotation

from his work, Cajete also suggests that "Native people were the first

ecologists" (2000:207). Consequently, not unlike TEK researchers and eco-holists

more generally, Cajete also proposes that Westem science has much to learn

from Native science. lndeed, Cajete argues that "Westem science r¡eeds Native

science to examine its prevailing world view and culture" (2000:285, original

emphasis), as does the eco-holist literature corsidered above. Not unlike TEK

researchers, however, Cajete also calls for the importance of bringing the two

tuaditions together so that they may learn from one another, for "[c]reation

always engenders synthesis." Further, Cajete suggests that we are already ',in

the early phases of a synthesis between Indigenous science and certain aspects of

Western science" (2000:208).

Indeed, a similar sentiment was also expressed by the Moose Cree of

northern Ontario in a recent report on traditional land use among their people:

As Aboriginal peoples, we have a long history of observing and
experiencing environmental changes, and if we--as Aboriginat people-put
our knowledge together, we can explain some things- whiCh säendsts
cannot explain as well. At the same time, however, sdentists can explain
so1e things which we can't explain, Accordingly, we finnly believe that
haditional knowledge is just as important as scientiÉic knowledge...and
that the two may provide complementary means of understand-ing the
same problems. Imagine the 'know-hor,/ whictr could be assembled if the
scientific and traditional approaches to ecological knowledge were
combined14l4!

Perhaps the most important lesson which Native science teaches us,

however, is provided by its non-dualistic character, and the fact that non-

14 This quote is taken f¡om an unpublished report entitled 'Moose Cree Fi¡st Nation
Traditional Land Use Mapping Project " which reported on the initial findings of their
government financed but commu¡ity organized TEK research project, which shall be discussed i¡
more detail below.
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economic values are explicitly incorporated into its investigations. Thus, despite

the importance of appropriate scale, we should not expect our activities to be

ecological simply because they are decentralized, nor simply because the scale of

our organizatiory or the size of our tools and machines have been reduced to a

more human scale. Rather, what both TEK researchers and recent Native

American scholars suggest, is the central importance of long-term, direct

knowledge at the local or bioregional level. Further, such local knowledge must

be guided by a deeply ecological sensibility, or by the knowledge that all things

in nature are intimately interconnected, and that all are deserving of our respect.

For as Standing Bear once suggested:

the man who sat on the ground in his tipi meditating upon life and its
meaning, accepting _the kinship of all creatu¡es, and acknowledging unity
with the universe of things was infusing into his being the true ãssénce óf
civilization. And when native man leff off this form õf development, his
humanization was retarded in growth (1978:250)145.

1Æ This quote is also reminiscent of Bodley's (1999) claim that "sapienization,, is the main
goal of domestic scale cultu¡es,
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4. NEO-COLONIALISM AND INDIGENOUS RESISTANCE: AN

OPPORTUNITY FOR COALITIONS-

These last one hundred years have been the time of most difficult
struggle, but they have not broken our spirit nor altered our love for this
land nor our attachment and commitment to it. We have survived as a
people. Ou¡ attachment means that we must also commit ourselves to
help dewelop healtþ societies for all people who live upon this land. But
we will not be able to contribute unlets we have the means first to
develop healthy societies for ourselves (David Courchene/ as cited in:
Mcl\ickle 197 3:1,47 -80f as.

Native Americans have consistently attempted to maintain a harmonious
relationship with their lands in the face of tremendous pressures to
assimilate. They have expressed in muttiple ways that their land and the
maintenance of its ecological integrity are key to their physical and
cultural survival (Cajete 2000:211).

Besides the ecological importance of TEK and its potential contribution to

the solution of ecological problems, from an indigenous perspective it is also

dosely linked to political issues such as cultural revital i zation, the protection of

their lands, and resistance to the expansion of capitalist extractive industry. To

rehrm for a moment to the discussion of the different approaches within the IK

literature, however, not all IK researchers directly support indigenous political

and economic autonomy. Sillitoe]s non-critical stance conceming the relevance

of IIÇ for example, extends not only to the dominant scientific paradigm, but to

questions of policy and politics as well. In other words, it extends to issues which

might involve questioning lhe aims of development. As he suggests, for

example, while IK research "intimately and unavoidably involves political

issues," anthropologists working in the area should merely "inJorm politicians

and others about issues as they perceive them and leave the responsibility for

policy decisions to them" (1998:231). In Sillitoes opinion, thery as anthropologists

we are "not politicians, management consultants, or policy makers," and any
16 At th" ti-" the above stâtement was submitted to the lndian Affairs Branch of the
Canadian govemnent (Octobe¡ 1971), Cou¡chene was serving as president of the Manitoba
Indian B¡otherhood. The statement was entitled 'î¡Vahbung Our Tomorow," and was quoted in
TIrc Montreøl Star, Oc.. 16, 1971.
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pretense towards sudr ends wordd test "the limits of our disciptinary

comp etence" (199 8:246-7 ).

The type of non-critical stance advocated by Sillitoe with regards to

development policy has been criticized by others, however, both directly in

response to the article in question, and in more general critiques of the IK

literature. Both Stirrat (1998:243) and Posey (1.998:247), for example, suggest that

Sillitoe has ignored much of the "political context" in which IK research is taking

place, This is not surprising given the views quoted in the above paragraph.

In an earlier article, Aïun Agawal also raises the point that the central

objective of much IK research is also politically inappropriatg for reasons whidr

a¡e consistent with the above discussions of appropriate scale and direct

knowledge. For as Agrawal proposes, the earlier IK literah¡re has tended to

advocate the ex situ preservation of IK in centralized, bureaucratically organized

databases, where it will primarily be of use to agents of development. Indeed,

she daims that this is "not just the preferred strategy...it is almost always their

only strategy" for preserving IK (1995:430). In other words, Agrawal suggests

that IK researctrers have tended to advocate the external preservation and

exploitation of IK by development agencies, without a sufficiently strong

emphasis upon the concuffent preservation of the indigenous cultures which

prduce it, nor upon theiu. øtnership of that knowledge.

Indee{ emphasizing the central importance of concrete knowledge and

feedback learning, Berkes suggests that external preservation of TEK is not only

inappropriate, but also ineffectual since "[t]he written page will neaer be an

ødequate þrmat þr the teøching of indigenous knm:Iedge. It can only be taught

properly on the land" (1999:28, original emphasis). Further, from an eco-holist

perspective, such an approach does not sufficientþ problematize current political

relationships between the global capitalist system and the local systems of
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politics and production which it continues to colonize.

Consequently, Agrawal suggests that "it might be more helpful to frame

the issue as one requiring modification in political relationships" (1995:431). This

suggests an alternate position which is more consistent with eco-holism, which

advocates the in situ preservation of IK or TEK through changes to "state

policies and market forces," and Agawal offers a detailed discussion of the

argumentrs for and against suc-h a course of action (1995:432). For if successfuI

adaptation requires direct knowledge and local level feedbacks, then in situ

preservation may be the only way of successfully preserving TEK, since "much of

indigenous knowledge makes no sense when abstracted from the cultu¡e of

whidt it is a parf (Berkes 1999:23). Such an emphasis upon the preservation of

local cultures and production systems is also similar to that taken by Stone, in her

comment on Sillitoe's worþ particularly when she states that:

Goodwill and inter-disciplinary open-mindedness will not be enough to
change this highly bureaucratized system and world of development
planning, implementation, and evaluation urùess accompanied by
institutional and policy drange (1998:243).

It appears, therefore, that there is more than one approach to IK research

even among those who use the term, whidr is not adequately encompassed by

Sillitods contrast between the market-liberal and the neo-populist approathes.

Neither approach sufficientþ cha¡acterizes an eco-holist or TEK approacþ for

example, even though the latter does advocate populism, or "bottom-up"

research. Further, neither approadr is explicitly ecological. Neither isa contrast

between IK and TEK adequate-for not only is TEK a subfield of IK but many of

the above critiæ of more conseryative IK approaches do not identify themselves

withTEK147.

Fortunateþ, Purcell (1998) provides us with a more useful suggestion with

147 Both Ag¡awal (1Ð5) and Purceìl (1998), however, do make much mo¡e explicit reference to
ecological issues than does Sillitoe (1998).
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his contrast between the "indigenous knowledge approach" a:rd the "ecoliberal"

approach. The "ecolibe¡al: approacþ according to Purcell, "aims at helping to

integrate people into the capitalist market on thei¡ own termb" (1,998:267), not

unlike the approach whidr Sillitoe advocates. An "indigenous knowledge"

approacþ on the other hand, is based upon an understanding of the fact that

"capitâlist transformation threaten[s] local communities and ecological systems

and is therefore unsustainable" (7998:265), This not only suggests that IK is

consistent with an eco.holist or TEK approaclù but implicitly suggests that

Sillitoe s aÍguments should not be considered consistent with an IK approach as

well. For while both might be consistent with the promotion of more

participatory approaches, only the latter explicitly questions the aims of

development and the policies whidr guide it, whidr are primarily economic.

Thus, Purcelfs definition of an IK approach would appear to be more consistent

with the critique of commercial scale culfure and its ideology discussed above,

for as he continues, "[i]nterest in the study and application of IK-or indigenous

praxis as a hansformative process-logically implies indigenous people assuming

relative autonomy" (L998:260, emphasis added).

The TEK literature, with its explicitly ecological emphasis, therefore,

appea¡s to support many of the criticisms which have recently been made

conceming more conseryative approaches to IK research. And from an eco-

hol-ist perspective, the choice of methodology and focus for indigenous

knowledge researchers is as much ethical and politic¿l as it is practical. Shall we

study indigenous knowledge "as the demands of development require," or shall

we promote its importance for the benefit of the peoples who possess it?

Purcell, for one, suggests the importance of either fully collaborative

researd¡ or the promotion of IK resea¡ch conducted by indigenous peoples

themselves, for thei¡ own use and benefit, rather than for the benefit of agents of
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development (1998:268). For as he states, IK researchers "must choose between

being facilitators of local autonomy...or be agents of hegemonic 'progress"'

(1998:267). From an ecologically informed perspective, therefore, "it is economic

development based on the logic of unbridled growth that destroys indigenous

territories" (1998:265), along with the cultures, local production systems and

systems of direct knowledge of locat communities. Consequently, the choice

between these two options is clea¡-to support local autonomy and local

participation in resource management issues, so that local cultures may

successfully adapt to the great diversity of local ecological conditions in whidr

they reside.
' 

A series of community-level TEK studies conducted in northem Ontario in

the late 1990s provide a useful example of these issues, as well as providing an

illustration of the political importance of TEK in the eyes of indigenous peoples

themselves, and a way of linking TEK to issues such as indigenous resistance to

neo-colonial capitalist expansion in their haditional lands. The projects in

question were financed by the Ontario Minishy of Natu¡al Resources as part of

its Environmental Information Parbrership project (EIP). The EIP was created in

t995196 wit}:. its goat being "to dévelop an information management system for

the Moose River Basin to assist in the identification and evaluation of cumulative

environmental effects for plarning and development purposes" (EP 1997:l).

This induded the development of a computerized i¡formation management

system for the area, a series of scientific reports, as well as the TEK studies

mentioned above.

In terms of its organization, the EIP took a participatory approacþ with its

Steering Committee consisting of representatives from a variety of stakeholders

in the a¡ea: these induded various industries, the federal and provincial

governments, an environmental group and tr4/o First Natiorfs organizations
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representing the Cree and Qibway peoples of the area (Eß I99T:4). The EIp,

"under the direction of its Fínst Nations partners', established a Traditional

Ecological Knowledge Advisory Committee (TEKAC) in order to ,,provide

oversight and guidance" to the TEK component of its programs (EE 1,997:6).

This committee consisted of representatives from the Wabung Tribal Council,

representing the Qibway peoples in the southem part of the regiorç and the

Mushkegowuk Council, representing the Swampy Cree peoples to the north, as

well as academic consultants with expertise on TEK and a representative from

the Ministry of Natural Resources.

The TEK component of the study also took a participatory approacþ

si¡nilar to that proposed by Purcell above, which promoted indigenous

participation in the design and implementation of the TEK research projects.

More specifically, TEKAC proposed a participatory research progrâm which was

intended to involve Fi¡st Nations "in research and data collection on their

terms," to "ensure that First Nations approve and participate in all TEK studies,,,

and that "First Nations maintain ownership of alt TEK" collected during the

program (EP 7997:7), thus respecting indigenous intellechral property rights. In

other words, the research was to be for their own use and benefit. TEKAC

began by soliciting research proposals from First Nations communities in the

region to record TEK or to apply it to environmental assessment and planning

in ttre Moose River Basin. They then selected five commr¡nities, to whictr they

provided funding and advice, with each community reporting back to TEKAC

on their progress/ and providing a final report on the results of thei¡ research

efforts.

My own involvement was to serve as an academic consultant, who was

sent by TEKAC to assist each of the communities in preparing their final research

reports in the summer of 1998. This involved reviewing the data collected
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and/ or their proposals for further researclL as well as attempting to identify and

include any relevant ecological details which may have been forthcoming. I also

prepared a final report of my own summarizing the state of the va¡ious projects,

the research which had been accomplished in the I99T-98 furdi.g year, and the

additional work proposed by each community, which was to be used to seek

additional funding.

Lr terms of the final reports received by TEKAÇ the community TEK

studies which they sponsored met with mixed success. One of the five

communities could not be contacted during my stay in the area, and to my

knowledge, never submitted a fìnal report. A second community submitted a

preliminary report to TEKAC, but had no additional data available for my

review during my visit. It was undear at the time whether additional research

had been done or not/ or whether the data had been "lost.,' Thus, the

preliminary report, which focused on the community's history, became the final

reportrs ,

The other three communities; the Moose Cree, the Chapleau Cree and the

Missanabie Cree, however, all provided very promising final reports, each of

whidr induded proposals for fu¡ther relevant research. Indeed, while their

submissions were called "final reports" because fundirg for the project had

largely been spent, none of the communities felt that the level of fuoditrg

available had allowed them to complete the research nec€ssary to meet their

objectives. Thus, they are better described as prelinrinary reports, which

included an outline of the research necessary to meet their longer-terrn aims.

The Chapleau Cree sfudy, for example, proposed four main research

themes. The first was a focus on haditional patterns of Cree subsistence in the

past, induding documenting seasonal patterns of movement, the species

@inthiscofìmunitydoingparticipantobservation;attendinga
wedding social, helping my host build a new garage, socializing and generalþ trying to
participate in the day-to-day life of the community.
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exploited in various seasons and locations, and the manner in which and for

what purposes they were used. The sécond theme was to document historical

changes in Cree patterns of relationship with the land, the history of the fur

trade era, and the impact of their relationships with newcomers, induding the

adoption of new technologies and practices up to contemporary times. The third

theme was to document the world view and spiritual values of their culture

based on the teachings of their elders. Finally, the fourth theme was to provide

an accormt of the seasonal activities typicatly perfonned in one family's huating

teffitory, as well as to record the types of conservation practices, or "animal

husbandry," which were employed in order to harvest the area sustainably (such

as the rotation of areas hawested discussed above). Ithile significant progress

had been made on the first three themes, based upon a combination of

interviews with elders, soliciting submissions from band members, and the

knowledge of the authors themselves, the fourth objective remained to be

developed. Further, no attempt to map any of the information had been made.

Similarly, the Mssanabie Cree's study proposed three objectives, two of

which were the focus of their preliminary resea¡ch. The first objective was to

map historically and culturally significant sites in their area, including an

emphasis upon identifying the extent of their haditicinal land base, and a focus

on recording the history of their people. This theme wâs well developed using a

combination of historical and archaeological resea¡ch. T?re second objective was

to document baditional and contemporary patterns of land use among their

people. This theme also proposed a documenting of the impacts of various

outside interventions upon both the Mssanabie and thei¡ lands through the use

of TEK. Both of these themes had begun to be documented in a series of

interviews with 20 elders, most of which were video taped, but needed

additional work to bring to completion, and possibly map the i¡rformation.
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Finally, the third objective proposed was an investigation of the possible

ecological effects of the recently closed Renabie gold mine, located a few miles

from the town of Mssanabie, which I also had the opportunity to visit. As a

result of the closing, many of the residents of Mssanabie had left to seek

employment elsewherg and the town was now largely a tourist fishing and

hunting camp. The mine site itself contained two former mine shafts, the eastern

one filled with water and the western one not, the former surrounded by a

fence, and the other by a large field of boulders. Between the two were hectares

of "meadows," which were all that would grow on the lands where the tailings

from the mine had been dumped-there were no kees. Just to the southeast of

the western shaft, was a series of terraced retention ponds extending south for

well over a kilometer, which were surrounded by dead hees. During the visit,

Archie Nolan, the leader of the Missanabie TEK project, told me that he had

brought one of the elders, who knew the area before the mine opened, to visit

the former mine, and that they had cried at the sight of it.

While this theme remained to be pursued in their report, there was much

discussion of anecdotal evidence among local band members during my visit to

the town of Mssanabie. These induded reports of.6sh kills in Big Mssanabie

Lake from chemical spills during the operadon of the mine, whidt was located on

the height of land separating the Moose River Basin from the Great Lakes

watershed. I was also present during discussions of the issue when local hunters

described observing moose living in the area of the dosed mine as acting

"drunkenly," or walking on their knees, while others related stories of noose

killed in the a¡ea being "worrny" and unfit for human consumption. Further,

former employees of the mine desaibed the improper disposal of asbestos and

other materials in one of the shafts during the dosure of the mine, which were

then set ablaze. While not yet documented, this line of research showed much
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promise for combining TEK on the behavior and condition of game, and the

effects on vegetatior¡ with scientific testing in order to document any remaining

chemical contaminatiory both of which would be useful in the type of cumulative

impact assessments proposed by the EIP.

The most ambitious proposaf however, whose initial research was

already well advanced, was the project of the Moose.Cree from the community

of Moose Factory near the mouth of the Moose River. It also served as the hub

for air travel to more remote Mushkego communities, and served as the location

of the Muskegowuk Council's head offices. Moose Factory is the most northern

and most populous community of the three, and the one which continued to

harvest the land most actively. The Moose Cree had begun a sophisticated

traditional land use mapping project whidr was modeled after an earlier project

by the Gitksan Fi¡st Nation from the interior of British Columbia, who had

established an Aboriginal GIS Mapping Network to teach other First Nations

their tedniquesl49. The three objectives of the larger research project included

the collection of TEK conceming the land itself and a wide variety of land-use

activities, the mapping of this i¡formation using Geographical Information

System (GIS) technolo 6!, ætd the creation of a permanent management unit

within the administrative structure of the Moose Cree First Nation to maintain,

expand and update the database.

Thei¡ initial research was guided by three priorities. The first was to

establish the boundaries of the Moose Crees traditional territory, or la¡d-use

base, through the collection of TEK. The second was to focus upon interviewing

149 They weru also on the lecture chcrdt that sp¡ing. Bert Wapachee, the leader of the Moose
Cree TEK project, had seen the Gitksan presentation at a conference at the University of Toronto
in the spring of 199Ç and used it as a módel for their own project. I happened to asÈif he was
aware of their mapping project because I had seen the Gitkisan presentation myself at the
Seventh Common Property Conference of the Intemational Association for the Study of Common
Pfoperty, at the University of British Columbia in Jufie 1998, Consequently, I asked whether he
had heard of their study because I had noticed many similarities in the Moose Cree approach
while assisting with the preparation of thei¡ final report during my visit to Moose Factory.
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elders first, particularly conceming where specific land-use activities took place,

both of which were to be combined with a report by an historian on their

community's history whidr was commissioned during my visit. Finally, the

third priority was to establish a long-term plan for the continued researclç which

would eventually expand it to indude all land users and additional categories of

informationls0. It would also provide for the maintenance of the resulting

database, through the creation of a Natu¡al Resources Management Unit within

the administrative skucture of the Moose Cree Finst Nation. To this end, the

Moose Cree First Nation had already contributed additional funding to the

proiect above and beyond that provided by TEKAÇ and was activeþ seeking

additional funding elsewhere.

Thus, while the participatory research approach promoted by TEKAC was

admirable, over-all the research ptogram was not without its problems. As

suggested by the above, the primary problem was a lack of funding, whidr

allowed none of the communities to complete their proposed research topics to

their satisfaction. This was a problem commented upon in all tfuee communities,

with the leader of one of the projects suggesting that government sponsored

programs of this type were merely "band-ards," especially after a change in

government at the provincial level, which had reduced fuodittg to the project

mid-sheam. This unexpected cut in funding left the TEKAC's project as a whole

without enough money to bring atl of the research programs to completion

(espeeially in light of the fact that two of the communities did not submit final

150 Besides prioritizing the interviewing of elders during Phase I, traditional land users
during Phase II, and other comnunity members during Phase Itr, the long-term plan also
included the collection and mapping of four types of data. The fi¡st focused on defining the
boundary, the second on culturally related data concerning traditional land use and occupanry of
the land, induding traditional names, traplines, grave siies and sacred places and traditionat
harvesting areas fof different types of resources. The third type of data was to focus on the
collection of information on fish and wildlife, such as the location of wildlife habitat, moose
yards, animal dens, fish spawning areas, and waterfowl feeding areas. Finally, the fourth
would focus on geographical informatiorç sudr as terrain t¡?es,wâterways, forest composition
and soil types,
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reports), and left their overa-ll plans rather overambitious. One result of the

unexpected reduction in funding, for example, was that it left the over-all design

of the project a bit "top heavy," with a lot of money required to pay for the

havel of the advisory committee, and for the consultative process an{ as it

furned out, less left for the use of the various communities themselves in

completing their TEK projects (which was entirely unintended).

My own travel and participation is also induded in the forrrer part of the

budget, though one project leader did suggest that having an academic TEK

consultant available for consultation in the Êeld throughout the program would

have been a useftrl addition to the design of the project. This comment was

made in the context of pointing out another problem, to do with tlie inflexible

scheduling of the funding and researclç which was suggested by two of the

communities. This induded their concem that a workshop on previous TEK

studieg which was held in spring, mid-way through the period in which the

research was schedule{ should have been held at the beginning. Because of the

limited time frame for the research, by this point the research programs of both

the Missanabie and Chapleau Cree had largely been set, and much of their

fuoding spent, whereas the Moose Cree had not yet begun their study, and

benefited from the workshop in designing their project. krflexibility in

súeduling was also problematic to the Mssanabie for another reason/ in that

they are a scattered population who were still negotiating a peûnanent

reservation, and thei¡ a¡nual band gathering at Missanabie, the only time many

band members could be properly included in the sfudy, occu¡red some two

weeks after the final reports were to be submitted.

Yet despite the problems, these studies do raise several relevant issues

regarding the importance of TEK to indigenous communities themselves. All,

for example, suggested that the first priority must be the preservation of the
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knowledge of their elders, which suggests the continued importance of both

continuity in knowledge, and long-term knowledge, to indigenous communities.

As the final report of the Moose Cree suggested for example, "[a]s Elders-the

traditional ecological experts-die, the fulI richness of the badition is diminished,

as some of the knowledge is not passed on." Írdeed, my field notes also record

a conversation with Mike Cachagee in Chapleau, conceming oral history. He

was talking about his old grandmother, who was bom in the late 1800s, and who

had knowledge from elders born long before, again suggesting the importance

of preserving long-term knowledge. He went on to suggest that when people

talk about the effect of residential schools on ofal history they usually focus on

the kids not being there to leam the baditional teachings. What, he had asked,

about the elders who were left with no one to teach their knowledge to?

Besides the importance of long-term knowledge, the focus on preserving

the knowledge of elders in the studies of the Chapleau and Mssanabie Cree are

also closely linked to an ongoing process of cultural revitalization within their

communities, to which the preservation of haditional knowledge is also central.

Both groups historically tuaded furs up the Moose River system to Moose

Factory, and were considered by the federal government to have been induded

in treaties signed by this community, even though they considered themselves

separate peoples, and continued to live off the land on their traditional territories

well into the twentieth century.

Consequentþ the Chapleau reservation at Fox Lake was only established

in the earþ 1990s, and they were attempting to reestablish their community on

their new reserve, Thus, their initial emphasis upon preserrring their oral

history, and their elders' knowledge of their time on the land can be understood

as part of this cultural revitalization effort. Further, the proposed research aimed

at recording the types of sustainable "animal husbandry" teclrniqueg or the
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indigenous resource management practices their ancestors had use4 was l_inked

to reestablishing a sustainable relationship with the land as the community

became reestablished (as in the discussion of their susLainable forestry project

above).

The Missanabie Cree's similar emphasis upon recording oral history can

be understood in the same context, as an attempt at cultu¡al revitalizafiorç yet it
also had a political purpose. Their emphasis upon documenting their historical

occupation of their territory was an integral part of supporting their ongoing

land claims process, and of establishing a land base in their former territory. As

with the Chaplear¡ this would also (it was hoped) involvs ¡sviralizing thsi¡

culture through the reestablishment of a permanent community in the area.

Of course, using TEK to document the continued occupancy and use of the

land has also had other political uses in recent Canadian history, including using

it as the basis for resistance to the neo-colonial expansion of capitalist industries

into the tuaditional territories of indigenous peoples. This was true, for example,

of the Dene peoples successfuI opposition to the construction of the Mackenzie

Valley Pipeline in the mid-1970s (Berger 1988; Bodley 1999:157-9).

Indeed, the Moose River/James Bay Coalition (tvfi{/IBC), a coalition of

indigenous organizations in the Moose River Basirç used a similar strategy as

part of their opposition to the expansion of hydro-elechic developments in their

area in the early 1990s. This emphasis was orìly one part of a very complex case,

dealing with a wide variety of ,issues, which was to be presented before an

Environmental Assessment hearing on the expansion of hydro capacity in the

area151. The emphasis on had.itional land use, however, included not only

testimony by traditional harvesters, and by organizations representing

indigenous harvesters, but also commissioned academic studies to map, and to
151 In fact, however, the case was never tabled because Ontatio Hydro pulled their
application for hydro-electric expansion in the Moose River Basin befo¡e this was scheduled to
occw'
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document, the importance of traditional land use as well (Berke s et a7. L994;

Berkes a¡d Haug}:. 1992; W etler 1992)1s2. Indeed, one of the arguments provided

for the importance of the Moose Cree's ongoing TEK project, considered above,

was that the earlier information was incomplete, and thus misrepresented the

actual extent of their traditional territories, and therefore needed to be updated,

since the Ministry of Natu¡al Resources continued to use this data to document

their territory when considering the impacts of potential developments in the

afea.

Another central emphasis was to commission studies to examine the

cumulative impacts of previous developments, which may well have been a

prectlrsor to the EIPs own emphasis upon this type of approacþ and hence to

the Missanabie Creds proposed cumulative impact assessment of the Renabie

GoId Mine. fhe MR/IBÇ for example, commissioned an historian to compile a

comprehensive history of capitalist expansion into their area (Morrison 1992),

which was later summarized by George et al. (1995), which cot¡td provide a basis

for documenting the impacts of the various developments. Indeed, the Moose

Cree's final TEK report also suggested that the database they were attempting to

compile was a prerequisite for the completion of sudr cummulative impact

assessments in the futu¡e.

Finally, another important reason which the Moose Cree used to argue

for the importance of their study, was that it could provide the database

necessary for their participation in a co.maragement agreement, which they

hoped to negotiate in fufure, Such a co-management agreement, for example,

had previously been negotiated by the Grand Council of the Crees of Quebec

(GCCQ) as part of the James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement, which was

negotiated as a resr¡lt of their opposition to the |ames Bay hydroelectric facility in

152 '¡1i" ¡¡o*,ution formed the dâtabase upon which thei¡ cu¡rent land use mapping
expanded.
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the neighboring province of Quebec (Niezen 1998). While the GCCQ had little

choice but to negotiate what concessions they could at the time, since

construction was a.lready ongoing, both Feit (1979) and Niezen (1998) suggest

that their highest priority going into the negotiations was the protection of the

forest lifestylels3. Through the negotiation of such an agreement in their own

area, the Moose Cree appear to hope that they will be able to reestablish some

level of control over, and participation þ resource management and.

development planning in their haditional territory, using the TEK database they

are developing to inform thei¡ own decisions.

\{hile the importance of local knowledge provides one point of contact

between eco-holism and Native American ph-ilosophies conceming issues sudr as

the critique of modern sciencg epistemology, as well as in emphasizing the

importance of communal resource management and local autonomy and

participatiorç therefore, their common resistance to capitalist expansionism and

its patterns of resoulce exploitation provides another. tr other words, they also

share a tendency towards resisting neo-colonialism and the destructiveness of

capitalist technology, often forming coalitions in recent years as a result.

This is a point which has already been abundantly documented in the

recent literahrre, which need only be briefly summarized here. Indigenous

resistance to neo-colonial expansionism in Canada, for example, whether it be

hydroelectric development (Chodkiewicz and Brown 1999; Niezen 1998,7999;

Waldram 1988), or whether it be extractive industries such as oil fields (Godda¡d

1991), u¡anium mining (Goldsti ck t987), or clear cut foreshy (Glavin 1990) are atl

well documented. Similar patterns of indigenous resistance have also been

documented in the United States (Gedicks 1993; LaDuke L999), and

153 ¡sit (1979) discusses the details ofthe agteement they reached whicþ among other
things, gives indigenous harvesting priority when assessing the allowable harvest. He also
describes it as a þolitical articulation of hunte¡s to the state," which allows fo¡ formal
indigenous participation in resource managem€nt decision-making.
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intemationally (Bodley 1999; Gedicks 2001). One of the common themes of

indigenous resistance both in the North American context and intemationally, is

also very well summarized by LaDuke, who is herself a Native ecological activist:

Grass roots and land-based skuggles characterize most of Native
envi¡onmentalism. We are nations of people with distinct land areas, and
our leadership and di¡ection emerge from the land up. Our commihnent
and tenacity spring from our deep connection to the land (1999:4).

Indeed, eco-holism's central emphasis upon the importance of appropriate

cultural scale appears to argue that ecological resista¡ce shotrld adopt much the

same strategy. Thus resistance to capitalist expansionism, and its detrimental

effects, represents another potential point of contact between the two, and many

of the works cited above describe precisely sudr coalitions, and thei¡ usefulness

in practice. Yet again, this suggests the need for precisely the type of "radical

pluralism" which was suggested by Esteva and Prakash above, tfuough which

local actors support one anothels coÍunon struggles against common global

enemies/ in defense of both local communities and local economies, as well as in

defense of future generations and our coffinon Mother Ea¡th as well. To

condude with a point upon which I think both eco-holism and Native American

thought can agree:

We cannot adequately express our feelings of horror and revulsion as we
view the policies of industry and government in North America which
tlueaten to destroy a1l life. Our forefathers predicted that the European
Way of Life would bring a Spiritual imbalancå to the world, that the Éarth
would become old as a result of that imbalance. Now it is before all the
world to see--that the life-producing forces a¡e being reversed and that
the life-potential is leaving this land...We bring to yoni hearts and minds
that right-minded human beings seek to prombte ábove all else the life of
all things..Jt is our duty as human beings to preserve the life that is here
for the benefit of the generations yet unborn (I(rudtson and Suzuki
7992:194)rsa'

1& This quote is from a decla¡ation of the Six Nâtions Iroquois Confederary, first made public
on Apr 17,1979.
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CONCLUSION: ON UNITY IN DIVERSITY

An Indian looks at nature and sees beauty--the woods, the marshes, the
mountains, the grasses and berries, the moose and the field mouse, the
soaril8 eagle and the flitting hummingbird, the gaudy flowers and the
succulent bulbs. He sees the diversity of the vã¡ious elements of the
entire scene...He surveys the diversities of nature and finds them good.
An Indian thinks this might be the way of people...To the Indian tiis is the
natural way of things, the way things should be, as it is in natu¡e. As the
stream needs the woods, as the flowers need the breeze, as the deer needs
the. grassls, so do peoples have need of each other, and so can peoples
find good in each other (Cardinal 1,969:7ï9).

To exist in a creation means that living is more than tolerance for other life
forms-it is recognition that in differeñces there is the skength of creation
and that this shength is a deliberate desire of the creator (Dèloria 1994:89).

In the fall of 7992I and two fellow antfuopology students met with Neil

Hall, a Native drummer and singer, to learn something about the meaning of

contemporary powwow gatherings in our area. We had contacted Flall at the

suggestion of a professor of Native Sfudies, and he had invited us into his home

in Winnipeg's North End. Once we were seated around the kitchen table, and

had introduced ourselves to one another, he asked us what we would like to

know. I suggested that perhaps it would be best if he began by telling us what

he, himself, thought to be important about powwow gatherings. He responded

not by talking about powwows, at least not initially, but with the following

remark/ which I have carried with me ever since: "Our beliefs are not a religiory

but a way of lii[e'* ." He then went on to discuss the beliefs of his people,

humanify's relationship to nature, and the importance of looking to the manner

in whidr Nature itself does things when trying to understand how huma¡s

themselves should live, Thus, he immediately reminded us of the fact that any

one cultural event cannot be adequately understood without also understanding

something about ib place within the larger culfure, and that culturds conceptions

of their relationship to nature.

'"" Neil Hall, personal communicatiory November 1992,
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Throughout the preparation of the present work, I have attempted to

keep this sentiment in min{ and have used it as a touchstone to guide my

approach. For not onJy does it seem to correspond well with central themes of

the Native American literature discussed above, it also seems to express one of

the central understandings of eco-holism as well; more specifically , its holism.

Throughout the present work I have attempted to express this holistic sentiment

(certainly less succinctly, and perhaps less well than Hall) by suggesting that the

ideological sphere/ the social sphere and the ecological sphere cannot be

considered in isolation. Rather, it is the relationships between them which a¡e

the object of study. Nor was I surprised, as my research continued, to find that

Rodman had once described Leopold's land ethic in the following way: "[i]t is an

'ethiC in the almost forgotten sense of 'a way of liÍe"' (as cited in: Rolston

1988:353).

In other words/ as was implied by Hall, whether one refers to them as

religion, philosophy or ideology, one's beliefs are intimately related to one's way

of life, and that way of life to the ways of all living things. And in the analysis of

a culture, or a way of life, it is the most prevalent ideology-the one which is

most consistent with its way of life-.which is of central concern. Clearly, the

dominant values in Western culture consist of the constellation of values

embodied in economics, modem science and liberal individualism, which support

an exploitive attitude in our relationship to nafure. In many Native American

cultures past and present, on the other hand, the predominant values appear to

be more collectivist, and to retain an abiding respect for Nature and its ways,

which is consistent with a more restrained, respectful and sustainable

relationship with the natu¡al world. This also appears to be a view which an

increasing minority of Westerners have now come to share to a large degree.

For we have already seen that both the world view and ethos whictr inform eco-
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holism are broadly consistent with those which have been expounded by Native

America¡s since the time of first contact, The reason for this is no mystery, for

as Standing Bear relates:

The white man does not understand the lndian for the reason that he does
not understand America. He is too far removed from its formative
pro_cesses. The roots of the tree of his life have not yet grasped the rock
and soil...The man from Europe still hates the man- whó questioned his
path across the continent.
But in lhe hdian the spirit of the land is still vested; it will be until other
men are able to divine and meet its rhythm. Men must be born and
reborn to belong. Their bodies must be formed of the dust of their
forefathers bones,..
Eve,ry problem that exists today in regard to the native population is due
to the white man's cast of mind whidr is unable, at least ieluctant, to seek
understanding and achieve adjustment in a new and a significant
environment into which it has so recently come (1978:248-9).

Consistent with this sentiment, it has been the purpose of the present

work to encourage more ecoholists to turn directly to Native American

literature, philosophies and practices in order to gain iruights into both an

ecological sensibiJity and sustainable lifestyles. After all, it is exactly the type of

accommodation and adaptation of Western culture to the nature of the lands it
so recently colonized, of which Standing Bear speaks, which eco-holism ibelf

now seeks (in the North American context). To my mind, therefore, it would

appear that eco-holism should seek not only to balance the ends of humanity

with those of nature, but also to balance the short-term needs and desires of

individuals with the long-term needs of human corrmunities and societies. And

in light of the fact that Native American philosophies were born of this soil, to

which we now belatedly attempt to adapt ourselves, eco-holism-øú least in the

North Ameriun context--shotid, also be an attempt to balance Native American

philosophies with those of the Western world. And the same is true in other

parts of the world with respect to their own Aboriginal populations.

After all, not only are ecological philosophies broadly consistent with
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Native American philosophies, so also are their criticisms of the haditional ends

and dominant values. of Westem culture, and of their consequences in practice.

Further, the more decentralized, egalitarian pattern of organization which eco-

holism recommends-which would restore local cultural diversity by "scaling

down" the level at whidr economic and political systems are organized--woldd

also restore a pattern of life and organization which is broadly similar to that

whic-h Native Americans and other indigenous peoples had evolved centuries if
not millennia ago.

As the Western world has begun to rediscover a concern for the natural

world, therefore, it has also tended to rediscover many pattems of belief whidr

have been promoted by First Nations peoples for as long as we have had any

knowledge of them. The next step, however, is to embody these pattems in our

ways of life, a task for which the economic ethos is dearly an inappropriate

guide, for as LaDuke suggesþ "There is no way to quantify a way of life, only a

way to lle i( (7999:132). As Deloria reminds us, therefore, reiterating the

themes raised by Hatl and Standing Bear above, "ttlribal religions are actually

complexes of attitudes, beliefs, and practices fine-tuned to harmonize with the

lands on whic-h people hve" (7994:70). Perhaps, then, it is time we began to

liste& and to leam from those who have had the most experience with these

ways of thinking and living--and with this land-particularly if adaptation is our

goal. In other words, it is time we stopped treating the land as an "invader" and

began to leam to live as "natives" on the land to which we so recentþ came

(Dasmann 1988).

Ecological concems/ therefore, would appear to provide a point at whidr

the cultures of Native America and those of the Western world cân begin to

come together, as the discussion of traditional ecological knowledge and

Native/ecological resistance illustrated above. In other words, ecological
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the traditional antagonisms whidr have separated the two culfural types through

pursuing a coÍünon goal which is of equal relevance to all peoples--survival.

Perhaps, thery our coÍrmon ecological problems may allow us to recognize a

point of corunon ground at last, or as Brooke Medicine Eagle expressed this

point:

The Indian people are the people of the heart. I4lhen the white man carne
to this 1an4 what he was to bring was the intellect, that analytic,
intellectual way of being. And the Indian people were to develop the
heart, the feelings. And those two were to come together to build the
new age, in balance, not one or the other...I think wdre beginning to see
the force of this land that receptive force, come back agairy and that
balance is begiming to happen (as cited in: Halifax 1979:90-1).

While other contemporary Native Americans may take exception to the

contrast between the heart and the intellect as characteristic of the two cultural

types, the emphasis upon the importance of balancing the sbengths of the two is

clear. After all, we cannot simply go back to hunting and gathering or

horticulture, since social and ecological conditions have dranged dramatically

from what they were in the past, largely due to the expansion of the capitalist

system, and we are now confronted by a very different context. Thus an

ecologicâl lifestyle of the future must take advantage of the strengths of each

tradition, in order to create philosophies and ways of life which are mutually

beneficial to all involved, induding the Ea¡th itself. From the West comes the

scientific traditioru while from Native America comes the long-term, local level

knowledge of ecological systems which appears to be so essentiâl to successfrl

adaptatiorç as well as the egalitariarì attitudes consistent with the principle of

sufficiency, which seems equally aucial to the establishment of sustainable

societies. Indeed, as Naess observes with regard to Native American

philosophies, "[t]heir conception of the human situation is more realistic than
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that offered in our techno-natural scientific edu cattotl' (1989:175)'% .

So both cultural types have a contribution to make if we are to restore

balance to the creation. From the West comes technological knowledge or

"know-how," which has always been the skong point of applied science, while

from Native America come the values, sensibilities and local ecological

knowledge which must guide the development and application of appropriate

technology. Thus, as Deloria expresses this point, in terms which some may find

preferable to those used by Medicine Eagle, where "[t]he Western hemisphere

produced wisdom, western Europe produced knowledge" (7970:7I, emphasis

added).

It is certainly the height of irony, of course, that it is to the very peoples

whom it has spent bo much time conquering, missionizing and attempting to

assimilate that the .Western world must now turn for the wisdom which it so

desperately needs--the very wisdom whidL it so zealously attempted to

eliminate. We should be tha¡kful that the attempt failed, and that many First

Nations peoples have retained both their traditions, and thei¡ identities as

separate peoples. For it is only through the coming together of their wisdom--or

something very much like it-with the tedmic¿l knowledge of the West that

ecologicâl problems are likeþ to be solved. As N. Scott Momaday, the Kiowa

novelist once observed, for example:

the Indian has assumed a deep ethical regard for the earth and sky, a
reverence for the natural world that is antipodal to that strange tenet of
modern civilization that seemingly has it that man must destroy his
environment. It is this ancient ethic of the Native American that must
shape our efforts to preserve the earth and the life upon and within it
(I976:73).

Eco-holists, therefore, are not the only ones who recognize the

importance of bringing Native insights to bare on ecological problems, for as

@mericanout1ookas,,morerealistic,,thanthatofmodern
science, however, Naess undertakes no discussion of Native cultures, and references none of thei¡
literature.
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was discussed above, many contemporary Native Americans would appeaï to

agree. As McGaa states, for example, "I call on all experienced Native American

traditionalists to consider coming forward and sharing their knowledge. Come

forth and teach how Mother Ea¡th can be revered, respected and protected,,

(1990:vü). Indeed, the sentiments expressed by eco-holists, on the one hand, and

by McGaa, Sioui, Cajete and other contemporary Native scholars, on the other,

appear to represent complementary aspects of the same thought. And though

we may begin construction on opposite sides of the river, as it were,

increasingly, both schools are attempting to construct the same bridgg and our

efforts may meet in the middle. For as Cajete suggests, "[b]ridge building is

underway, and both sides stand to gain from the dialogue" (2000:285). Thus, in

the struggle to build an ecological future the ecology movement and First

Nations peoples are nah¡¡al allies, who should learn from one another, and seek

one anothefs assistancg and I hope that the present work may add a further

stone to this bridge.

Yet besides serving as a bridge between these two cultural fuaditions, the

bringing together of ecological concems and Native American traditions is also

important for another reason. For one of the great values of this type of cross-

cultural approach is that it illushates the fact that people have, beyond doubt,

lived in the more egalitarian, decentralized particípatory manner which ecology

now recoÍunends. While some might invoke the values of the elite, artd attempt

to dismiss its recommendations as ,unssgnsmical," therefore, they cannot be

dismissed as unrealistic, non-feasible, nor as utopian. A-fter all these patterns of

life appear to be consistent with what may be the original pattern of human

beliefs and [festyles. The contemporary practices of the Western world, on the

other hand, also come to be seen for what they aÍe--as a very recent experiment

whidr has proven ibelf to be massively destructive, inequitable and inadequate
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to ecological realities. For as Cajete suggests:

Human domination has not sustained the life of our Eartþ and we must
learn what will...The cosmology of human progress and domination over
nature is no longer viable, sustainablg or ultimately desirable...We are the
Earth consciousness at a new place realiz.¡¡g the consequences of choices
made by only a small portion of the human race (2000:281).

Yet given that the earliest human societies were also domestic scale

cultures, as were those of most of Native America, these types of philosophies, at

least in their general outline, may also fairly be considered to be representative

of the original views of the human race. Thus, rather than equating human

nature with the peculiar and recentþ invented ideals of the capitalist elite, it

would be fairer to equate human nature with the types of philosophies whidr

apparently cha¡acterized the vast majorily of human societies throughout the

vast maiority of human history-those of domestic scale cultures, Indeed, such a

view would also suggest that these were views which were once shared by

Europeans as well, for several ecoholists have suggested that, while surely

dualistic and hierarchical in their thinking, even pre capitalist Europe retained

much more organicist views of nature prior to the advent of mechanistic thought

(Berman 1984; Merchant 1980). The philosophies and lifestyles of indigenous

peoples thus represent an enduring critique of the Western world, simply

because they prove beyond doubt that more ecologicâl lifestyles øre possible, as

are the philosophies or world views which support them.

Nor are questions of appropriate scale, and of the choice between

prioritizing economic versus ecological values merely abshact philosophical

questions. Rather, these issues have practical corüìequences on the ground. As I

write this, for example, the Grand Council of the Crees of Quebec (GCCQ) have

only recently signed a new agreement with Hydro Quebec which cleafs the way

for fu¡ther hydro-electic development in their territory. The plarç whidr is

subject to environmental approval, would see further hydro-electric
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developments on both the Eastmain and Rupert Rivers, with up to 92 percent of

the Ruperls flow being diverted into more northerly hydro installations. It

would also see the GCCQ receive multi-million dollar payments annually for

roughly the next 50 years. Thus, this agreement effectively ends what has been a

very effective campaign of resisitance on the part of the GCCQ over the past

decade, whidr effectively stopped the proposed James Bay II development on

the Great l4lhale River in the 1990s (Niezen 1998).

While roughly 70% of the population of the nine Cree communittees

represented by the GCCQ supported the agreement in a series of referendums,

the Chiefs of two of the communities did not, with acceptance of the agreement

being most controversial in the community of Chisasibi, which was most heavily

impacted by the first phase of hydro-electric development on the la Grande

River, in the heart of thei¡ territory. The minority of Cree peoples in the area

who continue to oppose the development have recently formed a coalition with

local envi¡onurental groups in order to attempt to save the Rupert River, but it is

undear how successful their efforts will be without the backing of the GCCQ,

who now support the plantt . This illuskates that indigenous communities

themselves are not immune from choosing money over the short term over the

long term health of the land in the present day, and makes ecological support for

those communities who continue to resist traditional Western style development

all the more crucial.

In other words, this situation once again suggests the importance of

radical pluralism. For the present work has essentially been an exercise tn unity-

in-dfuersity, which has attempted to illusbate the intemal consistency of the

various skands of the eco-holist school, and of the various varieties of Native

American philosophy, as well as the commonalities which cross-cut the two

'"' The information on the contemporary situation (April 2003) is derived from CBC
Newswo¡ld and the Canadian Broadcasting Corporatiorfs website.
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stueams of thought. Even though Native Americån literature and eco-holist

thought express their philosophies in different terms, therefore, from the

perspective of radical pluralism we must recognize that they are essentially

speaking the same language, and sha¡e many of the same goals-such as local

political autonomy and local economic self-sufficiency and sustainability-and the

same enemies.

Indeed, even though the concepts of "unity in diversity" and "radical

pluralism" are central relational symbols proposed by the eco-holist literature,

the implications of this posiüon are also beautifully expressed in the infroductory

quotations from the works of Cardinal and Deloria. Both give expression to a

relational symbolism in which òpposites are not seen as separate and opposed,

but in which the complementarity of diverse elements is also recognized as a

value in both social and ecological systems/ and in which balance, harmony or

optimization is the ideal. For the way in which dualities a¡e understood serves as

a central relational symbol for what dífference implies. And throughout the

present work it has been relational symbols or metaphors whictr have served as

the central interpretive devices for comparing the various philosophies

considered.

In sum, where the dominant relational symbolism of the West is based

upon opposition and separatior¡ those of Native America arid eco-holism tend to

be based upon balance and complementarity. I4¡here the former implies a

separation into superior and hferior, and the pyramidat structure of social

hierarchies, the latter imply egalitarianism, and thus the series of nested spheres

whidt I have described as a holarchy. Where the former is modeled after social

patterns of relatioruhip the latter is modeled after natural pattems of

relationship; or the way in whiú parts and wholes are related to one another to

form a larger "unity-indiversity" in complex organic systems. Thus the most
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fundamental difference between the two is that the relational symbolism of the

West is based upon the fundamenlal sepørøteness of all things, while those of

organic phìlosophies are based upon the fundamental relatedness of all things-

whether this be expressed in terms of kinship or ecology.

As was emphasized above, one of the most fundamental ways in which

this bias towards separation is expressed in the dominant Westem philosophy is

through the many dualisms which have always characterized Wesiern thought-

whether between mind and body, culfure and nature, facts and values, or science

and religion. Yet as Deloria points out, "American Indian tribal religions...appear

to be more at home in the modem world than Christian ideas and Westernels

traditional religious concepts" (1994:95). After all, in being based upon natural

archetypes, their religions have always looked to both dreams and empirically

observable phenomena--rather than sacred texts-in order to discove¡ their

spirituality. Thus, there is no apparent inconsistency between the religious

insights of Native kaditions and the findings of science, and there are no disputes

equivalent to those between creationists and evolutionists. After all, both

"creation" and "the sacred" may be observed in the functioning of organic

systems in the present.

Thus, Deloria's point illushates the relevance of Native American

traditions to the broader Western society as well, for such a participatory

philosophy provides an avenue for bridging the "gap" between our religious

and scientiÉic, or our moral and practical views of the world. In other words,

unlike Occidental religions (whether Christian or economic), such a participatory

philosophy could provide a model for a moral and spiritual sensibility whidr is

consistent with the findings of contemporary science, and help to "lay the

groundwork for bringing our view of the world back to a unified whole"

(Deloria 1994l.93). Once agaín, this is precisely the goal of eco-holism as well,
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which it expresses through its rejection of both mechanism and materialism, and

idealism or spiritualism, as well as the duality between moral and scientific

questiors. For as was discussed above, in the contemporary context this dualism

has reduced science's empirical world view to a mere servant of the dominant,

inherently destructive econonic ethos. Thus there is much of a practical nature

to be learned from the non-dualistic nature of Native American philosophies.

Yet the Western worlds "separation" from nafure is also much more than

merely a tenet of its philosophy, for it has been embodied in its practices and

styles of life as well, especially through the inherently anthropocentric natu-re of

economic thought. In practical terms, however, we are also separated from the

direct acquisition of almost every necessity of life except the air which we breath

(and even this is tainted). Concerning every other fundamental necessity,

however--whether water, food or energy--we are increasingly separated from

the source of these necessities by a seemingly interminable series of

intermediaries. And as Naess observes, "[i]f a great deal of technique and

apparatus are placed between oneself and nature, nahlre carurot possibly be

reached" (1989:779).

In other words/ if we suÍound ou¡selves with a socially constructed,

artificial world-as we indeed have-it makes it more difficult to see nature and its

own patterns of relationship. Consequently, because we do distance ourselves

from nature, we are likeþ to find owselves following the only pattems of

relationship which we are familiar witlr, and intimateþ in contact with on a daily

basis-that of our hiera¡drical social structure, and of the interactions of

machines. After all, one cannot follow nafural models, nor adapt to natural

patterns/ if one has no direct experience of them, and as George observed:

Once people knew how to live in harmony, now the silence of nature
reaches few. There are many who look but only some who see...Today,
harmony still lives in nature, although we have less wilderness, less
variety of creatures...take care, or soon our ears will shain in vain to hear
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the creators' song (1974:52 ard66-7).

For it is only by looking to nafure that adaptive patterns of life are made

possible. Perhaps it would be helpful then, particularly in this wban age, to look

to those peoples who have the longest tradition of looking to nafure as a model

for thei¡ own philosophies and lifestyles when seeking a more adequate

understanding of nature. For respect for Mother Earth was the religion of

many-if not most--indigenous peoples, and that religion was lived for centuries

or millennia before the Western world arrived on these shores.

Their central realization, whidr the Western world now has little choice

but to embrace, was also beautifully and succinctly put by George: "We are as

much alive as we keep the earth alive" (7982:52). And since the Western world

has so little experience in practicing the type of respect for nature which it now

requires, while indigenous views span centuries or millennia, the least Western

philosophy ought to do is to indude them in the conversation. For while the

Western world has long considered both Native Americans and Nature itself to

be its inferiors, from which there were/ therefore, no moral or ethical lessons to

be leamed, perhaps the time has come to r€assess this thinking--for there are

many sudr lessons to be learned from both. After all, as the present work has

attempted to show, many of the assumptions which underlie the current

practices of the Western world are antithetical to the development of adaptive

and sustainable lifestyles, and as Eastman reminds us:

, If we are of the modern type of mind, that sees in natural law a majesty
and grandeur far more impressive than any solitary infraction of it could
possibly be, let us not forget that, after all, science has not explained
everything. We have still to face the ultimate mystery-the origin and
principle of life! Here is the supreme mystery that is the essence of
worship, without which there can be no religion, and in the presence of
this mystery our attitude ca¡not be very unlike that of the natu¡al
philosopher, who beholds with awe the Dvine in all creation (1980:77-8).

Or as Standing Bear expresses a similar sentiment, in explaining why, as an elder,
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he came to reject the Christianity which he had learned in favour of "the natural

way of my forefathers:"

after all the gteat religions have been preached and expounded, or have
been revealed by brilliant scholars, or have been written in books and
embellished in fine language with fine covers, man-all man-is still
confronted with the Great Mystery 0978:258).

lndeed, as I have tried to suggest, it is only through attaining an adequate

understanding of that Great Mystery whidr is life, and through a thorough

appreciation of the implications of sudÌ a view, that we a¡e able to grasp the

essence of an ecological sensibility. For when we recognize that we are but a

small part of much larger complex organic systems/ which are inherently

unpredictable, all certainty goes out the window. As a consequence, perhaps it

would be wise to select ou¡ technologies with more care, and to give some

thought to lheir ecological consequences prior to implementatiory rather than

concerning ourselves only with their ability to maximize profits. For while error

may be inevitable in dealing with complex organic systems, this does not imply

that we should th¡ow up our hands in despair and do nothing. Rather, as was

discussed above, if we ¿ìre to err, it is imperative that we err on the side of

cautiorç for we must live in and with the land if we hope to live at all. Further,

we must remain close enough to those fu¡damental living processes so that we

are able to receive feedbacks on the consequences of our etrors/ and correct for

them.

Yet in the final analysis the life process shall always remain a Great

Mystery which we may more or less adequalely describe, ot adapt fø but which

we shall never fuJly expløin. And perhaps it is only when we are humbled by this

fact that we may begin to leam respect. For as Lame Deer notes, "[m]an cannot

live without mystery. He has a great need of i{' (1972:763). After all in a world

in which everything is interconnected, everything is also relevant to every

decision we make. And since humans are only fragile and finite beings, a perfect
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comprehension of the world is obviously beyond our grasp, as was suggested

by Esteva and Prakash above, in their critique of global thinking. Or as Eastman

makes a similar point, "all speech is of necessity feeble and imperfecf (1980:4),

and a perfect understanding is hardly to be expected from imperfect tools. Thus

a profound understanding of mystery and uncertainty, and of the limits of

human knowledge and power/ are essential to an ecological lifestyle'* .

This more uncertain stance is also a prerequisite for the type of study I
have engaged in. For aside from the ecological implications, as long as we in the

West remain smugly certain of the superiority of our own beliefs-whether they

go by the name of Christian dogma, scientific fact, or economic "necessit¡r"--r¡¡s

can never truly open ourselves to the beliefs of another cultu¡e. Consequently,

even when we have recorded the words of persons sudr as Black Elk or Lame

Deer, and included them "in the consultable record of what humanity has sai{"

they will remain but exhibits in a museum--idle curiosities and oddities with

which to amuse ourselves-as long as we remain certain of our own cultual

superiority. Only when we recognize our own inescapable uacerlainty can we

begin to engage in a true conversation with those texþ a dialogue in which we

are open to the possibiTty of learning y'om other cultures, and not mercly about

them. Indee{ aspects of our own ways of thirìking and living may even be

shown to be inadequate in the process.

In this way we may come to realize that the opinions of peoples from

other culfures are more than merely data to be analyzed, and to be

appropriately fitted into a catalogue of cultural types, Instead, we can

respectfu.lly indude these persons among our teachers and colleagues, and beat

their opinions with the same respect as we treat those of Westem scholars. This

is precisely what I have attempted to do throughout the present work. For the

@g from the symbolism of d¡eams and visions has always
been so cent¡al in many Native A:nerican cultures,
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desi¡e to mrrture and promote what we now call an "ecological lifestyle," or an

"ecological sensibility," has long been at the core of Native teachings, particularly

those of their shamans or holy people, and in the contemporary sifuatior¡ their

scholars, who fr:lfill an analogous role. For as Black Elk pointed out, in his day

"[t]he medicine men were the learned class, the schola¡s of the tríbe" (1984:334).

More important, however, is the fact that Native American philosophies

appear always to have attempted to embody such a philosophy in their patterns

of life. Thus, it is not just an abstract philosophy promulgated by a few of the

most articulate men and womerL nor a hegemonic ideology promoted by an

elite in order to advance their own nalïow interests, but rather a philosophy o/

liaíng wltch was--and still is-practiced by human communities/ however

imperfectly or well. And the sooner we learn to distinguish between economics

and reality, as well as between what is in reality only in the short-term interests

of the capitalist class, and that which is in the long-term interesb of llfe on Earth,

the sooner we may be able to recreate sudr a lived philosophy, and the sooner

we may be able to create a viable futu¡e for our düld¡en. Thus, as LaDuke

concludes:

In the final analysis, the survival of Native America is fundamentally
about the collective survival of human beings. The question of who gets
to determine the destiny of the land, and of the peõple who live on it-
those with the money or those who pray on the land--is a question that is
alive throughout society (1999:5).

Hetch etu aloh. Ina Mtka øaanyanka.
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